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Abstract

Seduction in litcrature is of greater consequence to the society in which it occurs

than it is to the victims, because the seducer, rnore often than not, appears in moments of
social crisis and shifting cultural identities. what is then at stake in the discourse of
seduction, as it appears in this study, is a renegotiation of a variety ofidentities, ranging

from the personal to the political, encompassing issues of religion, class, and gender. My

enabling ãssumption is that seduction is less about sex than it is about various forms of
artifice, requiring fonns of aesthetic, political, and social control. One obvious starting

point, then, is to note how the discourse of seduction blurs borders of sexual identity

ihrough its emphasis on ar1ifice. Jean Baudrillard offers "seduction, as an ironic,

altemative fonì, one that breaks the referentiality ofsex and provides a space, not of
desire, but ofplay and defiance,' (21). Thus, the binaries ofmale/female, history/fiction,

writer/reader become suspect in this model that refuses to accept such hierarchies as

"natural."
Serhtcers as Agents ofSocial Change: A Selected HÌstory ofthe Discottrse of

Sedttction in European and Canadian Writing stweys seduction throughout European

literary history, examining such European w orks as The Letters of Abélard and Héloise,

Clarissa, Les Liaisons Dangereu.ses, several versions ofDon Juan, and Dracula'

Arguing that seduction is more about social power and control than it is about sexual

"onqu"rt, 
the thcoretical framework draws on essays by Jean Baudrillard, Julia Kristeva,

Jacques Derrida, Michel Foucault, and Linda Hutcheon, in order to set up three final

chapters on Canadian nov e\s: Kantouraska, No Fixed Address, and Ana Historic' Hete,

even parody tums into a form of intertextual seduction, offering a trope for larger matters

concerning social, political, cultural, and lìterary change
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Preface

Seduction in literature is of greater consequence to the society in which it occurs

than it ìs to the victims, because the seducer, more often than not, appears in motlents of

social crisis and shifting cultural ìdentities- What is then at stake in the dìscourse of

seduction , as it appears in this study, is a renegotiatìon of a variety ofidentities, ranging

Íiom the personal to the political, encompassing issues ofreligion, class, and gender. My

enabling assumption is that seduction is less about sex than it is about various forms of

artifice, requiring forms of aesthetic, political, and social control. One obvious starling

point, then, is to note how the discourse of seduction blurs borders of sexual identity

through its emphasis on artifice. Jean Baudrillard offe¡s "seduction, as an ironic,

altemative fonn, one that breaks the referentiality of sex and provides a space, not of

desire, but of play and defiance" (21). lf ferninist identity politics then attempt to situate

women under social and/or biological codes, the discourse ofseduction, obsessed with

games and artifice, inevitably displaces these codes and sexual binaries. For seduotion

and the narratives that lonn it constitute a series of complicated games in whìch the

relations (binaried and otherwise) are more important than any one speaking subject.

One does not have to be a deconstructionist to see that binary relations carry

social and political implications about hierarchies. Flaught as it is with hierarchical

tensions, the discourse ofseduction is nonetheless analogous to deconstruction in the way

that it reverses and destabilizes a variety ofbinary oppositions. In her essay, "Don Juan,

or Loving to be Able to," Julia K¡isteva attempts to rethink the peculiar power of the

infamous Don Juan: "lndeed, the power of the sovereign sensualist resides less in the

blasphemous destruction of devoutness than in the affrrmation of the possibility of



expenditure: losing, endlessly, for nothing, hence for humanity, gloriously. The power to

triumph whìle playtng" (204-205). In such constitutions and reconstitutions, the seducer

would appear to elude a fixed identity, so that the speaking subject signifies itselfas a

medley of always/already absences, leaving only traces after s/he is played out. Kristeva

suggests an intriguing reading of the Don Juan mlth by situating him, not as a rebel

refuting the system, and therefore operating within a traditional binary, but rather as a

series ofpolyphonìc voices that has no centre. Thus Kristeva's point that there is the

"affirmation of the possibility of expenditure" suggests that such loss provides a way to

renegotiate.

Another reason to theorize the discourse ofseduction is to identifu in its multiple

relationships various sites ofpower. One way oftracing these sites is through an analysis

of the traditional binaries associated with the discourse of seduction: seducer/seduced,

hero/vil1ain, or lover,õe1oved. But the relations in a discourse of seduction set up by

exclusive binaries rely on a system ofpolarized opposites which do not allow for the

possibility that witliin the literary frgure of the seducer those binaried opposites may

conflict or merge, collapsing the strict binary.

An inplosion ofbinaries is especially apparent ìn the type ofresistant narrative

that would seem to characterize historical naratives of seduction, but that has also

becone characteristic of the larger body of contemporary prose. The effect of the

resistant nanative is always contingent upon a reader's knowledge of the conventional

tropes ìn this case, those related to seduction. The ¡eade¡ must understand the already-

in-place discourses ofseduction to understand a writer's parodic play with their

conventions.



Linda Hutcheon's theory ofparody as "extended repetition with critical

difference" (7) rnay then be altered slìght1y to show how parody is another fonn of

seduction, by which individual texts are invited to betray themselves into the design of

some other. In Aritha van Herk's novel No Fixed Address, for example, the female Don

Juan undermines the picaresque tradition by presenting a woman as trickster and seducer.

What is at stake here, however, is rnore than the renovation of a literary form; the

renovation ofsocial roles, and gender constructìons is the upshot ofsuch "repetition with

critical distance."

Traditionally, the discourse of seduction has been confined to questions of sexual

behavior. However, at the heart of seduction lies a much larger issue of control.

Seduction is finally about the politics ofcontrol. In the case of writing, it involves the

concession that there is always meaning cxceeding the limits of control. But rn a cultural

context, seduction offers a way to rneasure the changing socio-political climate in tetms

ofpower relations. Baudrilla¡d understands seduction as simply excluding the real,

whereby a virtual reality is constructed tlrough perfomance, play, and illusion.

Seduction, however, still requires ¡eal bodies acting in a culhral context; if seduction is

play and fiction, it also has real consequences and a real history that comes out of it.

Paradoxìcally, it is at this point that reality/fiction coincide, collapsing the binary. A

postructuralist approach then has the advantage ofbringing the text back into culhrre and

looking at the problematic relation between text and culture.

Most theories of writing marginalize the importance of play in language But

language is seductive precisely because writing exceeds any writer's or reader's individual

cont¡ol. Both write¡ and reader are seduced by their own vulnerabìlity; they must give



themselves up to the act of writng/reading which is always an encore performance.

Derrida argues that writing is iterable by necessity. The meaning which we attribute to

wnting as a form of communication is only possìble because of its repetition. The

meaning oflanguage is not bound by the intentions of the writer or reader but rather by

the context in which the communication has been produced. Neither sender nor receiver

is c¡ucial to this process, as Derrida notes: "To write is to produce a mark that will

constitute a sort of machine which ìs productive in tum, and which n'ry future

disappearance will not, in principle, hinder in its functioning, offering things and itselfto

be read and to be rewritten" (Limited 8). Thus, the relation between sìgnifier/signihed is

also not self-contained; instead, the signifier is rn continual pursuit ofnew referants for

meaning. Meaning exceeds the grasp ofwriting through this act ofdeferral.

Within what may appear to be a nihilistìc theory of writing, however, Derrida

suggests that dffirance also opens up "the general space of theìr possibility" (Limited

19). The possibilities for the play oflanguage resides in "inscnbing iT or grafting it onlo

other chains" (Limiîed 9). That is to say, meaning must be defined through context but,

paradoxically, contexts are lir¡ritless in how they might be defined. Context is always

open to further description, and it can easilybe expanded through grafting the curent

statement onto the context given to explain that statement. In the discourse of seduction,

then, tlie seducer does not invariably exert total control over a seduced, not if the

supplement of writing evades the write¡/seducer who would use it to establìsh his power

over the seduced. Ironically this means the seducer is already caught in a web ofhis or

her own making, a web over which no single party has control. The seducer must have

read, seen, heard, experìenced elsewhere what he intends to repcat with the seduced, thus



making him a once-upon-a-time always/already reader/seduced as well as being a

seducer/writer.

Ultimately, the discourse of seduction suggests that seducers may then be limited

by several social factors, including language, audience, and modes of interpretation. If

none ofthese is stable ot static, seducers will not be able to preserve old privileges of

class, or gender, or imperial authority. In short, seducers appear to exefi power over a

seduced just at the moment that traditional relations ofpower and cultural identity are

most in flux. Even a selective history shows how seduction has changed over time in

relation to cultural imperatives and power politics. h the last thirty years, Canadian

identity has been shaped by various concems such as the rise of feminism, the evolution

of nationalism in Quebec and an increased interest in post-colonialism. As the story

changes in the Canadian narrative, it takes on new cultural references and expressions,

where literary tropes of seduction can then tum into political tropes of changing relations

ofpower, and where old hierarchies can lum into revealed hypocnsies.

The thesis is divided into eìght chapters. Chapter one explores a nunber ofcritical

approaches to seduction, and outlines the argument in fuilher detail. Chapter t'rr'o traces

the history oftropes of seduction in literature f¡om medieval to nineteenth-century

writing. This chapter examines, in relation to seduction, the importance of the sub-genre

of epistolary novels; the role of authority hgures, procurers and confidantes; and

considers a number ofparadignrs associated with seduction (for example, an older

woman ridiculed for doing exactly what younger male seducers do - seduce solreone

younger and ofa lower social status). Chapter three introduces the works ofJean

Baudrillard, Julia K-risteva, and Michel Foucault whose theories share an interest in social



construction, identity politics, and the relationshìp ofpower to language. chapter four

traces the hisiory ofparody in westem thought, in order to suggest that parody itselfìs a

fonl ofseductìon, that is to say, a form in which later texts seduce earlier texts into their

play- Chapter five examines the subversion of cultural brnaries and fixed identities

through a discussion of An¡e Hébert's French-canadian novel Kamouraska. I will use

Philippe Lejeune's structuralist approach to polyphonic voice to explain the

unaccountable shifts ftorn first to second to third-person narrative, and to explore the

multiple selves ofElisabeth as a speaking subject, both in relation to her loves and to the

reader. chapter six will review some of the literary reproductions of Don Juan (the

writings of Tirso de Molina, Casanova, Lord Byron, Molière, and Mozarl) and the

parodic representation ofDon JuaninNo Fixed Address. chapter seven explores Daphne

lllatlaft's Ana Historic as a saûle-Sex discourse of seduction. To some extent, reader and

author become "same-sex" too, as joint creators, undermining the old hierarchical

relationshrp of author/reader. The final chapter will show how dìscourses of seduction

can elucidate ldentity politics within a parlicular cultural context. Discourses of

seduction in these conternporary canadian texts work, in fact, to establish a new feminist

project. KamourasÃa shows ways in which discourses of seduction serve in a femìnist

context, to overthrow an imperiai (male, foreign) colonizer. Don Juan and the myths that

sunound thrs literary hgure as the gleatest seducer of women ale then betrayed into the

hands of a militantly feminist text ir.No Fixed Address. Lastly, lesbian and post-colonial

resistance mark alike the constructed reader's inclusion as co-creator in the shift to a

same-sex relationship in Ana Historic.



According to Michel Foucault, power resides in discourse' I hope to elaborate a

hermeneutics ofpower relations which show how various social, political, and cullural

identities a¡e redefìned. I wish to elucidate the use of artifice within seduction, which

blurs sexual referentìa1ity, and show how subversion (especially the parodic play ofmany

contemporary texts) is inherent to the discourse ofseduction. ln its broadest teûns, my

objective is to critique sexual reasoning as represented within a number of contemporary

Canadian texts. It is my hope that thìs proj ect will yield insight into reading strategies,

which can help to articulate identity in the discourse ofseduction, and point out its

irnpoÍance to the study ofliterature as a whole.



1: Introduction

One way to explore seduction within the fiamewo¡k of critical theory and feminist

psychoanalysis is to use poststructuralist theory to destabilize traditional binaries of

seducer/seduced, man/woman, and nature/culture. At the same time, seduction is about

more than language or wnting, and should be examined in relatìon to social context.

Critics such as Jane Miller rightly take issue with Jean Baudrillard, for example, for

treatìng the subj ect in exclusively theo¡etical tenns. Miller notes, for example, that "at

the hearl ofthis beguiling sl.ory fClarissal is a rape" (29). She is correct to observe that

negative and weak representations of women in literatu¡e and serious issues affecting

them may not only reflect, but also perpetuate, stereotypes.

Firstly, then, it is imporlant to distìngursh stereot)?es of seduction from

stereot)?es relating to love, desire, and sex. Even then, seduction carÌnot be labeled ìn

one specific way as it has changed in various historical periods and genres. And yet

seduction prevails as a prominent discourse throughout literature and has proved

important to the discussions of many theorists. If we think of seduction as a game, then

love and desire can be seen as its tools, which are ceftainly useful; yet love and desire

must always be subordinated to seduction, that is, short-circuited, ifa seduction is to

succeed. By contrast, the lover's discourse is about solitude. For example, in Roberl

Browning's poem "Porphgia's Lover," love demonstrates the lover's desire to control the

situation and crystallize the perfect moment. The lover idealizes the beloved's beauty and

proceeds to wrap her long hai¡ around her throat to strangle her while saying, "l am quite

sure she felt no pain" (line 42). A love¡'s discourse, as Roland Barthes has pointed out,



is isolated and struggles continually to hnd epiphanies in its expression. Seduction

differs in that it is not complete without the regular interlerence ofsociety.

For example, a man seduces a woman over a long period of time; moreover, this

seduction involves other people such as procurers, agents, and confltdantes' A typical

ending is that the seducer by means of seductive strategies forces the consummation of

the relationship, understood as conquest. The woman, following the consummation, must

confront one of three rather gloomy options: to die of shame or unrequited love; to enter

into a nunnery; or to face ruin in society's eyes and take on the role of a fallen woman.

We continue to revisit this paradigrn in numerous classical texts such as The Letters of

Abétard and Hélois¿, Samuel Rrchardson's Pa mela, and Aphra Behn's The History of the

Nun. Conversely, a woman rnight seduce a man, as is the case in Chode¡los de Laclos'

Les Lîaisons Dangereuses. Admittedly, this scene of seduction is not as common, or at

least not ostensrbly so. Jemy Newman tnThe Faber Book of Seduction shows how older

women as seducers are typically negated in literatu¡e For example, in Congreve's ZÀe

tlay oJ the World, arestoration play filled with robust humour, a middle-aged Lady

Wishfort receives mocking attention. We first meet her in the third act putting on

makeup in preparation for her grand meeting with the supposed Lord Rowland who is

actually her enemy's seruant disguised. She is shown as a figure of ridicule, as Newman

points out, beoause she is an older woman doing exactly what younger male seducers do

- seduce someone younger and of a lower social status (xvii). Her use of cosmetics

shows that she wants to use artìficial means to create a scene ofseduction, but the

privileged value of imocence associated with wonien is also linked with the idea of a

completely natural woman. The conventions of seduction are such that any woman



putting on makeup, and especially an older one, cues the reader to know that this woman

does not fit into the category of innocence.

Wìthin another paradigm, however, the scduction of a woman does not

necessarily rmply that she is a victim. Alan Johnson, for example, argues convincingly

that Bram Stoker's Dracula can be interpreted as a projection of the underlying desìres of

Mina Murray and Lucy Westrena within an otherwise oppressive Victorian setting Mina

becomes a vampire when her parly of men abandons her as they go off in search of

Dracula. They do so in accordance with the chivalric code, but their desire to protect her

is exactly what leaves her r,ulnerable to Dracula. These women, then, are innocent in the

sense that they do not openly seek to change their lìves, yet on an unconscious level, they

rebel against social notms.

Beyond the changing paradigms of seductlon, there are still common tropes in the

discourse, such as deceit, espionage, and betrayal lndividuals such as procurers,

oppressive authority figures, and agents altemately encourage and dissuade scenes of

seduction. Defenal of the consummation scene is another constant, whereby one of these

above-mentioned marginal characters impedes the seducer (although the seducer rnay

have strategically planned it so). In defining the encompassing features of seduction, one

must not forget Elizabeth Hardwick's point that there can be no seduction in a society in

whìch imrocence is not a value (208). Hardwick points to the continuing inter-relation

bstween seduction and society, where social class and religious ethos play an intrinsic

role in many discourses of seduction.

There are formal constants as well, such as one finds in the sub-genre ofthe

epistolary novel. The epistolary fom lends itself to the writings of seduction because it

10



gives the reader a sense of intimacy with the characters. A reader may feel as if he or she

is lookrng over the shoulder of the writer in the process of writing. In the case of

Richardson's Pa mela, lhestory allows the reader to perceive from a first-person narrative

how a young woman of the lower class might react to seduction. Pamela is not allowed

to become marginal because it is her voice that predominates; her letters are given

impofiance within the narrative. Pamela has to sew her corespondence into her clothing

in an effort to ensure that it is kept private. Yet, this very desrre for secrecy is one ofthe

justifications her hypocritical seducer uses to touch her. Mr. B says that he wants to

"strip her garment by garment to look for her letters" (274). He insists that it is his right

as a landowner to see all mail that leaves the house, and yet he has broken the

relationship of trust between seryant and master by accosting Pamela against her will.

This epistolary history of the individual has its own long fonnal history, however, such as

will appear in discussion of Ovid's Heroides, The Letters ofAbélard and Héloïse, and

Chaclos' Les Liaisons Dangereuses.

When one tums to a theoretical consrderation ofscduction, however, one often

finds more emphasis on arlifice than on social hypocnsy. Jean Baudrillard's text

Seduction posits that the best seducer is a transvestite rather than a woman because a

transvestite consciously plays with all of the signs. Baudnllard would not consider les

Liaisons Dangereuses a "pure" seduction because he says that seduction does not have

physical consummation as its goal. For him, seductìon is about games, play, and

defiance; it is an "eclipse ofa presence" or an "aesthetics of disappearance" (85). The

seducer's power lies in his or he¡ abilities to create a hlpnotic-mesmerizing presence that

does not atternpt credibility or reasonableness. The seducer rnay ask the question "Who

l1



am I?" although s/he ìs not so much interested in answers as in the possibilities opened up

in the process of answering; the seducer is a tabula rasq onto which the seduced inscribes

his or her desires. The seducer must find ways to engage the seduced through sparking

curiosity and managing objections. Baudrillard makes the point that the seducer tries to

draw the object ofdesìre into the seducer's realm ofweakness, and thus presents

him/herself as weak. ht Les Liaisons Dangereusas, Valmont uses this strategy when he

says to Madame Tourvel that she has made him reconstrue his enti¡e system of ethics

because ofher influence, and she seduces herselfìnto believing that this could be true.

He is not only interested in obtaining her physical consent, delalng the consummation of

the relationship, in fact, to ensure that he also seduces her spiritually.

Baudrillard makes the point that seduction is aesthetic as nuch as it is social; in

consequence, it likely minor s a "natural" seduction. Madame Tourvel is considered

beautiful and "naturally seductive." According to Baudrillard, what the seducer attempts

is an imitation of that same beauty in order to destroy it. Necessarily, there rs a pre-

existing concept of seduction, which ìncludes a ritualistic aspect that includes sacrifice:

the seducer destroys what already exists. The seducer is aware ofthe tactics that aperson

being seduced rnay use to try to avoid the seductron, and also knows that, "ifhandled

correctly" (Baudrillard 87), that person will succumb to the wish to be seduced (to be

seduced is se<luctive). More importantly, the seducer must not fall into the trap. To be a

seducer entails cruelty to onesell as to others, to ensure the continuity of the game which

is relentless. ln the case of Les Liaisons Dangereuses, Valmont and Merteuille are two

seducers working together who eventually tum in on themselves, and they are destroyed.

1,2



Analogously, Julia Kristeva argues that the seducer must always be extemal, a

figure who does not intemalize his emotions. The seducer must play on the surface to

keep seduction a game. Another way of thinking of the seducer is of someone who,

according to Kristeva "is in sea¡ch of conquest without possession" (195). Indeed,

Kristeva's project focuses entirely on women's relationship to language. Through a

psychoanalytic approach, Kristeva would change the very conceptualization of thought

itself. For she vìews the speaking and writing subject in a constant process of

constituting language: the speaking subject does so through his or her fluctuation between

the semiotic and sylbolic orders. Semiosis refers to the pre-Oedipal stage in which the

speaking subject is receptive to all signifiers and no sexual difference exists. The

synbolic order coresponds to Jacques Lacan's understanding of the Law of the Father,

whereby the speaking subject enters into the more lìmited cultural discourse oflanguage.

K¡isteva's theories of "le sujet en proces ", ofabjection, of femininity as negation and

subversion, and poetic language closely parallel the strategies of seduction.

Michel Foucault, who likewise posits that the speaking subj ect is constituted

through discourse, identifies the imporlant question as being who gets to say what to

whom. Power and knowledge can be understood as different points on a grid in which

the nodals form points of concession or resistance to ever-changing conftguratìons. In

other words, there is nowhere "outside" ofpower and we tnust conceive ofpower as not

only changing but also being continuaily productive.

Although Foucault certainly has been criticized for the exclusion of feminist

issues from his theories, his viewpoint still provides an important element ofhow I wish

to theorize the discourse of sedwcfion. In Discipline and Punish, for example, he argues

i3



that a study of the prison system reveals a micro-versìon of the principles that

characTenze society at large. This includes its tulers who help as agents, not fixed

oppressors, to perpetuate a system of intemational norms and self-regulating limits

Moreover, the individual speaking subject not only acts as a mechanism for the system

but as well the individual's very sense of "self' must also be attributed to his or he¡

relations to language and society. Thus, in terms ofseduction, the binary of

seducer/seduced must also be understood in relation to power and knowledge. This rnay

also complicate the notion that the seducer as an isolated entity holds the power in this

hierarchy.

Chapter four will explore some ofthe relations between parody and seduction as

formal operations. This section begins with a comparison of the theories of Mikhail

Bakhtin (double-voiced discourses), Foucault (parody as transgressive), and Linda

Hutcheon (parody as repetition with critical distance). Hutcheon's theory is parlicularly

useful, since she proposes that the ironic inversion ofone book, paradoxically played out

in another, signifies the arlistic and intellectual distance (and connection) between the

two texts. This parodic play, more impofiantly, parodies ideologies in stadling ways'

Many of the tropes of seduction formed in the Restoration or the victorian periods, for

instance, are reflective of some of the conventions and mores ofthese eras. Similarly,

tropes of seduction in the twentieth century are simultaneously infonned by historic

paradigls and contemporary ideologies.

Parody itselfneeds to be read as a form ofseduction, which is to say that oûe text

may seduce another, or subvert it to do the bidding of another. The intertextuality of

texts has always been playûrl and, ofcourse, has always required a willing reader.
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Seduction begins wìth a willingness, even ifthat will is tinged by skepticisrn and

resistance. Parody, taken as a form ofseduction, then elucidates some of the premises of

Baudrillard's theory. For example, parody insists on drawing in the seduced, parodied

text into its own realm of discourse. The text that is the seducer controls the medium of

language and only selects that which it wants from the seduced text.

This dìscussion ofparody is meant, hnally, to introduce the rhetorical triangle that

underlies the particular relevance to one another ofsuch texts as Kamouraska, No Fixed

Address, and Ana Historic. How texts can seduce other texts is the subj ect ofdiscussion

in a chapter on No Fixed Address, which parodics some of the classic formulations ofthe

Don Juan my,th. In Ana Hisloric, by contrast, it is the relationship ofthe constr-ucted

rearler to the text how the text seduces this reader - that is of central concelr'r. The third

part of this communicative triangle examines how narration itself can occupy the position

of the seducer, allowing for rrultiple sites ofpower, and a theory ofseduction that

encoûlpasses political contexts.

Anne Hébert's Ka mouraska, a French-Canadian novel written in the 1960's about

a nineteenth-century love-Írurder triangle in Quebec, we are told, is based on true events'

Chapter seven will open with an analysis of the discourses of the historical documents

sunounding the murder and trial that followed. In this novel the question of imocence of

the protagonist Elisabeth, is ultimately a question ofperfonnance' The retrospective

narrative shrfts between first, second, and third person, and the tirne fiames can also

change within mid-sentence. Elisabeth awaits her never-to-retum lover in the house of

her second husband, Jérôme Rolland, who lies dying in bed. She ostensibly creates the

impression that she is the seduced, and thus also the victin ofher three relationships. Yet
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the binary of seducer/seduced breaks down in this novel as Elisabeth plays both roles,

and so undennines the stability of any fixed identity. Elisabeth's whole narrative is a

protest that she is innocent ofthe murder ofher first husband, Antoine Tassy, although

her narrative slow1y reveals that she was in fact the instigator. Elisabeth's interior

dialogue shows that she is very aware and overly concemed with how she thinks her

society perceives her, or more precisely, her appearance ofhonour.

Since Elisabeth is a seducer, her narrative voice seems to sustain a theatrical

dramatization of her life. She is of the upper class and has been raised in a woman's

world by three spinster aunts who want to live their lives vicariously through her' She

acknowledges that she invites drama into her life for its sheer excìtement. Right away,

when she meets Tassy at a hunting pafy, she knows that she is not so much interested in

hin-r as in what he represents to her. She identifies hin as a "scoundrel" (63), when he

wants her to cornmit ajoint-suicide, and yet reaches happily into his rnadness, so

different from the rest ofhe¡ wor1d. Elisabeth says that her life is "the theatre" (74)

where she can stand anything except to be bored. She sees Antoine as someone capable

ofa language that refutes the conventions oftheir society, and she clearly shows they are

in allegiance when she calls him her "accomplice" (37). Thus they sleep together under

her aunt's roofin defiance of the propriety ofthese three women rather than out of sexual

desire. Victorian morality and realìst conventions are undennined through Elisabeth's

passionate perfon¡ance in both ofher roles as protagonist and narrator.

Elisabeth as seducer opposes most clearly when she thinks to herself, "not two

separate husbands....but one man, one and the same" (26), and she stafs, at various points

in the nanative, to elide the three men in her 1ife. Although she shows a preference for
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George Nelson who is her lover, she treats al1 of them as players in her drama. Creating a

tragedy, Elisabeth now realizes nineteen years after the murder of Antoine that really she

is more in love with the idea of death than any one of her lovers. This may be seen in

K¡istevan terms as Elisabeth's confrontation with her psyche: ifyou are not in love, then

you are dead - ifyou are in love, you are in love with death.

Kamouraska's ,tltimate significance has yet to be understood ìn a larger cultural

context. Although first published in French in 1970, this novel recounts the events that

took place in a small Quebec town in 1 840. Elisabeth uses her theatrical abilities and

seductive strategies to subvert both French and English irnperial authority. Thus this

narrative serves to restage and expose the mechanics underlying colonial discourse. In

pafücular, Kantouraska offers a political allegory ofthe relationship between Papineau

an<1 Mackenzie, between the French and English, in resisting colonial authorities' The

year 1840 may recali the historical events of a particular love-murder triangle, but it also

recalls the rebellions of 1837. For Elisabeth's lover, George Nelson, is a British-

American Loyalist, and he¡ desire lor him represents her refusing both a French husband

and colonial authorities who repress the patriots oflower and Upper Canada in the

rebellions of 183 7. The language of the colonize¡ becomes suspect when disrupted by

discourses ofseduction that question the stability of iniperial frameworks.

This novel also poses question about translation as a fonn of seduction:

Kantouraska was first translated into English in 1973, and it reached a much larger

audience. To what extent is translation a form of transformation of the speaking subject?

How discourses of seduction operate in the cultural relationships ofEnglish and French

Canada says something about the production of colonial powers in general. As political
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allegory, Kantouraska fraces Elisabeth's multiple selves and desires, including her social

identity as a daughter of New France, the wife of a French husband, and the lover of an

English-Cana<lian who, along with her, subverts the colonial authoritres and Victorian

moralitres in this sexual rebellion which seems to parallel the rebellion of I 837. If

Elisabeth is a woman who looks like, she also subverls, Queen Victoria. So she recalls

her prosecution by the Crown Attomey: "As if it makes the slightest difference to our

dear Victoria-beyondthe-sea! What does she care if there's a little adultery, a little

murder, way out there on a few acres of snowy waste that England once took away from

France?" (3 8).

After such political questions, chapter six asks more formal questions about No

Fixed Address, opening with a discussion ofthe history ofliterary representations ofDon

Juan. James Mandrell suggests that honour and seduction are intricately linked;

moreover, that Don Juan offers "the exchange oftrick fo¡ honour" (59). lnTirsode

Molina's play, Don Juan breaks all the codes of honour in his society. He not only

seduces women ofall classes, he also betrays both his male friends (Don Alfonso and the

Marquis by making cuckolds of them), and even kills the father of Doña Ana' Don Juan

represents anarchy in that his betrayal of trust damages the social fabric. It can also be

noted, though, that Tirso's play offers an implicit rnoral foundation, inasmuch as Don

Juan acts as a scapegoat who is hnally punished by society, so reunifying the society as a

force against him. The marriages at the end of the play can in parl be attributed to a

greater appreciation of marital stability after the upheaval produced in the characters'

lives by Don Juan.
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When one turns to Lord Byron's "Don Juan," one finds a narator who in some

ways ìs more essential than Don Juan himself. This poem, which is another subtext for

No Fixed Address, is told as a monologue from a narrator who seeûls to be older than

Don Juan, and who states at the beginning that he is in search of "a hero" (1.1) The hero,

however, comes out of the mock epic tradition. He seems more acted upon by the

women than active himself: "With women he was what/They pleased to make or take him

for" (501). Don Juan provides a palimpsest for the women's imaginations: to Dona Julia

he is the bud ofyouth; to Haidee he is her one true passion; to Gulbayez he represents an

androgl,nous, sentimental potential lover; and to Fult-Fitz he constitutes someone willing

to take on the challenge ofher phantom appearance.

An unlikely contemporary version of the Don Juan figure is the protagonist

Arachne in Aritha van Herk's novel No -Fxe d Address: An Àmorous Journey' The novel

starts with a critique of the history ofunderwear in the westem world, and how it has

constrained women. This piece ends by saying that no one has ever studied the influence

ofunderwear in relation to "petty rogues" (10). A rogue, like a burlador (trickster),

comes out of the Spanish picaresque tradition of a young man who joumeys and

encounters many unexpected problems along the way. No Fixed Address offels a

parodic, contemporary retelling of the Don Juan mfh.

In many respects, Arachle does not fit the characteristic image of the Don Juan

seducer. She comes ÍÌom a working class, immigrant background, has one true

sentimental love, and never uses the gaze as a techlique in her seductions. She is

extremely impolite, awkward, and in general, hostile. She also does not ruin anyone's

reputation, and on the contrary, as a woman seducer, she gives men a sense ofnew life.
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Such is the case for an eighty-year-old seduced, Joseph, who is made to feel younger;

upper-class Thorras who fìnally leams to feel natural around her; and the black pianist

who plays his best music when he has an affair with her. Arachle's boundless passion

thus transcends age, class, and race. "There is no map for longing," says the narrator

(171). Arachne challenges the social fabric as does Tirso's Don Juan, yet this novel

seems to offer a greater focus on women's psychological exploration of desire. No Fixed

Address in some ways reflects current problematic feminist issues ofhow to address the

Don Juan fìgure who appears alnrost misog;inistic. No Fixed Address takes the focus

away from the relationship ofhonour and seduction, and instead concentrates on how the

position of the seducer changes when it is a woman who acts more like a trickster than a

seductless. The difference may well be that a seductress relies on her beauty, whereas a

seducer or trickstcr rclies on her cunning.

Where KamourasÂa challenges colonial authonty, No Fixed Address challenges

the patriarchal authority of Don Juan. A third novel in this argument raises questions

about both male dominated perspectives and imperial authority by constructing women's

experiences and accounts of their sexual relations from a postcolonial perspective. The

very framework of Ana Historic and its textual fragnentation undermines the authority of

master narratives, such as history with its claim to factual knowledge. The implications

of this narratjve are greater than just immediate power relations (sexual colonization);

they also include the colonization of memory. The establishment of discou¡ses of power

and the erasure ofhistorical subjects are revealed in the very process of writing history.

Through privileging the imagination's role in reconstructing history, Ana Historic

impedes the colonization of memory, and requirìng in tum a new narrative of women
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"givfing] birth to each other" (13 1) in the reading act. Now the point of seduction is not

to reverse roles with the male, but to write "the ¡eal history of women" which "runs

through our bodies" (i31). This text becomes part ofa greater postcolonial project

because it atten-rpts to reevaluate the historical positioning of the speaking subject in

relatìon to the readers of hìstory. The reader, in tum, becomes involved in the production

of meaning as the text solicits the collaboration of "same-sex" writer/reader.

Thus exploring Daphle Marlatt's I na Historic, chapter seven provides an

altemative model for seduction narratives; feminist history shows how it is possible to

resist the conventions ofdominant discourse. The narrative, for example, multìplies and

intercomects several stories in process. The narative is generally from the first-person

viewpoint of Annie Tonent, yet it is also the retelling of Annie's dead mother lna, and the

love story of Mrs. Richards, a historical figure who appears briefly in the Vancouver

archive of the 1880's, and whom Amie baptizes Ana. In giving these other womsn

voices, Annie also creates one for herself.

The other important personage in this novel is Zoe, An¡rie's only reader and editor

of her manuscript. It is Zoe who suggests how to read this text by Daphne Marlatt to

"read with a different eye" (107). ItisZoewho asks Annie the crucial question, "so what

do you want from her?" (91). Ostensibly, this question refers to Annie's disappointment

with the choices made by the historical figure, Ana Richards. But the question shifts the

conversation to remind A¡mie that she also needs to express what she wants from Zoe as

well as fiom Ana. The three persons conflate into one as the division between

individuals becomes blurred. Amie's own desires for Zoe are temporarily displaced

through her writing that alludes to a lesbian relationship between Ana and the only other
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independent frontierswoman, Birdie. This displacement creates an intriguing twist in the

binary of seducer/seduced because in a sense the love object becomes this other

discourse.

Finally, this chapter focuses on ho\¡/ a text seduces a reader into its desi¡es.

Encoded within the characler ofZoe and her relationship to Annie is a means for the

reader to actually participate in the text as a desiring, speaking subject. Only when Annie

has artìculated her own desires does Zoe invite her into the context of the rest ofher life,

and they spiritually and physically consummate thejouissance oftheir relationship. This

is also the moment when Ana Richard's story can come peacefully to an end. Amie

realizes the love story that she has created between Ana and Birdie is actually her own,

and that she has the opporhrnity now to live it. Seduction is far-reachir.rg, however, and

so it is also the constructed reader as well as An¡rie who is seduced in the closing pages.

ln these terms, ¡eader and author become "same-sex" too, as joint creators, rather

than reinscribing the old hierarchical relationship of author/reader. Again in the hnal

pages of the novel, Zoe asks the question, "what is it you want?" (152), thus giving

pron-ìinence to An¡ie as a desiring subject. The "you" oftheir loverraking shifts

reference frorn these two personae to the reade¡: "we give place, giving words, gìving

birth, to each other - she and me. you. hot skin writing skin" (153). The "you" is the

reader invited to participate in the writing ofthe literal and figurative desiring body of the

female. The narrator appeals to "you," the constructed reader, in the closing scenes ofthe

book, to "the reach ofyour desire, reading us into the page ahead" (153). As a text with

designs on the reader, this is a crucial narative for denonstrating how a nanator seeks to

engage the reader's desire for the text, for a continuation ofthe stoty/dialogue.
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Confronted with inve¡sions of classical seductions, this satne-sex narratìve elides

the binary oppositions of seducer/seduced. The hierarchy cannot sustain itself when

faced with multiple forms of ironic play. Parody thus invites the reader to recognize the

classical trope, and also to engage in rewriting that trope. The reader not only decodes

the narrative and its parody, but also his,/her desire for the parodic play' There is also a

parody of a rnore metaphysical sort in Ana Historic' While trying to recreate Ana

Richard's personal past, Arurie imagines her as witness to a birth described as "a massive

syllab1e of slippery flesh slidfing] out the open mouth" (126). This may be seen as a

subversion of the Platonic/christian metaphysics of the wo¡d made flesh. Here, instead,

the ',ürouth speaking flesh" is the woman's body which reverses the old credo, and tums it

into the flesh ürade word, the woman's body as the ground of being, both material and

linguistic. But this kind ofinversion also seduces the Gospel of John to new ends, makes

it "speak" with another kind of "mouth."

A concluding chapter sets out to show what paÍ these discourses of seduction

might have to play in both feminism and identity politics- The long historicaì build-up to

a rea<ling ofthree Canadian texts tums back now to a reconsideration ofthe several

narratives of colonialìsm, post-colonialism, and feminism. Elisabelh, Kamourasl"tt's

protagonist, refutes her colonized position under the male gaze wrthin both French and

English systems of irnperialìsm. No Fixed Address, through its female reproduction of

Don Juan, reinscribes the tenn "seduce¡" within a feminist ethos. And lrua Historic,

offers a feminist-postcolonial text that seeks to subveÍ a variety of master narratives -

history, religion, metaphysics - that could still be saìd to dominate our culture.
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Through an examination of how discourses of seduction shape fictional identity, ì

hope finally to illumine the hermeneutics of power relations. In particular, I want to

explore how these discourses evoke parody and artifice to undermine the hierarchical

relationships associated with traditional binaries, and instead, blur sexual referentiality

and multiply sites of power. It is myhope that such a project could help to furthe¡ alter

the figure of the seducer as an agent of social change.
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2: A Selected History of Seduction in Literature

The discourse of seduction has always played an important role in literature,

although there are many revealing shifts in the aesthetics of seduction as it has been

produced in different time periods. Exploring these aesthetics requires first some

identification of the paradigms of seduction used as part of literary conventions. My

focus here will be largely on eighteenth and nineteenth-century discourses ofseduction in

the novel because in these two centuries there was a proliferation ofseduction narratives.

The four texts that I have chosen to discuss are nonetheless separated by a span ofseveral

hundred years and two distinct literary cultu¡es. An historical analysis ofdiscursive

f'ormations necessarily accompanies this move Íìom rnedieval to enlightenment to late

nineteenth-cenlury social and political fonnations. Questions ofpower relations have to

be historicized, since they are not a "timeless" question ofgender, but a timebound effect

ofthe social and political culture to which these texts belong.

In the medieval Letters ofLbélard and Héloise, for example, Abélard uses his

religious status to seduce and to repress that parl of his own identity which is abject; he

tries to mediate his role in the medieval society which privileges the discourse ofreligion

over that of seduction. Héloise subverts the societal structures that try to determine a

circumscribed role for her by sublimating the discourse ofreligion into that ofseduction.

In the eighteenth ceirtury, Samuel Richardson's Clarissa comes to represent the success

of the new, bourgeois class ofvalues in which seducer and seduced also become part of

an economy of exchange. Chode¡los de Laclos's late eighteenth cenf.try Les Liaisons

Dangereuses provides a revisionary nanative of Clar¿ssa in as much as the seducer,

Madame de Me¡teuil, suffers when she attempts to move beyond her station and outwit
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her society through self-constructing performance. A century later, Bram Stoker's

Dracula cornes to synbolize the changing class tensions between commoners and

aristocrats and depicts a new kind of aristocracy.

Even though these texts are products ofspecific historical conditions, they share a

polìtics ofcontrol. The tropes that are f'ound in the fiction ofseduction are most

significant in terms of identifoing power relationships, not only between the

seducer/seduced, but also between the reader and the text. Enumerating these tropes will

enable a discussion ofthe alnorous epistolary narrative and its specific relationship to the

discourse ofseduction, following which a fiequent conflation ofthe discourse ofrape and

the discourse of seduction can be examined.

The paradigms of seduction in literature point to tension that exists between

formulaic expectations and constant revisions to that very formula. For instance, the

most conventional seduction has it that a woman will be the seduced and will pay a rather

high price for playing in the games of seduction. Traditionally, the seduced has

experienced a variety ofsocial castigations, which altemately point out the hlpocrisy of

the society in which she lives because seduction may condertn seduction but at some

level also coverlly promotes it. The woman is thus socially compromised, always

r.ulnerable to the darnaging social effects of participating in seduction. And yet for her

not to do so would be to deny almost life itself as seduction has often been the only

rneans for a wÕman to renegotiate her identity in a society that would objectifl' her. The

woman knows the formula very well and what risk it poses to play at being the seduced,

yet she wants to participate in the rewriting of the code, thinking temporarily that it is

possible that she rs unique and will not be abandoned.
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Strong links between the epistolary novel form and the exchange of correspondence

in the novel serwe to naturalize the discourse of seduction. As Linda Kauffman explains:

The narrative consisis ofevents repofed by the heroine to the lover; it is oblique

and elliptical because we frequently see only the repercussions ofevents that, like

the love affair itsell are never narrated. Other acts of communication are enacted

rather than repofted in the narrative: the heroine's wntir.rg reenacts seduction,

confession, persuasìon, and these constihlte what 'happens' in the text. She

writes in the mode of amo¡ous discourse, transforning herself in the process from

victim to arlist. Style, subj ectivity, and intertextuality are the motives for and

subj ects of the writing. These may seem incompatible, but since the discourse

itselfis the product of incompatible narrative irnpulses, it vacillates between

vengeance and nostalgia, defiance and desire. (Dìscottrses 26)

Kauffman's apt analysis of the eprstolary form points to a common thread throughout all

seduction naratives: the tension that comes from the expectation of a certain formula that

is known and yet constantly under revision. That is to say, the tensions ofthe epistolary

fonn that give agency to the seduced, who is "transfoming herself in the process from

victim to artist," ensure that tropes ofseduction are made plovisional because the seduced

is given centre stage. Conespondence becomes her ultimate means to take on a

perfomative role of seduced.

THE LETTERS OF ABELARD AND HELOISE

A nredieval discourse ofseduction in The Letters ofAbélard and Héloilse (ca.

1 130) resonates with the passion and the pain oftwo ecclesiastical lovers who have been
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separated through their religious orders. In their continuing corespondence, another sort

of seduction is now enacted. For in these letters, the body becomes an important

metaphor representing the intricacies ofpower between the seducer ancl the seduced.

This power must also be understood in its larger social context as a performance that also

seduces the reader. These letters form an eloquent, if at times bitter, love story in which

two lovers after ten years ofholy separation correspond once again.

What little-known hístorical facts oftheir lives there are appear through the letters

themselves. Abélard, her tutor, in the house of her uncle Fulbert, a fellow Canon of the

Church, has seduced Héloïse. She eventually becomes pregnant, and they marry in

private against Héloïse's wishes because, as she argues in the letters, to do so privately

would not appease her uncle, could jeopardize Abélard's liturgical career, and in her

opinion, could only be viewed as "chains". Still unsatisfied as Héloise has predicted,

Fulbert takes his revenge on Abélard by sendrng his servants to castrate him. Following

this bn-rtal act, Abélard then insists that he and Héloïse should both take their vows,

arguing that Héloïse do so first, thus revealing his fear that she may resist such a life

choice. In theìr new roles, Héloïse becomes an abbess and Abélard becotnes a renowned

logìcian and philosopher.

In the Middle Ages, women's social roles were severely restricted and largely

defined by men. Marital consent for girls was legally defined as being in force at age

twelve. Property belonged to men through common and legal practices such as the rule

of primogeniture. Working-class women could have serious responsibilities, nonetheless,

in the textile and farming industries and rnany ofthem belonged to craft guilds. Ladies of

the aristocracy likewise exhibited some power in their ability to act as patrons of the arts,
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and they exercised considerable power in thei¡ management ofbusiness affairs, even

though they did not have ownership. The most rulnerable women in this society were

young urunamed women who had virtually no freedom of choice or legal rights. Women

ofthe era who chose to enter into nunneries also had considerable freedom in that they

were able to pursue scholastic interests and to have the support of a communìty. Thus, it

is important to contextualize the social mrlieu ofAbélard and Héloïse to understand mo¡e

fully the power dynarnics of their relationship.

Abélard's interest in Héloïse seems to stem partly from her relationship to her

uncle Fulbert, who is also her legal guardian. Keep in rnind that Abélard is a forty-year-

old canon of the Church who has seduced a seventeen-year-old niece ofa lellow canon.

His fellow canon of the Cathed¡al, Fulbert, is at best his social equal, at worst his social

inferio¡. Abélard and Héloise in their correspondence seem to revel in the public

spectacle oftheir previous affair; after all, he seduces her in the house ofher uncle,

circulates his love poetry in adoration ofher in publìc, and supports her decision to have

their child. From Fulberl's point of view, Abélard flaunts his abuse of the trust normally

established between a guardian and a teacher, and he interferes with possibly other more

profitable plans of marriage for Héloïse. Furlhermore, he b¡eaks the trust betlveen

brothers ofthe Church. Abéla¡d subverts the established order of the Church by using

Héloïse as a pawn in his game with Fulbert. In his letters, Abélard adn-rits that he thrives

on adversary and debate as a means to hone his intellectual skill, and he bases his entire

career as a scholar on overturning the accepted methods ofstudy ofhis time to insist on a

dialectical approach. It seens possible, then, to imagine that Abélard's competitive

nature leads him to challenge the social rules that try to dictate his behaviou¡.
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Although Abélard and Héloise are both somewhat older in |he Letters, they are

not exactly social equals. Peter Abélard is the eldest son of a feudal Breton lord; she is a

girl ofunusual education, due to the encouragement ofher uncle to allow her to study,

but not of noble birth. Héloise is rnost likely to have been married into the merchant

class ofParis. Abélard, as the son of a feudal lord, has gained an education that gives

him ambitions to rise in the church hiera¡chy. Yet he also wants to find out what he ìs

missing by denying his erotic nature. Abélard clearly indicates his confidence in his own

ability to choose any woman for his seduction as he writes in the Historia calamitatum

that he "fea¡ed no rebuff ÍÌom any woman I might choose to honour with my love" (66).

Although he reports that Héloïse is not a great beauty, he claims that her attraction for

him lies in her intellectual prowess. Thus, he singles out a young wornan renowned for

her abìlities in letters as well as the Latin classics. He is a seduce¡ foremost in the sense

that he takes one of the most sacred patls ofhis life, leaming, and utilizes it as a strategy

of seduction. As a teacher, he gains unhindered access to Héloïse when he becomes her

tutor; he lives in her house, has complete authority over her, and determines the direction

of her education. Of course, the education he gives her has little to do with fon¡al

learning. There is a misogynistic impulse in his desire to undermine the education of this

woman. Abélard surely knows that, along with her social ruin, he will affect her access

to knowledge and power by cutting short her opportunities to study seriously. Perhaps

she symbolizes to hirn thejoining ofthe erotic body and the logical mind in one frgure -
a configuration that he has not been able to achieve. (We know that Fulbert trusts hir¡ so

completely with the charge ofhis niece because of Abélard's previous reputation for

chastity.) Abélard might also feel threatened by Héloise's youth and intellect because she
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represents for hirn a time of begiming that only belongs to the young. His desire to

seduce a much younger wonìan ofa lower social class highlights the seducer's savage

desire to maintain his class superiority and knowledge as weapons in the arl ofseduction.

Subsequent letters between Abélard and Héloïse thus create a dialogue between the

past and the present, in which the epìstolary genÍe creates momentary temporal

convergences between the two time frames. So, for example, Héloise can write of her

passion as if it were happening now. Kauffman comments on the same phenomenon in

the Heroides'. "One generic legacy of Íhe Heroides is that several time schemes function

sirrultaneously; the heroine moves rapidly between past, present, and future. She is

sometimes nostalgic, sornetímes uncertain, sometimes hopeful. At times, she contrasts

her past naivete with her present disillusionment" Q)iscourses 41). The illusion is that

present writing can overcome âny gaps ofknowledge or any past acts that have managed

to separate the lovers. Even so, Héloise is now the seducer in that she wants to engage

Abélard in writing as a way of keeping open the game of seduction between them. While

he is now her opponent, he is at least interested enough to write, to quibble, to remember

their past together, and to evade the demands ofher rhetoric.

Ofcourse, their mandates differ as Héloise clearly wants him to acknowledge that

he wrongfully led her to the cloister. In this sense, she subverts the ecclesiastical order

far more radically in the letters she writes after his castration. She challenges the spiritual

hierarcþ in ways that he must renounce after he loses his motivation, so to speak. That

is, Héloïse as an older adult articulates her continued desire fo¡ Abéla¡d even in the

prohibitive context ofthe nunnery. She overtums his authority by inciting him to partake

in a discourse that he ostensibly wishes to reject. She demonstrates he¡ love for him in
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this risky strategy ofopenly stating her longing for him, whereas he can only covertiy

hint at his unfulfilled desires. Héloïse identifies the power relations that dehne their

relationship, but she also continually challenges the legitimacy ofthat order. Héloise

becomes his nemesis because she refuses to allow him to write their past fiom his biased

perspective, and instead insists that her views be taken into consideration. She also

tantalizes Abélard through this renewed articulation ofher desires.

According to Peggy Kamuf, "Abélard's action takes its meaning ffom the economy

of contractual limits to which it assigned their exchange. Seeing her precede him into the

convent stabilizes the order of mastery and submission and negates the destabilizing

experience of the erotic" (Kamuf 19). Héloise uses hard reasoning but also artistic

visioning to persuade Abélard, tuming his limited economy into a transgressive one:

"Beyond all limits and all bounds, Héloïse's entry into the convent camot represent for

her a conversion in the conventional sense for it is proofprecisely oftransgression of the

convent's limits. Secular/monastic, chastity/licentiousness are clearly two of the

oppositions which are set whìrling in this boundlessness" (Kanuf 13). Abélard, in

contrast, wants to convince Héloïse that his rnastery and the light ofGod were the correct

path to choose; he refuses to recognize the depth ofher dissatisfaction. Neither Õfthem

is willing to blatantly dismiss the other because, "to maintain the fiction of this mastery,

as to contimÌe the pedagogrcal pretext, is to keep alive the possibility ofthe erotic subtext

in which neither is master. Only in this pretext of submission can she create a backstage

for he¡ desire within the public theater of its denial or its subjection" (Kamuf 17).

Surprisingly, at the hearl of this seduction is the castratìon ofAbélard, a site ofloss

anrl ofhoror- Since Abélard cannot confiont the horror ofhis own small death - the
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castration he remains irrpotent in other ways. Hejustifies his castration as an act of

God that was "wholly just and merciful" because it "reduced in that part of my body

which was the seat of lust and sole reason for those desires, so that I could increase in

lnany ways, in order that this member should justly be punished for all its wrongdoing in

us, expiate in suffering the sins committed for its amusement, and cut me off fíom the

slough of filth in which I had been wholly immersed in mind as in body' (147-48)-

Abélard's speech suggests that it is his genitalìa itself "this member should justly be

punished" - whìch, once rejected, should take responsibility for his past lust, rather than

he himself. In this sense, he manages to evade responsibility for his past actions as a

seducer. More importantly, his very denial points to divisions in the self.

Abélard wants the mastery of a unified self and tries to find it in the discourse of

religion and catharsis. He views his castration as a sofi ofresunection, which is

confinned when he writes: "I deserve death and gain life" (149). He wants purifìcation,

but seduction draws him into the reahn of artifice where the boundaries of the selfare not

so clear. His honour, a value intrinsic to any naruative of seduction, allows him to

translate the scene ofhor¡or into a religious purification ritual. His honour vindicates his

allowance of the servant who castrated him to be served the same punishment, and his

honour gives hirn the confidence to enter the Church and circulate again in society while

casting off the horror of the abject.

Letter writing thus becomes a border of abjection, and seduction becomes a means to

explole the boundaries of the self. Abéla¡d is drawn into a con espondence with Héloise,

in part because at some level he wants to explore that parl ofhis identity that is abject.

As Kristeva describes it, abjection is "not lack of cleanliness or health. . ..but what
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disturbs identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, nrles. The in-

between, the ambiguous, the composite" (Powers 4). Abélard rejects, yet simultaneously

is drawn towards, a place of non-meaning; he feels thejoarssance of lhe adect. He

engages in writing because it enables him to articulate what has passed. Abélard

sublìmates thei¡ love on every level into a discourse ofreligion. He writes so as to assert

his authority, but at the same time, his authority is challenged by being put into dìalogue

with Héloïse's opposing arguments that contest the possibility of maintaining that there is

one truth. Kauffman elucidates this type of semiotic element in theír correspondence:

"Only in writing can they speak openly; this equation of writing with sexual freedom,

transgression, and seduction is reiterated throughout Héloïse's correspondence, as if she

never forgot the lesson Abélard taught her" Q)iscourses 64).

Abélard wants to write the script, justifuing his castration as a means of purification,

but he is left with a scar, which has in tum left its own writing on his body. The scar is a

constant reminder ofthe presence/absence ofthe phallic. Writing for Abélard both recalls

his sca¡ and is sil¡ultaneously an attempt to write over it. Thus, his uncefain

engagement with the abject leads to an element of ambiguity in his writing.

Abélard tries to suppress the serniotic in his discourse by giving primacy to the

syrnbolic order, and thus he attempts to reject the discourse ofseduction. Abélard, in

many ways, is representative ofthe superego wherein reason ¡eigns supreme and feelings

are subordinated. Kristeva has described the abject as an alter ego to the Other, which in

tum threatens the unity of the superego: "Thus braided, woven, ambivalent, a

heterogeneous flux marks out a territory that I can call my own because the Other, having

dwelt ìn me as alter ego, points it out to me through loathing" (Powers 11). It is frorn
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this "territory" of the abject that identity formation occurs, however temporary and

provisional ìt may be. Thus, by engagìng in the actof writing, Abélard paradoxically

illumìnates the abject while simultaneously rejecting it.

There is a price to pay, however, for a subjectivity which relies on such containment

ofdivisions. As Kristeva suggests, "Mother and death, both abominated, abjected, slyly

build a victimizing and persecuting machine at the cost of which I become subject of the

Sl.rnbolic as well as Other ofthe AbjecÍ" (Powers 112). Abélard establishes a system of

exclusion that would deny such heterogeneìty of seduction. Repeatedly, he dismisses

Héloïse's claims as a way to exclude her point of view and to marginalize her discourse

of seductìon. He writes, for example, in his first reply to Héloïse that she should censor

her writing so that he "may answer as God penr-rits me" (1 19). His desire to contain

Héloïse is in parl because she is intrinsically linked to his own selfJoathing, due to the

fact that his initial lust for he¡ led to his castration. Honour is a way to translate scenes of

horror; thus, he focuses on the code ofethics that he must uphold in the society to remain

a parl of it, rather than to understand or acknowledge that his correspondence with

Héloïse sublimates his desires into a relìgious discourse.

Abélard attempts to stave offabjection by seducing Héloïse to his way ofthinking.

He tries to act as a procurer between Héloise and God. Abélard can be read as the cruel

seducer who sees his seduced object as one that moves within the limits of an economy of

exchange in which she is merely a commodity. Ultimately, however, the seducer wants

to know that he has control ofthe situation, and that he is not the seduced when the final

cards are played. Abélard will go to any extent to ensure that Héloise remains under his

ultimate authority, even if that requires using God Himself as a pawn, and as the next
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seducer, to ensure that the seduced does not gain control. It must be God, and not another

man who wins Héloïse, because Abélard wants her to fo¡feit her will to him alone. If she

accepts God, as Abélard proposes, then he knows that she has completely submitted to

his (Abélard's) desires. So Abélard reproaches her with these words: "lfyou are anxious

to please tre in everything, as you ciaim, and in this at least would end nry torment, or

even give me the greatest pleasure, you rrust rid yourselfofit [Héloïse's bìttemess of

heart toward their entry into religious lifel" (145).

This dizzying bid for power leads Abélard into srrall traps within his own logic. For

example, he asks Héloïse and the nuns to pray for hitr, but there is a logical fallacy in his

analogy because he compares himself to the risen dead in the bible, whereas he really

wants protection from death rather than benedictions should he die in God's service. It is

fair enough that Abélard does not seek out his physical death (although his focus in the

letter also seems rather selfish because he focuses on how Héloïse can satisly his needs

afte¡ her letter blatantly asks him to discuss hers). However, in symbolic terms, death

and resumection in the bible have been associated with spiritual transfotmation and

epiphany. Abélard is not willing to embrace transformation and instead focuses on death

as morbidity and the abject as a threat to his sense ofunity. Ironically, he suggests in his

biblical analogy that the epiphany will belong to his Other - to Héloise: "for in being

brought back to life she received her own body ÍÌom deathjust as those other women

received the bodies of their dead" (122). The more accurate analogy would have Abélard

seeking transformation and enlightenment through God's will. Of course, a seducer is

not bound to strictly follow the rules oflogic; however, in this correspondence, Abélard

and Héloïse use their intellectual prowess as one of the terms of seduction. Thus the
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slightly faulty analogy that Abélard sets up also points to his desi¡e to have his own way

even ifthat means overreaching the coolncss of strategy required in true rhetorical

debating style. Kauffinan also notes Abélard's self-absorption in that, as she comments

on their relationship, "[Héloïse] repeats the fundamental motif of arnorous epistolary

discourse by situating her identity absolutely in the absent beloved. . ..Abélard, in

contrast, can find absolutely nothing to live for. It never occurs to him to live for

Hé1oïse" (Discours es 69).

Although Abólard is the seducer, his discourse ¡eveals that he longs for the more

passive role ofthe seduced. Note, for example, his reference to the ear in Abélard's plea

to Hóloïse: "Listen, I beg you, with the ear ofyour heart to what you have so often heard

with your bodìly ear" (123). Abélard is ostensibly asking Héloïse to be a good wife and

abbess by praying for him, but it is rare for hirn to refer directly to her body in the present

(excluding his references to their liaison ten years prior). This brìefmention ofthe ear

r¡erits fufiher investigation, given the significance ofthe ear in rnedieval history and

literature. There is a belief depicted in sotie writings and paintings that the birth of

Ch¡ist was through the ear of the virgin rather than her wonb; thus suggesting

interchangeability between the ear canal and the bifh canal. This belief was clearly a way

of separating the birth of Christ from the sexuality of a woman. Abélard ¡equires Héloïse

to open her heart to his predicament instead of focusing on her camal desires. He wants a

mother figure devoid of sexuality that will comfort and understand him. Thus, at some

level, he wants to sunender his power as seducer to Héloïse; he wants to be the loved

object. Abélard's wish masks one of the key elements ofseduction; however, there is no

relationship in seduction that is neutral. In this case, Abélard counts on Héloise's
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compliance with his request and yet, at the same time, expects to continue in a position of

power even though he wishes to reconfigure their relationship.

Héloïse, as the seduced, is asked to sacrifice a part of her identity to the Virgin Mary.

ln her essay "Stabat Mater," K¡isteva has critiqued representations of the Virgin Mary

and its effects on the s)4nbôlic division of women frorn thei¡ bodies. Kristeva's reading

ofthe Virgin Mary as constructed by westem Chrìstianity reveals that it has "produced

one of the most powerful ìmaginary constructs known in the history of civilization"

(Tales 237). Abélard wants Héloïse to identifu with this powerful construct in o¡der to

colonize the body of Héloïse for his own purposes. Abélard wants Héloïse to be like

Mary, at once a mother but at the same time reclaiming the 'innocence' of virginity by

insisting that she take the veil so that she can become "the bride of Christ" ( 13 7).

Sìrnilarly, Kamuf points out how Abélard's indi¡ect ¡eferences to the female body are a

way of constituting hìs reign over Héloïse: "As we have already seen, the black bride

analogy reduces contradiction by substihrting for the open confrontation of two different

but mutually irnplicating locales ofdesi¡e a singular space that is circumscribed and

contained by an undifferentiated masculine will articulated on the undirnensional surface

of a woman's body. In effect, Abélard's first response to the renewed tlueat of Héloise's

desire is a displaced repetition ofher ea¡lier cloistering" (Fictions 32).

Thus, a conflation ofidentities appears in the tretonynìo substitution of Héloise's ear

for that of the Virgìn. As Kristeva notes: "The Virgin obstructs the desire for rrurder or

devouring by means ofa strong oral cathexis (the breast), valorization ofpain (the sob),

and incitement to replace the sexed body with the ear of understanding" (Tales 257).

Abélard's sublimated desires thus lead to substitutions that take place on several levels. If



Héloïse's and the Virgin's bodies blur together, the emotions and pain ofFIéloise become

abstracted; they are now slmbolic and taken out of the personal realm ofher relationship

with Abélard to signifu on a religious and symbolic plane. In addition, if Héloise's ea¡is

that of the Virgin's, the implication is that the sign must repeat itself. Thus, Héloïse is

made aware that she is only one in a long line of substitutions of women. The Virgin is

praised as unique at the expense of other women who must always be a poor imitation.

Sin-rilarly, Kauffinan observes that,'Narrative time in amorous discourse is further

complicated by each heroine's awareness that she is neither the hrst to be seduced nor the

last to be abandoned by her \over" (Discottrses 41). So, Abélard's attempt to liken the

ear of the Virgin and Héloïse implies a displacement of his previous physical liaison with

Héloïse. In a sense, he negates their joint responsibility of the birth of their child by

intimating that Héloise transcends physicality of normal parenting. "Thus, just as Abélard

once relied on letters to seduce Héloïse, he now uses letters to seduce her with the logic

ofhis argument and to reconcile her to her barrenness" (Dlscaarses 8l ).

In her own poetic writing, Kristeva refutes this notion that the experience of

motherhood can be completely separated from the body: "Taut eardrum, tearing sound

out of muted silence....I no longer hear anything, but the eardrum keeps transmitting this

resonant veÍigo to rny skull, the hair. My body is no longer mine, it doubles up" (Tales

242). A mother's experiences, whether through the ear canal or the birthing canal, seems

to be one of sound, music, and pain. And yet Kristeva uncovers a fundamental division

in the subjectivity of the mother figure: "A rrother is a continuous separation, a division

of the very flesh. And consequently a division of language and it has always been so"

(Tales 254). Women's relationship to language must then cany a degree of duplicity in
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the sense ofdoubleness o¡ ambiguity, which is more like an inherent part of the arsenal of

seduction.

A certain ambiguity in The Letters of Abélard ancl Héloib¿ illustrates how seduction is

ostensìbly about a private relationship but still signifies in the public sphere. The prime

reason Abélard picked Héloïse was so that they could correspond. As Abélard writes:

"Knowing the girl's knowledge and love ofletters i thought she would be all the more

ready to consent, and that even when separated we could enjoy each other's presence by

exchange of written messages in which we could speak more openly than in person, and

so need never lack the pleasures of conversation" (66). Héloïse is known for the verse

and song Abélard writes about her and circulates in public. These letters are a

performance that reveal an acute consciousness of the public and the private merging,

whiìe simultaneously refusing to directly acknowledge that what is private has been grven

a place on stage in order to be performed before the audience ofsociety.

The letters make allusions nonetheless to their awareness of a watching society.

As Héloïse clairns, "Every wife, every young girl desired you in absence and was on fire

in your presence; queens and great ladies envied me myjoys andmybed" (115). In the

course of the personal letters, Héloise fiequently draws attention to the class system,

using it to show how far her love goes. Thus, in this sense, the class system becomes the

social measure ofher love even though she may illustrate her love through her rejection

ofany social ambition; for exarnple, she uses the analogy that she would rather be his

whore than the wife of a prince. Similarly, she talks about the envy others feel for them

and feel for Abéla¡d's brìllia¡ce as much as she does about their private love.
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Indeed, Héloïse suggests that it may be pennissible to be a hypocrite in the

Church, the public sphere, so long as thc performance is acceptable. She writes to

Abélard: "And yet perhaps there is some merit and it is somehow acceptable to God, if a

person whatever his intention gives no offence to the Church in his outward behaviour,

does not blaspheme the name ofthe Lord in the hearing ofunbelievers nor disgrace the

Order ofLord in the hearing ofunbelievers nor disgrace the Order ofhis profession

amongst the worldly" (13a).

Hé1oïse's confession ofher hypocrisy serves one other function according to

Kamuf: "The protest ofher hypocrisy - its confession not to God, but to Abélard -

parallels dangerously an attempt at seduction. Héloïse is seeking to draw Abélard out

ffom behind the mirror wìth which he steadies her image so that he might once again fall

within her own erotic frame: 'Give me at least through your wotds...some sweet

semblance ofyourselfl" (Fictions 26). For Héloïse knows that theatre maybe her last

resoft fror¡ where she is positioned in the cloister. Her desire to forrrl an identity

independent of the veil then becomes a matter of survival: "Taking the veil is thus

s)mon)4nous, for Héloïse, with self'-annihilation- She characterizes her love as an

independent entity. Sometimes it submits to ty,ranny; sometimes it doesn't. In any case,

it rarely acts in what she considers her own best interest, and frequently either it is

betrayed or it behays her" (Discourses 67).

CLARISSA

Social interactìon plays an equally important role in later development of the

discourse ofseduction in Clarissa. Samuel Richardson's Clarissa, hrst published in
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7141-48, is considered by many the first complete novel in English, and it happens to be

a tale of seduction. That is to say, the entire plot revolves around Clarissa Harlowe

upholding her virhre despite the far-reaching attempts ofLovelace to comrpt her. As in

The Letters ofAbélard and Héloilse,lhìs eighteenth-century novel makes what is private

very public. The social and cultural contexts of Héloïse and Clarissa are very distinct,

however. Between these texts there is a shift from Catholic hierarchy to the Protestant

middle-class, and the transformation of "spiritual" seduction into aworld ofbourgeois

economics, where a greater value is put upon social standing and the proper "price". The

challenge of the seducer is not aimed atjust Clarissa but rather at her social-climbing

milieu. In this way, various social orders play an instrumental role in resisting,

manipulating, or encouraging the seduction. Seruants, for instance, play a role in the

seduction that is complicated, not only by their loyalties to particular members of the

household or cornmunity, but due to thei¡ economìc dependence on their employers.

Confidantes, anothe¡ influence for which the seducer must account, pose one of the

largest threats to any seduction. Anothe¡ factor in seduction is the use of conespondence,

which invariably goes awry, thus adding to the drarna. A study of such factors in

seduction reveals its interdependence on social context; seduction only thrives when it is

part of the public domain.

This novel is thus in many ways a product of its time. Over the span of the

seventeenth and eighteenth century in England, unprecedented events helped to reshape

social expectations. Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar in their synopsis of British history

point out there were two revolutions within a period of hfty years: the American

Revolution (1.77 6) and the French Revolution (1789), and during this period two kings
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were deposed and one was killed. In addition, Puritanism came to pose a senous threat to

the Anglican Church. The English Revolution (1640-1660), though it failed to establish a

republican lorn of government in its execution ofCharles I ln 1649, and failed, in the

Act of Unifonni ty (1662), to end religious confomrity in England, nonetheless

established a precedent for liberal reforms in religion and govemment alike. By the late

seventeenth century, the English had moved from a monarchical- and church-dominated

society to a govemment of parliamentary supremacy (after the Glorious Revolution of

1688). Thus, for the first time in Anglo-Saxon history, Church and State were effectively

separated. A1Ìer this long state of turmoil, the Act of Toleration was finally passed in

1689, which gave citizens the right to religious freedom and legal protection Íìom

religious prosecution.

The expansion of the middle class, the ìncrease ofliteracy, and the formation ofa

larger reading public contributed to the changing face of British society. Richardson

himself came from the middle class, and his first novel Pamela (1740) artistically

rendered the values upheld by his class such as the virtues ofrnorality, industry, and

ambition. His style of writing reflected the eighteenth-century literature of sensìbility in

vogue that reacted to the vice ofthe Restoration plays with at times what current

aestheticism would find as laughable sentimentality. Rìchardson was probably also

influenced by his conternporaries Jonathan Swift and Alexander Pope who wrote in

imitation of the Roman Augustans, and whose portrayal of women in their own writings

depicted the ideal wornan as demure and polite. Míddle-class rnen felt it their duty to

financially support their wives, which led to the stereotlpe of women as idle creatures. A

woman's education at this tûne consisted almost solely of domestic skills such as
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embroidery, sketching, and musical accomplishments. A small circle of arìstocratic

women in the 1760's, known as the "bluestockings" because of their intellectual prowess,

were derided by conternporaries and in literature as being too "manly".

Women's roles were nonetheless as restricted in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries as they had been in the Middle Ages. Unmarried women were slightly better

off in that they could at least own propefiy, although this fact also made them more

vulnerable to abductions and family pressures. A married woman was slightly worse off

in that she basically abdicated her legal nghts after matrimony. A married woman could

not own property nor make a will. She was legally considered an extension of her

husband rather than a person in her own right. This legal status meant that she had no

right to divorce, nor custody ofher children, nor could she make decisions wìth respect to

her own body. English husbands could legally imprison their wives in their houses until

1891.

Clarissa alludes to a number ofthese issues facing women in the eighteenth

century, in particular, worren's legal rights, class privileges, and level of literacy. In

Clarissa's case, she is a woman of some leaming as indicated by her ability to write

letters, although her scholastic endeavors seem to end there. Her family's antagonism

towards her in large part stems from her siblings' jealousy that she has inherited their

gr andfather's small estate, and it is her choice how it will be utilized. Repeatedly,

Clarissa makes reference to this ownership through her staternents that she would

willingly give up this property, as material goods are apparently ofno value to her

compared to the importance of farnily hannony.



The Ha¡lowe family, parl of the eighteenth-century British bourgeoisie, has

aspirations to climb the social and economic ladders oftheir society through the

profitable mamages of their daughters. The text draws attention to social interrelations

through events that have taken place prior to the commencement of the epìstolary

nanative. Lovelace's interest ìn Clarissa is put in the context of the family having picked

him out for her sister, Arabella, and of a dispute with their brother over a related

rnisunderstanding. Lovelace cites vengeance against the family as his main reason for

his seduction of Clarissa. He pits her fatiily and Clarissa against one another so that she

will be left without familiar alliances.

Lovelace's motives run deeper than the ones that he cites. His vengeance is rooted

in social class struggles. We know that Lovelace is of a higher social caste than the

Harlowe farnily. He is wealthy in his own right and will inherit the estate of Lord M,

with whom he has an obsequious relationship. However, he is an aristocrat who is

morally corrupt. Lovelace uses his wealth and status only to fuither his full-time

engagement with matters of seduction; he has no other productive role in society. As an

eighteenth-century seducer, Lovelace represents the tensions between the aristocracy and

bourgeoisie of Protestant England. He is an aristocrat who appears as a reactionary

conserwative, seeking to thwart the rising middle class by unsettling the virhre ofthe

whole family.

Clarissa's motivation also shows that she knows what is at stake, at least to some

extent, in terms of power relationships. For example, she refuses to give up her

correspondence with Lovelace as a bargaining chip with her larnily so that she can

negotiate against their attempts to pressure her into a marrìage with Mr. Solmes. Byron
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Wells notes that, while Clarissa may "abhor such expedients, she does accept the

necessity ofresorting to artifice and deceit in order to achieve what she desires"

(Dialectics 23). Thus, she realizes that there is a paradox in her situation between how

she should act and the irnpossibility of doing so if she is to maìntain a sovereign sense of

identity.

The reade¡ sympathizes with Clarissa's predicament, given her parents' unrelenting

treatment of her as a commodity under their ownership to be sold to the highest bidder.

Her father solicits her affections and loyalties as reasons why Clarissa should follow his

bidding, yet he does not retum these sentiments, and thus his demands are hypocritical.

Clarissa's father is interested only in the best bargain that he can acquire which will

improve his own financial and social status. Mr. Solmes may not be as well connected as

Lovelace, but his estates will provide an important addition to the Harlowe's, and M¡.

Solmes feels likewise that the marrrage would be a wise financial merger. Her impatient

and at tirnes discourleous attitude to Mr. Solmes indicates that Clarissa spiritedly resists

her family's classification of her worlh as a commodity to be traded for their own

personal, material gain. Perhaps at some level as well she knows that her ethereal beauty

merits the geater potential embodied in the person of Lovelace, even though Mr. Solmes

is more her class equal. Clarissa knows that her virrue, which is an integral part ofher

personal sense ofidentity, represents for everyone else in her life the success of the new,

bourgeois economy of value.

Clarissa's value, ofcourse, is this beauty of spirituality, which is represented in the

novel as the ideal aesthetic, even though this aesthetic is incongruent with the

entrepreneurial vision ofher class. This intangible quality, which makes hel more regal
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than the most blueblood aristocrat, causes Lovelace to feel antagonistic toward her

because she is his superior in one sense. Clarissa and women like her provide a bridge to

cove¡ the gap between the classes. She represents a cotnmodity that a mernbe¡ of the

aristocracy desires, and can have aI a cerfain price, that of admitting members of the

middle class into his own social milieu through the marriage narket. The fact that

Lovelace contínually consoles himself and his conñdante John Belford in his pledge to

marry Clarissa should she survive his "tests" reveals that he is well aware ofhis supposed

contractual obligations to her family. His criteria are the same as those of the Harlowes

in that a marriage based on socio-economic benefits is perceived as a perfectly acceptable

tool of reconciliation.

As Terry Eagleton observes, "ln an oppressive society, writing is the sole free

self-disclosure available to women, but it is precisely this which threatens to surrender

them into that society's power" (Rape 49). At the same time, there is a potential for

women to enter into a discourse of seduction that sidesteps the logic of society's

conventions. Clarissa, for example, can at times appear tÉnsparent, naive, and

straightforward. Without completely rejecting this characterization, it is important to

note that Richardson set up his plot so that, while Clarissa may seem inexorably carried

along by circumstances beyond her control, she is also represented with many options

that she has time to weigh and to choose. It is Clarissa who makes the shrewd

obserwation that, "I have said that I think Mr. Lovelace a vindictive man: upon my word,

I have sometimes doubted, whether his perseverance in his add¡esses to me has not been

nore obstinate since he found himselfso disagreeable to my friends" (61). In fact,

Clarissa realizes that the challenge fo¡ him is her unavailability in the face of an entire
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family willing to enter into the fight. In a sense she cannot escape the seduction, as

Eagleton obseles: "There is no way she can escape from Lovelace without talking to

him, and to talk is to create a ceftain complicity. If Clarissa negotiates she is guilty of

compromise; if she refuses to bargain her position becomes even more untenable" (82).

In a sense, Clarissa's family is as much the object ofLovelace's attentions as she is

herself. Through his strategizing, he tums the family in on itself. Her mother makes an

alliance with her father against Clarissa. Cousin Morden in Florence takes on the role of

intermediary, yet he arrives too late for any effective conciliatory action. After Clarissa's

"disgrace," her brother and siste¡ take advantage ofher supposed seduction to disinherit

Clarissa of he¡ fo¡tune- As a seducer, Lovelace likewise plays upon the greed and

snobbery of the Harlowe family. Clarissa tries to make an alliance wìth her cousin Dolly

Herwey who advises Clarissa to take up her own estate and wed Lovelace (a business-like

approach). However, Dolly is made the messenger who must take Clarissa's keys.

Clarissa tries to win Dolly back to her side when she suggests, "[T]ry if your gentleness

cannot prevail for tre" (107). Anyone could take her keys away, butithas to be Dolly,

the Harlowe's way of ensuring that Dolly will submit to their will and take their part

against Clarissa.

Lovelace's seduction also affects the relationships of the servants within the famìly.

Hannah, Clarissa's personal maid, is fired for participating in the illicit conespondence

between Clarissa and Lovelace, although the text presents Clarissa's writing to him as an

innocent action, for the most part. Servants are made instrumental in furthering his plot.

As Clarissa herself obserues, "This man [Lovelace], somehow or other, knows everlhing

that passes in our family'' (46). Leman is the servant who keeps Lovelace informed and
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who goes so far as to come into the pe¡nanent emplol,ment of Lovelace fo¡ the extensive

services he renders with respect to the seduction, his greatest service being when he

pretends to be Clarissa's brother/father/serwant pursuing her so as to cause her to flee her

family home. This, of course, is the act that sets her tragic history in motion. And here

are all of the elements of a game or hunt: psychological persuasion, false representation,

drama, and a false sense ofurgency. Clarissa signals her awareness of such intrigues

under way when she comments with regard to Leman's treachery toward he¡ brother and

Lovelace: "So, possibly, this man may be bribed by both, and yet betray both" (83). If

the reader has any doubts that Lovelace intends to rnanipulate the family in his seduction

of Clarissa, the narrator intrudes by way of a footnote: "All the time they [the Harlowes]

were but as many puppets danced upon M¡. Lovelace's wires" (70). In a fufther effort to

explain Lovelace's motivations, the narrator notes how "resistance was a stimulus to

him" (93).

Other seruants likewise benefit from the seduction. Betty, a Harlowe selant, is

elevated in power within the household once the dispute is underway. Fonning an

alliance with Clarissa's brother, James, she becomes Clarissa's guard. Bettytakes on

duties that are beyond the normal responsibilities of a maid, listening in on conversations,

checking Clarissa's wardrobe to ensure that she does not take any ofher clothes away, in

short, observìng and regulating all ofthe most intimate detaìls of Clarissa's life. Thus,

for Betty, the seduction, which causes the farnily to fracture into many alliances, provides

her with the opportunity to claim a position of authority. A great deal depends on

strategies that incorporate the services of the servants: letters arriving on timel organizing
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escape plans; lyng to gain cornpliance; encouraging/discouraging cerlain alliances to

name but a few.

Often the real adversary of the seducer happens to be the seduced's confidante. In

Les Liaisons Dangereuses, for example, Valmont's anger turns on Madame Volanges for

her private wamings to Madarne Tourvel against him based on his reputation as a

seducer. In Richardson's novel, Anna Howe appears as a voice of pragmatisn-r and

insight, the reader's confidante as much as she is Clarissa's. It is Mìss. Howe who

realìzes that Clarissa rnust marr)¡ Lovelace to be respectable even if it is not her true

desire. Lovelace also knows that marital status is paramount f'or Clarissa's survival in

society, and therefore, when he does contemplate it, niarrìage is seen as her reward: "But

if she resìst [seduction] - if she nobly stand he¡ trial? Why then I will marry her" (157).

As a seducer, Lovelace understands how the confidante gives the seduced another point

of view, which in tum works against the seducer's strategy to isolate the seduced fiom

the rest of society. The confidante makes it more difficult for hin to bccone a

mesmerizing force so that the seduced will enter into the seduce¡'s logic. The confidante

likewise gives the seduced other resources, providing outside infonnation such as public

opinion on the reputation of the seducer. Through the process of writing down what she

thinks and feels, and by reenacting the scene of seduction in words in her letters to her

confidante, the seduced can pause to reflect and to articulate her experiences.

As Kaulfiian sees it, "Reading and writing are parl of the drama enacted in the

heroine's private theatre" (Discourses 36). The advantage ofreading and writing is that

the seduced can gain insight into her relations with the seducer which will make her more

obj ective and therefore more resistant. The character of Miss. Howe is thus provided in
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part for functional reasons, so that we have a means to know what Clarìssa is thinking.

Therefore, whatever Clarissa writes appears transparent and natural, and yet at the same

time we know this is not fìrlly the case because Clarissa constantly justifies her actions to

Miss. Howe. Moreover, Clarissa highly vaÌues Miss. Howe's good opinion of her. ln a

sense, Miss. Howe becomes a filter for the rest of society and ceÍainly the greatest

sounding board for Clarissa's conscience. She listens to and honours more carefully

Miss. Howe's opinions than those of the rest of her family or of Lovelace. Despite their

close relatíonship, Miss. Howe is not a miror lor Clarissa; instead, she provides a mirror

of how society interprets Clarissa's predicarrent.

Clarissa's correspondence with Miss. Howe also gives her a stean valve, so to

speak, for she needs a space and time in which she can pour out hcr feelings without fear

of harsh judgement or interfering self-interest. Cla¡issa ìs actually able to express her

desires more clearly to Mìss. Howe than to any other character in the novel. Even though

her feelìngs may be directed towards Lovelace, she only realizes her desires in words

through her letters to Anna. Foucault notes that such shifls in focus are often indicative

of a certaìn verisimilitude, "shifting the most important moment of transgression {ìom the

act itself to the stirrings so difficult to perceive and formulate of desire" (History vol

1 . 20). Thus, there is a shift in which the focus of transgression is not on the body itself

so much as on desire, and it is through confession that desire is put into discourse. Miss.

Flowe is the interlocuto¡ between Clarissa and the reader via their correspondence. A

space is created in which Clarissa can a¡ticulate her every desire, confess her desires,

confinl her beliefs, and betray her own sentiments. The confidante becomes a menace to

the seducer in that s,/he intervenes in the relationship of seducer/seduced. Firstly, she
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communicates to the seduced how society perceives her every action and attending

possible interpretations. Secondly, the confidante is a kind of lover, which would

explain the seducer's reactìon ofjealousy to her. The seduced confesses her desires and

waits with anticipation and anxiety to have a response that will give her judgement. In

this sense, the¡e is more intimacy between the seduced and the confidante than behveen

the seducer and the seduced.

The novel, written in prose, distinguishes itselffrom lyric poetry or older epistolary

forms in that the¡e is more than the confessional discourse, one would see, for example,

in Heroides; for the confession is now perceived as a habitual action. Clarissa does not

pour out her soul to Miss Howe once; rather, it is almost a daily occurrence by whìch her

sentiments are traced in the greatest detail. The discourse ofseduction thus shifts from

merely recounting larger events, such as the exposure of a love affair, a misplaced lette¡,

or a vengefui shooting, to such mundane details as the seducer's capacity to call her by

her first o¡ last name. This shift signifies that the reader of literary seduction must seek

out the signs of seduction in every word and action, as it becornes polyvalent.

Another effect is that the discourse ofseduction is privìleged: all other discourses

are filtered through it. For example, we know that issues of class are ofprimary

importance in Clarissa, but they only come into play when they somehow relate to the

seduction. This attention to details within the discourse of seduction points out the

pecuniary nature ofseduction as an economy based on trade and exchange.

For example, a "normalìzed" part ofthe seduction is seen in the reorganization of

servants: in the case ofClarissa, Hannah is first dismissed and then finds sewice again

under Lovelace's tutelage as part ofhis scheme (even though she cannot accept this
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positìon due to an illness probably caused by her dismissal from the Harlowe's estate).

Nevertheless, we must recognize that her livelihood becomes dependent not only on her

ability to perfom the tasks ofa niaid (light the fires, clean, run enands) but also on her

willingness to procure. Likewise, Leman wants to know of Lovelace ifhis betrayal of the

Harlowe family will be rewarded by his new master. Thus, although seduction is

generally deemed a scandal - relegated to the margins of society - all sorts of small

allowances are made to ensure its continued production. It is a weli-accepted hypocrisy

that the woman who is seduced or allows herself to be seduced will also be ostracized or

in some form castigated by society. Yet society encourages seduction by not castigating

the seducer and in many ways by being complicitous \Ã,ith him.

Lovelace attempts to secure Clarissa's confidence by trying to take her servants

into his services, prevailing on her to borow money lrom him after he has secretly

deprived her ofher existing funds, and by acting as an intennediary between her and her

family. The expectation of the seducer ìs that such indebtedness will lead the loved one

into a more intimate relationship with him. A transfer of allegiance is thus a significant

parl of seduction - transferring one's loyalty frorn society, or confidantes or God, to the

seducer. And since the seducer resents the restrictions society places upon hìm,

seduction becomes a s),mbolic ground of revenge against society, in which the woman

embodies the rules of society, even if she may try to be otherwise.

When Lovelace is on the verge ofkidnapping Clarissa, she says to hirn in the

garden: "l cannot go with you. . ..I wrote you words so - let go my hand and you shall see

the letter" (129). Essentially, Clarissa wants him to substitute the letter for her body.

The letter is given primacy over the hand that is now only an instrument of the letter.
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The letter carries as much authority, in other words, as a sign of the constancy ofher

thought as it does as a record of events. In this moment, Clarissa uses her letter as a

bargaining tool. As Brigìtte Glaser posits, "Thus letters ìn Richardson's novel are

occasionally employed for purposes outside their normal domain of mere communication

of information, emotions, and ìdeas, and tumed into strategic tools" (115). This epìstolary

medium ofRichardson's novel can thus serve as a Íìeton)lrÌ of the body, as the part that

stands in place of the whole.

Leading up to the climax of the novel - the rape of Clarissa - are a number of

scenes of seduction. One of the more famous ones takes place at the brothel where

Clanssa is held against her wil1. Lovelace's accomplices are Sally, Polly, Dorcas, and

Mabel, who are all either fallen women or prostitutes. When Lovelace lures Clarìssa out

ofher roorn into the hallway to ravish her, he is stopped by her act ofdesperation and

courage. Rather than attempting to fend off her attackers, Clarissa tums the penknife in

her possession on herself saying "The LAW only shall be rry refuge" (327). But by

tuming the knife on herself, she circumvents the expected outcome ofLovelace's

scheme; she essentially tums herselfinto a weapon. This story is told in retrospect, of

course, through correspondence. It is important to note that immediately following this

scene Clarissa escapes and writes to her support network: Miss. Howe, Hannah, and Mrs.

Norton. At every point in this scene of seduction, their respective accomplices or

confidantes accompany either the seducer or the seduced; that is to say, the act of

seduction is always presented in the larger social context. This direct link between the

individual and society is pointed to when Clarissa writes, "But had I not been rejected by

every friend, this low-hearted man had not dared, nor would have had opportunity, to
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treat me as he has treated me" (343). Clarissa thus observes how her society has not met

its obligations towards her. The reader is made aware that it is morally reprehensible to

abdicate responsibility as does Mrs. Howe, Anna's mother, when she refuses to advocate

or involve herselfin any way to help Clarissa.

A paradigrr that merits fui1her discussron, in view ofLovelace's attempt to force

Clarissa, is the conflation of the discourse ofseduction with that ofrape, in which the

body becomes a site of violence and broken boundaries. As Gillis points out, "The rape

ofClarissa Harlowe in the inner house of a London brothel differs from many

fictionalized seductions and rapes that preceded it because it destroys not only the

privacy of the body but the individual letter as an image of the privacy'' (Paradox 12).

The letter and the body are exposed as commodities within an econorny ofexchange.

The nofion of privacy intirnates the right ofan individual to claim a ceftain amount of

time and space as being entirely within his or her own jurisdiction. Kauffman explains

the related concepts of privacy and ownership in the novel in this way: "The wo¡d

possession reverberates tlrrough the novel because of its sexual and proprietary overtones

andbecaæe self-possession is what everyone denies Clarissa" (133). The fact that rape is

here contextualized in a social atmosphere, as it is in many novels, implies that society

plays a role in this act of rape. Society benefits frorn the confusion of seduction with rape

because then only the rapist, an anomaly, is perceived as being lesponsible.

The discourse ofrape is thus presented as "natural," as something which was bound

to happen or may be justified as satiating the normal desires of the man. Invariably, the

seducer says to his love object that he is compelled to his passion by forces larger than

himself. Yet, when discussing the seduction either after or during the seduction itself, it
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is made clear through insights provided by the seducer or seduced, or even the narrator,

that this is not the case. Indeed, the seducer always makes a point of claiming control

over his emotions while sìmultaneously manipulating the seduced's feelings. Lovelace

alludes to his anticipation of events when he writes: "There may posslblybe some cruelty

necessary: but here may be consent ¡n struggle: there may be yieldittg in resistance"

(210). Lovelace justifies his actions following the rape by writing to his confidante,

Belford: "Miss Clarissa Harlowe has but run the fate ofa thousand others ofher sex -

only that they did not set such a romantic value upon what they call fheir honour; That's

all" (306). Clearly, Lovelace does not perceive himself at fàult and takes the time to

belittle Clarissa's moral values, which previously were the prize to be won over in his act

ofseduction.

Even so, Teny Eagleton shows how Cla¡issa can be simultaneously victor and

victim in this novel. Clarissa is victimized in part through the "possibility of [that] fatal

slip between intention and interpretation" (Rape 50). She is the victim ofLovelace's

"virulently anti-sexual act ofrape" (Rape 63). This act, however, is in every way the

antithesis of seduction:

But once Lovelace is reduced to the humiliating gesture ofhavìng to drug his

victim in order to rape her, he has lost the war even before he has perfonned the

act. A forced victory is no vìctory at all: Lovelace can hardly demonstrate that all

women are lecherous if Clarissa is unconscious at the crucial moment. In a sense

nobody experiences the rape: not the reader, not the comatose Clarissa, not even

Lovelace, for whom the act is purely empty. (83)
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Although the discourse ofseduction is about appearances and deceptions, we

usually thínk of the deception as being controlled by the seducer. Yet when the seduce¡

crosses the line between seduction and rape, he deceives himself and betrays his role as a

seducer; in fact, he is no longer a seducer. Instead, he resorts to desperate acts such as

Lovelace's "humiliating geshrre" ofhavìng to drug Clarissa because his prowess as a

seducer has failed. Of course, it is problematic to claim that this is a true rroment of

victory for Clarissa, because to say so would imply that only through violation and death

can a woman achieve power. In additìon, Eagleton's argument that Clarissa is like the

unattainable Transcendental Signifier is also t¡oublesome. He characterizes Clarissa's

resistance as follows: "The violated body of Clarissa slips through the net of writing to

baffle representation, as Lovelace's fiantic assault on the very scandal of meaning,the

rape delres signihcation for reasons other than literary decorum" (Rape 61). This

hypothesis is valuable in that it tries to explore how Clarissa's death slnnbolizes her

ability to shift the power dynamics between herself, her scducer, and the society in which

they live. At the same time, it is important to caution against reading a woûlan as

something unrepresentable, or falling into the old cliché of woman-as-mystery. In all

faimess to Eagleton, however, he does offer an astute analysis of the consequence: "Her

elaborate dying is a ritual ofdeliberate disengagement from patriarchal and class society,

a calculated 'decathecting' ofthat world whereby libidinal energy is gradually withdrawn

from its fruitless social investments into her own self'(73). For rt is through

perfonr-rance that Clarissa is finally able to claim a greater position of power. She refuses

to work within the boundaries ofher society's theatre that has scripted such an inferior

role for her-
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Bronfen suggests that Lovelace's desire fo¡ control in this rape even goes beyond

the boundaries of death. For she argues that he will take any measu¡e possible to possess

her once Clarissa is beyond his grasp: "When the body can no longer be kept from its

'original dust' he plans at least to keep Clarissa's hearf in spirits...lt shall never be out of

my sight' (IV.376). Lovelace's fantasies about preserving Clanssa's corpse suggest both

an anxiety about her bodily dissolution and a desire to demonstrate his unlimited right to

possess her" (95). In his bid for ultimate power, Lovelace once again attempts to

overpower rather than engage Clarissa in his discourse. "By pointing to the analogy

between her displayed dead body and its earlier drugged condition," Bronfen elaborates,

"Clarissa implies that to be gazed at in a state when she can no longer detennine how she

is seen nor reciprocate the gaze is in itself a fom ofrape" (98). Unlike seduction, where

a seducer may use the gaze as a mechanism of flirtation, the rapist becomes a voyeur who

does not wish to stay on the sidelines but to crush every opponent.

To come back to the question ofwhy the discourse ofrape so often comes in the

guise of seduction, we need to think about how it enters into the realm of aestheiicism.

Rape is a violent act that in its brutality eludes representation. It is an ultimate form of

power, which ironically is also a renunciation of power, the power to play. By tuming to

literature as a way to cope with this violence, cultural memory can temporarily displace

the terrifying implications ofrape through an aesthetic neutralization at the expense of

wornen. The juxtaposition ofdeath, art, and femininity offers a provocatìve look at

Westem culture's psyche, according to Bronfen, who argues, "The aesthetic

representation ofdeath lets us repress our knowledge ofthe reality ofdeath precisely

because here death occurs al sorneone else's body and as an image" (Preface x).
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Bronfen is not referring specifically to a link between rape and death in this statement;

however, she does pose a central question: is aestheticism a way ofhaving power without

responsibility? Or conversely, does aestheticism invite a new realìty? The reader has

the cunosity of the seduced the desire to explore unknown territory. It is seduction that

will draw rn the curious reader to see a model ofpower that does not rely on absolute

power, in which the reader can also temporarily be the writer and creator of a new

aesthetic.

The discourse of rape is a bastardization of the trope of seduction. Rape is about

complete conquest, mastery, control, and the ultimate loss of wi1l. What matters in the

discourse of seduction is the question ofcontrol - where there is willingness and when

there is consent. Unlike seduction, rape takes total control and puts it in the hands ofone

party; thereis no intercourse, no play, no exchange ofwill. If not wholly democratic,

seduction at least allows for sorre play and involves two parties, whe¡eas rape is a

politics of totalitarian control. Rape is brute mastery, involving physical rather than

mental control. In seduction, by contrast, there is a need for illusion. The seduced is

invited to share the same obsession wìth the seducer. In this way, both are brought back

to the world ofart and narrative. Love as an aesthetic object is temporarily theirs to

mold through the discourse of seduction.

As often as not, the discourse ofseduction will deny responsibility for any

consequences it may produce in any given scene of seduction. For example, the narrative

may take the focus away ffom negative consequences by placing the final conquest at the

end of the book, or by having the seducer move directly on to another "challenge".

Perhaps the reason why the resolution following the scene ofseduction comes so quickly
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is that the narrative will not easily sustain itself. The vengeance of the seducer is a form

of anarchy that does not adhere to the logic or the constraints of society. As Feher puts it,

"Scducing, publicizing, and finally breaking up with a din: such are the three steps of the

libertine master plan. However, liberline literature seeks to demonstrate that the

dangerous man's victories eventually turn against him for while he may devote his life

to humiliating the world to which he belongs, he nevertheless remains dependent upon

the reputation that his caste reserves for him" (Libertine 29). In the case of Lovelace, he

must eventually repent his role as the seducer ofClarissa and ask for forgiveness.

Slnribolically, we witness a moral victory of middle class values, and the moral

degradation of the gentry's role in the social order. Despite extreme hardship, the

preservation of a pure hear1, pious intentions, and industrious labours win out against all

the pnvileges ofhierarchical position. Lovelace, steeped in decayng tradition comrpted

by his own lack of integrity, proves a liabilily to himself more than anyone else. The

laurels of victory do not always lie at the feet ofseducer; the seduced also has her

rnornents of triurnph.

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES

In Laclos's I¿s liaisons Dangereases, first published in 1782, no one is left

untouched by seduction. In this novel, in parlicular, passion and cruelty are a parl of the

arsenal ofseduction. In such fashion, the discourse ofseduction privileges artifice

through its insistence on perfonnance. In tum, controlling the elements of performance

becomes the means for any seducer to wield power. The troubling conflation ofthe

discourse ofrape and the discourse ofseduction demands fuilher exploration because in
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this narrative, it is a woman, Madame de Merteuil, who at times acts as the proponent of

rape while representing it as seduction.

Written as a series of correspondence between various players, the Marquise cle

Merteuil is in league with the Vicomte de Valmont at games of seduction. The topic of

rape comes into the conversations casually on a fairly regular basis, being regarded as

just one of the strategies available to the seducer. In her desire for power and control,

Merteuil has self-consciously developed every characteristic associated with seducers;

she is by tums aggressive, deceptive, charming, intelligent, and theatrical - to name a few

traits. Mefieuil is a self-made woman in the sense that she has created the illusion of

respectability within her society, while at the same time her every move as a seducer

subveÍs that same society. As Chantal Thomas observes in her introduction to Laclos'

essay "On the Education of Wornen": "Mme de Merteuil proclairns herself to be her own

creation. To this end she subj ects herself to a strict training regimen - total control at all

times, both spiritual and muscular, which consists essentially of fashioning a mask in

place of a face" (Libertine 1 1 8). Thus, the face only mirors the soul that Merleuil hnds

convenient to put on display.

Merteuil is well aware of her precarious power as a wolnan in her society. As a

widow in eighteenth-century France, she 1.ras the entitlement to the properly ofher

deceased husband. As she sums up: "I felt none the less keenly the value of the liberty

my widowhood would give rne and I promised myself to make good use of lt" (i62).

Merleuil's mother expects she will corne to live with her or go to a convent, and the other

women of society pressure her to remarry. As a wornan, one wrong ûìove can ruin her.

Through her ability to manipulate appearances, she nonetheless gains her freedom. Her
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stategìzing leads to her "master stroke" whereby, through a staged performance of

succumbing to temptation and finding redemption among the dowagers of her society,

Merteuil ensures "these grateful Duennas constituted themselves Ias her] delenders"

(163). Were she to remarry, she would lose the legal ownership that gives her both status

and wealth. Unlike Clarissa, he¡ "virtue" is a self-fashioned illusion; she uses a¡tifìce to

uphold her social standing.

Although not a rapist herself, Merteuil encourages rape as a lTreans for the seducer

to achieve the culmination of a relationship. Merteuil perceives rape and seduction as

interchangeable because she disregards the violence of the act. The bodymaybe a locus

of pleasure, but for Merleuil it ìs more often a prop in the theatre of society. Thus, the

violation of the body does not concem her because its function is instrumental only in

establishing larger social relations. That is to say, for Merleuil, the discourse ofrape only

signifìes in society when it affects the reputations ofthose involved.

While certainly a debatable argument, Laclos seems to imply that the ignorance

and shackled condition of women due to their limited education is the greater violence

that women endure. Feher appears to adopt Rousseau to synthesize Laclos' argument:

"Women, who were free while nature reigned, have been enslaved since the beginning of

the social state; thus, the issue oftheir education cannot be properly addressed until they

recover their independence" (Libertine 3 8). Or, again, as Thomas puts it, "In the

character of Mme de MerteuìI, Laclos offers a radical altemative. Given the current state

of affairs, a woman can expect nothing from anyone: it is up to her to understand that she

must educate herself. She is alone; and not only does she iack institutional and parental
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support but she also exists in tacit opposition to society in general and to the opposite sex

in particular" (Libertine 117).

Curiously, however, Laclos appears to have seduced the writings ofRousseau to

his own purposes. fn Díscourse on the Origins of Inequality, Rousseau argues that the

concept ofproperty and ownership has determined the course of human interactions in a

negative way. He assumes a "nalural state" amongst men where each is his own judge.

The division ofland into properties has led to a social contract that ensu¡ed men in

general, not the individual, would be thejudge oflaw and order; that is to say, ìnequality

first came from "the establishment of the Law and of the Right of propertl' (Discourse

62). In other words, the creation of laws, especially laws to protect propedy rights, were

the first hateful limitation of human freedom and dignity. This reasonìng presupposes

that there ìs such a thing as a "natural state" equivalent to the model proposed in

Christianity's narrative of sinful comrption after the fall of Adam and Eve.

Merteuil in some sense would appear to strike out against this social state, and

seek, ifnot for all humanity, at least fo¡ those of wit and ability, a retum to a state of

"nature," as advocated by Rousseau. The irony, ofcourse, is that Merteuil uses artifice to

achieve that state of"nature," or natural entitlement. Thomas notes, "From the

observation that the social state is a state of slavery Rousseau draws two opposite

conclusions, depending upon the gender under consideration: for men, it is an un¡ratural

state, for women, an extension of their 'natural language,' that reveals their weakness and

dependence" (122). Thus perhaps Laclos, who favors strong, independent wornen in his

utopian vision in his essay "On the Education of Women," uses Merteuil to expose the

hlpocrisy which underlies the whole social project ofRousseau.
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Merteuil clearly attempts to use her powers as a seducer to gain legal control of

her fortune. The question ofmoney in eighteenth-century Europe is often an issue of

prope(y. The very first sentence that Merteuil writes in her correspondence in Zes

Liaisons Dangereuses reflects one of the central discrepancies between her and Valmont

as seducers based on gender. She entreats him to retum to the city: "Come back, my dear

Vicornte, come back; what are you doing, what can yotbe doing with an old aunt whose

property is entailed on you?" (5). Her comment, though written light-heartedly,

underscores the fact that by virtue of being a man, Valmont is privileged to wealth that

secures his independence. Merleuil's sarcasrr reflects the truth - he is not forced to

pander to the whìms ofhis aunt because his fortune is already set through legal apertures

which will claim his aunt's estate as his own upon her death.

Conversely, we leam the perils of Merteuil's own financíal predicament. She first

refers to the impending law-suit and her uneasy feelings about how "really disagreeable"

:it is "to have all one's money in the air" (251). Her anxiety is later emphasized when she

confides to Valmont, "I am almost at the point ofregretting that I did not agree to a

compromise" (300). Although never directly stated, the reader understands that she, as a

woman, is victim to the laws of entailment herself. Her husband's fortune and estate are

entailed to "minors still in the cradle" (25i), a fact which surely must enbitter Merleuil

who has worked so hard to achieve independence. Ironically, the law that secures

Valmont's wealth is that which robs Medeuil of what should be her "natural" inheritance.

While apparently sincere in his "compliments upon the near cornpletion of your

[Merleuil's] geat law-suit," there is nevertheless a hint of incredulousness in his tone
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when Valmont states, "l shall be very glad if this happy event takes place under try

rcign" (257).

However, the law-suit clearly shows her intention to fight for her entitlement, and

she has the assurance of her two lawyers that she will win. It seems that, in true form,

Merleuil has taken on this challenge as a form of seduction. As she says to Valmont, "I

reassure lryselfby rernembering that the solicitor is sharp, the barrister eloquent, and the

client prettf' (300). In the end, she unfortunately proves correct in he¡ surmise that the

laws will bend to reflect social perceptions. While she stood on fairly solid ground in her

legal claim prior to her exposure by Valmont, everything changes once she is exposed to

her society as a seducer. Merteuil's personal wealth is decimated: "He¡ law-suit was

decided yesterday and she lost it by a unanìmous vote. Costs, damages, and interest,

restitution ofprofits - everything was given to the minors; so that the small part ofher

fortune which was not concemed in this suit is more than absorbed by ìts expenses"

(369). Leaving the country in what is a self-imposed exile, her only defence at this point

is to take as many jewels as possible to secure fìnancial means as Merteuil would

othcr-wise be left destitute and most likely be sent to debtors'prison.

Merteuil's contention with Valmont arises when he th¡eatens to expose her as a

seducer if she does not accede to his demands. At this point, he is no longer a true

seducer because he moves beyond cajoling, flirting, and persuading to an act of brute

control. He insìsts on her physical conpliance to their original bet that if he were to

seduce Madame de Tourvel, Merteuil would yield to him once again in this game of risk.

Merteuil identifies his totalitarian authoritv when he takes umbrase at her involvement

with another man and deriands h". "uton"rrl"nt" (332)- She com], Ou"O ,o an integral
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distinction between herself as primarily a seducer ¡athe¡ than a seduced: "l wanted to

deceive only for my pleasure, not from necessity'' (333). Valmont cannot "own" her

through the extortion with which he threatens her, and the fact that she refuses to submit,

even though he may wìn socially, demonshates that in the end she has established a kind

of liberty through the art of ar1ihce. (Of course, never to be seen as just a victim,

Merteuil is also an extorlionist because she compels her foster sister and now servant,

Victoire, to aid in her plots under the threat that Merleuil will otherwise have her "shut

up" (165).) Merleuil rray well love Vahlont, but she insists on a mutual respect where

he can recognize her powers as a seducer.

As Laclos writes from the point of view of both women and men, he clearly

demonstrates that both sexes are capable seducers. In fact, he represents the seducers of

society as the people who are most free to carry out their own autonolnous ways of

living. Kauffman even sees the writer's ability to take on the persona of the opposite sex

as a lreans to highlight the arbitrariness ofsigns that we ascribe to a particular sex: "I

approach gender as a ref'lection not of life but ofatt and literary construction ofgender.

Comparing Ovid's attempt to wdte 'like a woman' with the three Marias' proclamation

that they intend to write 'like men' exposes the artifice of the literary const¡uction of

gender and demonstrates its distance from naiîe mimeticism, for each of these authors

relies on a concept of referentiality that links not word to thing but text to text"

(Discottrses 20).

Laclos at the very least expects us to read intefiextually between this novel and

his essay on "The Education of Women". Laclos commences with the controversial

statement that there is "no rreans of improving the education of women" (Libertine 131),
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yet he qualifies his statement with a direct waming to worren: "do not expect the help of

the men who created your ills: they have neither the will nor the powe¡ to end

thern....leam that one does not emerge from slavery except through a great revolution"

(Libertine 130-31). There exists a reciprocal discourse in which one text informs the

othe¡ and instructs the reader how to read the novel. Ostensibly, this interlextuality

clarifies the reading process, though in many ways it makes it more ambiguous as it is

possible to read Laclos's claim ironicaliy That Les Liaisons Dangereuses was meant only

to wam young women away from the dangers ofseducer predators. An interesting twist

is thrown into the plot, though, given that the seducer predator in this novel is a woman

who uses men as an instrument to cany out seductions with women whom she wants to

victimize. In the case of Merteuil, Laclos "writes as a woman," but a woman who is

outwardly the embodiment of traditional fernininity while inwardly she is a mastennind

strategist.

Merleuil likens a woman's feigned resistance to that of a battle of intrigue, which

emphasizes her beliefthat in any scene of seduction both players are always acting. She

advises Valmont to rape Madame de Tourvel: "the best means is to begin by taking her"

(19). Merteuil elaborates by stating that she believes Valmont is in love, which she

equates to disease in the sense that it blinds him to the workings ofartifice. She asks,

"Have you forgotten that love, like medicine is sinply lhe art of aìding nature" ( 19)?

Thus, she reminds him that their ¡ole as seducers is to recognize and to utilize the façade

of love that is accepted by others as nature. By recognizing love as being within the

reah¡ of a¡tifice, the seducer can then manipulate it to his or her own advantage.

Merleuil offers the advice never to "confuse love with the lover" (159). Valniont
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derisively rejects Lovclace as a model seducer when he outlines his plans to seduce

Madame de Tourvel: "The difficulty would not be to get into her house, even at night, or

even to drug her and to make her a new Clarissa" (242). Inthis metaficitonal

commentary, Valmont dismisses Lovelace as a serious seducer because his attempted

seduction, which tums into a rape, fails to engage the mind and spirit of the seduced.

There is an ambiguous gap, though, between Valmont's commentary on Lovelace and his

own actions, which sornetimes suggest that he too has resorted to brutal measures with

women, thus tuming him from a seducer into a rapist. Merteuil analyzes his history of

seduction from her own perspective, which imagines women as players and never as

victims.

Merteuil develops her argument to suggest that Valmont is delusional if he thinks

that any previous liaisons are his victory because he physically forced the consummation;

rather, she posits that all of the seduced victirns were in fact willing participants. She

chides Valmont: "But tell me, O languishing lover, do you suppose you raped the other

women you have had? But, however much a woman wants to give hersell however

much of a hury she rnay be in, sorne sort of pretext is necessary; and what could be more

convenient for us than a pretext which makes us appear to yield to force" (19)? Thus

Merteuil denies the existence of rape as contempo¡ary society would define it. Her

prevailing logic, however, does not attempt to work antagonistically towards wornen; in

fact, she seems to place herself in allegiance with other women who are smart enough to

recognize love as a trapping of society that must be negotiated. She points to the

vulnerable role in which women are placed in sociely, in that they must conhive to follow

its often impossible rules. The irony is noted by Feher who writes, "More precisely,
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Laclos's novel accuses this society of tuming the notion of 'free love' into an oxyloron

by reducing a woman's freedom to her capacity ofresìsting her own desires, and of

sublirnating her passionate feelings" (Libertine 44). Therefore, women must also be

hlpocritical; for example, the appearance ofrape "which preserves an air of

awkwardness by which we [women] ought to have prohted" (20), is manipulated in order

to maintain the appearance of respectability which in hrm is equated to chastity.

Chastity has been set up âs the challenge that seduction must overcome.

Katharina Wilson'sl¡ook Medieval points out that during the centuries of Chrisfianizalion

(fifth through ninth), Christianity introduced chastity as a "new moral-religious ideal"

(Medieval x). Thus, the association of chastity with moral purity is exposed as a

constructed cultural value that emerged in a specifìc era. From as early as the medieval

period, virginity became a sign of a woman's social status, a status which still holds

currency in most parts of the world today. Wilson observes that in medieval times a

woman could rise above her native position and become like a man through virginity:

"This often resulted in the degradation of women, paficularly ofsecular women, because

in the ideology of a male-ruled world at whose pinnacle of excellence chastity was

placed, woman then became a dangerous temptress representing lust and camality"

(Medieval xl).

The double-edged swo¡d is that virginity constantly signifies the presence/absence

of sexuality in a woman, and whether she is chaste or otherwise, she is always a

temptress. In a sense, then, the seducer takes the unspoken duality of thought ernbodied

in society and articulates it. It is significant that it is Madame de Merteuil, the female

seducer, and not Valmont, who plays two distinct roles: one in front ofsociety and
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another 'behind its back.' As Feher notes, "The eighteenth-century character Mme de

Merteuìl simply pushes what society has established as an ideal ofconviviality and

worldly refinement to the point ofexcluding any form of authenticity, purely for the sake

of artistic perform ance" (Libertine 120). Merteuil only reveals herself as a seducer to

Valrront; she views the private space of any other scene of seductíon as an extension of

her theatre.

Merteuil also encourages Valn-ront to seduce Cécile Volanges. Merleuil wants

revenge upon the Comte de Gercourt who left her for another woman. Cécile Volanges,

hfteen years old and recently from a nunnery, is to marry Gercourt who prizes the young

girl's virginity. Thus, Merteuil plans to have Cécile's virginity ruined and make Gercourt

a laughing stock. Her other mÕtive seems to be to mould Cécile into a fi:ìend of sorls. As

Merteuil tells Valmont in one of her letters, "She [Cécile] is really delightful, dear little

thing! She deserves another lover! At least she will have a good woman fiiend, for I am

sincerely attached to her. I have promised her I will train her, and I believe I shall keep

my word. I have often felt the need of having a woman in rTry conlìdence, and I should

prefer her to any other; but I can do nothìng with her until she is...what she must be"

(101). There are at times homoerotic oveÍones in Merteuil's fascination with Cécile.

Merteuil expresses tendemess and a kindred feeling for Cécile when she cornpliments the

young girl in an earlier letter as being capable of "a cedain natural duplicity''(68). This

is the only woman that Merteuil ever suggests that she could bond with and "take into her

confidence," which seems unusual given that Cécile is only fifteen years old. And yet this

fantasy seems to point to her loneliness as a seducer who can only trust Valmont, with

whom she nonetheless must constantly negotiate.
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Merleuil's tendemess contrasts with her supplication to Valmont that he seduce

Cécile, which is taker to mean that she must lose her virginity, either with her adtiirer,

Danceny, or Valmont. Moreover, Merteuil intends to comrpt Cécile's in¡ocent

worldview and will probably ruin her social standing in society. Merteuil clearly uses the

girl with callousness, for example, when she advises Valmont that they "shall have plenty

of ways of getting rid of her, and Gercourt will always shut her up when we like to make

hìn" (232). In the end, a seducer distingrishes him.&erself from a lover by not

confusing "love with the lover" (19). As Merteuil advises Vahnont in relation to his

simultaneous seductions of Madame Tourwel and Cécile Volanges: "Love, hatred, you

have only to choose; they al1 sleep under the same roof; you can double your existence,

caress with one hand and strike with the other" (137). Merteuil highlights the seducer's

power to manipulate the extremes of emotion which she identifies as interchangeable

weapons. She also points to the exponential quality of living life in excess through the

seducer's philosophy ofplafng gan-res that test the limits ofrules. In concutence,

Feher notes ThaT,"A petite-maître sees his practice ofdouble entendre as the most 'polite'

way to nraximize his pleasure" (Libertine 23).

The seducer must always divine new games of amusement. Prévan, a fellow

seducer, provides a challenge for Merteuil. She sets up Prévan to believe that she is as

innocent as her reputation claims her to be, and she al1ows him to deceive himself into

thinking that åe has seduced lter. ÃT the crucial moment when he is in the compromising

situation of sexual relations with her, Merleuil diurlges her knowledge of his bet with

other society women to seduce her (Mer1euil) and for him to recount the event to them

(the society women). Mefeuil reveals he¡self as the conquering seduce¡ when she says,
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"'Up till now you will have a very agreeable story to tell the two Comtesses de B...and a

thousand others; but I am curious to know how you will relate the end of this adventure.'

So saying I [Merteuil] rang the bell with all of my strength" (180). Merteuil knowingly

sets up Prévan to make it look as if he had committed rape. She uses the narrative ofrape

as a social device to punish Prévan for intending to challenge her reputation. Reputation

is solely based on the appearance of matters as Merleuil notes to Valmont: "You know as

well as I that for public effect, to have a man or to receive his attentions is absolutely the

same thing" (141). Merleuil never seeû1s to feel remorse for her actions, but in particular

with Prévan she knows that, even though her punishment of him is harsh, they were in a

savage game in which she would either end as victor or as prey.

The garnes of seduction can provide a woman with her most important social

education. Feher divides eighteenth-century seducers into two kindsl. the petite- maître

who wants small pleasures to fight against the boredom ofhis 1ife, and the dangerous

man who seeks revenge against society. "For his flhe petite- maître's) own sake, he must

carefully pace his pleasures, which a¡e constantly threatened either by a lack or by an

excess of emotion. But his sense of timing is crucial not only to his personal well being

it is just as ûnportant lor the otherpelit- nxaîtres and their mistresses, who depend on him

for sustaining the flow" (Libertine 21). The seducer's system, then, is an economy of

exchange in which, most commonly, the woman is the item of exchange. The profit is a

proliferation of libidinal pleasure and the illusion ofcontrol. If the woman withholds too

long or causes the seducer to fall in love with her, she disrupts the economy. This

economy can be parlially beneficial to the woman if she is a willing participant who gets

to write the scrìpt for her own desire and disregards the pressures to be "virtuous" in
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accordance to society's mores. However, this network can also be negative for a woman

if she is merely a pawn in the seducer's game; in this sense, fiction acts as a way of

educating women by teaching the woman reader the rules of the games of seduction. "In

short, both the petite- maître and the petîte- maîtresse's proTestations are carefully coded

perfomances" (Li b e r t i n e 23).

Clearly, Merteuil perceives herselfas capable of playing both roles simultaneously,

although she never allows herself to become the consumed commodity. As Toril Moi

puts it, "Feminism, then, is something nore lhan IÏrc effod to express worlen's

experience: it is at once a relatively comprehensive analysis ofpower relations between

the sexes, and the effort to change or undo any power system that authorizes and

condones male power over women" (Men 183). There is a brutality in Merteuil's actions

that can only be justified ifundelstood in the unforgiving society that she lives in, which

does not allow for any straying frorn it or even the appearance ofmisconduct.

The epistolary form makes it more obvious how seduction is created in the public

sphere, and how the social context of any correspondence camot be ignored. Merteuil

and Valmont both insist that their conquests are only truly achieved once they have been

made a public scandal. It is not enough fo¡ Merteuil to humiliate Gercourl by ensuring

that Cécile is "deflowered," but she plans to tell it in secret in high society to ensure that

it becorres public knowledge. Similarly, she tells Madame de Volanges in a letter of how

Prévan has insulted her with the knowledge that she "will surely read it in public" ( 1 81).

Merteuil is fully aware of how incriminating letters can be, and thus she states that she

has always taken the precaution of"never writing and never givìng up any proofofmy

defeat" (164). And yet Valmont gives his letters written by Merteuil to Danceny at the
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end of the novel, and their proofofher past deeds brings about her ruin (this provides

Valmont with the perfect revenge, but also offers a tragic note when one recalls this is the

only evidence of friendship and trust Mefeuil has ever displayed.¡. She is fully aware

that such proofexists in the form ofher letters to Valmont but she decides to take the

risk. As Merteuil observes in an earlier letter to Valmont, she is well aware that what

fonns her greatest protection as a seducer is to leave no evidence. Wrth reference to their

flrst encounters, she shows him that she is as calculating as he is: "And yet if you had

wished to ruin me, what means could you have found? Vain talk which leaves no trace

behind it, which your very reputation would have helped to make suspicious, and a train

of improbable facts, the accurate relation of which would have sounded like abadly

written novel" (165). This observation also reiterates her belief that no storyis ofinterest

unless well articulated through language - the artifice oflanguage.

She eventually pays the highest price of social death for her indiscretion: "Society

is an enteftainment, but a dangerous one: its rules maybe ar1ificral, but the killings it

decrees are real. Society's theater is a theater ofcruelty. Any sincere confession ìs a

weakness upon which others will immediately pounce" (Libertine 120). One might argue,

contrarily, that Merteuil requires a confidante to gain delìght frour her exploits, and so

uses Valmont as such. Even though she loses in the end, perhaps Merteuil needs to know

that the stakes are as real as they are high in what she can win or lose fiom having a

correspondence with Valmont.

The epistolary mode signihes for the actors ofseduction, not only in the writing

of the letters, but also in the strategies that are used to deliver or to obscure them fiom

reaching their intended destinations. The act ofletter writing is presented as seductive
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and sensual when Valmont writes to Mdme Tourwel his vows of love to her on the naked

back of another lover. Merteuil exposes the correspondence she herself created between

Cécile and Danceny to Madame Volanges as a means to maneuver Céci1e and her young

admirer into the countryside and into the trap she has set with Valmont. Valmont

recognizes the influence ofletters, and thus is willing to go to great lengths to scandalize

the name of Madame de Volanges who wams Madame Tourvel against him.

Thus, seduction is always mediated through the form of the letter in Zes Liaisons

Dangereuses. Valmont's letter to Mefieuil in which he describes in detail his seduction

of Madame Touwel reveals his strategies as a seducer. For example, he takes her hand in

his so that her attention must not only take in her own discomposure but also her lover in

tears. Valmont wants Tourvel's willing consent to her own seduction: "Let her have the

strength to resist without having enough to conquer; let her fully taste the feelíng ofher

weakness and be forced to admit defeat" (43). The epistolary mode thus acts as the

perfect device to relay the underlying strategies of the seducer. He can now, in

retrospect, recount to his accomplice all ofhis rneasures and explain his motivation and

actions. What on the su¡face seems the act of the sincere lover is thus subverted.

The seducer also affirms this identity that he has constituted for himself by

creating a narrative in which he is simultaneously the protagonist and the voyeur ofhis

own actions. What he n-ray have done in pure passion at the actual scene of seduction can

now in retrospect be subordinated as only one more advancement ofthe seduction.

Kauffman cornments on how the epistolary fonn affects our reading ofthis discourse of

seduction: "It also highlights another trader¡ark ofOvidian stategy, which is to

highlight the conespondences between the correspondents. The heroine in one letter
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frequently comments on the fate ofother heroines: this device reinforces the sense of

sequence and unity in the text and simultaneously draws attention to the repetitive

structurc ofdesire, seduction, and betrayal" (Discourses 42).

The reader's understanding of this scene of seduction must take into account the

irony, for Tourvel's sincere pondering ofher moral state in her letters to Madame

Volanges is always held up against the backdrop of Valmont's caustic comments when

he reenacts the scenes in vivid detail for the amusement of Merteuil. Feher concludes

that this contextualizafion leads to an inescapable flatness of character and narative:

"Despìte its wit and lightness, libertine fiction is thus informed by a painfully

inconclusive debate about e¡os: all the characte¡s who engage in this debate, no matter

how arliculate, are destined to sound either insincere, too cynical, or too naive" (Libertine

16). Touwel's desperate attempts to resist the seduction or to explore her own feelings

come out ìn torrents ofpassionate writing, juxtaposed with her composed features and

surfàce social graces. Her letters fo¡eshadow her doom. As Kauffman writes of the

heroines ìn Heroides: "Suicide is omnipresent but unfulfilled in the text, for the act of

writing is a continual deferral of death" (Discourses 58). Tourvel does not commit

suicide but she loses her will to live at the same time as she desists from her

correspondence with Valmont. Her letters have become her life. Kamuf enphasizes that

this series of correspondence represents subjectivity constituted through a field of

positions that is permeable and changing: "[]t cannot still be a question of feminine or

masculine positions identified with the female or male characters. Instead, there are only

liaisons between the points named Merteuil, Valmont, Tourvel, indeterminate spaces

f¡onr which to write letters ofdisclosure" (Fictions xvüi).
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At the end of this novel, society maintains its untroubled reign. Despìte the moves

towa¡ds a radical autonomy that would distinguish these wÕmen as distinct fiom the

norm, they are all penalized. Tourvel dies, simply withering away after she has allowed

herselfto be seduced. Cécile miscarries Valmont's protégé in secret and eventually ends

up in a nunnery since he¡ affair is found out through the exposure of Valmont and

Merleuil's corespondence. This exposure will lead to his celebration and

commemoration by other men as a true seducer, whereas Merteuil faces societal ridicule,

financial ruin, and societal ostracization.

Merteuil's downfall is explicitly linked to her desire to be acknowledged as a

seducer (in control of the seduction). Her desire to have Prévan publicly humiliated and

for him to know that she was in control of the game the entire time of thet brìef liaison

leads to her financial ruin. As previously mentioned, the law and social mores are clearly

linked by the fact that she loses her lawsuit in the end because ofher character

defamation due to her role in the Prévan affair being exposed through her letters to

Valmont. Her complete social destn¡ction is brought about by these letters because, once

again, Merteuil detennines that Valmont r¡ust be her swom enemy if he will not concede

to her ever as being the master authority in matters of seduction. She understands the

rules of seduction when she states: "I must conquer or perish" (166). However, the reader

feels some sylpathy for Merleuil, despite her harsh tactics, since she loses because she is

a woman who wants recognition for her abilities and respect for her modicum of power

with the few people that know her for what she is, and yet she is brutally crushed for this

very desire.
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All of the traditional fates for women who do not observe society's rules are meted

out to them. According to society, these are examples of "fallen women" who have not

been virtuous enough. Feher questions this idea ofvirhre and suggests that it is only a

fuilher example of a social control mechanism: "Thus, while the fear of punislunent is

the primary cause of lovers' restraint, tales of sin, honour, and devotion continually

reinforce it. Taking hold ofpeople's imagination, these stories succeed in impressing

upon them a totally arlificial notion of virtue" (Libertine 1 8). This opinion supports

Foucault's point that power is about production of norms as much as it is a form of

oppression. Note that Feher's phrase, "take hold ofpeople's imaginatìon," draws

attention to the fact that reality is largely constructed through the perceptions of the

imagination, and that the way fiction constructs reality can influence it and vice versa.

Society reinforces these roles ofsexual constraint to define the procreative role of woman

and more imporlantly to affirm paternal lineage.

On another level, Mefeuil's daring life performance that engages societal powers

on its own terms that of artifice - also represents the changing trope of subversion in

frction. I¡ the earlier eighteenth-century novel Clarissa, aristocratic values are subverted

through the unfailing virhre of the protagonist, this "virtue" providing an epiphany to all

who might be tempted to think or act outside of this paradigm. Merleuil, who uses

"viftue" as a way to fuither authenticate her façade, instead relies on her knowledge,

acute perception, and acting skìlIs to guide her in achieving her ambitions. She knows

that language is what protects her identity, although the societal discourses ultimately

serve to conflate the binary of reality/perfonnance: "The codification oflinguistic

exchange testifies to the strengthening of social controls, in a universe dominated by
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appearances. . ..Treatises on social conversation throughout the seventeenth century

develop ways ofbeing simultaneously present and absent in society, elaborating a theory

and practice of detachment _from the self thal tum the actor's paradox, that distantiation

that separates the actor fiom his character, into a way ofbeing" (qtd in Thomas I19).

In a moment of sincerity, Merleuil expresses her admiration for Héloïse whom she

claims is able artistically to write with the order of disorder a love letter that dissimulates

the feelings oflove so perfectly as to convince the beloved. As Merteuil writes, "That is

the defect ofnovels; the author lashes his sides to warm himself up, and the reader

remaìns cold. Héloïse is the one exception; and in spite of the author's talents this

observation has always made me think that its subject was tr-ue" (58). Thus, rather than

illuminatìng the hypocrisy of society through the revelation of contrast between one pure

individual (Clarissa) and her hlpocntical society (eighteenth-century Britain), Merteuil

subo¡dinates the hypocrisy ofher eighteenth-century French society to her own ploys and

strategies. She uses the vanity ofothers to blind them to her manipulations. Merteuil

sees in Héloïse a fellow conspirator who knows how to use the discourse ofseduction to

her advantage.

Seduction exchanges the rules and structure of morality for those ofaesthetics.

The morality of a seducer's choice lies in his ability to create a seduction ofbeauty and

creativity. Beauty in seduction is measured by how cleverly the seducer manipulates

societal noms to his benefit. Kauffinan elaborates on such Ovidìan aestheticism, which

follows closely the seducer's understanding ofartifice as beauty: "The Ovidian rhetorical

ideal challenges the concepts ofunity, fixity, and consistency; instead, it celebrates the

fluid, the multiple, the capncious. Rather ihan seeing illusion as veiling a central reality
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or a fixed truth, Ovid values illusíon for its own sake and recognizes how large a role

artifrce plays in arousing desire" (Discourses 21). Seducers such as MeÍeuil and

Valmont take the focus away from society's obsession with the standardizing of morality

to recognize instead that same standardization as a game in which one can gamble.

Finally, Merteuil's ruin has to be viewed within the historical context of the

age in which it was written. Les Liaisons Dangereuses was first published in I 782, just

seven years prior to the French Revolution. In the changing economy of France, the

bourgeois had greater power, yet little say in how their govemment was run. Deeply

influenced by the success of the American Revolution and the writrngs ofsuch thrnkers

as Thonras Paine and the Rights of Man, as well as Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who

advocated radical social thinking, Les Liaisons Dangereuses might in some ways

antìcipate this political and social revolution that would change France so greatly.

Rousseau paradoxically advocates both a retum to nature, which seems to ¡einforce

traditional values, and yet his philosophy simultaneously questions the legitimacy of

l'ancien reginte. Al first it may seem that Laclos is on the side of the corring

revolutionaries in his portrait of the radical, subve¡sive Mdme de Merteuil. Yet, in the

end she seems to be punished, in par1, because she has risen beyond her station. Laclos

may then represent the precise opposite ofEnglish middle-class values and the rnyth of

the self-made (wo)rnan, or Virtue Rewarded. We start with the self-made woman and

end with the therne of Vice gettìng its just dessefts. The ugliness and depravity that her

position ofpower as a seducer is meant to represent is shown literally at the end of the

novel when she becomes cornpletely disfigured by the smallpox and the loss ofone eye.

As one ofher enemies spitefully says that, "her disease has turned her round and that now
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her soul is in her face" (369). Thus, the intrigues ofan individual woman seducer are not

enough to affect the hegemony of an oppressive society.

Mefeuil is seduced into believing that she is fairly invincible against the plots

of other seducers and her society. Valmont leams fiom Merteuil's "master stroke" by also

acting to enlist the dowagers of their society to take his defence so as to allow them to

glory in their own self-righteousness. In doing so, he exposes Merteuil as a seducer and

immortalizes himself as the greatest seducer. He also dies knowing that he leaves her in

a state worse than death. Merteuil's own letters are tumed against her as the damning

evidence. What is interesting is that she is given no voice at the end of the novel to argue

her case. Kauffinan characterizes seduction in the following way: "The abandoned

heroine accuses her seducer ofinfrdelìty, impugn, hi. rooti,r"., demands justice, threatens

vengeance, and justifies herself. The language of the genre is notjust a dialogue but a

tria1, a contest, a debate" (Discourses 45). Kauffinan argues that seduction is like a trial

in which all parties are always being judged. in this triai, Mefeuil is prohibited against

giving her own defence. Her ruin is related through a series of letters significantly -

through the correspondence of Madane de Volanges and Madame de Rosemonde,

dowagers who condemn Merteuil when her "true nature" is revealed. Her notable sìlence

points to the unfaimess of this trial. Tried in the cou¡t ofher society, it is certain that she

wiil lose. For Laclos, it tums out, is no Rousseau advocating an end of the social state and

a retum to a prístine state ofnature. In the end, he is more like a counter-revolutionary

bent on proving the artifice involved in any revolutionary questioning ofthe social order.
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DRACULA

B¡am Stoker's Draatla, whtch first appeared more than a century later in 1897, is

an example of Victorian literature that reproduces the discourse ofsex through its indirect

manifestation in a proliferation ofother discou¡ses within larger societal structures and

language. Dracula needs to be read in terms of the discourse ofseduction because ofthe

link that this novel provides between society and Dracula's representation ofthe retum of

the repressed. One paradigm in the dìscourse of seduction suggests that the seduction of

a woman does not necessarily imply that she is also a victim. Alan Johnson, for example,

argues convincingly that Bram SToker's Dracula can be interpreted as a projection of the

underllng desires of Mina Murray and Lucy Westrena within an otherwise oppressive

Victorian setting. This novel also explores the body as a language that is simultaneously

a site ofviolence and a locus ofdesire. Seduction in Dra cula reveals limitations placed

on women and men in the nineteenth century, and fuilhermore comments on how

versions of masculinity and femininity continue to be reproduced in problematic ways.

This novel also can be seen as a metaphor that explores the class tensions ofthe

nineteenth century.

Stoker's interpretation of the vampire myth is characterizedby lhe fact that he

makes Count Dracula an intelligent mernber of the aristocracy. Moreover, Cahalan and

Downing point out that his reworking of the myth also painted Dracula as having "an

overt sexuali!/' (Gender 52). These are tactics that also characterize the eighteenth- and

nineteenth-century libertine. In her introduction to the latest Oxford edition of Stoker's

novel, Maud Ellmann briefly traces some of the history of the varnpire myth, and she

makes a clear link between the vampire and the seducer figure:
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Polidori's vampire character resembles By,ron himself, being aristocratic, moody,

cynical, and above all sexually irresistìble: he is, in shofi, a recognizable figure,

that ofthe libertine or the rake, a predatory upper-class male who exploits the

innocence of young women, particularly of lower social rank, and cruelly casts

thern aside a1Ìer having his way with them. This stock figure is crucial to the

middle-class fantasy-image ofthe comrpted landed aristocracy. (Dracula xvi-

xvii)

These larger-than-life dimensions of the vampire who sides with evi1, yet still proves

attractive to rnultihrdes, enough so to invite him into their lives, parallels the seducer's

reputation for offering the tantalizing possibility ofprcviding the opportunity to risk

beckoning one's own doorn - social or physical - through the aìd of this mentor. The

powers of the varnpire-as-tempter are complex precisely because they do not reside

within him, but rather a¡ise from his relations with others and the gradation ofsuccess

that he has in tempting them to become vampìres. Similarly, the seducer's quest leads

hirn to change his victirns into converts, and his geatest achievement is to have one of

his victims willìngly succumb after a long and steady resistance.

The women tn Dracula, though, often seem to be seducers themselves. Seduction

encompasses desire and prohibition, each working to define the other. On the one hand,

desire in this novel is linked with the evil of vampirism and therefore denounced; on the

other hand, the narative lingers and develops sensual imagery. For exarrple, Jonathan

Harker innocently goes to the Count's castle in Transylvania where he unwittingly aids

the vampire in his travels to England. While there Harker, among other fantastic

encounters with the un-dead, is seduced by three daemon women. Thìs is the first of



many scenes that reads much Uke erotic lite¡ature; the repetition oftactile adjectives and

verbs such as "tingling," "vo1uptuous," and "lick" as well as the graphic descriptions and

slow build-up of anticìpation contribute to this overall impression. The text seduces the

reader into understanding Harker's longing.

Such eroticizing is further developed by the genre since Harker makes his

confession within the writings ofhis diary in which he relives the pleasures ofthe scene

of seduction and gives the reader a window into his most intimate thoughts. His own

"agony of delightful anticipation" is clear when he writes: "l closed rny eyes in a

languorous ecstasy and waited - waited with beating hearl" (38). Twice already Harker

has refened to his selective vision when he notes that he watched the daemon women

through his half-closed lashes. He signals his parlicipation by now closing his eyes and

thus turning a blind eye to what he knows is considered morally wrong by his society. ln

the climactic moment Dracula enters and demands that the three daemon women leave

his prey, Harker, alone. Ironically, there is a ¡ole reversal in thìs first scene of seduction

because the desirous tone ofHarker leading up to this point makes it clear that he wants

the daemon women to have their way with him, which means that it is disappointing and

anti-climactic when Dracula interrupts. ln the future, the ¡oles will be reversed and

Harker will feel it is his duty to stop Dracula. In her "HomoeroÍic Hisiory of Dracula,"

Talia Schaffer argues that Harker's desires for the daemon women are not intemrpted by

Dracula, but rather ¡eflect a displacement of his true desires for the Count, who claims

Harker as his own. As Schaffer writes, "Being imprisoned also gives Harker a certain

sexual freedom - he plays the passive victim who cannot prevent Dracula's advances"

(Gender 404).
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Either way, this scene sets a precedent for passive resistance. After Harker leaves

the castle he temporarily loses his sanity, which can be read as a way for him to cathect

the desires he has experienced and thus ¡econcile hrmselfback into the conventions ofhis

society. As Elimann notes, "Harker and the Count represent two halves of a divided self'

(Dracula xii). Thus the Count metaphorically represents Harker's unconscious desires on

which he feels incapable of acting. As Cahalan and Downing note, "On an unconsciously

reflective social levei, the repressed Victorian males (with Jonathan Harker as literary

purveyor of established morality) wanted what they could not have sexually aggressive

females" (52).

The double-edged sword ofseduction that both attracts and repels its potential

participants becomes apparent in a linguistic parallel that links two scenes of seduction.

Harker describes the "movement ofbreath" that precedes the vampiresque 'kiss' ofone

of the daemon women as follows: "Sweet it was in one sense, honey-sweet, and sent the

sarne tingling through the nerves as her voice, but with a bitter underlying the sweet, a

bitter offensiveness, as one smells in blood" (38). This dichotomy of sweet/bitter echoes

in the next n-rajor scene of seduction in Lucy Westrena's waking dream. First, Lucy is bit

by Dracula in the churchyard, and Mina later finds her to bring her home. Mina attributes

the events of the evening to sleepwalking and her own fumbling that leave prick marks

on Lucy's throat by her safety pin. A week later, though, Lucy alludes to the events of

that night, which Mina thought prudent not to discuss further. Lucy is able to organize

her experience by conceiving of it indirectly as having been a dream. Thus, she gives

primacy to her encounter with Dracula through that part of her mind associated with the

unconscious.
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So does Harker, who also suggests his experience must have been part ofa dream.

There is an uncanny parallel between her description ofbeing seduced with that of

Harker when she recalls the ambience ofher dream as "something very sweet and very

bitter all around me at once" (98). Thus we have two sweet innocents who are the

products of a bitter irony: they are only pure as long as their desires rernain repressed.

Furthermore, the parallel illustrates how seduction is engendered in the novel. If we are

meant to draw a comparison, clearly the greatest difference between these two scenes of

seduction is that the seduced is male in one case and female in the other. They have

similar experiences, however, it is Lucy who must confront the more serious

consequences ofthis seduction. She becomes a part ofthe un-dead, and she is eventually

hunted down by her closest friends and it is her fiancé who cuts offher head and puts a

stake through her heart. When Lucy becornes a vampire, she becomes a threat to their

identities: "Like the ghost, the vampire traverses the limit between life and death; his

extravagant and errant spirit cannot be confined to either realm; and thus he must be

staked, pimed down lest he should 'derange all boundaries"' (Ellmann xii). Noticeably,

of all the characters in the novel, only the two female protagonists, Lucy and Mina, are

truly threatened by Dracula.

Alan P. Johnson suggests that the women in Dracula lead a dual life: "In this

diptych each woman develops what Van Helsing at one point calls a 'dual life' (p. 206) -
a life ofconscious and willing conformity to her society and yet also a life oflargely

subconscious ¡ebellion agaìnst it. In the case of each woman, Dracula syrnbolizes her

inner rebelliousness, and its crisis coincides with her comme¡ce with Dlacula" (Sexuality

21). Mina becomes a vampire when she is abandoned by her party of men as they go off
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in search of Dracula. They do so in accordance with the chivalric code, but their desire to

protect her is exactly what leaves her wlnerable to Dracula. Van Helsing who leads the

men in their frght against Dracula says of Mina: "We men are determined nay, are we

not pledged? to destroy this monster; but it is no part for a woman. Even if she be not

harmed, her heart may faìl her in so much and so many honors; and hereafter she may

suffe¡ - both in waking, from her nerves, and in sleep, fiorn her dreams" (235). These

women are innocent in the sense that they do not openly seek to change their lives, yet on

an unconscious level, they rebel against social nonns.

What Johnson's article does not account for, though, is the disturbing link

between wornen's bodies, lust, and fertility. The text seems to pose a waming that

seduction can lead to the literal consumption of the desired object. The three daemon

women and Lucy consume the blood of live babies and children. Since Mina and Lucy

are the only ones infected with Dracula's blood amongst their social group, they are the

only ones to develop signs of vampirism, which eventually are reversed in Mina's case.

They are presented as seducers whose desires overwhelm any other thought or need.

Their seductiveness becomes equivalent with infection and a type of death that does not

even provide the normal release of an afterlife. Mina is only rewarded with matrimonial

bliss a¡d childbirth once she has been purified and made part ofher society again.

The ramifications of becoming a female seducer are well summed up by Schaffer

when she examines the implications of the vampire-killing scenes that she equates with

fape:

This rape [Lucy's beheading] reestablishes 'proper'relations: Lucy is pure and

virginal, Arthur is grateful to Van Helsing, and Arlhur may now kiss the corpse.
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Van Helsing himself manages to perform a similar rape not on one but three

women. The rape reestablishes normative models of both gender and history.

The women are grateful and passive towards their brave male deliverer, no longer

seductive wanderers who sweep through the mountains trying to overpower him.

(412)

Thus, the desires of women seducers are fleeting and an anomaly to be halted. One is led

to believe in the case of Lucy and the three daemon wonen that Van Helsing has done

them a favour by allowing them to retum to their pure state, 'þlacid each in her full sleep

of death" (3 71). Only through the obliteration of the vampires and thet nocturnal world

can the society's mores be restored. Orso seems to be the ostensible message conveyed

by the r ather trite, happy ending of Dracula.

Ofcourse, the discourse ofseduction is here displaced into the fantastic world of

vampirism. By doing so, Stoker is able to explore the erotic nature ofdesire. And yet the

formula for seduction and vampirism is not that indistinguishable. First one must be

invited in, next the seducer vampire must establish a hypnotic state in which the seduced

is mesmerized; this hypnotic state is then furthered by means of a kiss or a similar

gesture. There is neverjust one isolated scene ofseduction. The ritual must repeat itself

so as to indoctrinate the seduced. The seduced continues to represent a challenge to the

vampir e until s,4re is also a vampire. It is not enough to achieve just physical

consummation of the relatìonship, for example, to just completely suck the blood of the

seduced. We see that Harker, Lucy, and Mina are mentally and emotionally drawn to

Dracula. Lucy sleepwalks, waits impatiently at the window, and longs for D¡acula with

"he¡ hand to her throat" (91). Harker again enters into the sensual vampire reahn when
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he becomes a voyeur for Mina and Dracula as she performs a kind of forced fellatio on

the Count as he holds lier face to his chest to swallow his spurling blood: "On the bed

besìde the window lay Jonathan Harker, his face flushed, and breathing heavily as though

in a sfupor" (281). The displaced sexual lìaison of the married couple is emphasized by

the fact that Mina is now referred to repeatedly as "Mrs. Harker," and by her role as

Ha¡ker's "wife," she engages in what can be construed as sexual ¡elations with Dracula in

her husband's presence.

Most obviously, the nineteenth-century seducer is a vicious, but attractive

aristocrat. He represents the shifting relatìons between the commoner and the aristocrat

in the wake of the 1 867 Bill of Reform. In I 832, the first Great Reform Bill was passed,

giving suffrage to all men owning property or with an annual rent worth more than ten

pounds. In 1867, the working-class party called the Chartists lobbìed for universal

suffrage, which resulted in the Bill of Reform that extended the right to vote to all men.

Eight decades after the American and French Revolutions, the ruling class in Britaìn

could no longer maintain its hegemony. lnfluential writings such as Charles Darwin's

Origin of Species (1859) and Engels and Karl Marx's Communist Manifesto (1841) had

finally demolished the "natu¡al" right ofestablished social hierarchies, as well as the

divine right of Kings. The r:niddle-class, growing in size and power, wanted a greater

share in the decision-rnaking powers that affected the regulation of their lives. The

bourgeois class had benefited the most fiorn industrialization and the expanding rnarkets

as a result of imperialism. Yet at the sane time, the bourgeoisie harboured feelings of

nostalgia for an aristocracy that, historically, not only represented the rightful ruling

class, but also the ideal that they themselves were striving for. Thus, Dracula miSttbe
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interpreted as a fable about the attractions ofsocial hierarchy (the aristocrat) in spite of

the risk it presents to democratic equality. Since seduction can only be understood in its

social, historicized context, it must also take into account class relations which play such

a large role in defining society.

Class evidently plays a role in who wants to join Dracula's ranks. Johnson

rightfully points out that women's struggle for equality in the nineteenth century was

diffrcult. There were unprecedented changes in the lives of women as they fought for the

vote, the right to own property, to join trade unions, to have custody over their own

children aÍÌe¡ dìvorce, and to have access to higher education. Lucy is of the upper-

middle class; she is a wonan of leisure. Her servants do all of the domestic work; it is

assurned that she would never work herself, and her greatest passtime is deciding which

man to marry. To some extent, she represents the typical Victorian female who is fragile

and passive. When she is introduced in the novel, she is focused on choosing amongst

three suitors, although it seems clear that Arthu¡ Holmwood's fofune and social status

make him the best candidate. Her mother views her engagernent to Arthur as successful

because he is of the aristocracy, even though, when she describes the three proposals to

Mina in a letter, his is the only one she hastily skims over. When Lucy is rrost

vulnerable to the attacks ofDracula, Afihur makes it his priority to be at his father's sick

bed.

AÍhur represents the old aristocracy that is disintegrating because its real hold is

over property rather than over the heartbeat of young lovers. Johnson writes that,

"because Arthur's ineffectuality was largely a result ofhìs subordination ofpersonal

interest in Lucy to aristocratic farnily duty, Stoker seems to imply that the arìstocratic
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duties prevent vigorous, independent, procreative, life-sustaining action and should be

th¡own offor transcended" (Sexuality 28)- Dracula has in a sense transcended death, in

order to revise old power structures in which the class system plays out dìstinctly. The

marginalized vampire figure is not punished in this novel since middle-class powers of

virhre seem to have no effect on him; he becomes a seemingly invincible colonizer. As

Stephen Arata notes, Dracula is a "narrative ofreverse colonization" in which "the

coÌonizer finds himself in the position of the colonized, the exploiter becomes exploited,

the victirrizer victimized" (623). The characters most l.ulnerable to Dracula are also in

the position of greatest lulnerabìlity in tenns ofwealth and class: Jonathan who is on his

first assignment as a solicitor when he visits Transylvania, Mina who is a school mistress

so busy she does not have time to reply to Lucy's letters, and Lucy who, despite her

apparent wealth, has her entire estate entailed to Arlhur by her mother against their

lawyer's wishes. Dracula is the (reverse) imperialist who has come to ciaim property and

victims in England. His is an ancient hierarchy, indicated by the subordination of

characters like Renfield or the three Daemon women, yet he gives voice to the repressed

desires ofothers. D¡acula's suave assurance that he will win this game against the

powers ofreligion and science, rnanages to hold the reader in suspense until the end,

when he is brought to his etemal death. The r¡oral arrbiguity of Dracula's proposed reign

would thus remind nineteenth-century readers of the greater cultural production and

fieedom under the Restoration period of two hundred years ago, the last time that a king

acted as a homogenizing agent for the British empire.
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CONCLUSION

Beyond its shaping effect on class politics, the discou¡se of seduction has helped

as well to shape aesthetics. In the epistolary genre, seduction is able to 'perform' as its

deeds are told and retold by the various players. As Kauffinan notes, "Some feminist

critics insist that women's writing must be 'tme-toJife,' based on 'the authority of

experience.' The danger of that approach lies in reducing the afi to the 1ife, as if women

were incapable of writing about anything but themselves, and lacked aesthetic control

and imagination" (Discourses 21). Through seduction, masculinity and femininity are

altematively entrenched in familiar paradigrns and at times reencoded in unexpected new

ways. The discourse of seduction thus helps to define a politics of control that rules the

psyche ofnations in the process ofreinventing the social orders.

While the topic may be too broad to trace a history of seduction in the Westem

world, it is interesting to explore how ceÍain tropes recur and characterize the power

dynamics that exist between seducers and their societies. It is crucial to note the

changing attitudes in each text to the seducer, who is always an agent ofsocial change.

Ofcourse, parl of what I have tried to propose is that the binary of seducer/seduced

breaks down in these texts. So there is really more than just one seducer, in most

instances, as the roles fluctuate and mobilize in new ways. The seducer is constructed as

a literary figure that embodies some of the values of a pafiicular historical period. Thus,

Abélard and Héloïse present the "spirìtual" hierarchy of the Middle Ages and attempt to

subvert it through their discourse of seduction. Five centuries later, Rousseau reinscribes

their story for his own purposes in La Nouvelle Héloise Io fell again the story of

challenges to class divisions posed by seduction. So, too, Clarissa transcends the
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bourgeois values of her eighteenth-century society through her impervious virtue. Her

seducer, Lovelace, symbolizes the cruel edge ofclass tensions between the aristocracy

and the middle class and how controlling a role society plays. For Laclos, in the decade

leading up to the F¡ench Revolution, Valmont and Merteuil are potential Jacobins,

seeking by their wits to ovefihrow the state and to retum to a state ofnature, or at least to

a state where a ca¡eer is rnore open to the talents. Madame Merteuil's defeat suggests,

however, that Laclos, for all the slnnpathy he shows to the lower estates, remains on the

side of entrenched social power and order. The grip of the aristocracy is also felt in

Dracula's discourse of seduction. He is a ruling-class seducer who, even though he comes

from the margins, has all the power and attraction ofhis class, as well as a vision for its

continuation. The discourse of seduction thus continues to be reinvented within

literahrre, according to requirements ofthe social context. It may even parody itself, in

o¡der to show how seduction may be constructed in succeeding works offiction.
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3: The Aesthetics of Seduction

The discourse of seduction is a narrative that appeals to our individual as well as

our collective consciousness, as evidenced by its continual reproduction in various forms

in westem literalure. In fact, its presence is so well accepted that perhaps, despite the

fascination, seduction as it usually is represented is too easily accepted at face value.

Rather than accept this narrative as a natural plot line, we rnight rather view the discourse

of seduction as an aesthetic form. For the nature/ar1ifice binary implodes as soon as

seduction is interpreted as a game ofaesthetics. Such aÍifice needs to be catalogued in

terms of the salient features that shape the discourse of seduction. Furthermore, the play

of signification ìn the construction ofidentities as seducer/seduced needs to be anallzed

in tems of the play of signification in language. Read as a d¡amatic game, seduction thus

insists on artifice; in many ways, it parallels the arts of drama, literature, music, and the

fine afis. What is still lacking in critical appreciation ofthis literary fonn is a rrodel that

connects the relationship between author-seducer and reader-seduced as part of the

paradigm that blurs the lines of distinction between life/aÍ. Here, the works ofJacques

Derrida, Jean Baudrillard, Julia Kristeva, and Michel Foucault help to underwrite related

theories ofsocial construction, identity politics, and the relationship to power in language

in discourses ofseduction. In the final analysis, there is an overlooked relatíonship

between seduction and fictional identity which may be central to human experiences.
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PART I

If we limit our discussion to discourses of seduction in the westem world, we note

that these discourses are mainly characterized by a dichotomy of nature/artifice. Hence,

the behavio¡ that surrounds seduction may be mistaken for natural desires rather than for

socially produced norms. The language of seduction is further problematized by the

overtones it shares with other familìar narratives: those of war and religion. Thus, a

"good" seduction may take on the language of military conquest, implying victory for the

species. Or morality may infonn the narrative, whereby the seduced is presented with

various trials of ternptation that s,/he must resist. Historically, "she" has been the inferior

term in the roles of seducer/seduced, which are usually played out within the hierarchy of

man/woman; thus, the language used to reinforce these roles as natural is really

engendered. Susan Heckman obser-ves how, "The association between women and nature

is closely related to the identification of woman as irrational and their exclusion from the

realm of rationality.... as de Beauvoir showed so clearly, women's failure to achieve

transcendence, her inability to be a subject, and her association with nature through

reproduction are closely tied" (105).

Axiomatically, this binaried configuration of nature/arlihce is a narrative

formulated through language; such relational roles are then provisional, and should not be

assur¡ed as the natural order ofthings. Although naturalized and accepted on certain

tenns within westem culture, ironically, seduction is at the same time most often

arliculated and identified as ar1ifice. It is relegated to a secondary position as the

supplement within the binary, yet the appeal ofseductìon rests, in part, in its self-
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conscious fabrication. In this sense, the discourse of seduction privileges the second half

of the nature/artifice binary.

In exposìng the logical fallacies inherent to the nature/culture debate, Jacques

Derrìda provides evidence for the instability ofbinaried thinking (although he also notes

the impossibility of ever fully escaping metaphysical thinking). In his arlicle "Structure,

Sign, and Play'' Derrida argues that self-contradictory elements reveal the limitations of

language. He gives the example of the incest prohibition, which meets the rules of nature

through its universality because all cultures treat incest as taboo. Simultaneously,

however, the incest prohibition meets the rules ofculture in the specifìcity ofrules

applied against it. As Derrida writes,

The incest prohibition is something that escapes these concepts of

natu¡e/culture and certainly precedes them - probably as the condition of their

possibility. It could perhaps be said that the whole ofphilosophical

conceptualization, which is systematic with the nature/culture opposition, is

designated to leave the domain ofthe unthinkable to the very thing that makes this

conceptualization possible: the origin of the prohibition ofincest. (Writing 284)

But the incest prohibition is only one among Ìnany possible exarnples of the

nature/culture binary. What is important is that the possibility of origin or any other

foundation for a parlicular system ofthinking is denied.

The example of nahrre/culture is pafiicularly apt to any discussion ofseductìon

because this particular discourse rests on the logic of nafure/culture as a true opposition.

For instance, some writers of eighteenth-century British novels night choose to represent

seduction as nothing more than a strategy to attain sexual liaisons. This perspective
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reduces the discourse of seduction to a desire to fulfill camal needs and implicitly

suppoÍs the man/woman hierarchy, inasmuch as the woman's virtue in such novels is

equated with hff virginal status. Thus the "natural" seduction as told in this way suggests

that seduction ìs inherently structured in terms ofhierarchical binaries. Conversely, if we

perceive the discourse of seduction as privileging the second term of the binary, artihce,

then the logic of the nature/aftifice binary becomes suspect. Derrida notes in his

discussion of the diffe¡ence between signifier and the signified that "the paradox is thaT

the metaphysical reduction ofthe sign needed the opposition it was reducing" (Il/riting

28r).

Binaried thi¡king is also disputable because seduction cannot be limited to

heterosexual relationships. Hence, the hierarchical relationship of man/woman that relies

upon opposition, and which is usually associated with seduction, can¡ot be sustained in

'unconventional' narratives. Judith Butler questions the natu¡alization ofgender and

sexuality within a heterosexual framework. In Gender Trouble, she poses the following

argument: "The presumption of a binary gender system implicitly retains the belief in a

mitrretic relation of gender to sex whereby gender minors sex or is otherwise resficted

by it" (10). Butler's argun-rent thus throws ìnto question any reading of seduction that

presupposes a binaried hierarchical relationship. The logic of the binary

seducer/seduced, and its implìed hierarchical power relationship is displaced within a

homosexual/bisexual/transvestite fiamework- Seduction appeals to both writers and

readers because it implodes the binary of nature/artifice. In the novels on which I have

chosen to focus, the logic of the binary collapses because it depends on the stability and
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hierarchy ofthese tenns. A gay narrative shows itself as either a performance of a

different ve¡sion oflove or as a parody ofthe heterosexual paradign.

Binaried thinking can be challenged on several levels. For example, equating the

outcome of a seduction with physical consummation is problematic since a1l seductions

do not end so. A man or woman can be mentally seduced, and ìn fact, this kind of

seduction can be more fu1fi1ling for a seduce¡. According to Jean Baudrillard, the basest

presupposition of our society is that seductìon can be equated with sex. Sex is merely a

limitation that short-circuits any true seduction, and an orgasm is only a limited

realization ofdesire. Seduction, which is highly ritualized, thus becomes effaced behind

a naturalized sexuality. It would be misleading to assume that seduction is merely the

attractìon of one individual to the body of another. Seduction is the intersection of

relationships on multiple levels linguistic, literary, physical, emotional, and social.

Baudrillard argues that the sexual model promotes libidinal pleasure in an environment in

which saturated desire is perceived as a prize. I do not think that Baudrillard contends

that seduction is completely separate from physical attractior, but rather he proposes that

it is only one element in seductìon.

i am interested in how Baudrillard defines seduction as artifice; for instance, he

posits that the best seducer is a transvestite, rather than a woman, because a transvestite

consciously plays wìth all of the signs. He writes of transvestitism that, "Here the signs

are separated from biology, and consequently the sexes no longer exist properly speaking.

What transvestites love is this game of signs, what excites Them is to seduce the signs

tJzentselves. With them everything is make up, theatre, and seduction" (11). Baudrillard

would not consid,er Les Liaisons Dangereuses a "pure" seduction because he says that
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seduction does not have physical consummation as its goal. Seduction is about games,

play, and defiance; it is an "eclipse ofa presence" or an "aesthetics of disappearance"

(85). The seducer's power lies in his or her abilities to create a hypnotic-mesmerizing

presence that does not attempt credibility or reasonableness. The seducer will ask the

question "Who am I?" although s,/he ìs not so much interested in answers as in the

possibilities opened up in the process of answering; the seducer is a tabula rasa oÍÍo

which the seduced inscribes his or her desires.

The seducer must still find ways to engage the seduced th¡ough illusion and

intrigue. According to Baudrillard, the seducer must try to draw the object ofdesire into

the seduce¡'s realm of weakness, and thus present him/herself as weak. In Les Liaisons

Dangereuses, Valmont uses this strategy when he says to Madame Tourvel that her

influence has made him reconstrue his entire system ofethics; she is left to seduce herself

into believing that this could be true. Valmont is interested not only in obtaining her

physical consent, since he delays the consummation of the ¡elationship to ensure that he

also seduces her spiritually. The players must play the game until the bitter end, which

for Valmont relies on his death and exposing his once beloved Merteuille to be a seducer,

so that he can claim victory as the supreme seducer.

Oscar Wilde's 1n tentions offers an altemative way of reading seduction through

his suggestion that we "live arlisticalll'. In "The Decay of Lyng," Wilde writes that,

"Life imitates Ar1 far more than Art imitates Life. This results not merely from Life's

imitative instinct, but from the fact that the self-conscious aim of Life is to find

expression, and that Ar1 offers it certain beautiful forms through which it may realize that

energy'' (53). Significantly, Wilde privileges artifice over the sincere expression of our
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thoughts and feelìngs. His doctrine veers away from the Romantic notion that in Nature

we find truth and beauty. Instead ofperceiving artifice as decoration, artifice is integral

to understanding language. In Wilde's "The Critic as Artist," Gilbert answers Emest's

question, "But what are the two supreme and highest arts?" as follows: "Life and

Literalure, life and the perfect expression oflife" (1 12). The afiihce of seduction is parl

and parcel of the artifice oflanguage. Inboth cases, tmth is perceived as multiple and

thus, in a sense, inelevant. Of greater impoÍance is the form or medium, which in itself

takes on complex meanings: "the object of Art is not simple truth but complex beauty''

(21), writes Wilde. He argues that life is a blank slate that only gaìns rneaning when

inscribed with arl: "As to the infinite variety of Nature, that is pure myth. It ìs not to be

found in nature herself. It resides in the imagination, or fancy, or cultivated blindness of

the man who looks at her" (2). This relationship between art and life is also integral to

seduction. At the hearl of any seductìon must be the imagination. The relation between

the seducer and the seduced still circulates within an economy oflove constructed by the

society in which they live. Seduction inevitably takes place within the boundaries of

society, but sûnultaneously it challenges those boundaries in part through its call to "live

artistically."

Wilde's claim to "live artistically'' anticipated the rnodemist's separatìon of

rnorality fiom art. However, Wilde does not propose that art be viewed separately from

life. lnstead, he insists that they each influence one another, but that life is utterly

dependent on arl for its expression. As David Williams elaborates in Cottfessîonal

Fictions, "Wilde, in his doctrine that 'life iraitates art,' seems bent on tuming literary

history into social reality''(19). The aesthetic impulse for Wilde necessarily breaks down
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the boundaries between life and art. Thus, when we talk about the art of seduction, it is

more as an element of the social fabric by which art comes to influence life. This reverse

mimesis in which art reigns supreme offers society a radical rereading ofitself. The

imaginative powers of seduction in a literary work provide a locus for the artist who

wants not only to reflect realify but also to create it. This artist envisions a collaborative

project in which the writer, the reader, and the seducer are all patticipants in the game of

seduction.

"The Decay of Lflng" is an ironic title that poftrays art as an institution more

difficult to defend than the forlress of tmth. Truth is thus tumed into a comrptive

influence that slowly erodes the "pinnacle oflying." This reverse logic that works

cÕntrary to traditional thought is quite plausible when put for1h in Wilde's persuasive

prose. For instance, he points out that "what is interesting about people in good

society....is the mask that each one ofthem wears, not the reality that lies behind the

mask" (12-13). By means of such ineverent logic, Wilde is very rnuch the seducer of the

reader. He uses the same sort ofreverse logic as that ofa seclucer who places the onus on

the seduced to account for his or her actions. Following the tems of his argument, then,

truth is seen as vile and untrustworlhy. Its requirements consurne people's imaginations

and feelings within the stifling bounds of its nanow morality. Wilde charges truth with

these crimes and demands that the reader instead embrace the fieedom of lying. Like the

classic seducer, Wilde asks the reader to betray his or her conventional impulses to accept

truth{elling as right and to be allied with hìm as the champìon of lies.

The seducer and the critrinal thus have a great deal in common. They are both

intrigued by the challenge ofnegotiating with society's rules in unconventional ways that
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involve nsk. For Wilde, as Williams notes, "the criminal becomes an artist every bit as

much as the aftist is a criminal, though a criminal sort of life is but one of tanymodes of

'fiction' available to the artist" (ConJèssional T). The artist as criminal creates a life

outside the law which justifies the artist's imagination. Seducer and criminal alike enjoy

playing with the conventions of truth, and they may do so precisely because neither feels

bound to or invested in the rules and mores of society. As Wilde says, "Society often

forgives the criminal; it never forgives the dreamer" (169). And yet the crin-rinal

contributes much to society's adistic vision.

The relationship between art and life is complicated further when the

nature/artifice binary irnplodes. However, we should not view this implosion as some

kind of complete rupture with the past. It is rather the opening of a new potential in

language. Like Wilde, Derrìda points us towards reverse mimesis through his

conceptualization ofthe relationship between play and language. For Denida, truth is

quite as irrpossible as the totalization of meaning: "But nontotalization can also be

determined in another way: no longer from the standpoint of a concept of finitude as

relegation to the empirical, but f¡orn the standpoint of the concept of play . . ..this

movement ofplay, pennitted by the lack or absence ofa center or origin, is the

ûrovement of supplen-rentarily" (llrritîng 289). Derrida rnay be more indebted to

Nietzsche than to Wilde for his notion of play, which he refers to as "the Nietzschean

ffirmation, that ìs the joyous affirmation of the play of the world and of the innocence of

becoming, the affirmation of the plaf' (ølriting 292). Such a seminal trace is evident in

the subtle play of Derrida's own diction. It is likely impossible to ever fully escape this

system; however, it is still possible to conserve "all these old concepts within the domain
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of empirical discovery while here and there denouncing their limìts, treating then-r as tools

which can still be used" (trt/riting 284). The rather nonchalant tone of Derrida's language

- recommending that the reader use deconstructive strategies to "here and there

denounce" the selÊproclaimed raison d'être inherenl lo all metaphysical systems -

illustrates the playfülness in language that he also advocates.

Thìs concept of play in language relates directly to the discou¡se ofseduction.

The 'dangerous supplement' is so named by Demida because it is an agent of play and a

disruption ofpresence. Games of seduction offer a similar disruption ofpresence,

substituting masks for "realities." More importantly, though, the concept of a "dangerous

supplement" in language points to a fundamental ambiguity in the constitution of

subjectivity, as well as to an inability to limit the borders of identity. Many

contemporary theorists of seduction use the metaphor of games because ofthe ludic

nature of post-sûucturalist thought. Derrida seeks to expose the ambiguity of language

and thus to disrupt the premise oflogic upon which logocentrism is based.

Deconstruction uncovers the hidden contradictory elements ofbina¡ied thinking such as

signifiers that hold the trace ofother signifiers: these moments ofrupture and

undecidability are called aporìas. ln an essay entitled "Différance" Derrida writes, "If

there is a certain wandering in the Tracing of dffira¡¿ce, it no more follows the lìnes of

philosophical-logical discourse than that of its synmetrical and integ¡al inverse,

empirical-logical discourse. The concept ofplay keeps itselfbeyond this opposition,

announcing, on the eve ofphilosophy and beyond it, the unity of chance and necessity in

calculations without end" (Margins 7). A text is always/already under erasure becâuse

meaning is always plural, and as a part of ìts multiplicity, meaning always has traces that
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form a metonyrnic chain that is constantly deferred. The play{ulness of language,

analyzed fiom a deconstructive position in the margins, thus suggests the limitless

potential of interpretation.

How is seduction similar to the ludic nature of language? The rnentality

necessary to play a game is similar to the fiame of lrind necessary to participate in

seduction. Both have strict rules and expectations; moreover, both provide a way to

socialize people. People know if they follow the rules of play in games or in seduction,

they will be rewarded by their society. Both may take diverse forms, but all of the

players know that what is at stake is a contest of wills and desi¡es. As ritual, the games

ofseduction are similar to the act of falling in love in that this is a space where the

identity ofthe subject is always/already slightly under erasure. The borde¡ between the

seducer and the seduced thus blurs. The competitive nature ofsports is present here; the

game ofseduction will only run its course as long as both participants are actively in

conflict. This conflict may be one of desire, or even indecisiveness, as to whether or not

to proceed with or to defer the seduction. Only complete disinterestedness can kill the

game of seduction. Put simply, no game can take place if no one wants to play. Of

course, feigned indifference is another matter, and can in fact act as one of the strategies

of seduction.

Julìa Knsteva's chapter-heading, "Don Juan, or Loving to Be Able to," points

most tellingly to the seductive quality ofpotential. K¡isteva argues that the seducer mùst

always be external, a flgure who does not intemalize his emotions. The seducer must play

on the surface to keep seduction a game. Another way of thinking of the seducer is

someone who, according to Kristeva, "is in search ofconquest without possession" (Zdl¿s
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195). In any game, there is a sense ofpotential, of expectation and exhilaration. The

seducer and the seduced continually anticipate the outcome oftheir contact, and yet they

sitrultaneously defer it. Kristeva asks, "Is not his [Don Juan's] libertine attitude more of

a longing to change existence into a form, a game, a jouissance? ls not the libertine

outlook an extraordinary claim to change life into an art" ( Tales 197 -98)?

K¡isteva clearly adopts a Wildean approach to seduction. Her Don Juan incites

women to imagine their lives artistically and to live in the impassìoned, ephemeral

moment of the present romance. Don Juan embodies the game of fantasy. The only rule

is that no one must fall in love; of course, this rule must also be broken by the seduced.

Her fuIl sense of seduction only comes into play when she no longer has Don Juan, when

she realizes that he has conquered her, but not possessed her. In those moments of

memory and desire, she fully plays out the scenario of her seduction. Kristeva writes

how "Even the love letter, that innocently perverse attempt to subdue or revive the

games, is too much engulfed in the irnmediate hre and speaks only of "me" and 'you' or

even a 'we' resulting from the alchemy of identifications, but not of what is really at

slake between" (Tales 3). What stands "between" the players is an element of

performance, as each takes a role. The performance, in this case, requires the players to

temporarily rnerge identities, to blur the borders ofsell and to fall into a "vertigo of

identity, vertigo ofwords" (Tales 3).

PART II

Wilde's concept of "living arlistically" may best be seen in terms of the

construction ofthe subject in perfonnance. A dramatic alliance between the natural and
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the aesthetic gan.re of seduction appears in literary works as well as in life. Thus

subjectivity can be read in an intertextual context that is as permeable as the discourse of

seduction. We can also extend the theatrical metaphor into the shiïì from private to

public identity in the staging ofseductìon. In addition, the roles ofthe seducer/seduced

can be viewed in terms ofthe author/reader. and the role reversals that occur in both

types ofplot.

A perfonnative element in seduction first appears in the ambiguous positioning of

the seduced. Playing the role ofthe loved object has its shortcomings. For in this role

one is expected ahvays to play a passive recipient to the desiring subject. The discourse

ofseduction, when looked at closely, reveals nonetheless that there are often many

shifting ambiguities in these roles. That is to say, in any literary representation of

seduction, much ofthe excitement comes from the spectacle ofinte¡action between the

seducer and the seduced. The tensìon is generated in part by not knowing how either

might react. It would make for a rather dull tale if the seduced were indefatigably

passive. Rather, a seduction develops precisely because of the increased involvement of

the seduced. This involvement, even if it be only defensive measures, ensures that there

are two players in the games of seduction. Moreover, the idea that the seduced is only an

object ofdesire diminishes as his or her character develops into an intricate personality in

the literary text. Ths tension between the polarized opposites of subject/object helps to

undercut the hierarchy ofthese terms. The possibility of a fixed identity is called into

question as the border of the binary blurs, as the object becomes (temporarily) the

subject. Even if the seduced wants to play the role ofdesi¡ed object, she must at some
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level consciously manipulate her attributes to attract thc seducer, which in tum means

that she has momentarìly to become the seducer.

If we accept the Foucauldian idea that language constitutes the subject, then an

analysis of some of the assumptions embedded in language will reveal how subjectivity is

constructed, and how the subjecVobject binary cannot remain in stasis. The seducer may

be a desiring subject, but the following example provided by Foucault shows that desi¡e

is still an a¡tifìcial construct. The reasoning that f'onnulates desire - who is desired and

for what reasons - can vary from society to society. In The HÌstory of Sexuality: The Use

o.f Pleasure, Foucault analyzes fourth and fifth-century B.C. Grecian documents to

formulate a hlpothesis regarding the fonnation of individual subjectivity as sexual

beings. FIe identifies several areas of regulation that society has for helping to define

sexuality: "(1) the formation ofsciences (savoirs) that ¡efer to it; (2) the systems of

power that regulate its practice; (3) the foms witliin which individuals are able, are

obliged, to recognize themselves as subjects of this sexuality" (Hîstoty vol.2 4).

Foucault explores the different perceptions of sexuality in ancient Grecian culture - as

much preoccupied with the practices ofsexuality as our own age - in which he finds

differing emphases. He questions, for example, how sexual behavior ever became an

atea of concem, and even the domain of moral experience. The Greek's perceptions are

rephrased as being distinct fion'r a modem perspective: "The ethical question that wâs

raised was not: which desires? which acts? which pleasures? but rathe¡: with what force

is one transpofted 'by the pleasures and desi¡es'?" (History vol.2 43).

Foucault also demonstrates that the moral dilemma for Greeks over what we

choose to term "homosexual" relationships was not preoccupied with the object ofsarie-
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sex affections. Rather, the concem lay in the precarious position of the loved one.

Greeks condoned the use of wives and slaves as objects ofpleasure, although it was

cerlainly expected that a man would show that he could properly govem hirnself by

exhibìting moderation and respect in his dealings with all others. Grecian law not only

permitted but even encouraged a sexual relationship between an older man and a young

boy: "But to accept the love relationship, to enter the game (even ifone did not play

exactly the game the lover proposed) was not considered to be a disgrace eifher" (History

vol2 208). Similarly, the boy was considered an object oflove, and it was considered the

role of the older man to actively pursue and seduce his younger conquest. The unease of

this relationship, discussed as it was in a covert and anxious Ítanner, was a major focus

of Grecian society. Foucault suggests that the unease is created by the positioning of the

boy as an object. The reason being that this is a transitory position, since the boy could

only be perceived as an obj ect oflove for his pubescent years; following this period, it

was expected that he would then take up his role as an adult rnale in society. As an adult,

the expectation for the young rnan is how he would take up his position of responsibility

in the society. Thus, his role includes transition from a position of obj ect to that of

subj ect.

The G¡eeks even attempted to lay out a set of conditìons and modalities with

which ildividuals could approach sexuality. "One could behave ethically only by

adopting a combative attitude toward the pleasures" (History vol2 66). For example, the

advice given to young boys suggested that they rrust be modest in their selection of

suitors and, rnore importantly, any enjoyrnent that they derived fiorn the relationshìp

should be the result ofgiving and seeing the pleasure experienced by their partner rather
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than any physical satisfaction obtained for their own par1. This advice placed the focus

on the mo¡e spiritual side of the relationship. However, this philosophy also meant that

Grecian society expected the boy to play a role but simultaneously not to identifu with

that role.

Boys were encouraged to find lovers who could later become business associates

or contacts. In tum, the transfonnation of the love scene into social ties also meant the

transition from a private to a public relationship. Private, in the sense that the

relationship would be one oflovers, yet also public in that, as in many scenes of

seduction, the relationship would be under the intense scrutiny of the public sphere. Thus

ffom an early age a performative element is found in scenes of seduction. The young

lover would have been acutely conscious ofhis double role as an actoÍ accountable to his

audience, that is to say, to his society. Yet the polemics of this same-sex relationship still

troubled Grecian thought, rnainly because it disturbed the t¡aditional understanding of

relationships which suggested that one of the partners take on the role as dominant

penetrator and the other as passive. "The relationsh:ip that he was expected to establish

with himself in order to become a free man, master of himself and capable of prevailing

over others, was at variance with a form ofrelationship in which he would be an object of

pleasure for another. This noncoincidence was ethically necessary" (History vol. 2 22I).

It was Plato among others who displaced the discourse ofdesire onto a more

metaphysical plane ofthinking. "lt was here, at this point of problematization (how to

make the object ofpleasure into a subject who was in control ofhis pleasures), that

philosophical erotics, or in any case Socratic-Platonic reflection on love, was to take its

point ofdeparture" (IIistory Yol. 2 225).
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As in his other writings, Foucault argues that ou¡ focus in understanding power

relationships must be on how the individual has endeavored to form hìmherself into an

ethical subject; it is a person's relationship to hrm./herself that most strongly reflects a

society's construction of truth. By truth, Foucault means the "games of truth" that are

used to establish codes ofconduct and beliefs. Plato reorganized thinking around same-

sex relationships to allay concems regarding the potentially excessive and füvolous

nature of such a relationship. Contrary to Foucault's view of truth as multiple and

changing, Plato utilized truth as a technique to explain desiring subjects. "The appetite,

Plato explains tn the Philebus, can be aroused only by the representation, the irrage or the

memory ofthe thing that gives pleasure; he concludes that there can be no desire except

in the soul, for while the body is affected by privation, it is the soul and only the soul that

can, through memory, make present the thing that is to be desired and thereby arouse the

epithumia" Q{istory Yol. 2 43).

Desire, here made analogous to the discourse of seduction, is thus constructed as a

lack o¡ absence that requires pursuit. In parlicular, Plato Íìames the relationship of youth

to older men as a search for their male half, allowing older men to tap into the energy of

youth through such a relationship. Thus, the theme of love becomes linked with desire

for access to knowledge. "A¡rd thus one sees how Platonic reflection tends to detach

itselffÍom a common problematization that revolved around the object and the status that

ought to be given to him, in order to open a line of inquiry conceming love, which will

revolve around the subject and the truth he is capable of " (History vol2 243)- The

inquiry tums ÍÌom the question ofthe honor or disgrace of a subject to the quest for truth

and knowledge through an understanding of one's own proper desire and its origins. This
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sublimation of desi¡e has the fufher implication that to conceive of oneself as a desiring

subject is a morally and ethically justifiable action. In fact, Plato shifts the paradigm of

desire from a general attitude held by Grecian society towards how an individual might

relate himself and others to a belief that one's moralify is intûnately linked with how an

individual constructs himself as a desiring subject. ln this paradigrn, the discourse of

seduction takes an inverse form in that the object oflove, through passive efforls to

attract the subject, essentially becomes a kind of seduce¡.

The subjeclobject binary thus collapses when it is revealed as a construct. The

concept ofperformance is an aesthetic construct that helps to reveal the artifice of

binaried constructs such as the older/younger man or the nature/ar1ifice binary. As an

artistic concept, performance also helps to explain how subjectivity is socially

constructed and represented in literature. There is a perfonr-rative quality to any

seduction. The seducer and the seduced know that they both have starring roles. In the

limelight of their own lives, they are enthralled by the dran-ra as they cause it to unfold.

Moreover, they know that they are playing to an audience, for although seduction may

begin in secret, it always ends in the public domain. Seduction is dramatized through the

strategies used to foster it. As in most fiction, the commonplace details of the seducer

such as sleeping, eating, running errands must all be left out of the drama. Seduction is

not a space of comfort or domesticity. Instead, it is a great stage where emotions have

full range and a series of dramatic decisions must be taken and their consequences played

out. The theatre provides a perfect space for seduction because seduction is meant to

perform. Furthermore, the performance of seduction acts to collapse the binary of

nature/artifice that tries to underpin it. This is not to say that seduction is not genuine in
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its own way: sometimes a welÌ-interpreted, sincerely performed life is more exciting and

honest than a life unconsciously lived.

Baudrillard notes that to be seduced is the best way to seduce. One must go

through the secretive, ritualistic initiation into the rules of seduction, but this private

initiation has the privacy of a soliloquy performed on stage. That is to say, an audience

must witness one's emotions and epiphanies to transform them into an affirmìng

experience when one is a seducer. Thus the perfonnance of a seducer moves fiom the

private to the public domain within the space of the theatre. Baudrillard states,

"Seduction does not consist of a simple appearance, not a pure absence, but the eclipse of

a presence. Its sole strategy is to be there/not there, and thereby produce a sort of

flickering, a hypnotic mechanism that crystallizes attention outside all concem with

mean:ing. Absence here seduces presence" (85). The seducer evades any questions

dealing with "tmth" because s/he wants to create an illusion. [n any scene of seduction,

the seducer and the seduced need as actors to elaborate their roles so as to challenge their

identity formation. In a sense, everything within a scene of seduction becomes a prop to

the main actors. This concept can be taken to its radical extreme in that even the seducer

or the seduced can become each other's prop. In such instances, the object ofdesire

becomes a means for articulating a discourse of seduction that is really rnore directed at

the inter'locutor, or the audience, which is society. Paft ofthe 'flickering' effect of

seduction is that it is sometimes unclear where the seducer's intentions lie; that is to say,

it may be that the seduced is not on stage but in the audience.

The discourse ofseduction is thus heavily inscribed with the language of the

theatre. The role of the seducer involves a mental cruelty to himÀerself as well as to
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others; s/he is driven by the demands of the performance. Baudrillard argues that the

seducer is only interested in seducing, and not in pleasing or lovìng the obj ect. Seduction

is sovereign; however, the price of this ritualistic passion is high. ln literary narratives,

the seducer does not exist outside of the theatre of seduction, and thus every other aspect

ofthe text becomes subordinate to the play ofseduction. "Seduction consists in letting

the other believe himself to be the subject ofdesire, without oneselfbeing caught in the

trap" (86). In seduction, desire is not an end but apnze to be gained. Despite the field of

the seducer's garre, despair and cruelty, the seducer wants immortality; in other words,

s,/he is relentless to ensure that the audience experiences the catharsis of living through

the seduction ofanother. The seducer is aware of the tâctics that a person being seduced

may use to try to avoid the seduction, and also knows that, "ifhandled correctly" (87),

that person will succumb to the wish to be seduced. The seducer relies on deception as

an aesthetic fom that embellishes the narrative of the scnpt: "Even ifshe fthe seductress]

speaks ofreasons or motives, be they guilty or clnical, it is a trap" (85). Byexposing her

own weaknesses and r.ulnerabilities, the seducer fìnds the strength ofher perfon¡ance.

In tum, even though the audience knows that the seducer exposes his weaknesses only as

a strategy ofseductìon, the audience is nevertheless also seduced because it is such a

clever performance.

The audience is usually two-fold: (1) those within the text who witness, fàcilitate

and/or perhaps ìmpede the seduction (2); and those outside the text, the readers or

spectators. They are bemused, taken in, hoodwinked, temporarily seduced because they

understand the longing of the seduced to let the seducer play out her role. Seduction can

never be fully articulated, and so it must be viewed as a performance. Seduction and
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perforrnance are both subversive. Henry Sayre says that, "A good way to think of

performanceistorealizethatinitthepotentiallydisruptiveforcesofthe'outside'(what

is 'outside' the text the physical space in which it is presented, the other media it might

engage or find itself among, the va¡ious frames of mind the diverse members of a given

audience might bring to it, and, over time, the changing forces of history itsell) are

encouraged to assert themselves" (94).

In the first volum e of The History of Sexuality, Foucault notes, "The question I

would like to pose is not, Why are we repressed? but rather, Why do we say, with so

much passion and so much resentment against our most recent past, against our present,

and against ourselves, that we are repressed" (Hîstory vol.1 8-9)? Foucault argues in his

"repressive hypothesis" that the Victorian era is less marked by sexual repression than by

a proliferation ofdiscourses less obviously related to sex. Thus, the silence ofthebody

intersects with the discourse ofconfession: people were asked to confess their most

intimate sexual-life details to an interlocutor, a priest. The drama is relived and savored

by all parties. Confession then becomes a performatìve rneans of regulating sexuality,

and normalizing heterosexual relations. This perfomance is also a means of

transgression.

To locate the regime of power/pleasure,&nowledge within the economy of sexual

history, we must ask who produces the discourse ofsex and under what conditions.

Foucault shows how discursive practices in the West during the last three centuries have

been deeply concemed with the production, control, proliferation, and regulation of

sexual:ity. Sex has been brought under the auspices ofmedical, judicial, and

govemmental regulatory bodies that have been responsible for pronoting the family as
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the locus ofsexuality. These regulatory agencies, however, also express anxiety at their

inability to draft the silent body into language. The discourse of seduction has also been

marginalized as the pariah within the economy of these other ofhcial discourses. In this

sense, the discourse ofseduction is that which is abject: it challenges the borders ofour

identity. The performative aspects of seduction nonetheless reside in the margins,

eluding the authoritative mechanisms of offìcial discourses.

The ironic strategy of the seducer is to tum hinself into a mask so as to disturb

appearances. Baudrillard asks, "Doesn't the seducer end up losing himself in his strategy,

as in an emotional labyrinth? Doesn't he invent the strategy in order to lose himself in it"

(98)? Baudrillard's questions ernphasize that artifice is an essential element of any

seduction. The seducer as a desiring subject must always defend hirnself against falling

prey to hìs own seduction, and yet this is somewhat ìnevitable for at least a briefperiod of

time for the seduction to have any charm. Baudrillard's argument implicitly suggests

that the nahle/artifice binary is undermined through the inverted relationship of

seducer/seduced which occurs when the seducer is seduced. Baudrillard claims that since

seduction can be viewed as a ritual, we must account for the ritualistic practice of

sacrifìce by observing how the binary of nature/a¡tifice in the case of seduction privileges

artifice. The seduced as the object ofdesire is "naturally endowed with seduction," (99)

according to Baudrillard, who correctly points to the fact that the seduced is nomally

portrayed in any literary representation as naturally beautiful, pure, and virluous.

Baudrillard argues that the seducer and the seduced thus play out a ritual of sacrifice in

which beauty is made the sacrifice. Therefore seduction, in this light, means that the

seducer's game is to conquer the beauty of the seduced so as to claim its natural powers
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under his reign ofartifice. The seducer's arlificial power will destroy the seduced's

natural power, and in doing so, reverse the nature/arlihce binary. The seducer will use all

ofhis skill to bring her to erotic abandon, and thus give up her power to the seducer; "the

calculated seduction mirrors the natural seduction" (99). In this interpretation of

seduction, according to Baudrillard, seduction is always/already present; it responds to

the preexisting challenge ofbeauty endowed by nature, and thus it tries to right the

imbalance of privileging nature over arlifice. The s),mbolic force of beauty must be

overtumed and sacrificed. Baudrillard elucidates this concept as: "The ritual execution of

a fonn that consumes its subject. This is why the piece takes on both the aesthetic form

of a work ÕfaÍ and the ritual form of a crime" (99).

Baudrillard does concede that pure seduction has a spiritual dimension, which

should not be equated with purity: to conquer someone spiritually requires a ceÍain

amount ofdeviousness. Baudrillard wants to argue that the ritualistic sacrifice of the

natural beauty of the seduced to the artificial cunning ofthe seducer is a way of attaining

a kind of spirihral purity. In that sense, it is cathartic because the seduced is made abject

so as to reaffirm the identity ofthe seducer.

Language itself is always already seductive because it offers such tantalizing

possibilities, even when we know that it is no r¡ore than the illusion of appearances.

Every time we have a well-expressed thought, there is the sensation ofclarity and of

having rnet a challenge. At the same time, language never completely reveals its secrets.

Within Kristeva's psychoanalltic frarnework, all subjectivity is "in process," which

secures this link between subjectivity, language, and power. In fact, Kristeva suggests

that we should think of the selfas part ofa linguistic system. She argues that nothing is
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outside of language. However, we can locate points of destabilization within language,

which in tum open up infinite possibilities ofidentity, thus forever deferring the

possibility of hxed meaning. Such an open system should not be seen as a threat; rather,

it is an invitation to the possibility of gowth of the psyche. True subjectivity, for

Kristeva, is the articulation of being within the social realm, what she calls le sujet en

proces: the "constitution and deconstitution of the subject: a subject in process/on trial"

(Revohttion 616). The discourse of seduction cannot exist outside the social realm.

Seduction is a powerful discourse because it does not play by the rules of society, yet all

societies produce seduction. Moreover, the discourse ofseduction is generated from the

relations between subj ects rather than from the subjects themselves. In this sense, it is an

elusive force, much like language, which constitutes the subject but is not part of the

subject.

The formation of the subject-in-process also appears in the uneasy relationship

between the serniotic and the syrnbolic orders. The subject-in-process must always

negotiate between the s)4nbolic and the semìotic o¡der. The semiotic is a preJanguage

state when child and mothe¡ have their closest bond, and the child does not differentiate

itself as Other. (Freud would name this as primary narcissism.) Kristeva's semiotic

differs, though, in that she is speaking literally and figuratively about the body.

Furthermore, the serniotic does not only r efer to the child in the womb, but instead to a

state that we can access as a means to subvert the Law of the Father and the slmbolic

order. Thus the semiotic is a transgressìve fo¡ce that aids seduction by tapping into the

playfül elernents of language that evade the ethos of logocentrism. While Lacan, for

example, has privileged the slrnbolic and sought to outline its limits, Kristeva, by
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contrast, has tned to seek out what is beyond those limits and the premises of logìc. The

semiotic entails both the nusic and the body of langu age; rt is jottissance, an extreme

pleasure. The rather indecipherable quality of the serriotic that refuses strict definitìon

enriches discourses ofseduction. Kristeva notes that it is such elusiveness, as well as the

joy of Mozarl's Don Juan, that embodies the semiotic element.

The subject must still identifz with the ldeal Othe¡ to exist, since the Ideal Other

provides a necessary mirror ofselfthrough language. Subjectivity thus relies on a

shifting identification with the Other:

The Ego ideal includes the Ego on account of the love that this Ego has for it and thus

unifies it, ¡estrains its drives, tums it into a Slújecl. An Ego is a body to be put to

death, or at least to be defened, for the love of the other and so that Myself can be.

Love is a death sentence that causes me to be. When death, which is intrinsic to

amorous passion takes place in reality and carries away the body ofone of the lovers,

it is at its most unbearable; the suruiving lover then realizes the abyss that separates

the irnaginary death that he experienced in his passion from the relentless reality from

which love has forever set him apart: saved. (Tales, 36)

The subject desires to be united wìth the Other precisely because the Other is separate.

That brief moment of complete identihcation with the Other is fleetingly a site of love.

Therefore, K¡isteva is really talking about two types of "Other" and their intrinsic

relationship in constituting the subjectivity of the self- the ideal Other that tries to unite

with the self, but always leads to misrecognition rn the mirror stage; and secondl¡ the

lover as the "Other" whom in our daily lives provides a mirror of the self.
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When there is a death or break from the Ideal Other, the Self comes into

confrontation with borders of identity. Lurking on the edge is the border of abjection

which differentiates identity: "The time ofabjection is double: a timc ofoblivion and

thunder, ofveiled infìnity and the moment when revelatìon bursts forth" (Powers 9).

Kristeva's description compels the reader to reminisce about thoughts of fiery love;

adection, sirnilar to jouzss ance, blinds the lover and at the same time provides epiphanies

of self-knowledge. K¡isteva's reading ofthe Other is complicated by her analysis of

abjection which ascribes agency to what she defines as the Stray. The binary of

SelflOther is further rnultiplied/divided by the inclusion of the Stray or deject: "A deviser

ofterritories, languages, wotks, The dejecl never stops demarcating this universe whose

fluid confines - for they are constituted ofa non-object, the abj ect constantly question

his solidity and impel him to start afresh" (Powers 8). The Stray does not have an object

because it attempts at every opportunity to supersede binaried systems, to participate only

in their destruction or modification. Wlen the Other collapses, it is at that moment that

the Stray steps in as the alter ego. As Kristeva puts it, "as in jouissance where the object

of desire, known as object ø [in Lacan's terminology], bursts with the shattered mirror

where the ego gives up its image in order to contemplate itselfin the Other, there is

nothing either objective or objectal to the abject. It is simply a frontier, a repulsive gift

that the Other, having become a lter ego drops so that 'I' does not disappear in it but

finds, in that sublime alienation, a forfeited existence" (Powers 9). The abject is that

space where the effects of non-meaning are allowed to exist, where the sìgnified has not

been able to wholly unite with the signifier. According to Kristeva, "abjection is above

all ambiguity'' (Powers 9). The Stray as an outlaw, on the borders of identity - always
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challenging its right-to-be has much in common with seduction. Lìke seduction,

"abjection is perverse because it neither gives up nor assumes a prohibition, a ru1e, or a

Iaw; but tums them aside, misleads, corrupts; uses them, takes advantage of them, the

better to deny them" (Powers 15). The relationship between SelflOther is haunted,

supplemented, by the adect which makes the Other reite¡ate itself in new forms, and thus

causing the Self to constantly metamorphosize.

PART III

Up to this point, we have been discussing subjectivìty in psychoanalytic terms, in

historical contexts, and in literary representations. The discussion, however, needs to

expand the relationships between seducer-writer and seduced-¡eader, and the reversals

that may occur in these roles. This section, in palt, will draw on phenomenology and the

reading act as described by Wolfgang Iser. The phenomenological approach differs from

poststrÌÌcturalist thought in that it ascribes more agency to subjectivity. We will focus on

the discursive practices that inpute power to the functions ofdiscourse that are typically

named as author and reader. The discourse of seduction likewise plays a r¡le in dehning

the complexities of these roles.

Let us fi¡st establish that when we speak ofthe reader it does not matter really

whether we refer to the implied reader or a 'real' individual. What is of more impoÍance

is that, although the reader can be seen as a subj ect constructed through discursive

practices, this subjectivity ought to be unde¡stood as subject to many possible

oppressions associated with the privileges ofclass, gender, or race, which in hrm affect

the process of interpretation ofwhat constitutes a reader and how such a reade¡ is read.
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Of course, these same conditions apply to the literary representation of the seduced.

Thus, for instance, certain feminists such as Gilbert and Gubar hâve critiqued the

disjunction for women between an implied white, male heterosexual man and the actual

reader (perhaps a black lesbian) unable to identifu with the text on certain levels.

Likewise, the writer occupies a somewhat ambiguous position in the "author-function," a

term that Foucault coins in his essay, "What is an Author?" He contends that "the

function of the author is to characterize the existence, circulation, and operation of certain

discourses within a society' (Language 124). He assigns the author-function power only

insofar as it is invested with comrlunal authority. Of noteworthiness, many

contemporary theorists such as Barthes, Foucault, Derrida, and K¡ísteva have explored

the positioning of the author in relation to society. These terms of writer/reader may be

further illuminated when put into a dialectical relationship with the seducer/seduced.

Why is seduction an interesting plot for authors and readers alike? Readers are

caught off-guard when (and it) they realize that the focus of the text's seduction is not so

much centred on the protagonist as it is on themselves. The discourse ofseduction is

readily taken up by wrìters who recognize its transgressìve elements. The writer and the

fictional personae, in a sense, become accomplices in the seduction of the reader. The

appeal of seduction thus lies partly in the fact that it relies on surface appearances; it is a

narcissistic mir¡or. The reader, loath to look beyond the mirror surface, will eventually

find a strange reflaction. That refraction will be the site of reality and fiction folding in

on one another. For the reader has dual roles as a voyeur of the text ând as a participant

drawn into the seduction.
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The reader is an audience member who must act as more than a mere spectator,

and the writer is a play;vright who solicits collaboration. There is a linguistic seduction

at work, so to speak, as the reader is drawn in to paÍicipate in the production of meaning

in the text. The ploys of the writer are simila¡ to those of the seducer: the seduced-reader

must be intrigred enough to want to participate in some form in the seduction, even if

that form comes in the shape of resistance. The writer-seducer works as a play."vrìght

trying to develop, not only his role, but also an entire plot in which all parlicipants must

take on roles. This is not to suggest that the writer-seducer has a masterplot. Rather, s/he

is an instigator in propelling the narrative towards the dizzying emotions and intrigues

found within the discourse ofseduction. This desìre to initiate rather than master any

plotline is bome out through numerous gaps in the text that appeal to the need for

collaboration. In his essay "The Reading Process," Iser discusses the necessity of gaps in

any text that require the imagination of the reader so as to more fully realize the meaning

of the text.

To position the reader as a performer allows for an interesting analogous reading

of the seduced. The perceived real experience of the reader relates directly to his,4rer

processes of interpretation. Iser explains, "Thus we have the apparently paradoxical

situation in which the reade¡ is forced to reveal aspects of himself in order to experience a

reality which is different lÌom his own" (1224). Just as an actor may have to take on

unfamiliar emotions or actions to play a paft truly, so must the reader. The reader and the

seduced are both perfonners since they must temporarily abandon themselves to the

emotions demanded by their role. In this sense, the reader identifies with the seduced

(the literary figure) and is seduced by the writer and the text's desire for him./her to
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become immersed in the narrative and its potential. The reader's seduction parallels that

ofthe seduced because in both cases they take on their respective roles in the drama,

while at some level always acknowledging that the drama is an illusion not meant to

constitute reality. As Iser states, "it is precisely during our reading that the transitory

nature of the illusion is revealed to the fuIl" (1227). Since it is ¡evealed that both the

reader and the seduced have knowledge oftheir roles in the seduction plot, we must also

recognize that such knowledge is a form of power. Thus the performative element of

seduction ensures that the hierarchical binaried system is destabilized through role

reversals. Armed with the knowledge and the capabilities of his/her own theatrical

techniques, the reader-seduced (at moments conflated into one subject) also plays a role

in determining the discourse of seduction.

Power must still be worked out through systems and metaphor. For example,

systems ofpower include various societal structures such as institutions of formal

leaming, law, and religion. Seduction must always act through metaphor because the

signifìer, analogous to the Other or the seduced, is perpetually in flight. That is to say,

the signifìer in writing tnes to control meaning and to seduce the signified to conform to

a specific conceptualization. The signified, however, like the seduced, is never fully

within the gasp of the signifìer (seducer). Because of the ambiguity inìerent to

language, the story of seduction can never be fully written just by the wnter. The reader

must also participate in the creation of the meaning of any given text. This is where the

dialectic ofpower lies: readers/signifieds/seduced arejust as guilty of imposing meaning

as writers/signifiers/seducers. "Each term grounds the way a culture stabilìzes and

represents itself, yet does so as a signifier with an incessantly receding, ungraspable
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signified which invariably always points self-reflexively to other signifiers" (Bronfen xi).

Metaphor is a means of negotiating the gaps in language, which exceed explicit meaning.

Seduction appeals to the writer and reader alike because it naturalizes the love

story only long enough for one to believe in it temporaril¡ much in the same way that we

enjoy a good fable before bedtime without any desire that the fable will later become our

reality. The fact that the narrative of seduction inplodes the nature/arli{ice binary is also

seductive because, in recognizing that these previously naturalized versions of seduction

privilege only cefiain power relations and paradigms, the possibility for other

configurations now opens up. By self-consciously recognizing seduction as art, the

writer is invited to take creative license. Likewise, the reader is not merely a recipìent of

knowledge; s/he nust engage with the text and its production ofmeaning. The reader is

reading not only to understand and evaluate the text, but also to be seduced. Moreover,

society's noms for the ¡eceptìon of texts is written as much by the reader as the writer;

together, they form an aesthetic vision. The seductive qualìty of many texts relates to the

prohibition of their narratives because often what is considered outrageous appeals to a

larger audience. Throughout the history ofbooks, those that have been censo¡ed have

also found over the long term a wider audience.

Seduction functìons much the sarne way that power docs in that it is found in the

relations bet\ryeen objects/people/ideas rather than in any one given person or text. In her

essay entitled "Word, Dialogue, and Novel," K¡isteva maintaìns that we should think of

"the 'literary word' as an intersectîon of textual surfac¿s rather than a point (a frxed

meaning), as a dialogue among several writings: that of the write¡, the addressee (or the

earlier culh¡ral context" (Desire 65). Kristeva's interlextual approach suggests thaf each
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component in the writinøreading process mediates the Other. Thus, seduction is

produced by the relationships of this dialogue. Elsewhere in the same essay, Kristeva

observes, "The writer's interlocutor, then, is the writer himself, but as reader of another

tex|" (Desire 86).

Foucault likewise argues that power lies in the relations between individual

subjects and as nodal points within the larger structure. He posits that the speaking

subject is constituted through discourse and identifies the impoÍant question as being

who gets to say what to whom. Power and knowledge can be understood as different

points on a grid in which the nodes fonn points ofconcession or resistance to the ever-

changing configurations. ln other words, there is nowhere "outside" ofpower, and we

must conceive ofpower as not only changing but also being continually productive.

Moreover, the individual speaking subject not only acts as a mechanism for the system,

but the individual's very sense of "self' must be attributed to his or her relations to

language and society. Thus, in tenns of seduction, the binaqr of seducer/seduced can only

be unde¡stood in relation to poweÍ and knowledge. The notion that the seducer

individually holds the power in this hierarchy is in fact quite complicated. Ultirnately, it

is the aesthetic sublimation of life which allows seduction to be wrought fiom ar1.

Part IV

Seduction ought to be understood as a strategy ofdisplacement; the etyrnology of

lhe word seducer¿ is to take aside, to diverl from one's path. Seduction implies a

reversible and indetenninate order much like the semiotic which refuses the Law of the

Father. As previously suggested, metaphor is a means for the signifier to try to grasp
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hold of the signified. The myth of Narcissus, while distinct from seduction in terms of

where the politics ofcontrol lie, helps to clarifu how it is that signifieds, readers, and

seduceds are so often (willingly) led astray. Baudrillard claims that, "Inexorably,

discourse is left to its own appearances, and thus to the stakes of seduction, thus to its

own failure, by the bracketing of its objectives, of its tmth affects which become

absorbed within a surface that swallows meaning" (54).

A "surface that swallows meaning" and leads to the erasure of the selfis the water

that mir¡ors Narcissus's reflection. Much like the Velasquez painting "The Dwarf," in

which an artist paints a couple who are reflected endlessly back and forth between two

mirors into infinity, the attempts of Narcissus to unite wìth his Other lead to a similar

infinitude oferasure. The seducer, unlike Narcissus, does not fall into an oblivion of

solipsism; rather, he is framed in a narrative of displacement. Although there are

fascinating parallels between Narcissus and the figure of the seducer, it is important to

note that Narcíssus mistakes the image for extemal reality, whereas the seducer does not.

In the fi¡st case, the image is deceiving; in the second case, the seducer is deceiving. The

discourse of seduction is heterogeneous and must be sought out in the traces oflanguage

where it exists as a supplement and as a presence/absence. Invariably, there is the erasure

ofboth the identity ofthe subject in "love" and in the text in the play ofsìgnification.

Reading Ovid's Narcissus, as well as K¡isteva's interpretation ofthe amorous

hgure, provides insight into the psychology of the seducer:
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Himself he longs for, longs unwittingly,

Praising is praised, desiring is desired,

And love he kindles while with love he bums.

How often in vain he kissed the cheating pool

And in the water sank his arms to clasp

The neck he saw, but could not clasp himselfl

Not knowing what he sees, he adores the sight;

That false face fools and fuels his delight.

Ovid, Metamorphoses (III 425-32)

Narcissus has fallen in love with his own watery image. His solipsisrr leads to the

collapse of the image into the Ego Ideal. The comedy and pathos of Ovid's portrait both

come from the absence of a separate Ego ldeal. For his Narcissus poses subjectivity as

unstable and changing, though not in the sense oftautological change. Narcissus is like

the seduced, momentarily abandoned to the Other, absorbed into both the Other and Ego

Ideal. He is a fíagmented subject searching for completion. Ovid's Narcissus spums the

love ofhis many admirers, including Echo, and is seduced instead by his own image

when leaning over a pool. The seducer, while certainly not so completely self-absorbed,

must find some aspect ofhis own identity that he longs fo¡ in his object ofdesire, and yet

that object will always remain to some extent an elusive appearance.

The seducer must then continue his,/her search for new conquests beyond the self,

in part, because the object ofdesire can never fully realize the Ego Ideal. With her focus

on the threat to identity that love poses, Kristeva writes of Na¡cissus's solipsism: "We are

here confionted with what we can but call the verligo ofa love with no object other than



a mirage" (Tales 104). The story culminates ìn Narcissus realizing that this disembodied

hope of desire found in his own image is himself, and more importantly, he leams, as one

ofhis tears disturbs the waterrs surface, that this image can disappear. "He then discovers

that the reflection is no other but represents himself, that the other is the presentation of

the sell Thus, in his own way, Narcissus discovers in sorrow and death the alíenation

that is the constituent of his own image" (Tales 121). Narcissus rejects the real Other that

might replace the image because he both wants and refuses Othemess; he has no object to

fill the space precisely because his object rs psychic space.

As John Lechte observes, "The story of Narcissus opens up a new dynamic in

westem subjectivity where the youth beside the pool, at the very point of desiring an

object outside himself, thereby confinning his subjectivity, does not quite succeed: desire

fails and Narcissus dies" (cited in Kristeva 172). The seducer loves himself through

loving the seduced, which is only a telrporary state ofbeing. In the tirnes when he is in-

between conquests, there are moments of selfloathing and abjection, even though s,/he

may not intemalize these emotions. As Freud noTes in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, lo

love passionately is also the closest we can come to the death drive. As Kristeva notes,

"Let us make this clear: if love takes over flom narcissism in ulterior sexual drives, it is

underlain, bome, and detenmned by halred" (Tales 124). It is important to include

Narcissus within this theo¡etical f¡amework of seduction because he corrplicates the

notion of love. For Narcissus is simultaneously an ecstatic and broodìng lover who

reveals in the most candid way how the object of love or seduction is always to some

extent an illusion.
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Thejouissance ofseduction also has a cruel edge. The stakes in the games of

seduction are high precisely because they play a role in our psychological development.

ln Tales of Love hüaKnsteva argues that late twentieth-century westem society is in

crìsis because, in a sense, its psychological development is paralyzed. It no longer has

the comfort of the metaphysics ofbeing, and yet it longs nostalgically for something to

believe in. Thus, like Narcissus, we stare into our own reflection lovingly, unaware that

it only provides a screen of emptiness: " emptiness that is intrinsic to the beginnings ofthe

slmbolic function appears as the hrst separation between what is not yet an Ego and what

is not yet an object" (Tales 24). Kristeva argues that behind this emptiness lies death or

neurosis. However, she suggests that to come in contact with this space is truly to

conffont the borders ofthe psyche; the way to access this space is through the

psychoanâlyst's couch or aÍìorous discourse. K¡isteva elaborates: "Ifnarcissism is a

defense against the emptiness of separation, then the whole contrivance of imagery,

representations, identifications, and projections that accompany it on the way toward

strengthening the Ego and the Subject is a fiÌeans ofexorcising that emptiness" (Zales

42).

Amorous discourse allows us to renew language and to incorporate playfülness

into our actions; it is the pennanent stabilization/destabilization between the s).rnbolic

and the serniotic. The seducer uses amorous discourse as a means to explore the borders

of his,4rer own psyche and that ofthe seduced. There is, ofcourse, always a relationship

between the s).rnbolìc and the semiotic order. Kdsteva proposes, though, that westem

civilization has ignored the semiotic to try instead to represent language and the selfas a

unitary model. I wish to suggest that seduction can disrupt this illusion by bringing the
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semiotic into play. In other words, the seducer exposes the afifice of the relationship

between language and the self by pnvileging the semiotic. S/he does so through games

of seduction, which rely on strategies aimed at subverlìng traditional logic. This

confrontation with death behind the screen ofnarcissism and emptiness is then an

opportunity to access the language of the semiotic where it meets with the synbolic and,

in a sense, to do what Narcissus fails to do: "know thyself." The solidarity between

narcissism and emptrness ensures that even chaos in the psyche is not loosed, thus

ensuring the limits ofidentity: "A fiagile crest where death and regeneration vie for

dominance" (Tales 5).

Love, in fact, can be described as a fear ofcrossing the boundaries ofthe self.

Seduction subordinates love to its own objectives ofexploration ofthe self. Kristeva

etrgues that falling in love is really a narcissistic moment; similarly, Roland Barthes

proposes that the lover's discourse is one ofprofound solitude. Ifthese contemporary

theorists are correct in setting up love as solitary and narcissistic, it is seduction that still

acts as a conduit for love. Kristeva suggests that love moves between narcissism and

idealization of the Other, and that we construct love as part of the natural and real world.

The idealization oflove can¡rot sustain itself, and thus the discourse ofseduction, I wìIl

argue, necessarily contradicts this representation of love. One way that seduction

undemrines the "naturalness" oflove is by parodying its claims ofsincere devotion to the

loved one. For example, the seducer, it is normally supposed, also plays the double role

of lover. Fulfilling this role involves professions of love, whether they be uttered in a

perfunctory, scripted manner or in the throes of passion and (at least ternporary) sincenty.

However, the language of the lover is mediated and undercut because it is no longer clear
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whethe¡ it belongs to the realm of nature or to artifice. According to Kristeva, we lack a

code of love today, and therefore the identity of the self is under erasure. Love hovers

between narcissism and idealization. Covered in abjection, we only have temporal

guideposts ofidealization (Tales 7). The discourse of seduction, through its emphasis on

artifice and play, thus challenges the borders ofselfand the constitution of a fìxed

identity, contributing to the erasure of a centre, or any fixed meaning.

By understanding the abjection oflove through psychoanalysis, we are likely to

have more control over the horrors that it stimulates in us. It is through defining our

borders, which are constantly threatened by abjectness at the margins, that we constitute

our identities. As Kristeva notes, "Abjection, with a meaning b¡oadened to take in

subjective diachrony, is a precondition ofnarcissism. It is coexistent with it and causes it

to be pemanently brittle. The more or less beautiful image in which I behold or

recognize myself rests upon abjection that sunders it as soon as repression, the constant

watchman, is relaxed" (Powers 13). Abjection is the muddy, now-disturbed water that

Narcissus does not want to see because his unity is thus threatened with the possible

dissolution of his image, his Other. The seducer senses the emotional jouissance and

turmoil which are equally present in the semiotic order, and longs for the risks that each

presents, as much as the potentially passionate feelìngs that are not grounded in the logic

ofthe synbolic order. Similarly, the seduced also longs to experience an array of

emotions that the abject offers; the Stray (seducer) invites the seduced to explore the full

range of her identity. The seducer and the seduced, unlike N arcissus, share the desire to

keep explonng; they are not interested in watery stasis. Although risky, this flirtation

with death and renewal is what abjection offers to both pafies ofseduction.
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According to Baudrillard, Narcissus is not a reflection but rather a deception: "the

strategy of seduction is one of deception. It lies in wait for all that tends to confuse itself

with rts reality" (69). Seduction must then be a matter of self-seduction, and so the

deception is far-reaching. For narcissism and artihce are both concepts that try to find a

unity where there is none. The watery image that Na¡cissus sees ìn the pool is a

deception. Likewise, seduction is not interested in constituting reality. It ernploys signs

without truth and gestures without reference; its logic is not one ofmediation but of

immediacy, whatever the sign may be. Baud¡illard writes, "Above all, seduction

supposes not a signified desi¡e, but the beauty ofan artihce" (76). Intrigue leads to

deception, and both the seduce¡ and the seduced are in search ofbut always just beyond

the grasp ofmeaning, any final understanding ofthemselves will prove elusive. In this

moment, when one is d¡awn into the void of meaning, the narcissistic pool, seduction, is

constructed.

Invariably, however, the discourse of seduction leads to implosions in the

nature/arlifice binary. The emergence of this discourse has led to the "groping apparition

of a form ofthought in which the interrogation of the limit replaces the search for totality

and the act oft¡ansgression replaces the movement of contradictions" (Language 50).

The discourse of seduction is an act of transgression, in that it is politicized as a

subversive element withìn any discursive structure, but it maintains a virtual autonomy

fiee ofethical choices through its constitution as an aesthetic form. Through the

configurations of the players involved, and more impoÍantly, through their relationships,

the link between seduction and power is more clearly defined. The subject, destabilized
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and under erasure, nevedheless abandons him or herselfto the seduction of"living

arlistically."



4: Parody as Seduction

Chapter four explores some ofthe relations between parody and seduction as

formal operations. This section begins with a comparison of the theories of Mikhail

Bakhtin (double-voiced discourses), Foucault (parody as transgressive), and Linda

Hutcheon (parody as repetition with critical distance). Hutcheon's theory most interests

me because she proposes that the ironic inversion ofone book that is parodically played

out in another signifies rnore than the artistic and intellectual distance between the two

texts; it also embodies their intimate connection. This parodic play, more importantly,

transfoms literary ideologies in stafling ways- I would like to explore how many of the

tropes of seduction fomed in the Restoration or the Victorian periods, for instance, are

reflective of some of the conventions and mores ofthese eras. Similarly, historic

paradigms and contemporary ideologies simultaneously infonn tropes of seduction in the

twentieth century.

I will argue that parody itselfis a form ofseduction, which is to say that one text

may seduce another, or subvert it to do the bidding of another. The intertextuality of

texts has always been playful and, ofcourse, always required a willing reader. Seduction

must begin with a willingness, even if skepticism and resistance tinge that will. Parody

as a fom of seduction can also elaborate some of the premises of Baudrilla¡d's theory.

For example, parody insists on drawing a "seduced" or parodied text into its own realm of

discourse. The text that is the seducer controls the medium of language and only selects

that which it wants from the seduced text.
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This chapter will also act as a segue to introduce the rhetorical triangle that I see

underlying my choice of Kamouraslø, No Fixed Address, and Ana Historic. I wish to

discuss how such texts can seduce other texts through a close analysis of No Fixed

Address in relation to other, more classic formulations of the Don J:uan m74h. Ia Ana

Historic,I shall focus on the relationship ofthe constructed reader to the text and how the

text seduces this reader. In Kamou.raska, i will move into the third part of this

communicative triangle to examine how the nanation itself acts as a seducer. This

reading strategy will further allow me to trace rnultiple sites of power, and in tum, to

propose a theory ofseduction that is more far-reaching than, say, Baudrillard's reading.

An irr-rportant facto¡ in the discourse ofseduction is that it invariably requires a

fonn of dialogism. Mikhail Bakhtin proposes that double-voìced discourse, otherwise

referred to as dialogism, is a determining factor in understanding literature. Bakhtin

coined the tenn dialogism, which can be understood in two ways. Al understanding of

dialogism can serve to explain some of the complex tensions in the discou¡se of

seduction. Firstly, double-voiced discourse suggests that no word exists in isolation;

instead, it is part of a greater whole and so a word is just that, a word, and yet at the same

time it er¡bodies the whole history of the use of that word. Secondly, dialogism is a

language that contains t\¡/o voices within a single g¡ammatical constmction (passive or

active double-voiced discourse). The active double-voiced discourse represents parody

in that there is a discrepancy between the parodist's views and the di¡ection ofanother

text's aspirations. As Bakhtin explains, "Thus it is that in parody two languages are

crossed with each other, as well as two styles, two linguistic points of view, and in the

fina1 analysis two speaking subjects. It is true that only one of these languages (the one
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that is parodied) is present in its own right; the other is present invisibly, as an achralizing

background for creating and perceiving" (Dialogíc 76).

Bakhtin uses the prism as a metaphor to elaborate the dynamics ofdialogisrr and

its relation to the reade¡. As he explains elsewhere, "To one degree or another, the author

distances himself from this common language, he steps back and objectifies it, forcing his

own intentions to retract and difl-rse themselves through the medium of this common

view that has become embodied in language (a view that is always superficial and

frequently hypocnlical)" (Dialoglc 302). The discourse ofseduction is that much more

intriguing when the reader realizes that the language ofthe seducer/seduced is

consciously being played with to draw the reader's attention to the fact that whatever is

said takes place within the paradigm of the historical conventions of the discourse of

seduction. For instance, the reade¡ views Arachne, the protagonist of No Fixed Address

differently, when s/he realizes that this he¡oine is characterized in tems of the fìgure of

Don Juan. The parody enriches our understanding of the protagonist and creates an

interesting tension in the discourse, which parodies the traditional Don Juan narratives.

The whole tradition, which generally privileges the male viewpoint as central, becomes

inverled as the female Don Juan has her way with men. The language "refracts" every

time that Arachne speaks because her discourse both embodies and contends against the

Don Juan-esqueness ofher own dialogue.

Bakhtin suggests that discourse always has a particular social ambience and that it

can never be neutral or fi'ee flor¡ bias. As he argues, "It is the nature of every parody to

transpose the values of the parodied style, to highlight ce¡tain elements while leaving

others in the shade: parody is always biased in some direction, and this bias is dictated by
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the distinctive features of the parodying language, its accentual system, its structure - we

feel its presence in the parody and we can recognize that presence, just as we at other

times recognize clearly accentual systems" (Diatogic 75). h is important to recognize

that Bakhtin is poìnting to a tension in this discourse that arises from contending voices

in the parody. It would be a faulty assumption to automatically privilege the parodied

version because what the two versions share is as important as what distinguishes them.

"Thus every parody is an intentional dialogized hybrid. Withìn it, languages and style

actively and mutually ìlluminate one another" (Dialogìc 76), writes Bakhtin. Parody can

also revive the parodied text in new and exciting ways, increasing its potentially

seductive powers to a reading audience. "it is exactly like the modem novel, where one

often does not know where the direct authorial word ends and where a parodic or stylized

plalng with the characters' language begins" (Dialogic 77). The blurring ofborders as

to what constitutes a parody makes the reader Íìore attentive and sensitive to the tone of

the discourse. This is similar to a well-conducted seduction because a seducer's objective

is also to engage the careful, minute attention of the seduced. Martin Kuester elaborates

on the advantages ofparody: "What we have here is a new form for an old message (or

an old fonn for a new message), which (1) draws attention to its own fonn and (2) helps

to renew interest in the message itselfby severing the message from its expected

traditional (or envisioned new) fom1" (Framing 7).

Bakhtin thus posits that dialogìsn:r offe¡s an altemative to rnonologism, which

attempts to p¡esent a coherent worldview that can no longer be supported in our

contemporary postmodem society. For example, in epic literature the¡e is one dorrinant

voice that represents a point of view, tribal or otherwise, that assumes everyone agrees
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with it. In The Problems of Dostoevsþ's Poetics, Bakhtin shows how monologism and

dialogisn-r work (or faìl) through the works of Tolstoy and Dostoevsky. A way to move

from any dominant societal position, then, is to parody it; that is, to undercut the authority

ofthat viewpoint by presenting "doppelgänger" altematives. The genre of the novel,

according to Bakhtin, is the most successful milieu for parody because its extended prose

leaves a great deal ofroom for play with discourse.

It should also be understood that Bakhtin's theories are written in reaction to and

in criticism ofhis contemporaries' theories, the Russian Forrnalists ofthe 1920's. Unlike

the Fonr-ralists, Bakhtin does not believe that parody acts as a vehicle for the historical

development of literature. The Formalists' perspective suggests there is an inherent

process of 'growth' that a parody provides in relation to the targeted parodied text, thus

assuming the parody is to some extent the superior evolution of the original. Linda

Hutcheon provides an example of the Formalists' interpretation ofhow parody operates:

"Pa¡odic works like this one [Don Quijote] works that actually manage to free

themselves from the backgrounded text enough to create a new and autonomous lorm -

suggest that the dialectic synthesis that is parody rnight be a prototype of the pivotal stage

in that gradual process ofdevelopment of literary fonns" (Theory 35). Moreover,

Bakhtin disputes the Formalists' assumption that the parody ofone era can be transposed

from or transfened to another. Conversely, he argues that parody is period specific. A

parody manifests itselfin specific relation to its social, political, and ideological

conditions. lt may be appreciated in later ages, but only with the additional lenses of that

other new social, historical context. Bakhtin's contempt for the Formalist vision of
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parody comes fron his sense that it has been flattened out to an almost monologic form

under the name of democracy that prohibits the proliferation ofa polyphony ofvoices.

Bakhtin's theories were transmitted to Westem literary theory through the work

ofEastem Europeans such as Tzvetan Todorov and Julia Kristeva. In Desire in

Language, Kristeva praises Bakhtin's model "where literary structure does not simply

ex¿sl but is generated in relation to another structure" (Desire 64-65). She goes on to

point out that the metaphorìc "literary word" for Bakhtin encompasses a whole system of

representation, " as an intersection of textual sutfaces :ather lhan a point (a fixed

meaning)" (Desire 65). This theory gives the discourse ofseduction greater fÍeedom to

develop dialogic practices that encode rnultiple rneanings so as to engage the seduced on

several levels. K¡isteva's 196ó essay "Le mot, le dialogue et le roman" introduces her

term "intertextuality," which implies that poetic language should be read as double. For

Kristeva, inteúexhrality is more far-reaching than dialogism since it proposes a

juxtaposition between texts rather thanjust utterances. She sees this juxtaposition as the

rrapping of ideologies from specific socio-historic backgrounds coming into contact wìth

one another in random orders. The text is a network of sign systems in a constantly

shifting relationship to other signiffing practices of subjectivity and culture. As Kristeva

states elsewhere, "The ideologeme ofa text is the focus where knowing rationality grasps

the transformation ofutterances (to which the text is irreducible) into a totality (the text)

as well as the insertions of this totality into the historical and social text" (Desire 37). In

paf, Kristeva argues that the serriotic is translinguistic; it can move from one system to

another, which in part is what refutes the metaphysical reliance on binaried oppositions
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because the semiotic does not adhe¡e to this pattem. Iastead, one can have a double

discourse in the language of literature because of the permutation oftexts.

Linda Hutcheon's A Theory of Parody has the teachings of twentieth-cenhÌry aÌ1

forms as its main focus. She examines the effects ofaesthetic practice on aesthetic

theory. Hutcheon's theory ofparody provides insight into parodic forms, which in tum

infoms the way the discourse of seduction plays out in many literary texts. Hutcheon's

study encompasses all art forms, but we will limit the scope of this study to literature.

She makes the astute observation, though, that "Parody is one of the major forms of

modem self-reflexivity; it is a fonn ofinter-art dìscourse" (Theory 2). Hutcheon rejects

the most basic of definitions of parody that confine it to mean merely a fonn of ridicule

and imitation. Instead, she recognizes that parody signals a critical discursive practice

initiated within the text itselfthat depends upon its operation in conjunction with the

parodied text. As she writes,

Parody, then, in its ironic "tra¡s-contextualization" and inversion, is repetition with

difference. A cntical distance is implied between the backgrounded text being

parodied and the new incorporating work, a distance usually signaled by irony. But

this irony can be playfül as well as belittling; it can be critically constructive as well as

destructive. The pleasure ofparody's irony comes not from humor in parlicular but

from the degree of engagement of the ¡eader. In the intedextual "bouncing" (to use

E.M. Forster's famous term) between complícity and distance. (Theoty 32)

Therefore, Hutcheon founds her understanding ofparody in parl on the observation that

parody, etl,mologically speaking, comes from the Greek noun parodia, which means both

"counter" and "beside" - the latter definition usually being ignored. So a relationship of
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"engagement" and playfülness, rather than an agenda ofdestruction or subversion, is

perceived as possible. This amplified reading ofparody has important implications for

the discourse of seduction because it helps to explain how cefiain tropes ofseduction

metamorphose while maintaining conventional attributes, even if they are continuously

shifting.

Hutcheon maintaìns that parody can demarcate difference, but it can also operate

"as a method of inscribing continuity while permitting critical distance" (Theory 20). She

identifies key features ofparody while at the time expanding traditional notions of the

geffe that are typically more limiting. In fact, Hutcheon claims that modem parody is as

powerful as it is because of its versatility and broad range ofoperations. Its breadth of

theoretical potential and implementation, which extends into all art forms, characterizes

Modern parody. The énonciation (the contextualized production and reception oftexts)

recognizes that parody is time-specif,rc. So, even though it can be reinscribed in new

ways, what is understood as parodic is contingent upon the aesthetic practices and

ideological assumptions of a given cultu¡e and time. As Hutcheon writes, "Perhaps

parodists only hurry up what is a natural procedure: the changing ofaesthetic fonns

through time" (Theory 35). Within the context of her own writing, though, Hutcheon

clearly states that parody is not tautological as the Fomalists' theory advocates, but

rather acts as an impetus for change. Kuester responds to the argument that everlthing

can thus be read as parody: "This position irnplies that every artistic act is a parodic one

reacting to earlier models, but also an active one insofar as the parodist re-functions the

past models he parodies" ( Framing 10). Thus, a discussion ofparody should always
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take into account its relationship to history since it provides an impofiant way to access

and to reinscribe information from the past.

The discourse of se<luction and parody both privilege artifice. As Hutcheon notes,

"lmitating art more than life, parody self-consciously and self-critically recognizes its

own nature" (Theory 27). Parodic play recognizes that metafiction offers an impodant

commentary and critique of the'real'world in that representations considered fictional or

otherwise are all subject to the analysis that parody realizes through critical distancing.

Parody recognizes and celebrates its own artificiality: "A1l parody is overtly hybrid and

double-voiced" (Theory 28). Whether language truthful1y represents events is really

unirnporlant. Instead, it is the manner in which the representation has been constituted,

and what has led to the establishment ofthe accepted acsthetics ofthat representation,

which illumine how discourse functions as a site of power. Thus, in the discou¡se of

seduction a parodic version ofseduction is not necessarily any less seductive than the text

it attempts to parody. The parody acknowledges the "original" and tries to interrogate it

through displacement ofthe original narratrve. That is to say, the narative is revived and

explored in new ways by transposing parts of the "original" in a new context that thus

frame it and recontextualize it ìn such a way that the old is made self-consciously new.

Martin Kuester also considers the relationship of the arlifice of a text to that of

reality: "Parody cerlainly is such a metafictional technique oftextual self-min-resis; by

definition, it is always metafictional or at least 'meta-linguistic' in the sense that parody

- whatever its purpose is based on a primary text rather than (or in addìtion to being

based) on 'real life' ....even non-fictional texts rely on such textual and textualized

material. Especially when we deal with events in the past, 'real life' ìs accessible only
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through texts" (Framing 16). Kuester's point is not the New Critics' view that we are

only looking at texts in isolation; rather, he suggests that our ideas and perceptions of

reality are always mediated through language. That mediatlon is also true of any

historical discourse, as Hutcheon notes: "Modem artists seem to have recognized that

change entails continuity, and have offered us a model for the process oftransfer and

rcorganization ofthat past. Their double-voiced parodic forms play on the tensions

created by this historical awareness" (Theory 4). The parodic model thus offers a means

to recognize the historical construction as a form ofartifice. Furthennore, it

acknowledges that historical constructions are always biased; "parody is a form ofauto-

referentiality, but that does not mean that it has no ideological inplications" (Theory 28).

Hutcheon's cogent analysis defines parody, in part, through comparison with

genres, modes, and techniques with which it has often been confused. As Hutcheon

writes, "Ironic transcontextualization is what distinguishes parody fiom pastiche or

in-ritation" (Theory 12). Parody has often been mistaken for satire; however, these two

modes are distinguished in two ways. Parody can be aimed at the ideologies of a

historical period or any number ofother targets rather than directly at the expense of the

parodied text: 'þarody's 'target' text is always another work of arl or, more generally,

another fonn ofcoded 'discourse"' (Theory 16). Satire, on the othe¡ hand, is'lnoral and

social in focus and amelio¡ative in its intention" (Theory 16). ln addition, satire usually

rnakes a negative statement on what it satirizes. By contrast, parody "is a form of

imitation, but imitation characterized by ironic inversion, not always at the expense of the

parodied texl" (Theory 6).
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Many theorists generally agree that parody is ofa higher sernantic order than

other similar genres. While it certainly incorporates irony, parody must also be

distinguished froti it: "lrony's patent refusal of semantic univocality matches parody's

refusal of structural intertextuality" (Theory 54). Parody is rracrocosmic working at the

textual level, and irony is microcosmic and deals with language at the semantic level.

Pastiche is only imitative and thus does not exhibit the fuIl range ofpossibilities of

commentary as does parody. Burlesque and travesty necessarily involve ridicule,

whereas parody is "repetition with critical distance" (Theory 6) that can at times act as a

tribute to the parodied text. Quotation differs Íiom parody in that it does not have critical

distancing. Lastly, Hutcheon observes that allusion operates through highlighting

correspondence rather than difference and is thus a "device for the sirrultaneous

activation of two texts" (Theory 38). Parody subordinates other formal elements of

narrative to its own usejust as seduction utilizes its "cousins" - 1ove, lust, desire, hate,

revenge to do its bidding.

Both parody and seduction rely on an interstice ofunderstanding between parties.

As Hutcheon notes, "parody prospers in periods of cultural sophistication that enables

parodists to rely on the competence ofthe reader (viewer, listener) ofthe parodl'

(Theory 19). Parody needs to be understood in terms of its reception by the decoder.

Parody relies on an infomed audience that will recognize the double-voiced quality of its

discourse; other-wise, "ifthe receiver does not recognize that the text is a parody, he or

she will neutralize both its pragmatic ethos and its double structure" (Theory 27). The

discourse ofseduction is similar in that the seducer can only hope to succeed if at some

level the seduced is willing and able to decode his messages oflove. Both discourses, it
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can be argued, play along the surface oflanguage because they function in terms of codes

and structure primarily as a ûleans to form content. The structure ofa code shapes the

very meaning of the discourse.

Thus, parody can only be understood as a leamed code that can be recogriized by

an audience. As Hutcheon notes, "The struchrral identities of the text as a parody

depends, then, on the coincidence, at the level ofstrategy, ofdecoding (recognition and

interpretation) and encoding" (Theory 34). A sirnilar relationship exists between the

seducer and the seduced, although part ofthe seduction might actually be teaching the

seduced the codes of seduction as s,/he is drawn further into the act. Hutcheon elaborates

on the role of parody and its audience: "While parody offers a much more limited and

controlled version of this activation ofthe past by giving it a new and often ironic

context, it makes similar demands mo¡e on his or her knowledge and recollection than on

his or her openness to plal' (Theory 5). Parody may not demand a spirited reader, but it

does certainly invite the ¡eader to play. The double-entendre effect of parody leads to the

expectation that the reader will want to participate more fully in the act ofreading so as

to uncove¡ other parodic codes - this is parl ofthe joy ofreading a parody.

Innocence nonetheless perishes in the discourses ofparody and seduction. As

Martin Kuester obserwes, "It is true that ifwe recognize a parody, this has an effect on

our reading of the onginal: we will never be able to retum to the parodied text and read it

in the same'naive' way in which we ¡ead it when we did not know the parody" (Framing

I8). The innocent do not follow the double meaning encoded in language; they do not

'catch' the parody. The imocent about to be seduced by a seducer fails to read the

perfonnance correctly, does not recognize the fonnulae, and falls unde¡ a spell s,/he
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would term as love. As a reader, one is formed into a more sophisticated interpreter of

texts when an understanding ofparody becomes a leamed skill. Likewise, the seduced

must experience the whole range of emotions associated with seduction before s,/he can

claim knowledge in the a¡ea of love. These are rites of passage. At times painful, they

require the innocent to be more self-reflective and more critical of how systems of power

operate through discou¡se.

Parody is also a form ofplay- it opens up a dialogue between the two texts and

the reader. The binary of the original versus the parodied text, and the resulting

hierarchy, are broken down through Hutcheon's theory because parody is seen as an

extension and exploration ofboth texts rather than the ridicule of the parodied text. In

addition, her theory helps to point out the arlificiality of the idea that a text is

autonomous. The dialogue between texts, and thei¡ grounding in larger social and

historical issues, is highlìghted through the act ofparody. An exarnple ofparody's

capacity to do more than parody any one given text is how it can show that a character's

identity is not stable: Don Juan becornes a metonJ.,mic name that ca¡ stand in for many

seducers and yet remains open to continually changing interpretations. This plafulness

is much like the game "hide and seek" the reader must be constantly vigilant to decode

the parody.

Before tuming to some specific examples ofhow parody, ideology, and history

infom one another, we must explore another salient feahre ofparody, which is, as

Kuester puts rt, "the paradox ofparody": "Bakhtin's mention of the principle of camival,

of authorized transgression, thus has becorre one ofthe cruxes of Bakhtinian

interpretations: 'the paradox ofparody"' (Framing 14). These transgressions are
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paradoxically authorized within socìety because parody, using irony or satire as parl of its

technique, can be a cÕrrective force. Thus, parody in its full range can be conservative or

revolutionary, depending on how it is used. As Foucault observcs, "The parody ofhis

[Nietzsche's] last texts serves to emphasize that 'monumental history' is itself a parody.

Genealogy is historyin the form of a concerted camival" (FoucatLlt 94). Camrvalesque

parody refers to Bakhtin's theory of camival - a limited time fiame in which a society

can invert the social and power order. The genealogical approach to the recording of the

past avoids grand narratives that seek to explain every4hing within a certain pattem and

present history as tautological. Foucault itrplies that the serious tone underlying such a

project is subverted by the parodying act of writing history genealogically, which can

only act as an imitation. Traditionall¡ history has been seen as a fomr of mimeticism,

but many theorists would now argue that it is a nanative construct. As Kirernijdan points

out, "parody forces us to be aware ofform as an añifice or as an artificial discipline"

(Study 17). Since a genealogy does not pretend to represent a seamless narrative, it

instead highlights the gaps in a parodic fashion because the rrarginalized, unofficial voice

ofhistory is articulated. Kuester thus afÏrn¡s Hutcheon's analysis: "Even though the

Russian stresses its positive aspects, camival as authorìzed but temporary transgression

can be ìntelpreted as a conservative as well as a progressive method, and it shows the two

faces ofparody in a clear light" (Franzing 14).

While at hrst appeadng radical, the discourse of seduction also has the same

paradox imbedded in its discourse. The scene of seduction is supposed to be detrimental

to the social order; for the seducer upsets every acceptable social custom, threatens

economic stability, and expresses no repentance for his wrongdoing. In many traditional
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tropes ofseduction, the woman falls prey to the seducer's wiles, leaving her a social

outcast and generally an unproductive member of the marriage market. The marriage

rnarket, in turn, is the focus of rnany economic bargains, for example, solidifuing fiscal

relationships based on properly and assets. Furthermore, the seducer's lack ofremorse

fo¡ his deeds puts society in the position ofhaving to address a radically different set of

values than those that it maintains as the nonn. ln these ways, the seducer challenges the

foundational structures of society. However, one of the characteristics of seduction is

that it is also ephemeral. Like camival, seduction is not meant to be a sustained process.

Otherwise, society would not exist as we know it. It is through creating an alternative

vision of the scene ofseduction as playûrlly hypnotic that the seducer periodìcally

reinforces society by delinìting its nonnative features.

Hutcheon distinguishes between Bakhtin's and Foucault's understandings of

parody and transgression. Bakhtrn and Foucault both read parody as paradoxical, but

Foucault is more interested in how transgression functions at the limìt of non-meaning

and the creation of Being through discourse. As Hutcheon notes, "Despite Bakhtin's

rejection of modem parody, there are close links between what he called camivalcsque

parody and the authorized transgression ofparodic texts today. In Foucauldian terms,

transgression becomes the affìrmation of limited being" (Theory 26). Hutcheon suggests

that, in his essay "Preface to Transglession," Foucault outlines a relationship between

transgression, parody, and identity fonnation. As he puts it, "In that zone which our

culture affords for our gestures and speech, transgression prescrìbes not only the sole

mamer of discovering the sacred in its unmediated substance, but also a way of

recomposing its empty form, its absence, through which it becomes all the more
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scintillating" (Language 30). It is through pushing to the limits ofwhat is considered

acceptable that we affirm identity. In this way we see beyond the limits of what is taken

as "natural" to understand that such limits are a fonn of artihce. Parodv is a form of

transgression that reveals the limits oftexts.

In dehnìng transgression, Foucault observes that it "has its entire space in the line it

crosses" (Language 34). Likewise, parody resides in a space where it is always testing

the limìts of the targeted text. The fact that parody requires the reader to interpret it, to

recogntze its double-voiced discourse, is also a transgression because it forces the reader

to move between the limits of the original and the parody. Foucault, however, posits that

transgresssion is more than the oppositionally defined "limit as black to white, the

prohibited to the lawful" (Language 35). lnstead, he suggests that "their relationship

takes the fonn ofa spiral which no simple infÌaction can exhaust" (Language 35). As is

the case with Foucault's general understanding ofpower, transgression manifests as a

series ofnodal points that are not always easily located. Furthermore, Foucault notes his

indebetedness to Kant who dcfined the limit of being as "nonpositive affirmation"

(Language 3 6). This observativon that trangression does not contain anlhing negative

fits Hutcheon's clairn that parody is not necessarily done at the expense of another text.

In his essay "Language to Infinity," Foucault indirectly compares parody to a

sequence of mirrors that mirror into infinity, as in Velasquez's painting "Las Meninas"

("The Dwarwes"). He explains the relationshìp oflanguage to repetition in this way:

"Writing, in Westem cultue, automatically dictates that we place ourselves in the virtual

space of self-representation and reduplication; since writing refers not to a thing but to

speech, a work oflanguage only advances more deeply into the intangible density of the
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mirror, calls forlh the double of this already doubled writing" (Langtnge 56). Foucault

seems to suggest that there is no way to qualifu how language is played out from one

repetition to another. I would argue that the ability of a text to parody, or for parody to

seduce, other texts into its own discourse, is a way to create such critical dialogue with

the past. The "density of the minor" is also the space where parody seeks out the other

text's inner-most secrets and betrays them into its own reshaping of the narrative.

Kuester thus sketches a theory ofparody that rejects Foucault's and Hutcheon's belief

that it only functions within larger systems of power. Instead, he argues that some

agency must also be assigned to the encoder and decoder, since theìr intentions,

especially the encoder, play a role in framing how we interpret parody. As Kuester

writes, 'þarody. . ..includes a strong dose of puposefulness and intention on the author's

part, which in fact differentiates parody from other intertextual nodes" (Frarning 1.50).

Kuester's argument in relation to post-colonial discourse will have to await development

in future chapters; what is important to understand here is that there is no clear agreement

amongst theorists as to how parody should be perceived ìn relation to power.

in addition to the social relationship of coder/decoder, which is essential to

parody, parody also has an interdependency with its historical context. As already

mentioned, parody is a way to comrnent upon the ideological mores of a society. For

example, the parodic texts of the seventeenth century parody more than the targeted text.

ln seventeenth-century Britain, unstable and changing govemments affected the

confidence of the general population, many of whom were suffering under extreme

poverty as the agrarian-based society n'roved towards urbanization and industrialization.

The extreme ideological and political shifts of this period are mimetically reflected in the
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arts. In pafiicular, the bawdy humour of the Restoration plays, parlly as a direct reaction

to the censorship of Cromwell's goverrìment, provides a clear example of links between

life and art. More imporlantly, this is an example of how parody is not always directed at

the parodied text because, in this instance, it is the repression ofPuritan iaw and religion

that is parodied rather than any one parlicular text.

Hutcheon refers us further back to the sixteenth century, but I believe her

comments apply better to the tumultuous politics of the eighteenth century. She posits

what are some of the possible cultural conditions that generate parody: "like the sixteenth

century, the postmodem period has witnessed a proliferation ofparody as one of the

modes of positive selÊaesthetic self-reference as well as conser-vative mo ckery" (Theory

82). More importantly, the widely separated periods share in common "the sense of

ideological instability, of a challenging ofnorms" (Theory 82). The links between

literature, history, ideology and interpretation are cornplex. It is impoÍant to bear in

mind Lee Patterson's observation that, "The literary text is an object that can never be

explained as the effect of local historical causes but orly interpreted as a bearer of

cultural significance" (Critical254). Parody is necessarily a "bea¡er of cultural

signihcance" due to its social and poiitical nahle.

Parody works to expose the limits of ideologies. Ideology refers to the larger

historical, political systems that produce speaking subjects. As James Kavanagh

explains, "ìdeology designates a rich 'system of representations, ' worked up in specific

rnaterial practices, which helps form individuals into social subjects who'fieely'

internalize an appropriate 'picture' oftheir social wo¡ld and their place in it" (Critical

3 1 0). This is a deconstructivist view of ideology; ideology as a practice for socially-
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constructed speaking subjects to function in the larger social network. Kavanagh

concludes that, "Ideology offers the social subject not a set of narowly 'political' ideas

but a fundamental framework of assurnptions that defines the parameters of the real and

the self; it constitutes what Althusser calls the social subject's'lived relation to the real"'

(Critical 310). Parody, in a sense, acts as a subversive fo¡ce to undermine the

assumptions of any given ideology by testing the logic behind its professed beliefs. The

parodic play with an ideology reframes the debate; in other words, those ideological

assumptions face critical inquiry through the process of parody. The fallacies of logic

that are inherent to any ideology are in tum exhibited through the parodic version. And

again, in turn, since the larger systems ofpower are critiqued, the ìdentity constituted by

indii iduals is also under constant revision.

Let us look at a specific example of the relationship between a shift in ideological

beliefs and how that shift is parodied in literature. Foucault uses the inauguration of

health care as we know it today in Europe ar.rd North America as an example of a site of

power. Like an archeologist, he takes the unlikely findings frorn his digs and tries to

interpret them in light ofwhat he perceives the eighteenth-century impulses do. Foucault

locates the shift in ideological priorities: "The sudden impodance assumed by medicine

in the eighteenth century: originates at the point ofintersection ofa new 'analytical'

economy of assistance with the emergence of a general 'police' of health. The new noso-

politics inscribes the specific question of the sickness of the poor within the general

problem ofthe health populations, and tiakes the shift from the narow context of

charitable aid to the more general form of a'medical police,' irnposing its constraints and

dispensing its services" (Foucault 278). lndustrialization and the larger systerratizing of
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society influences health politics. No longer seen as merely individuals in need of care,

health becomes a matter of economics and fiscal policy. The state assulrres a role in the

physical well-being of its citizens to ensure that they do not burden the system with

illness and unproductivity. Foucault uncovers a historical shift in thinking that

consequently reveals changing power relations in which the state realizes that the

increased demographics must be accounted for.

Foucault clarifies that this shift is not located solely in the apparatuses of the state.

Various religious groups and charitable organizations helped to initiate and to implernent

new health policies aimed at the larger population. One of the ways that sickness shiÍÌs

fiom being vìewed as a component ofdisease to an economic issue is through the subtle

discritrinations that define sickness in relation to rnorality and work ethics. As Foucault

obsewes, "ln this process of the gradual attenuation of traditional social statuses, the

'pauper' is one of the first to be effaced, giving way to discriminations (the good poor and

the bad poor, the willfully idle and the involuntarily unemployed, those who can do some

kind of work and those who cannot)" (Foucault 276). Health issues are also taken up by

the "police," defined as "an ensemble of mechanisms serving to ensure order" (Foucault

277). At the centre of this shift is "the medicalized and medicalizing funlly" (Foucault

282), which becomes the focus and means to carry out new health policies in the

eighteenth century. Children and their well-being are now ofthe greatest importance to

health practicioners, and the ideology evolves that the imperative ofhealth is "at once the

duty ofeach and the objective of all" (FoucaLlt 271).

Jonathan Swift's I Modest Proposal offers one of the earliest parodies ofsuch

benevolent plans ofthe state to provide for the well-being of the people oflreland. His
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argument, as has often been pointed out by critics, is based on the trite metaphor, "the

English are devouring the Irish." Swift sees a disparity between the rough poverty

systematically imposed through goveming policies on the Irish, and the state's new

movement towards placing the onus on the family unit to care for their health. He reacts

angrily against the implicit moralism ofthe new health-care advocates who assume they

can provide ideal solutions for the general population without really knowing their needs.

The rationalization ofthe kind humanitarian, too naiïe to see that he is ill-equipped to

render favourable seruice to the poor, is summed up in Swift's ironic subtitle: "For

Preventing the Child¡en ofthe Poor People in Ireland from being a burden to their parents

or country, and for making them beneficial to the public" (Modest 1113). The persuasive

narator enthusiastìcally expounds on his theory. He proposes children should be bred as

a food source, in as much as "a young healthy child well nursed is at a year old a nost

delicious, nourishing and wholesome food (Modest 1 1 15). Thus, the parody is a savage

commentary on a public shift in the eighteenth century to forming health care pÕlicies to

ensure economic productivity and proflt. Swift displaces the new valuation of parents

a¡d their children to unmask it for what it truly is: a profit-making venhrre, whereby the

young bodies of children must be managed and trained to rneet the needs ofsociety. In

this imìtation of a humanitarian offering sage advice, one of the parodic elements seems

to be that this nanator lacks every humanitarian quality despite his reasonable tone of

discourse. The artifice ofhis "natural" logic becomes apparent when one realizes that in

this economy ofproductivity, there is no room for human relations. For example, the

most that women can hope for is to become wives who are "breeders" (Modest 1114).
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In another example, parody imitates with critical distance British eighteenth-

century attitudes that shape the role of women ìn Alexander Pope's "The Rape ofthe

Lock". This poem is written in response to an actual event when a quarrel betwecn twô

prominent families ensued because a gentleman cut off a woman's lock of hai¡. As a

means to reconcile differences, Pope's füend John Caryll asked him to write a poem that

through humour would help make amends. In the poem, parody occurs on sevsral levels.

Most obviously, it is a satire of the real episode, and comes with the message that no one

should take such matters so seriously. Crìtics have noted the many parodìc references to

epic figures such as those found in Paradise Lost, the Aneid, and The lliad. This rnock

epic helps to point out that small things can be blown out ofproportion - the humour is

that the reader must compare infinitesimal things with greater things, card wars of

Belinda and the Baron, the protagonists of the poem, with the events fîom the War of

Troy. Belinda is a young wornan injeopardy of losing her lock ofhair, not her hor¡e or

state or life, in the poem. What I wish to discuss is how this poem is also a parody of an

emergent eighteenth-century ideology that believes wolren should be formed into "ladies

ofvirtue" through the many small disciplines in society that rule theìr lives.

Thus, to draw on Foucault again, he posits that in the eighteenth century cedain

formulas for manipulating the body become a force of domination, a way to realign

power systems. As Foucault puts it, "La Mettrie's L'Homme-nnclùne is both a r¡aterialisl

reduction of the soul and a general Theory of dressage, at the centre of which reigns the

notion of 'docility,' which joins the analyzable body to the manipulable body. A body is

docile that may be subjected, used, transformed, and improved" (Foucault 180).

Foucault clarihes that bodies have been subjected to manipulation throughout all ages;
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however, this practice becomes more pronìinent and honed in the eighteenth century.

Now the coercion works at the level of the individual ¡ather than en ntasse. The

índividual's self-regulation in tum allows for unintermpted surveillance of every act.

Finally, the shift occurs because "it was no ionger the signiÛiing elements ofbehaviour or

the language of the body, but the economy, the efficiency of movements" (181).

Discipline now occurs in many facets of life - military, politics, education to

name a few examples. This analysis thus reveals a site of power in the eighteenth century

through the shift in ideological perspective on how to disperse effective disciplìne and

control a population. This theory could even extend to the regimens of beauty practiced

by women and criticìzed by Pope in "The Rape of the Lock." His poen parodies the

'docile'bodies of wonen, and provides an insightful commentary on the duplicity of their

position in society as it is located in the binary ofvirgin/whore.

The female body becomes a site of moral interpretation; the blush indicates which

"category" of woman one fits into. As Janet Todd writes: "The fernale body also became

an organism peculiarly susceptible to influence. Women were thought to express

emotions with their bodies more sincerely and spontaneously than men; hence, their

propensity to crying, blushing and fainting" (19). Blushing is a familiar sìgn inbody

language that usually indicates embarassment and is often associated with the virtue of

purity, thus the term "blushing bride". However, for Belinda, the blush only becomes

another weapon devised by "the Cosmetic Pow'rs" (83). By means of make-up, she puts

on a disguise, "And calls forth all the Wonders ofher Face/ Sees by Degrees a purer

Blush arise" (83). Belinda, even when she is alone, seems to be as crowded by her

cosmetics and the role they impose on her, as if she were in a parlour fuIl of people. Her
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vanity table is cluttered with "Puffs, Powders, Patches, Bibles, Billeldoux" (83). It

seems incongruous that a bible, never mind more than one, would be a part of this tiess.

Yet, there ìs a sense that Belinda's understanding ofher own sexuality is as scattered and

fragmented as the articles on the table.

Is the protagonist the seduced or the seducer? Belinda is not comforlable with her

sexuality because society demands that she restrict her feelings to conform to the "chaste

female" stereotype. Belinda sustains her role as a mindless beauty queen by becoming

inseparable from it. She endorses her artificial surroundings through a reiiance on her

vanity table and cosmetics. konically, the products which she uses to create her façade

are what eventually destroy the person behind the image. Her fascination with rnakeup

suggests her society has succeeded through small disciplines to gain control over how

wornen constitute themselves as speaking subjects. Or so it would seem.

Baudrillard proposes another possible reading of Belinda's relationship to

makeup: "Makeup is nothing else: a triumphant parody, a solutìon by excess, the surface

hyper-simulation that is itselfthe syrnbolic law ofcastration - a transsexual game of

seduction" (15). This argument suggests that the arlihce of makeup separates the

biological signs from those of femininity. Makeup does not depend on sex to create the

illusion of femininity; hence, the ability oftransvestites to be seductive women.

Belinda's relationship to makeup is that it exaggerates her features; she is in control of

the illusion. Part of the parody is that the sylphs, who are mystical beings sent to protect

her virtue, are the imocents unaware of Belinda's brash attempts to seduce the Baron.

Thus, in some ways, Belinda is a caricature of Merteuil in her desire to present an

innocent façade to society, but to act as the seducer behind the scenes.
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The word "rape" in the title encodes violence into the poem, and so ultimately

it seems to suggest that, although Belinda is portrayed in a humorous light, the parody

also comments on the schism of women's roles in eighteenth-century England through an

imitation of its hypocrisy. Belinda, rather than ¡esisting the double standard set for men

and women, suppods its continuity by worshiping at the "altar" (83) of vanity. When her

hair is cut off, the scissor's action is described as "T'inclose the Lock; now itjoins to

divide" (91). Pope could have simply said "the lock was cut off," but instead he creates a

metaphor for men who join together to divide and conquer woülen. If society stresses

that women should occupy their time with small vanities, as coquettes do, then men can

continue to maintain control over them. It is a terrifoing visual image of men cutting

women into pieces so as not to allow them to function as whole individuals. Belinda is

like a china doll made ofa fragile shell that is susceptible to breakage: "In glitterìng dust

the Fragnents he" (92).

Belinda is evidently more susceptible to the castigations ofher society than ìs

the Baron. The Baron who has cut off Belinda's lock of hair, and offended her honour,

proclaims:

As long as Atlantis shall be ¡ead

Or the small Pillow grace a Lady's bed. . ..

While Nynphs take Treats, or Assignations give,

So long my Honour, Name, and Praise shall live. (92)

For him, the achievernent ofseduction can always be the subject ofa boast; it will never

serve to make him disreputable, because even the most demoralized seducer holds a fairly

high status in society as long as he is male. So as long as women continue to act in the
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traditional female role, then nothing will change in tems of power relationships. Belinda

perpetuates the cycle that represses women by allowing the lock ofhair that represents

her vanity to be more irnporlant to her than what is really at stake. She loses her virginity

at the same time the lock is being cut, but the former, although a much more important

event, is hardly mentioned. It is only alluded to twice in the midst of many pages

describing the loss of the lock. Given that the "engine" is a phallic representation, the

passage reads as "Ev'n then, before the fatal Engine clos'd/A wretched Sylph too fondly

interpos'd" (91).

Although Belinda certainly expresses her lust for the Ba¡on, it is left unclear as

to whether or not she willingly gives up her virgìnity. Again, the tìtle of the poem seems

to indicate, ìn the ambìguity ofparodic style, foppery but also dark intentions. The fairy

guardian Sylph does not interfere to save Belinda's chastity but rather intercedes on

behalfofthe lock ofhair. It is easier for Belinda to deal with the loss of the lock rather

than her virginity because she has been trained to think only in terms ofher outward

appearance, not her inward character. Belinda is conscious that "at ev'ry Word a

Reputation dies" (88), which rnakes her wlnerable to lose what little l.rer person has left

that is acceptable to society. Gossip thus acts as a social control to turn womcn against

one another or themselves.

The repressed cor¡es to haunt Belinda with an altemate visìon ofgender

relations. The sun is an important symbol used frequently in the poeÍì to help reveal

Belinda's character. Belinda does notlike sunlight because itshows up all of her flaws in

"the Day's detested glare" (93). A few lines later, the revealing sun is replaced by the

criticisms of Belinda's "glaring ffiends" (93) (The italics are my own to emphasize the
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conelation.) In lìeu of the sun, Belinda sinks into the Cave of Spleen, where there is no

light, only "A constant Vapour" that is formed by "Mists" and "Shades" (93). Perhaps

she is there in hope offinding escape from her environment through dreams, as they

allow the subconscious to come to the forefront of the mind to grapple with repressions.

However, this is a nightmarish world in which the distortions are grotesque and whe¡e,

"Men prove with Child, as pow'rful Fancy works/And Maids tum'd Bottels, call aloud for

Corks" (93). The Cave of Spleen focuses on a Camivalesque world of sexualìty and the

body. The limits of the body are transgressed as men are able to procreate, and the reader

envisions a 1arge, protuding, maternal body gra{Ìed onto the male physique. Women can

openly "call aloud" their desires and change shape at will. Belinda's obsession with

appearances has distorled her vision of the real world so much that her unconscious self

has become adversely affected by the warped stream ofher conscious thoughts.

Perhaps, though, in the Cave of Spleen she is also able to explore her desires for

negotiable gender roles.

As well as parody's ability to skewer ideology, it is also a form ofseduction.

As an art form, parody is similar to seduction in that it requires an emotìonal, ernpathetic

rapport with the seduced text. Parody's fìrst task is to seduce the targeted text into its

¡ealm. To be successful, a parody first and foremost must reproduce elements of the

targeted text so that they sôund authentic and thus resonate for the reader. The parody is

fuilher heightened if, in lalng the groundwork, the reade¡ feels a certain pathos for the

echoes ofthe "original" text, or whichever genre that is targeted. This intimacy with the

"original" requires that the parody knows the targeted text better than it knows itself. The

parody, like the seducer, must synpathize and rreld conpletely with the targeted text for
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at least a period of time. Here lies the pitfall that Baudrillard poses as a rhetorical

question: "Doesn't the seducer end up losing himself in his strategy, as in an emotional

labyrinth? Doesn't he invent that strategy in order to lose himself in it" (Seduction 98)?

The only altemative to this sympathy felt by the seducer is strategic emotional

manipulation; interestingly, the seducer must manipulate his feelings as much as that of

the seduced. Thus parody and seduction share the need for critical distancing. Part of

knowing a text's secrets is being able to expose them. The parodist aspires to reveal the

targeted text: sometimes its greatness and complexity, and at other times its parodic

double, functions to expose the paradoxical or illogical rifts in the text. The parodist, like

the seducer, challenges the targeted text to thrive even when displaced. Parody forces

targeted texts to enter into a new dialogue with other elements ofdiscourse, and to

provide a critique of the targeted text.

It is not surprising that parody takes so many different forms. It is resilient in

the same way that the discourse ofseduction is because of its versatility. Both parody

and seduction traverse a series oftropes to transfonn and reconfigure in new ways. Each

ofthese discourses has a sly, adaptable manner that draws on the changing aesthetics of

any given time period to aid in its guise. In the twentieth century, parody has latterly

extended itselfinto a more critical discourse that appraises other works of arls while

seducing them at the same time. In the following chapters, we will see that parody plays

a role in shaping how seduction is redefìned to challenge the ancient privileging ofnature

over artifice. Artifice is instead celebrated as a way for seduction to move beyond the

biological limitations of the sign of feniininity to open up the sign and provide insight

into sites of power that allow the curent hegemony of powe¡ to be maintained.
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5: Kantouraska: Writing on the Pure White Driven Snow

Anne Hébert's Ka mouraskn, a French-Canadian novel published in the 1970's

about a nineteenth-century love-rnurder triangle in Quebec, we are told, is based on true

events. In this novel the question of innocence of the protagonist Elisabeth, it can be

argued, is a question ofperformance. The retrospective narative shifts bel',veen first-,

second-, and third-person, and the time frames may also change within mid-sentence.

Elisabeth awaits her never-to-rehr.m lover in the house ofher second husband, Jérôme

Rolland, who lies dying in bed. She ostensibly creates the impression that she is the

seduced, and thus also the victim ofher three relationships. Such performance

undermines the binary of seducer/seduced in this novel as Elisabeth plays both roles, and

so in tum undercuts the stability of any fixed identity. Elisabeth's whole narrative

protests that she ìs innocent ofthe murder ofher first husband, Antoine Tassy, although

her narrative s1ow1y reveals that she was truly the instigator. Elisabeth's interior dialogue

shows that she is very aware and overtly concemed with how she thinks her society

perceives her, or more precisely, perceives her appearance of innocence.

In Kamouraska, the binary of seducer/seduced collapses as the protagonist

Elisabeth enacts both halves of the binary. Ostensibly, Elisabeth bows to her two

husbands, her lover, and to society for approval. Yet she also shares many of the

attributes that best describe Don Juan, a seducer who has no one fixed object. Elisabeth

as seducer is seen rnore clearly when she thinks to herself, "not two separate

husbands....but one man, one and the sarne" (26), and she starts, at various points in the

nan'ative, to elide the three men in he¡ life. They are objects of desire, and although she
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shows a preference for George Nelson, who is her lover, she treats all of thern as players

in her drarna. Creating a species oftragedy, Elisabeth now realizes eighteen years after

the murder of Antoine that she is really more in love with the idea of death than any one

of her lovers. This may be seen in K¡istevan tems as Elisabeth's confiontation with her

psyche: ifyou are not in love, then you are dead - ifyou are in love, you are in love with

death.

The fragmented narrative moves between the present and past, sometimes more

than once in the same paragraph. Elisabeth's sumame frequently orients the reader as to

the time frame. Observe how she names herself according to her marital status at the

commencement of the novel: "Me, Elisabeth d'Aulnières widow of A¡rtoine Tassy, wife

of Jérôme Rolland" (2). In the present, the course of one night passes by as Madame

Rolland cares for her dlng husband, who "was just slipping away ever so gently, hardly

suffering at all, and with such admirable good taste" (1). Meanwhile, this crisis seems to

trigger memories of an even more dramatic perìod in her life when she married her fi¡st

husband, Antoine Tassy, took a lover called George Nelson, and participated with Nelson

in the murder of Tassy. Elisabeth intermingles the two time frames, while using the

present tense in both narratives.

Amongst cnl:lcs of Kamouraska there is some disagreenent regarding the

narrative style. Murray Sacks assefis that after the first three paragraphs in third person,

"The narrative remains in the first person for the rest of the book, until the very last page

when the anonynous narrator quietly retums to record the novel's last moments" (1 15).

This description of the nanative fails to address the usage ofthird-person narative

evokcd throughout the text. Elisabeth Mudimbe-Boyi more closely analyzes the
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discourse in her distinction between the narrative devices that embody Elisabeth's social

façade and the self-narative she attempts to establish. Mudimebe-Bof critiques the

narrative as such: "An uninvolved third-person narrator regularly takes over, thus

differentiating Madame Rolla¡d or Madame Tassy from the intradiegetic narrator Je':

Elisabeth d'Aulnières. Elisabeth at times plays the observer, at tirnes the observed going

back and forth as a Je'and as a third-person narralor" (127 -28). To use one of

Mudûnebe-Boyi's own examples (already quoted), Monsieur Rolland dies "with such

admirable good taste" (1). Surely this description, while apparently from the viewpoint

of an omniscient narrator, is more accurately a reflection of Madame Rolland's thoughts

as a wornan who continually preoccupies herself with appearances and social judgements.

The narative, in fact, frequently prevents the rcader from ascertaìning who is speaking.

The fact that this novel has been translated from French to English also raises the

irrportant question of translation as a fonn of transformatìon. Translation is a form of

seduction in its need for critical distance and at the same time emotional closeness. This

novel also poses the question oftranslation as a form of seduction. Kamottraska was first

translated into English in 1913, where ìt reached a rnuch larger audience. To what extent

is translation a form of transformation of the speaking subject? In its translation ffom

French to English, we lose certain subtleties ofthe narrative, for example, the distinction

ofa fonnal and infon¡al second- and third-person usage that does not exist in English. As

Lintvelt observes, "D'une part, ce dualisme crée un conflit intérieur dans f identité

personnelle de Mme Tassy et dans celle de Mme Rolland. D'autre part, il produit aussi

des tensions entre Mme Rolland-narrahrce et Mme Tassy. Le dédoublement

psychologique provoque ainsi de dédoublements narratifs" (125). Kantotu"aska seduces
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the reader through its complex narative and at times seerns to klowingly address the

English-speaking reader, infoming her of crucial aspects of the relation between culture

and identity as explored through the persona ofElìsabeth. Nurnerous cultural references

within this novel help raise the consciousness ofthe English-speaking reader that this

novel is ultimately French Canadian. The translation of this novel points to the fìuidity of

language and the inability to have fixed meaning; the text in translation moves into a new

politics of control. As Marilyn Rose obser-ves, Hébef "chose French. That innocent

choice is not without its political overtones. ln Hébert's case, using English would have

been not only a shrdied choice but would undoubtedly have been considered

opportunistic, abelrayal of her Quebec heritage" (1 50).

As argued in the previous chapter, parody can have certain ideological beliefs as

its target rather than another text. Kuester suggests parody as one of the tools available

for a writer's vision: "Parody is a means of counteracting a feeling of ahnost total

dependence on an overpowering neighbor" (25). In this case, parody is inherent to the

act oftranslation. Translation, after all, is a form of "repetition with critical distance."

The original French is now transformed into a simìlar, yet never quite accurate. imitation

in English. Ideologically, the parody targets the English culture in that English speakers

attempt to understand the translated words even though certain nuances of the

francophone culture embedded in the language always prove elusive.

The French language becornes an absent signifier supplernented by the English

hanslation. So the English-speaking reader ironically longs for the "original" French

text, which in tum means that she, the reader/seduced, becomes the writer/seducer

involved in a linguistic chase. The reader wants to write the narrative all over again and
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bridge those inpossible gaps between two languages. The minority language captivates

and dominates the wider English audience. This act of parody at the level of language, of

reading and writing, can also be seen on a cultural level. There is a measure of violence

in the act of translation, for, even though the language maybe willingly fluid, to some

extent there is always a cultural clash. Within this padicular nana|ive, Kamouraska

replays a crucial historical conflict between the French and British in the Rebellions of

1837-38. In this political allegory of the historical account ofthe French patriotes, the

English have attempted to assimilate the French to their cultu¡e. Thus, the translation of

ideas turns into the complete domination of another; there is no room Ieft for the fiee play

ofthe signiher (the French language) because the British want absolute control of the

sìgnified (French culture). The English people's seduction ends at this point because they

are no longer willing to read into and engage with the seduced (the French people);

rather, they wish to overwrite them, although this brutal attempt at full control is never

ful1y realized as the Canadian political systerr today testifies.

Fo¡ such reason, anglophone critics tend to confine the nar¡ative of Kamouraska

to more general psychological terms. Elaine Garrett, for example, argues "that Elisabeth

removes herself from the action in an attempt to control the dream, to shape it like a

tragedy in which she plays the role oftragic heroine, in order to expiate her own guilt for

inciting the murder of her husband" (92). On this point, Garrett does correctly identify a

salient feature of the nanative; the protagonist, Elisabeth, is lìke an arlist arranging her

nar¡ative in an aesthetically pleasing manner; she is the director and the star ofher own

narative. Therefore, she is able to assemble the elements ofher story in such a way that

she makes a narative of the crìme, and through its repetition, she tums it into another
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perfonnance. Her confession must always be understood as a paÍ of that performance,

which in tum suggests that, despite the cloying restrictions ofher role as Madame

Rolland, she is still a performer and a seducer to the very end.

Katharine Gingrass is more aware of the split subjectivity of Elisabeth: "Her

fElisabeth's] personality is impossibly split and collapsed. In her reformulation of

Rimbaud's phrase, she repeats the first-person pronoun, but keeps the verb in the first-

person singuìar: 'Je dis 'je' et suis une autre.' Elisabeth's interior doubling blurs the

temporal distance between present and past in her drearn-state, undercutting the

ostensibly healing effects of time. Since none of the selves associated with eithe¡ the

pronounj¿ or elle is fixed, there is no relieffor Elìsabeth" (141). Gingrass goes too far,

however, in claiming that Elisabeth's split psyche leads to "her complete loss of the will

tolive"(143). Elisabeth, I beiieve, is a talented actor who can play many roles. As

Godard suggests, Elisabeth "fiagrnents her personality through multiplication, rather than

division" ( 19).

There are nonetheless several ambiguous mornents in the text when the narrative

could be attributed to more than one speaker. The following paragraph could be an

omniscient interiorized narrator observing momentarily from Monsieur Rolland's

viewpoint, or a projection from Elisabeth as she imagines the thoughts going through her

husband's mind: "Madame Rolland begins to count the drops. Her hand is trembling. He

must trust her, reassure her, do anything to stop that trembling in her hand. He has no

choice, he must make peace with this woman who stands there trembling. His life

depends on it. Again Jérôme forces a feeble smile. He feels his dry lips tighten against

his teeth" (16). Depending on whose voice is heard, the textual analysis will shift. Ifitis
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Jèrôme we hear, then the paragraph gives insight into and perhaps syrnpathy for his fears.

However, if it is read as Elisabeth parodying her husband's paranoia, the focus ofthe

narrative changes to her feelings ofbetrayal. The ambiguity of double voicing implies

that the speaking subject has no clear borders ofidentity, and that those borders are open

to fluctuation.

Undoubtedly, a large pofion ofthe narrative is filtered through Elisabeth's

perceptions, which in tum must be questioned as to whether or not her account is reliable.

After all, Elisabeth's confessional dialogue repeatedly cries, "I'm innocent," as she s1ow1y

reveals in detail her story ofguilt and murder, and provides enough information to let the

reader know she was complicit in the crime. Elisabeth manifests pain, and yet she also

savours her own story. Perhaps the reliability of Elisabeth's narrative is less important

than to understand that the narrative is a game, or one game amongst several games of

seduction pursued throughout the novel.

Philippe Lejeune's theory of autobiography helps to identify how it is that the

narrative itself may contribute to the seduction of the reader. His structuralist model of

discourse yields insight into the relationship between fictional identity and the

fragmented narrative. Lejeune's OnAutobiography (1989) isaseriesof essays that must

be read in juxtaposition because they reflect the development of Lejeune's concepts.

Entering into a dialogical exploration of Er¡ile Benveniste's theones ofnarrative and the

construction ofsell Lejeune breaks language down into srnaller parts (text, sentences,

words, morphemes, etc). But Lej eune dismisses Benveniste's rejection of third-person

narrative, radically revamping the notion ofthe "I" in autobiography as embodying the

notion ofa split subject- Lejeune is rnost IÌequently categori zed as a structuralist, though
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his theories are more far-reaching in that they move beyond the inner workings of a text.

Nor does he suggest, as does the str-ucturalist school ofthought, that the text can be seen

as autonomous in the sense ofbeing ahistorical or apolitical, as he believes, like Barthes

or Foucault, that the constructs of fiction and reality necessarily affect one another. As

Paul Eakin obserues, Lejeune, along with a number ofother theorists, has concluded, "the

true locus of reference in autobiography pertains not to the level of the utterance bttt Io

the level of the enunciation, the autobiographical act, where the identity ofthe author,

narrator, and protagonist is textually postulated, to be immediately grasped by the reader"

(Foreward x). Thus, Lejeune argues that both language and autobiographers are social

constructs, and that identity is contingent upon the development of language. Lejeune

wants to explore the relationship between reality/fiction: "The interest ofLejeune's

position resides in hìs willingness to concede the fictive status of the selfand then to

proceed with its functioning as experiential fact" (Foreward xiv).

Lejeune's narrative model helps to work out the implications of Hébeú's complex

narrative in Kamou'aska. Although Lejeune most often discusses autobiographies in the

classic sense ofan author presenting his or her past through writing, he also looks at the

relationship between a naffator and a protagonist when the narrator purports to recount

his or her autobiography. Hébert's background as a fíancophone, white, ferrale author

writing in Quebec in the 1960's does seem to bear in parl on how the narratorþrotagonist

of Kamouraska is positioned in ¡elation to institutional power, but this is a poìnt that I

will return to later. The narrator of Kamouraska, Elisabeth, is also the protagonist. The

discourse shifts relentlessly in time frame, tone, and point of view. Such displacements

are typical of the lelationship between narrator and protagonist that Lejeune needs as a
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double displacement, arguing that: "The subject of the utterance ('the individual') is

represented by the subject ofthe enunciation" (33). In other words, the subject of

utterance (protagonist) at times projects "to be one" with the subject of enunciation

(narrator), but these moments are ephemeral in narative time and space. How is it that

their identities merge and separate in the journey of autobiography? Lejeune claims that

the "I" of narrative is a split subject that rnasks first-, second-, and third-person

narratives: "By unfolding the pronoun 'I' (or'you') in this way, we inevitably come up

against the problem of identity" (33).

Elisabeth is a split subject, linguistically as well as temporally, as she herself

acknowledges: "The time has come now to split in two. Accept this total sharp division

of rnybeing...Deep as I can, I probe the pleasure I feel. This rare delight, pretending I'm

really here. Leaming to leave my words and gestures far behind me. With no one any

the wiser, no one to know how utterly empty they are" ( 1 94). Paradoxically, at the very

moment when Elisabeth declares she is falling apart, she also alludes to how it is that

fictional identity is shaped. She nray desire to "leave [her] words behind", but language

ultirnately defìnes her existence. Fudhermore, she confinns this suspicion by rejecting

language, but then in the next paragraph she is again irrmersed in words: "l'm losing

myself ìn a string of nanes" (194). The prolific nature of Elisabeth's identity is pointed

to by the fact that names - her own or those of towns she traces on a rnap - are

metonl,rnic, leading to contiguous, rather than continuous, identities. As Lejeune puts it,

"The name is the guarantor of the unity of our multiplicity" (34). Thus, the exponential

number of names in this novel might suggest that the namative plays with the notion that

there cannot be even the appearance of a :lnifted self in the case of Elisabeth who reveals
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the fictive boundaries of identity. Thus, the collapse of the binaried opposite

seducer/seduced in the persona ofElisabeth constitutes hcr as a speaking subject while

simultaneously deferring any sense ofher ñxed identity.

Lejeune's explanation ofthe split selfhelps to trace some of the complex shìfts in

narrative that leave the reader unsure as to whom is speaking at any gìven time. As

already mentioned, the voices of the narrator and the protagonist blur at various points in

Kantouraska. This blurring is further complicated by the fact that there are also

ambiguous moments in the text when it is unclear whether it is Elisabeth speaking

directly, or Elisabeth mediating what she thinks another cha¡acter might be thinking, or

an om¡iscient narrator giving voice to another character's thoughts. To come back to

how it is that Elisabeth can shift from first- to second- to third-person narrative, Lejeune

offers an interesting hypothesis. Firstly, it is important to understand how Lej eune

defines third person: "This use of the third person can be understood as a'frgure,'as

opposed to the proper, or literal, meaning ofthe third person, which is the use of the

'nonperson' in talking about the person who is neither the addressor nor the addressee of

discourse" (33). This "secret third person" (35) points to one of Lejeune's central

coÍìments on the splitting of the subject: "the inescapable duality ofthe grammatical

'person"'(33).

This "splitting of the subject" also occurs in the second person. For example,

Elisabeth thinks to herselfin protest against the silent accusations she feels from her

second husband, Monsieu¡ Rolland: "I'm in¡ocent! . . ..Suspicious? You? Always so

good, so kind? No my head is reeling" (10). The "you" is Elisabeth confirming the

identity she prefers to assume - that of innocence. The "you" is also her silent plea
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directed to her husband to believe in the in-rage she has tried so hard to conjure these last

eighteen years. And the "you" rnay well be directed at the audience/reader here at the

beginning ofthe autobiography, asking the reader to maintain faith in this story of the

virhrous wìfe she continues to per?etuate. As Williams observes, "such transpositions of

voice also reveal a means by which the 'I' might get outside itself, or step back frorn its

own discourse, in effect unvoicing itself' ("Re-imagining" 129). The ambiguity in her

wording is clearly a way to avoid taking responsibility for her actions; as a seducer,

Elisabeth seeks ways to put the onus on others. Ironically, this arnbiguity - a

performance if you will - is one of Elisabeth's survival techniques. "A system of

oscillation and ofindecision," writes Lejeune, "makes it possible to elude what is

inevitably arlificial or partial in each of the two presentations" (43).

Her garnes of seduction come alive through the narrative structure; Elisabeth tries

to make the reader cornplicit in her performance. Although it is non-linear, at first the

narrative strikes the reader as being written in the realist mode. The text plays on the

¡eader's expectations of nineteenth-century literature, even though this tirne period only

reflects the setting rather than when the novel was written. FuÍhennore, the fact that

Hébert acknowledges that this narrative is based on true events also suggests realism.

The game ofseductìon lies in undermining the reader's preconceptions: "The law ofthe

organization of the text is no longer coherence or verisimilitude, but a search for

maximal intensity through a deliberate game ofbursting the conventional expectations"

(Lejeune 68). The text insists on the reader accepting the juxtaposition of many

competing discourses, which blur in Elisabeth's recollections. But at the sarre time, the
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reader knows that s/he is also subject to Elisabeth's sly games. The reader is willing to

fall under Elisabeth's control, desires to know where the story will lead.

Part ofthe provocative nature of this narrative is that it is autobiographical

although not always written 1ìom a first-person perspective. Kantouraska thtts

consistently reveals the artifice of autobiographical writing, which Lejeune finds inherent

in a form that seeks to communicate a childhood perspective in adult autobiography. So,

Elisabeth, for example, frequently jumps flom one time period to another or elides them,

often in the same sentence. Her elision of the past and present occur frequently, for

example, when she states, "And me, I'm Madame Rolland, and I'm off again on my fìrst

wedding trip" (67). Elisabeth takes her present role as wife of Monsieur Rolland, and

fuses it in an irrpossible way with her activities as Madame Tassy when she rode off on

her honeynoon to Kamouraska. Parl ofthe fatalisn alluded to throughout the naruative is

adumbrated by Elisabeth herselfwho is looking back on events even though she usually

writes in the present simple tense to describe what has achrally passed. Lejeune expands

on this concept: "The blends ofvoices between the naÍator and the hero appear less like

articulation of two chronologically different cases, than like the result of the work within

a voice that mimes, reverses its mimes, jeers, plays naive, a made-up voice, that no longer

makes any 'natural' (that is to say, believable) sound but that perhaps invents a new fotm

of the natural" (69).

It is clear frorn some narrative moments that Elisabeth remembers her past with

guilt as she reconstitutes scenes as if all the stages of her life were on trial: "My rnother

goes over, stands by George Nelson's side. She seems almost happy. This first encounter

has gone offvery wel1. Thejudges n-rust be really disappointed. No fault to find with
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how this man and woman have behaved" (107). Elisabeth's discourse ofseduction

works; the reader is seduced even though s/he knows all of the ploys that she, the

narrator/protagonist, has used to convince the reader. By the end of the novel, the reader

knows that Elisabeth is less interested in having anyone give credence to her innocence

than in believing that hers has been an outstanding performance.

This game also has the element of t¡ansgression. For the games or "sheddings" of

voices (Lejeune 61) implies that an ambiguity is present in the narrative that challenges

the hierarchical stance of classic linear narrative. Kamouraska resembles the realist

mode through its detailed, concrete descriptions and development of character, yet at the

same time parodies this mode through the extreme fragrnentation of narative. Lejeune

gives an exarnple of a narrative regime of instability when he writes, "ln reality, we have

the inipression that Vallès decided to take no account ofthe laws of opposition which

ground the system of tenses in the narrative as if he were avenging himself on the

sacrosanct rules of the 'concordance of tenses' displayed in Latìn grammar" (69). The

very text of Kamouraska is in its use of tenses an outlaw. Karen McPherson notes the

polemics of any law's legitimacy, especially in a narrative world where there are so Írany

different allegiances, including linguistic ones: "Our sense in Kamouraska....is that

.fìnding the law is the problem, and that lies and betrayal are a natural extension ofboth

criminal and narrative plocesses" (21).

Parl of the testing of "criminal and narrative processes" is due to the narrator's

insistence upon a supposedly versatìle reader. The narative suggests the reader must be

intelligent enough to hgure out the rules of this rather complex game of narrative in what

is a constantly changing relationship. As Lejeune states, "He [the reader] wili have to
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make up his mind according to the other signs, the pace of the narration, the syntax, the

perspective; but these signs will themselves often be either indifferent (allowing one or

the other reading) or contradictory (imposing at the same time the one and the other

reading)" (63). The reader must be fully involved in the narrative or risk simplifuing the

most profound and intricate levels of the game into a reductive ta1e. Seduction demands

that there be a transgressive element in the discourse, although there are a number of

genres to choose from to achieve this end.

The tille Kamottrasl',a gives us an impoúant clue about the genre of this narration,

which, as well as being an interior dìalogue, is also a commentary on the effects ofsocial

conditioning. Within the narrative itself, we are told that the word "Kamouraska" means

"rushes-beside{he water" (20a). We are reminded of ancient Greek mlhology and the

story of Midas, King of Pessinus, who is most famous for his wish to tum everything into

go1d. His wish was granted by Dionysus, god of life force, but this wish ended tragically

in Midas's daughter being tumed to gold when he accidentally touched her. Another

legend has it that, following his tragedy, Midas became a follower of Pan, god of the

woodlands. When Pan challenged Apollo, god ofmusic, to a contest ofnusical talent, he

lost. Midas questioned the ruling, and since Apollo was offended by this challenge, he

gave Midas donkey ears as his punistur-rent. Embarrassed by his new physique, Midas

always wore a large hat to hide his humiliating form. Only his barber, who was swom to

secrecy, knew of Midas's dilemma. However, the barber was unable to resist keeping

this secret, and so he went down to the shores of the water, dug a hole, and whispered the

secret there before covering the hole again with sand. There, on that spot, grew up reeds

by the water. Every time the wind blew through the reeds, they whispered "Midas has
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donkey earsl". This story tells ofhow social secrets may still be relayed by a particular

social structure.

In Kamottraska, seduction is always constructed in the social context of the

larger society. Gossip circulates, adding layers to the complexity ofthe seduction as it

becornes entwined in the lives ofthe population as well as the protagonists. As Elisabeth

recalls the joumey that George makes back fiom Kamouraska after he has killed Antoine,

she translates the witnesses' accounts given in couÍ into a ballad ofhis retum to her.

Their whispers, real or otherwise, have shaped her 1ife. As Gingrass writes, "for

Elisabeth, the word 'Kamouraska' simultaneously functions as a slmon)an for Ia morf'

(142). Just as Midas loses his daughter because ofhis lack ofprudence, Elisabeth loses

George because oftheir rash plans. Elisabeth's whole life is the product ofother people's

expectations ofher, and her acceptance or rejection ofthose expectations. She lives in a

milieu that uses gossip as one of the main forms of social control. Her seductions are

never truly private, even though she may act them out in a way that would suggest that

she is alone on the stage ofher life. Thus, on the surface, she must continue to present

herself as the seduced.

The classic seduction narrative clearly dehnes thrl role ofseducer and seduced.

As seen in a previous chapter, in Samuel Richardson's C/ar¡ssa the women's virtue is

under attack from an unscrupulous seducer. The literary trope invanably positions the

wornan as the seduced and victirn. Elisabeth, too, appears victimized by some of the

circur¡stances ofher life. She is virtually orphaned because her father dies while she is

still in the womb, and her mother "shuts herself up in her widowhood" (111). He¡ three

spinster aunts raise her, and seerr detemrined to live out their lives vicariously through
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her. She abides by strict social rules and marries unhappily twice. Her eleven children, a

testament to the power oflife, offer her small comfort, and instead, she thinks ofherself

as "nothing but a faithful belly, a womb for making babies in" (4). The reader also

sympathizes with Elisabeth as a seduced victim when her lover, George Nelson, flees

justice in his escape over the American border, and leaves her to confront the courts

alone, and to sen/e two months' time in jail. At one point, her resentment boils over in

contrâst to her otherwise loving attachment usually expressed for Nelson: "You ran, ran

off like a coward. Left me behind, by myself, to face that pack ofjudges" (1 7).

lmplicitly, the reader's synpathies usually lie with the seduced, even though, as a

general rule, the seducer proves more interesting. Reading Rìchardson's Pamela, The

reader wants to rewrite her character, and have Pamela take a dagger to her seducer's

throat at least just once. Her motto, "My virtue or my death," remains unchangeable and

somewhat tedious in its pemanency. Elisabeth encompasses some of the qualities

associated with the role of a seduced, but she also embodies the characteristics of a

seducer. Acting on this hypothesis, her persona would thus destabilize the hierarchy of

the seducer/seduced binary. The first tem, seducer, no longer stable, cannot dominate

the second tenn, seduced. Each half of the binary, instead, must constantly reaffirm its

power. This destabilization, in hln, aids the reader to locate where are the sites ofpower

in the text. In her corunentary on Kamouraska and Lady Oracle, Barbara Godard writes,

"The books themselves are models ofparadox, playing with our desire for binary

structures, but, ultimately, asserting the absence ofboundaries which would create

dualities. Both books dramatize the clash ofmodes ofperception, the marvellous facing-

off with the real" (18).
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Elisabeth, seducer of the audience/reader, seduces through her world oftheatrical

dramalizafion, which has as its axiom the aesthetic ofliving passionately. In many

respects, Elisabeth's retrospective narrative rcveals her insecurities, and yet also her

intelligence, sensitivity, and self-aware usage of language. She makes numerous

references to the theatrical aspect ofher story, perhaps in parl to distance herself f¡om

painful recollections: "As if I were waiting just for that cue, I make my entrance. I use

the word 'I' and yet I'm someone else" (1 l2). Her "perfonnance" may also suggest a

desire to play games, deny strict parameters between reality/fiction, and invite, not just

accept, drama into her 1ife. This is a drama that ensures excitement and dread

simultaneously, and a drama that Elisabeth implies she wants to engage in when she

states: "And that's my world. The theatre....I'm not aÍiaid of anything. Only of being

bored" (74). A theatrical disposition gives the seducer a position of control; she controls

her dornain by sublimating reality into the arlifice ofperformance. Elisabeth feels

antipathy for "being bored" because her ability to bring excitement into her life is also a

way to assert herself as a seducer in control.

One obseles the paradigm: while each lover physically and emotionally abuses

Elisabeth, in each instance she rather surprisingly emphasizes the theatrical quality ofher

response. Antoine Tassy bruises her and repeatedly threatens her with a joint-suicide.

Elisabeth comments on her feelings for the public reaction, which is synpathetic and

adtiiring towards her position: "I take a certain curious pleasure in my role as martyred

wife and outraged princess" (87). Elisabeth self-critically acknowledges her desire for

recognition even if it rneans she only signifies to others when in pain. The only time

Elisabeth expresses any sincere tendemess fo¡ her second husband, Jérôme Rolland, also
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shows how their marriage gave her back a respectable lifestyle after the murde¡ inquiries.

She says, "Oh, Jérôme! Dear, dear Jérôme! I'm so afraid! Take me in your arms just one

more time. Help me find my lost salvation" (25). The context of this speech, however,

undercuts the plausibility ofthese words representing Elisabeth's long-term feelings

towards her husband. In one instance, she dramatically depicts him as her protector; in

the next, she perceives him as an enemy who uses her past "like a rusty weapon to kill me

IElisabeth] with" (22).

Elisabeth, positioning herself as victim, insísts on the medical attention of the

doctor through an exaggerated performance ofher illness: "I tum my head. Let it toss on

the pillow. From side to side. Again and again. Like a whining, wailing little child"

(1 09). Elisabeth is spiritually and physically ill, yet she also adrnits that she uses her

illness as a ploy to attract the doctor. Elisabeth is not a "femme fata1e," nor do I intend to

suggest that Elisabeth is hypocritical because she may dramalize herself as victim; rather,

Elisabeth draws attention to the uneasy situating of "seduced" or "victim" as a fixed

identity. In discordance with the classic tale ofseduction, the criteria for the seduced no

longer entail an "innocent," "vir1uous," or powerless woman to fìIl the role. Elisabeth

seems to find a cerlain jouissance in ¡aming herself as the seduced as well as having

those sur¡ounding her naming her as such. She is of the upper class and has been raised

in a woman's world by three spinster aunts who want to live their lives vicariously

through her. She acknowledges that she invites the drama into her life for its sheer

excitement. Elisabeth notes that the first time she rneets Antoine Tassy she is a palt of

his hunting party and is called "the huntress" (62). She bases her attraction to him on the

knowledge that he is a scoundrel, "Good family and all, but a scoundrel just the same"
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(63). Antoìne himselfis less interesting than what he represents to Elísabeth, which is

the oppoftunity to explore previously prohibited behaviours. Not only sexual behaviour,

but rather more importantly, Elisabeth recogrizes in Tassy someone who might share a

language that resists social conventions. She also recognizes in him a perlomer like

herself, and the potential drama attracts her. Antoine may fill an emptiness, a void that

lurks in young Elisabeth d'Aulnière's life because in their relationship there is room for

scandal.

This contest ofpower seems to act as one ofthe games ofseduction. Antoine

follows her back to So¡el and the home where three spinster aunts raised Elisabeth after

she has left him. In spite of their separation and her abhorrence ofhis brutishness, she

has sexual relations with him again. Elisabeth illuminates their relationship when she

refers to Antoine on several occasions as her "accomplice" (37). Sexual intercourse

under her aunts' roof represents more than physicai pleasure. She flouts her aunts'

prudery, and consciously chooses Antoine's madness over their sensibleness. She seeks

vengeanco on her blood relatives whom she knows have poured so much energy and

affection into her, subconsciously living their lives through her. Elisabeth names Antoine

her accomplice because he opens up new freedoms to her when she reaches into his

madness, a place where the signs ofreferentiality ofher strict Victorian upbringing

disappear. Victorian morality and realist conventions are undermined through Elisabeth's

passionate perfonr-rance in both ofher roles as protagonist and nanator. Elisabeth feels

contempt for both ofher husbands in the sense that they capilulate so easily to her

seduction, and thus disallow the opportunity to play out the game to its fullest.
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George Nelson is superior to her other two lovers in every way possible including

the fact that he is a lover (not a husband), and therefore entices pla1fülness. George

Nelson is a Protestant anglophone by background who refuses to join in with the local

gentry, and practices unfamìliar, modem forms of medicine. He is an outsider on a1l

accounts, and provokes feelings of hostility. Elisabeth seduces him with a strategic plan.

Even though George convefs to Catholicism and leams to speak fluent French, he will

always be marked as an outsider by his accent and slightly strange ways to the local

people. Yet he is also an exile from his native America because his father has sent him to

Canada to be a good Loyalist. We hear the voice of Nelson's father as Elisabeth imagines

it: "This American independence ìs really too much for good loyalists to bear.. .Let them

become Catholics. Even leam French if they have to. Any,thing, just so long as they

keep their allegiance to the British crown" (125). Ironically, heis asked to identifu with

the absent Crown instead of either the French or Arrerican cultural entities most

immediate in his life. His estrangement from a society that will never fully accept him

makes Dr. Nelson worthy of seduction. He is willing to explore a gamut of errotions and

parlicipate in Elisabeth's games of seduction. She is the seducer in their relationship, too,

as made evident by the recurring metaphor ofthe seducer as hunter: "Your scent, my

love, that smell of the beast.... Inside of me, a dog, crouching. Whining softly. Baying

its long and deathly cry" (213). This reminds us of the dog that waited in the warming

hut when she went hunting with Antoine; it whined because it wanted to go out and hunt

rather than stay wìth the women. Simìlarly, Elisabeth wants to track the scent of the

doctor and rnake him hers.
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Elisabeth thus transcends her role as seduced to become the seducer. Illogical,

unseemly, she thereby increases the excitement of the game by breaking its rules.

Elisabeth is a sort ofDon Juan or Narcissus thrown back into French Canada in the

Victorìan period, exhibiting the same sorl ofselflove, a desire to seduce, and a greateÍ

love for the game ofseduction than the achìevement ofobtaining any one loved object

permanently. In Tales of Love Jr ia Kisteva remarks that, "instead of the sullen claims

ofthe victim, the air resounds with the purejouissance of a conqueror, to be sure, but a

conqueror who knows he has no object, who does not \ /ant one, who loves neither

triumph nor glory in themselves, but the passing of both - the etemal relum, inhnitely

so" (193). Jouissance ¡ecalls the French verbjoaer (to play), intimating Elisabeth's

desire to see her lovers as an amusìng pastin-re. Watch Elisabeth as she actively conquers

each ofher lovers: each one individually cherished and recollected. And also each one

meshed together as a series ofobjects: "Not two separate husbands, one by one,

following each other in the maniage registers. But one man, one and the same, rising

again fiom his ashes" (26). This phoenix reference alludes to the quality ofrepetition I

would argue, repetition with critical distance - in which, through parody ofcefiain tropes,

Elisabeth conflates the ten¡s of the binary seduce¡/seduced.

Thus, Elisabeth makes her conquests for the sheer pleasure that she knows she can

do so. Granted, she does not share the same pnvilege to roam as freely as liberlines such

as Don Juan or Don Gìovanni. Neverlheless, Elisabeth recognizes that, while her feelings

ofpassion and love rnay be sincere, they are also a performance. Elisabeth puts on a

mask daily in which she hides herselfas the seducer under the appearance ofbeing the

seduced, and through this rihral simultaneously conforms to and resists the social context
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into which she was bom. Elisabeth is in control as a seducer because she is able to

sublimate a system of signification to her advantage. She operates on two levels

simultaneously by: (1) appearing as the seduced, subject to the constraints ofthe natural

world, but (2) af fhe same time, she extracts from the concrete world what is s)¡rnbolic to

bring those she wishes to seduce under her control. Jean Baudrillard makes the

distinction: "Seduction, however, never belongs to the order ofnature, but that of artifice

- never to the order of energy, but that ofsigns and rituals" (2). Her society fains

Elisabeth in the arts of arlifìce and subterfuge. Her entire upbringing gears her towards

achieving a good marriage. Her society, for example, paradoxically refuses to recognize

the disparity between a prim and proper attitude towa¡ds sex and the deplol,rnent of

corsets that function in part to display women's breasts bulging from their dresses.

Recall the story of Narcissus. He falls in love with his own image in a pond

without realizing that it is himsell He is in love, but not with an other, only a mirage.

Narcissus desires unity; he wants to feel whole. Kristeva points out that this desire

appeals to modem Westem thought because it embraces the notion of subjectivity.

Individualism occupies a privileged space, yet Ki:isteva also insists that this desire for

urity covers a 1ack, an emptiness or abjectness, that must be constantly deferred.

Narcissus and Don Juan are alike inasmuch as they perceive the loved object as

metonl,mic, and both do not internalize love. Don Juan and Narcissus are in the

perpetual process ofbecoming, and yet simultaneously represent a form ofstasis. The

seducer diffe¡s frorr Narcissus in that he is the deceiver of the image rather than the

deceived-
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Elisabeth similarly seduces herself through the mirror image when she falls in

love with the surface of her reflection. In her desire to relive the past, she creates stasis in

her current life in the role of Madame Jérôme Rolland. For Elisabeth goes in search of a

smooth reflection ofthe past as a protection against recognition of the realities ofher

present. Her current physical preservation becomes a sign to her that she can pick up the

pieces ofher past at any time and keep living in a seamless narrative, unbroken by the

abandonment ofhe¡ lover or her ignorance ofhis fate and his choices. Elisabeth frnds

solace in her image: "Over to the mirror, to f,rnd her own reflection, her best defence" (8).

However, Godard interprets the mirro¡ed reflection differently: "The eye stops there, fails

to see beyond to the depths. Mirrors become symbols of the ftagmented self, providing a

distorted image ofthe self, stealing one's sense ofreal or complete self, robbing one ofan

identity" (20).

Kristeva points out that it was Plotinus's reading of the Narcissus mlh that first

ínterpreted it as the search for intemal unity through the unity of rnultiple reflections in

the mirror. As Kristeva writes, "The Narcissus Plotinian divinìty is love, but it is a love

of self in itself. The one who constitutes himself through it creates himself in and for

himself. Not for the Othef' (Tales I l3). Krìsteva argues that this shift in thinking has

had an impact on twentìeth-century western civilization's understanding ofpsychic

space. The rnyth ofNarcissus, she argues, can be used to read how Westem

conteÌnporary subjectivity has been shaped. Elisabeth, through seduction, likewise tries

to find the object, her other, so as to define her subjectivity. She is like Narcissus,

though, who only finds love and constitution of the Self in his reflection. The difference

is that Elisabeth as a seducer knows that this momentary collapse of the object into the
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subject is only an illusion, but one in which she wants to parlicipate: "Not secured to an

object, hís [Narcissus's] anguish retums, and when he realizes through that rebound that

the other in the sprìng is nerely himself, he has put together a psychic space - he has

become subject. Subject of what? Subject ofthe reflection and at the same time subject

ofdeath" (Tales \16). The image Elisabeth sees reflected in the mirror is an autoerotic

experience where the mask of her face is reaffinned in its image. This is a true play of

signs that takes subjectivity for what it is - a serìes ofsigns constituted through games

and power systems of discourse. As Elisabeth herself says, she pushes aside her "musty,

mildewed soul" (8), her intemal self, to displace it with the "pure image" of self.

Elisabeth becomes her own image in the mirror- The fragrnentation of self is

momentarily halted when her narcissistic gaze gives her the apparition of wholeness. She

looks and sees, "The minor, come to life like a bubbling spring. My youth, smooth and

clear....Queenly bearing" (132). She steps out ofhe¡¡ole as the star actor to become

(temporarily) a spectator of her own glory.

However, more fiequently, Elisabeth rnust deal with the shattering of her image.

She is denied a sense offixed identity; it is this lack ofunity ofselfthat causes her to

desire an extemal object. As the seducer, her love for the seduced is her search for unity

with the self. Elisabeth in the present ìs haunted by the image of her murdered husband,

Antoine, coming back from the dead to seek his revenge on her. He¡ lrind tums f¡om the

image of a bandaged Antoine to the trirror, perfect in its image-producing abilities even

as it smashes into smaller pieces: "Oh! The piece of mirror is breaking, smashing to

bits....One last sliver clings to the wall. Tiny triangle, all jagged around the edges. But

so clear. Limpid....The mirror, too flawless. Its flash is sure to pierce my heart" (182). It
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is noteworthy that this breaks into a "triangle" shape. All ofElisabeth's seductions are

love triangles. The triangles configure in several different ways: Elisabeth, Aurélie, and

George; Elisabeth, Antoine, and George; and Elisabeth, George, and Jérôme. These

conflguratìons and reconfigurations complicate the scenes of seduction, and how the

power d)'namics are played out. This triangle formation points to a doubling that

happens twice in two different directions. Just as in the mlh of Narcissus, Kristeva

points out that "Narcissus encounters a preconfiguration ofhis doubling in a watery

reflection in the person of the nymph Echo" (Tales 103). The players in this triangle are

Narcissus, his image, and Echo. The trope of seduction thus undergoes critical analysis

because the individual's confrontation with psychic space characterizes seduction and is

as fundamental as sexual intrigue.

The love triangles t¡ Kamouraska draw attention to the complex playing field of

the psyche that loves the mirage ofthe object as a love-object as well as the power ofthe

image. Elisabeth senses that no one object will be able to unifu her sense of sell and so

she tries to become whole, not through one, but several love objects, always oscillating

on the border of love and hate, which a¡e in many ways the same. The mirror's reflection,

which presupposes an original that is copied, is called into question when that image is

skewed. For example, the beautiful and virtuous image of Elisabeth in the mirror does

not truly represent her. The imitation is still valid, even though it may not be an accurate

depiction of the original, which in turn problematizes the privileging of origins. Whether

we refer to original/imitation, artllife, or reality/theatre, these binaries are in a sense

"triangulated" or complicated through a discussion of the discourses ofpower and

seduction-
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Elisabeth attributes her acting abilities to the early training ofher aunts as they

prepared her for society. A rigorous training it is: "Elisabeth sit up straight! Elisabeth,

don't speak rvhile you're eating! Elisabeth, make that curlsy again, this very moment!"

(51). She perceives the irony ofher "glass cage" (184). If Elisabeth wants respectability,

then she must play the role meted out to her by society, which at the same time requires

that she forsake alarge part ofher gregarious personality. The altematives she sees fo¡

women are strictly limited: her mother wrapped in widowhood, depression, and

completely withdrawn from society; her three spinster aunts whose only passion is to live

vicariously through her; her mother-in-law who tolerates her son's abusive behaviour of

everyone ìn his path, including her daughter-inlaw, insisting that as squire it is his right,

and that any bad behaviour such as adultery should be ignorcd. As she says, "Simply

ignore it....No n'ratter how my son mistreats yol" (74). Her other possible role model is

Aurélie Caron, her childhood acquaintance. Au¡elie fascinates her because she represents

every aspect of "bad" society that Elisabeth must supposedly guard herselfagainst.

Aurélìe is also ofa much lower class than Elisabeth, and thus she does not have the same

privileges as she. Therefore, Elisabeth leams to play the role that she has been given so

as to have that role's social benefits, but she rejects every role model provided to her

through these women who influence her life.

Elìsabeth at times expresses côntempt and passive-aggressive feelings for her

aunts that oscillate with her acceptance of their coddling. She knows that it is only

through their aid that she has the necessary refinements to become a seducer. They

shower her in lace, satin, and velvet. They teach her the Queen's English: "repeat after

me, the cat, tlte bird....Don't forget, you pronounce the rft in English with your tongue on
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your teeth" (51). Through their society, she has access to people like govemors and

squires - those in positions ofpower. On the other hand, Elisabeth ¡esents her aunts'

timidity to cross the bamiers of society they themselves have created. She takes pleasure

in flaunting her own sexuality, which is in such great contÍast to their own barrenness.

Repeatedly, Elisabeth differentiates herselffror¡ them by pointing to her own fertiìity

through the birth ofeleven children. Elisabeth sees that her mother did not break free of

their cloistering control; she does not want the same fate and will do anything to disrupt

the "dlmasty ofsolitary women [that] isn't going to continue forever, here in the house on

Rue Augusta" (95).

The way that Elisabeth ollen uses her aunts as pa\Ã/ns in her strategies of

seduction may seem cruel. Especially when it is rnade clear that their attachment to her is

truly sentimental and genuine, and that her Aunt Luce-Gerlrude goes so far as to stay in

the jail cell during her sentence to take care ofher. Yet fiom Elisabeth's point of view,

their insìstence on her role as a virhtous young woman in society becomes the cruellest of

charades. This process is what draws the mask over her face: "Violent counterpaÍ. Your

delicate face, Elisabeth D'Aulnières. Film of angel skin laid over your loathing. Thin as

can be" (88).

Her aunts are really only a rricrocosm ofthe society that Elisabeth participates in

and also rallies against. She recognizes the artìfice ofher class systern that works to

continually fortify itself against any possible threats, including rebellion or mutiny fiom

its ra¡ks. Elisabeth will not be ostracised because, as much as she rebels, her class of

society does ever¡4hìng possìble to preserve her façade ofinnocence and viffue as a

reflection of themselves. She may reject her restricted role in some ways, but Elisabeth
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uses snobbery as part of her own defence mechanism to justify why she should not be

accountable to others for her actions. As she recalls the trial, her outrage is against being

exposed ìn the public courhoom to people ofa lower class: "No, I won't be brought to

trial before the likes ofthem! Servants, irurkeepers, boatmen, peasants!" (53). In the

present, Elisabeth continues to assume the prìvileges ofclass hierarchy as her right as

illustrated through her perception of the running ofhousehold affairs. As she observes in

dreary resignation, "an endless supply, replenished there in the darkness by hands whose

duty itis to keep providing sugar. That's how it works. It always has" (12).

Despite her "fru gal" (73) tendencies, Elisabeth's mother-in-law, Madame Tassy,

knows that even though she despises her daughter-in-law and blames her for the death of

her son, Elisabeth must be protected as one of her own class. Thus Elisabeth feels that

her destiny is decided before any ofher life has taken place: "The aristocratic old family

machine grinds into motion. Parleys and ponders. My fate is sealed. Decided even

before a word is spoken. Keep every'thing quiet. Condemn Elìsabeth d'Aulnières to wear

the icy mask of irìnocence. For the rest ofher days. Save her, and save ourselves along

with her. Measure her virtue by that haughty way she has of denying the obvious truth"

(235). Madarne Tassy makes her show of public suppoÍ to fend off criticism of her

family by accompanying Elisabeth along with he¡ aunts to take her away ffom jail where

she has been set fiee on bail. Elisabeth is released after two months in prison, while her

servant, Aurélie, then rnust serve two years in her place as a scapegoat for the crime.

Clearly, innocence in this case depends upon one's social background. The "facts" of the

crime are obscured and nade irrelevant in comparison to wealthy familìes who are able

to recognize what should be deemed in "good taste". As Antoine says, he is "eúitled to
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some respect" (98) due to his title, Squire of Kamouraska; similarly, those of the landed

gentry believe that it is their right to live beyond the reach of the law.

However, although Elisabeth leams that innocence rray be used as a façade to

insulate her from the law, it will not be enough protection fiom her own family. While

seduction is usually represented as what operates in opposition to imocence, the word

"imocence" is meton),rnic in the context of this novel, posìng the problem of the

"naturalness" ascribed to the quaiity ofin¡ocence. ln¡rocence enters the realm oftheatre

and adifìce in Kamouraska. For example, Elisabeth's case largely depends on her ability

"to wear the icy mask of innocence." Thus innocence is a façade, the antithesis of sincere

emotion, and a bu¡den to be wom in retribution for Elisabeth's mìsdemeanours, not so

much against her husband as the reputation of weli-off families. "l¡nocence," as it is

normally portrayed in association with the qualities ofnaiveté and purity, is also present.

Elisabeth is somewhat innocent of sexual matters when she agrees to marry Antoine.

Without proper guidance fÍom her mothers or aunts, she ends up in a br-utal, violent

relationship with a man who tries to seduce her into ajoint suicide. Innocence can also

take on the rreaning of making excuses as shown in the mask of imocence that hides the

r¡onster that Antoine can be. Antoine, one might argue, is innocent in his insanity. As

well, he looks the epitorre of innocent physical appearance as a "fair-haired giant. Eyes

so blue, like flax, filled with tears" (66).

The social criticism implied within the narrative is ha¡sh. The aunts are negligible

in their innocence because it makes them blìnd to the realities of this rnarriage

proposition of their seventeen-year old charge. And Elisabeth, at this point in time, is

wofihy of pity. She only moves from innocence to knowledge when she realizes that a
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local servant girl, with whom Antoine is having an affair, is wearing her clothing in

public. Thus, there is nothing virtuous about imocence. Rather, it is a commodity used

to serue individual's needs, and that can be put on or taken offat will. Elisabeth talks of

her innocence in a cynical tone when she says it is something to be "spruced up" (2).

As we1l, she comtrents on the tlpical role of women in her society: "Yes, that's all a

virtuous woman is. A gaping fool that struts along, staring at the image ofher honor" (3)

In plotting Antoine's murder, Elisabeth thinks to herself, "keep plenty ofdistance

between ourselves and Antoine's death. Enough to restore our innocence" (171).

Innocence becomes part of the arsenal of artihce, another mask to draw upon.

The words "I'm innocent!" ring out frequently throughout the narration in

Elisabeth's impassioned declaration. If the word "innocent" is ubiquitous in this novel,

that is because it is a story of a murder. Yet the binary of innocence/guilt is complicated

when we note that the law that indicts her is also guilty of many injustices. Her mother-

inlaw notes that "her tears and hysterics are part ofthat unseemly world ofbad taste and

excesses. A world which, for want of a better tenn, she calls the theatre" (73). As a

means of gaining control in hel own life, Elisabeth plays with the binary of

reality/artihce, or lifel art, in which the ar1 of seduction, the theatre ofpassion, is one way

of subverling the realist hierarchy, of hrmìng life into a mode of ar1. Elisabeth shows the

reader another way to read he¡ life. There is the surface version: her perfonnance of

being the good, pious wife. And then there is the gateway to her mind: an exploration of

passion and transgression. The reader is invited to look at the discrepancy between these

two views of one life. In this way, she is a director asking a disceming audience to "read

between the lines" and appreciate the sophistication ofher performance. Despite the fact
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that Elisabeth seems to know he¡self well in some ways, she is unable or unwilling to

admit her culpability in the crime. The words "I'm innocent" therefo¡e come to signifr

her defence against the invasion ofunpleasant memories - not so much of the death of

her husband as the death-in-life situation that she has created as Madame Rolland.

And so Elisabeth becomes an early nineteenth-century backwoods version of

Wilde, in one sense, the criminal as artist. ln fact, what she seeks in he¡ discourse of

seduction is exactly that same power ofthe artist/p1ay"wright, not only in the theatre ofher

passions, but also in the theatre ofher memory, where shejustifies herself even as she

reveals her complicity. And so she seduces the audience to share in that complicity, to

justifu her as well. Note that her autobiography chooses not to dwell on certain aspects

ofher past such as her aunts' deaths, her reaction to the medical student who reportedly

tells George that he blames Elisabeth for inciting hirn to murder, or her involvement with

Aurélie following the rnurder. Like most criminals, she arranges her plea in such as way

as to draw on the synpathies of her audience. Elisabeth knows that she continues to be

put on trial; she realizes that the border between her private/public life is one ofartifice.

And as a criminal, she takes cheating as her creative licence. As Ien Ang comments, "I

would like to consider autobiography as a more or less deliberate, rhetorical construction

of a'self for public, not private purposes: the displayed selfis a strategically fabricated

performance, one which stages ausej l identity, an identity which can be put to work"

(136). Elisabeth's passion for crime is also a wor-k of ar1 because she gives the men that

she seduces what they most desire. To Antoine she gives the gift of death, which he was

too incompetent to cany out on his own. To George, she gives the anger he needs to

fully develop his identìty. And to Aurélie, she gives the opportunity to be as devilish as
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she has dreamed she rnight be. Elisabeth's artistry lies inher ability to draw out the

domrant passions and secret desires ofthose closest to her.

Her first husband, Antoine, Iongs for death and escape. Although he often strays

from their relationship, he always comes back to Elisabeth because he recognìzes that she

is the true leader. In Sorel, he tries to leave her unsuccessfully: "Antoine pretends he's

leaving for Kamouraska....But look, first thing in the moming, here he is, back again"

(99). He writes a fake suicide note and then surreptitiously follows Elisabeth to see if she

is having an affair. Most importantly, he invites her into his madness by repeatedly

suggesting a joint suicide. As she recalls him saying to her in their first rnonths of

marriage, "And he tells me that I'm so pretty, so kind. And that one fine day he's going

to kill me" (80). He attempts to make good on his word by once throwing a knife at her

head, and on another occasion, he trìes to slip a noose around both their necks. Even

though Elisabeth has guilt dreams in which his spirit comes back to reproach her, she also

knows she has given him the perfect death at the hand ofhis perfect opponent, George.

A third person heightens the excitement in this triangle of seduction. Elisabeth

remarks on herjealousy ofGeorge and Antoine's bond as schoolboys. She pieces

together their stories and imagines the rituals of the all-boy monastery where they

boarded together. They share emotions to which Elisabeth wants to be prii.y in her

relationships with them: "Two young fellows without a thing in comrlon. Except in the

deep recesses of their sou1s. A silent, premature experience with despaìr" (122)- T\eir

bond works its way out through the game ofchess: "The same stubbom silence. The

same complicity. Through endless games of chess" (123). Both men confess that this

game represents to them the closest chance at fliendship that either has had. Antoine
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speaks of George in a voice Elisabeth has "never heard him use before" when he

reminisces: "ln school...To have had a ¡eal friend...he's the one I would have chosen"

(111). George expresses the same sentiment with fierceness in his tone because he

knows how the game wiil be played out: "Did I tell you [Elisabeth] we used to play chess

at school? I think he used to like to lose. He never could beat me- Never. Not even

once, you hear? " (1 19). Elisabeth knows the fatality of these games and that "aî¡gway,

the games have already been acted out. The winner and loser chosen in advance" (123).

Elisabeth sees it as "a holy sacrifice" (165) - Antoine's life in exchange for hers and

George's freedom. McPherson, who suggests that Elisabeth is the "Queen" in their game

of chess, must be active in accomplishing the checkmate: "Elisabeth had always

recognized and felt the ultimate threat to her own existence posed by the fiatemity

underlying the sado¡nasochistic relationship ofher husband and lover" (23).

Although George would be satisfied with an illicit affair with Elisabeth, the

seduction for her must be greater. The love triangle of husband, wife, and lover is

necessary to her plan to push him beyond his limits. Her seduction of George becomes a

passionate affair with death: "Your handsome face, triumphant over death, flashing with

a wild delight. The way I love you, yeam to make you mine. But first you'Il have to

push yourselfbeyond the limits of your strength. That absolute, gnawing away inside of

you. Tum it to crime, to a deed of blood" (203). Elisabeth, the criminal, wants to

convefi others to her ways of thinking. Their love t¡ansfomed into an obsession for

murder. The potential for drama increases exponentially compared to a simple affair.

Now they spend hours in the forest plotting the murder: "A kìnd of ritual between

us...Playing at death. The tautness ofdeath, stretched out to its hnal length. The
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stiffness ofdeath, a1l feeling gone. Complete and utter emptiness" (148). Strategies,

games of the n.rind, transgressing the lilnits - these are their obsessions. Even their

lovemaking just becomes a reflection of their minds' misdemeanours. Just as George

hnishes killing Antoine, he "searches his heart to find the woman for whom....Yeams to

possess her body here and now. In triumph" (233). The passion between Elisabeth and

George transforms into the seduction and death ofAntoine.

A¡other love triangle emerges prior to Antoine's death. Elisabeth and George in

their first attempt to murder Antoine persuade Aurélie to go to Kamouraska disguised so

as to seduce and then to poison Antoine. Their plan fails, even though he takes the

poison, thus suggesting the inevitability ofGeorge and Elisabeth's final act. In their

efforts to convince Aurélie, they offer her guaranteed wealth and a place in Elisabeth's

home as her reward. In the end, though, Aurélie agtees to commit the crìme because she

is seduced by Elisabeth.

An erotic scene ensues in which Elisabeth and George tantalize Aurélie with

implicit prorrises of dizzying love. He starts by provoking Aurélie by tums with anger,

gentleness, and humour (as Elisabeth stands by as a voyeur). Elisabeth and George

manipulate Auélie as if they have preplanned the whole scene of seduction. Elisabeth's

performance as a seducer begins, "As if my role were being whispered to me line by line"

(1 76). They work collectively to seduce Aurélie as Elisabeth makes it clear when she

notes, "A sign fiom George, and I start to undo her hair" (176). George barks commands

at Aurelie, "Be quiet! Now close your mouth....your mouth!" (176), much in the same

way that he has orde¡ed Elisabeth to undress in an earlier scene when they rrade love in

his cabin. Aurélie is enthralled by all of the attention and the sensuousness of their touch.
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Aurélie's real att¡action is to her mistress, Elisabeth, whorr she holds in awe ever since

she starled her affair with George. It is as if, at that point, Aurélie recognizes Elisabeth's

powers as a great seducer. The greatest challenge of the two seducers, though, is to make

Aurélie sublimate her adoration for them into an obsession with the beauty of these two

seducers' love. Elisabeth asks Aurélie to "think ofher [Elisabeth's] wonderful love for

the doctor, warm and tender" (179). In this way, Elisabeth, through these triangular

configurations and the constantly changing love object, destabilizes the notion of a fixed

love object, thus challenging the concept ofthe seduced as an unchanging entity in the

binary mode.

What excites Elisabeth most about the seduction of Aurélie is that the

performance demands that she should act oppositely to her true feelings. Elisabeth,

watcling Aurélie, thinks, "I'm beginning to find her hateful" (173). Elisabeth parodies

the Queen's attitude ofpolitical strategy; she will do what is best for the greater good.

Indeed, it ìs her queenly beanng that has always been one ôf the greatest allures for

Aurelie. At the same time, Elisabeth has always been curious about Aurélie because she

knows that Aurélie is one ofthe few people in her life who has not been deceived by her

con-act of regality. Thus, perhaps Aurélie's fascination for Elisabeth is not a belief in her

queenliness but in her performance ofconfidence and poise. The drama that Elisabeth

invents in her life intrigues Aurélie, and she senses her mistress's power is attained

through this theatre that she has created.

Through her parody of the Queen, Elisabeth subverts the authority considered

"naturally' inherent to the Crown. On a nurnber of occasions in the text, Elisabeth aligns

herself with Queen Victoria, as a way to affirm a position of power. As McPherson
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argues, "Any clearcut opposition between law and law-breaker, authorily and subject,

English and French is, however, almost immediately complicated and undennined in the

text. The Queen may be against Elisabeth; but Elisabeth attempts to undo that powerful

opposition by stressing precisely her resemblance to the other" (18). As Madame

Rolland, she flatters herselfwhen she strikes a pose with her children, which her servant

says makes her resemble the Queen herself as she sunounds herself with the child¡en. As

Elisabeth thinks to herself, "I look like the Queen of England. I act like the Queen of

England. I'm fascinated by the image ofVictoria and her children. Perfect imitation.

Who could find rne guilty of doing any,thing wrong?" (29).

Elisabeth's own language makes it clear that she knows this is a game of arlifice:

"look," "act," "image," "imitation" - her diction indicates that she is plalng with

appearances. This hints at a parody of Victoriari morality, the drama of sovereign dignity

masking a desire to subveÍ that morality/sovereignty, as well as to subvert the selfand its

self-contained identity. Elisabeth does not so much identify with the Queen as try to

assume that identity while at the same time shaping it to suit her own purposes. This is

imitation that is repetition with critical distance. She shows how the illusion ofthe

Queen's authority and respectability is a ftagile entity easily itritated, though perhaps not

for a sustained period of time. Identity becomes a pose âs fleeting as beauty. It does not

matter that "the backside of Victoria's image" (30) has been exposed because Elisabeth's

act ofparody shows that the original is also a "sham unmasked" (29).

Both women ironically try to present a unified front to the world. Queen Victoria

purpods that it is her right as Queen to claim sovereignty over colonies under her

jurisdiction as parl of the "family" of the British Empire. She claims her colonial
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authority is legitimate, despite the unrest overseas under her rule. Elisabeth, in a similar

fashion, puts a g;eat deal of energy into convincing her society that she is the model wife

and mother. Murder and the like are hidden under the façade of her apparent domestic

harmony. Thus the logic of the binary of original/imitation is thrown into question

because it tums out the "original" has no more legitimate authority than the imitation.

The adifice of the binary is made clear.

Elisabeth's identification with the Queen and her family also recalls another

aspect of imperialism. As Gillian Whitlock observes, "The female body has always been

crucial to the reproduction of Empìre, and deeply marked by it. On the other hand it can

also be at the bosom ofde-scribing Empire" (349). The trarks of childbirth on Elisabeth

illustrate this point. Her children, who are the product of her union with her lover and

two husbands, represent the diversity of her society. Although raised under the

homogeneous roof of a French-Canadian man, who as a notary aligns hinself with the

British ruling class, this entourage ofchildren also includes the French-Canadian child¡en

ofTassy and the British-American Loyalist child ofNelson. There is subversion at the

root of family identity. Society applauds Elisabeth for fulfilling her duty ofproducing

colonial subjects, but she, ofall ofher children, only truly treasures her "bastard" child,

"the one and only child of my lover, dark and slender. My little Nicolas" (14). He is an

illegitimate child, a product of Elisabeth's crime of passion. Yet he lives amongst the

farnily flock, his secret being kept by his rnother. As Whitlock writes, "Confusions of

complicity and resistance in these cultures makes the identification of outlaws in settler

territory a perilous enterprise" (349). Most likely in Quebec in the 1830's the marriage

market did not offer many beautiful upper-class women to choose amongst for wives.
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Thus Jérôme Rolland, who might have thought otherwise if he were in England, asks

Elisabeth to be his wife. Victorian morality undergoes transformation when we see that it

is used as a public gesture of respectability but does not truly preselwe the values of the

people who supposedly represent it.

Perhaps some ofthe outrage that Elisabeth seems to feel personally against the

Queen is based on the fact that in the past she has always been aligned with the privileges

ofthe English. Her bilingualism has previously been an asset that gives her access to two

cultures, and it distinguishes her as part of the elite class ofher society. As McPherson

states, though, language and law can support or subvert one another's authority: "The

most obvious obstacle in any attempt tofx or defìne the gtlTt ìn KamourasÊa is the fact

that English represents the language ofLaw, and French that ofthe 'crime"'(20). Are

the brutal crirnes of impenalism or the abandonment ofone's lover any worse than her

crimes?, Elisabeth might ask. She feels betrayed by the language that has helped largely

to shape her identity, especially, by "the indichr-rent, writ in the Queen's own English by

the masters of this 1and" (27). Elisabeth here acknowledges her position as colonial

subject who has less voice because she is not 'authentically' English. Secondly,

George's final words before he leaves for Kamouraska are "whispered in English

'Goodbye my love. . ." (149). Elisabeth is a split subject living her passion in one

language and the recrimination in another. As McPherson develops thìs argurnent,

"Though the language of their communication and communìon is French, their

relationship can only ever be bilingual and some aspect oftheir shared language will

always be a langue étrangère" (21).
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Elisabeth then has to tum the language of imperialism in on itselfthrough irony.

As Lejeune obserwes, "Irony is a dangerous and tricky weapon: dangerous because it robs

the other ofhis language, it'vitiates'his speech, which he will no longer be able to use

with the same effectiveness; and, at the same tirre, the assailant is out ofreach, since all

he does is repeat what the other says and so can, ironically, plead innocent. The

adversary is led to 'commit suicide with his own tongue"' (64). The supposed reading of

the law against Elisabeth is put in italics to indicate another discourse. However, a closer

look at this discourse reveals that Elisabeth's bias is present, and thus we are not hearing a

"true" account of the verdict against her. Neverlheless, the verdict starts out with the tone

and diction that one would expect in the courl recordings of a murder trial: "At He¡

Majesty's Court of King's Bench the jurors for our Lady the Queen upon their oath

present that Elisabeth Eléonore d'Aulnières, late of the parish of Kamouraska... " (27)

And so it continues in an apparently serious tone. The irony lies in the reader realizing

how absurd it is that the jurors, who have lived their whole lives in Quebec, are doing the

bidding of a Queen in another land. Ifthe irony is not outright at this point, it is by the

end of the dialogue as the image of the Queen, being disturbed oÍ inconvenienced by this

trial and Elisabeth's inconsiderateness by murdering one ofher subjects, is evoked

repeatedly: "and of her malice aforethought to poison, ki1l, and murder the said Antoine

Tassy, against the peace of our said Lady the Queen, her crown, and dignity" (28). The

legitimacy of imperial law is questioned in this ironic play with the language of the law

itself.

The discourse ofseduction, in opposition to the law, operates between the cultural

relationshrp ofEnglish and Frenclt Canada. The production ofcolonial powers and how
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they are legitimized is explored in this parlicular literary representation as symptomatic

of larger political questions. The political allegory appears ìn Elisabeth's multiple selves

and desires, including her social identity as a daughter of New France, the wife ofa

F¡ench-Canadian husband, and the lover ofan English-Canadian who, along with her,

subverts the colonial authorities and Victorian moralities in this sexual rebellion which

seems to parallel the rebellions of 1837-38. Elisabeth is also a woman who looks like,

but subverts Queen Victoria; Elisabeth recalls her prosecution by the Crown Attomey:

"As if it makes the slightest difference to our dear Victoria-beyond-the-sea! What does

she care if there's a little adultery, a little murder, way out there on a few acres of snowy

waste that England once took away fiom France?" (38).

Colonial authority in the 1840's is embodied in the persona of the Queen, who

represents the "source" of British law that extends to Canada. As Allan Greer tn The

Pcttriotes and the People observes, "Queen Victoria ascended to the throne of England in

August 1837, just as tensions in Lower Canada were reaching a boiling point. There is

no indication that the seventeen-year-old monarch gave much irnmediate thought to the

political squabbles wracking her Norlh American possessions, but her coronation

provided Canada with an occasion for further reflections on Sovereign authorities and

state fon¡s" (190). Interestingly, Greer points out that Sorel was one ofthe few towns to

celebrate the coronation by firing off a salute. Sorel, the town where Elisabeth gfows up

under the care ofher aunts, is a bastion for Englìsh loyalists. Her position ofpower

presents society with a paradox whereby a woman rules the masses in a patriarchal

society. In this tespect, the gender politics of Elizabethan and Victorian courts are

similar. Louis Montrose, writing about the srxteenth century, notes "a fundamental
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cultural contradiction specifis to Elizabethan society: namely, the expectation that

English gentlemen would manifest loyalty and obedience to their sovereign at the same

time that they exercised masculine authority over women" (153-54). This paradox that

Montrose articulates is no less true under Victoria's reígn.

The Queen as a figure of authority whose position made her ruler over all of the

men in her domain - had to contend with ÍÌequent challenges to her regime. In particular,

the writings ofJean-Jacques Rousseau seem to have infonned the patriotes' view of

women (Greer 189). Rousseau maintains that women should stay in the domestic sphere

where their "natural" attachment to farrily and home life best suit them to this

environment. He argues that men are not as apt to become as emotionally attached as

women are to individuals, and thus are more capable of making decìsions that a¡e for the

greater good of the community. Rousseau's theory gives equal stahÌs to both roles in

society, suggesting they are of distinct but equal value. His argument mandates, though,

that any woman who attempts to enter the public sphere should be considered suspicious;

he links this desire to be political with a lack ofinnocence and chastity on the women's

part. Greer cites a speech ofPapineau in which he clearly affirms Rousseau's division of

labour along gender lines as being proper and "natural." Thus, gender identity formation

is being shaped in new ways in Quebec in the 1830's and '40's. This misogynistic way of

thinking is prevalent in the public denouncements of the Queen based on her gender.

Queen Victoria was brandished with the derogatory insult of "whore," for example, by

the patriotes. As Greer writes, "it is when we recognize this linkage between public roles

for women, sexual disorder, and political comrption and tlranny that we begin to
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understand why the patriotes could even conceive ofaccusing Victoria Regina -
innocent, young, but undeniably a prominent public figure, ofbeing a 'whore"' (202).

Greer posits that one ofthe main factors ofthe patriotes' defeat lies in their own

oppressive measures against marginalized groups such as women and First Nations

people. Had their policies ofliberation extended to these groups, the st¡onger suppofi

within the larger population may have contributed to a more successful resistance

movement. As it was, some women certainly supported the patriotes' movement but

their efforts to parlicipate, and quite ÍÌankly the utilization of this segment of society as a

valuable resource, were ignored and thus they missed a strategic opportunity. In

Kamouraska, the British and French allegiances are alluded to in ¡elation to the women's

ro1e. Under Papineau's lead, and in imitation of measures taken by the American

revolutionaries, a boycott of Brìtish imports was instigated that required the co-operation

of women consumers. As Greer writes, "Since textiles accounted for a large part of

British exports to Canada, the patriote press felt called upon to lecture the ladies of the

country on the need to forgo foreign finery in favour ofplain homcspun" (210).

A dichotomy that sets Elisabeth apafi from her mother-in-law 1Ìom the beginning

ofthei¡ relationship is their divergent opirlions on dress. Repeatedly, Elisabeth's wealth

and prestige is obliquely referred to through her wardrobe fulI of"velvet, linen, and lace"

(ó9). Such rraterials could only be obtained through importation from England.

Madame Tassy, thoroughly French Canadian, seems to represent the patriotes'

commitment to a boycott with her detennination to knit their clothing "with homespun

wool, rough and prickly, the color of ponidge" (75). Her only luxury is boots, especially

made for her clubfeet, significantly irnported from New York, and not England. The
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beginning ofElisabeth's rejection of the patriotes is played out on a subtle domestic level

when she rejects her rnother-in-law's "homespun shawl, one she knitted herself ' for her

new-bom child, claiming it is too rough. Thus, the s),nbolism ofthis rejection suggests

that the next generation of the Tassy family will not put its loyalties with the patriotes.

Here is the crux of Elisabeth's identity crisis; she belongs to a system in whish

she is francophone, yet she simultaneously must feel superior to and reject everything

French so as to clairn her right to her British loyalty that upholds her class status. Her

identity is further complicated by the fact that her lover, the Loyaiist George Nelson,

notably has the same surname as Robert Nelson, one ofPapineau's co-leaders, an

Englishman and supporter ofthe patriotes. Ironically, Taft Manning asserts that parl of

the patriotes' downfall can be attributed to men such as Nelson championing the

habitants against the seigneurs: "For Papineau, however egalitarian he may have been in

theory, was not ready to do much in practice for the 'common man"' (Revolz 366). Thus,

Elisabeth's allegiances - linguistic, cultural, class-based are divided along several

different lines.

Kantouraska can also be understood as a political allegory for the larger

historical context ofCanada in the 1830's, and the seduction ofcolonial New France by

English Canada. Although first published in French in 1970, this novel recounts the

events that toÕk place in a small Quebec town in 1839-40. As Rose write s, "Kamouraska

is a novel ofpsychological research, exploring a Québécois marital triangle and crime of

passion of January 1839 and exposing allegorically the colonial mentahty prior to

national consciousness" (150). Elisabeth uses her theatrical abilities and seductive

strategies to subvert both local French-Canadian and English impenal authority. Thus,
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this narrative serves to restage and expose the rrechanics underlfng colonial discourse.

Kantouraska offers a political allegory of the relationship between Papineau and Nelson,

between the French and English. in resisting colonial authorities. The year I840 may be

attributed to the historical events of this love-murder triangle, but it also recalls the

rebellions three years earlier. Elisabeth's lover, George Nelson, is an American Loyalist,

and her desire for him represents her refusing both a French husband and colonial

authorìties who repress the patriotes ofboth Lower and Upper Canada in the rebellions of

1837-38. Robert Nelson and his brother were both speakers in the great meeting of five

thousand people at the beginnìng ofthe outbreak in October, 1837. His political

namesake in the novel, George Nelson, serves to question the stability of imperial

frameworks by translating the language of the colonizer into the discourse of seduction.

Some of the parlicular causes ofthe Rebellion of 1837 are still apparent in this

discou¡se of seduction. In the early 1 830's, Lower Canada, with its mainly French-

speaking inhabitants, dorninated the elected Assembly of the colony. They believed that

although the British Constitutionalists had stronger political clout with imperial Britain to

back up their policies, that there was still the possibilìty ofdiscussion, compromise, and

stable gowth. The patriotes wanted to move in the direction of democracy and

independence with the not-so-distant models of the French and American revolutions in

mind. They aspired, though, to a fon¡ of change that would preclude the violence of

revolution. The old regime, unable to conform to the demands of the patriotes and still

maintain their privilege, especially as an English minority, were quicker to foresee the

violence that might result and thus took strong measures to quell any reforms or
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insurgencies. This control took the shape of martìal law and the suspension ofcitizens'

individual rights.

Greer takes the unique perspective that the Rebellion of 1837 was in many ways

the will of the peasants mo¡e than the vision of any one leader. Rural conditions in

Quebec were difficult; there were consecutive crop failures from 1834-37 in a place

where eighty-nine percent of the population lived in the countryside. Expanding

demographics and accelerated immigration policies heightened this problem. These

factors compounded negatively with the seigrriorial system in a place that greatly limited

the habitants' owneßhip ofproperty and burdened them with a levied tax system that

became increasingly more onerous in the years leading up to the Rebellion.

As appears in many paradigms of colonialism, the state as an extension of the

British Empire is problematic, both ethically and functionally. In functional terms, the

imitation of institutionalized policies based on England's goveming style does not

translate efficiently into the new colonial social setting. As Greer points out, "The social

hierarchy and the state structure could neve¡ be integrated because the latter was

controlled and, at its highest levels, staffed fiom overseas" (89). The habitants were able

to feel legitimate in expressing their grievances, in part, because members of the

bourgoisie composed paft of their party. They founded newspapers such as Z¿ Canadien,

which gave currency to the rights of the colonized. When their French-domir.rated elected

Assembly started to conflict with the British appointed legislature, they became

politically active. "This clash drove them to undertake an intensive self-education

carnpaign in order to master the wonders of British constitutional law, the better to

understand the representative system that had been installed in 1791"(Greer 121). They
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were well aware of the power division that, for the most part, also ran along linguistic

lines to the detriment of francophones. Dickinson and Young comment on how real was

this th¡eat: "In Vy'estminster, the Union Bill (1822) was introduced into the British

Parliament. Proposing to unite Upper and Lower Canada and to abolish French as an

official language, the terminology of the bill - 'a11 written proceedings of the [assembly

and legislative council] shall be inthe Englísh language and none other' left no doubt

as to the future ofF¡ench Canadians and their bourgeoisie in a united Canada" (160).

These French-speaking people were in the ironic situation ofbeing British subjects. The

patriotes' demands were articulated in 1834 in a document entitled the Ninety-two

Resolutions, which British authorìties perceived as threatening in what they considered

its revolutionary tone. "Expressing support for Amerìcan republicanism, the resolutions

threatened to impeach the governor" (Dickinson and Young 164).

The rejection ofthese Resolutions led to increased agitation. Furthermore, the

govemment broke down as a functional political unit as the Assembly and the Legislative

Councìl (or Senate) ended in a deadlock, each vetoing any measure proposed by the

other. The British were not interested in compromise so much as bringing the patriote

movement under thei¡ control. In the end, the patriote rnovement was not as successful

as it rnight have been because, as Greer points out, they were planning to have time to

build up the military when the British rnoved in quickly to end any thoughts of

revolution.

There are only a few subtle references to the Rebellion of 1831 in Kamouraska.

Most notably, the year 1840, when the trial ofElisabeth D'Aulnières occurs, clearly sets

the context. This is the same year that the Govemor General Lord Durham ensured that
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the Union Act was enacted: "By the Union Act of 1840, the reunited Canadas were

granted a legislative assembly in which Canada East (Lower Canada) and Canada West

(Upper Canada) each had fofiy{wo seats; the government, however, did not have to

maintain a majority in the assembly. The appearance of equality was in fact a denial of

representation by population. Lower Canada had a significantly larger population,

650 000 compared to Upper Canada's 450 000- The policy thus ensured the political

superiority of the minority anglophone population" (Dickinson and young 181). There is

political allegory at work here, in which the murde¡ed husband is imperial France, well

dìspatched and gotten rid ofby a Loyalist American, an English-Canadian lover who

could possess her if he were not so changed byhis crimes, and moumed as

deseder/rnadman. Especially that concluding estrangement, in which Elisabeth recalls

the end ofher relationship with George: "through all that crime and death. Like a

boundary to cross....And then you come back. And your face, your look against mine.

Unknowable, now, for ever and ever. So î:ìghtful...No, I don,t know this man! Found

out, Doctor Nelson! You've been found out! Murde¡. Stranger" (249). All that was

transfomative, all that changed Elisabeth's ìdentity, or bent it out ofrecognition during

the love affair, now rebounds on the lover as the sfanger, and English Canada as the

beloved enemy. Elisabeth thus betrays both her English and French heritage.

lronically, the English language that brings Elisabeth her one true lover is also the

language of her final betrayal. she contests the official discourse of the law in her mind

as she recalls the indictment against her: "Elisabeth D'Aulnìères, widow Tassy. you

hear that? You're being charged in a foreign tongue. The language ofmy love. Nothing

matters now but the shape of the words on his lips. Elisabeth DAulnières, Widow Tassy.
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Remember Saint Denis and Saint Eustache! Let the Queen have every patriote hanged if

that's her pleasure. But not my love. Let him live, him alone. And let me belong to him

forever" (39). That clear placement of the affair in the context ofthe 1837 rebellion, and

her rejection ofthe Québec patriotes in favou¡ ofher English love, and the shape of the

English words on his tongue, suggests another kind ofpossible history of this country

that is lost in the snows of Karnouraska.

In the novel, references are mâde to two of the places of the greatest sites of

violence, war, and resistance in the Rebellion of 1837 - St. Denis and St. Eustache. At

St. Eustache one hundred and fifteen people died and St. Denis represented the final,

crushing defeat of the patriotes. Papineau fled Canada for the States after these defeats,

and so Roberl Nelson became president ofthe interim govemrnent. On this occasion, he

said, "Papineau has abandoned us for selfish and family motives rega¡ding the

seigneuries and his inveterate love of the old French laws. We can do better without

him" (Ouellette 312). Nelson read out a Declaration oflndependence on the banks of the

Richelieu in February, 1838: "Before being forced back into the United States by local

militia, Nelson declared Lower Canada a republic and issued a Proclamation of

Independence calling for separation of church and state, and state expropriation of the

clergy reserues and the lands of the British Amerìcan Land Company" (Dickinson and

Young 165). He then came back ìn November, 1838, where he read out the same

Declaration. But he was defeated on November 4, 1838 at Odelltown by Loyalist

volunteers in a battle that lasted less than two hours. Nonetheless, he escaped into exile

in the United States once more.
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There is a striking resemblance between the historical figure ofRobert Nelson and

that of Héber1's George Nelson. In both men we find seducers capable of great rhetorical

persuasion, fiery passions, and split loyaltìes along cultural lines. Moreover, both of

these men seduce people into believing in what they purport to represent, but in the end

each abandons the seduced. This seduction in Kamourasþ¡t extends to the reader who

never hears George's story directly, only as it is recounted through Elisabeth's narative.

Seduction intertwines with the political in this passage because the decrees of the Queen

are seen to affect her loyal subjects on a personal basis; the conflicting loyalties felt by

many of the patriotes is dramatized through Elisabeth's heated passion, which ends with

her being abandoned.

Elisabeth recognizes the games that the British play at the expense ofthe

patriotes. As she conternplates, "Who can probe the depths of our bodies, our hearls? No

trap is fine enough. And the English law of this captive land that says we're innocent

until they prove us guilty'' (193). The guilt that "probes" her hearl is that of the patriotes

and the colonialists. They both know their identities are vested in one another, and they

are seduced by their own unique relationship. Yet Elisabeth ironically qualifies how

justice is serwed. It is not a question of "innocent until proven guilty'' but rathe¡

"innocent until they prove as guiltl' þriy italics). The English usurp the position of

authority, but Elisabeth implicitly criticizes the artifice of this assumed role.

Just as each character in this novel seems to struggle in isolation, so too there is a

sense of cultural alienation that pervades this narrative. As Lemox puts it, "each of these

characters becomes a prisoner. Elisabeth is trapped by damning self-knowledge; George

is trapped by his homicide; Aurélie is trapped by her mistress' treachery; Antoine is
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trapped byhis obsessive profligacy" (92-93). So, too, the system ofpolitical and cultural

allegiances traps people in confusion and uneasiness, uncefainty arising in the face of

conflicting interests. Elisabeth's identification with French and English culhrrc is seen

again in George's case. On his trip to Kamouraska, some local people rnisconstrue his

identity when they take him for an English officer: "Quiet women. Don't talk so much.

He could be an English officer and have us arrested. Times are bad. Maybe there was

some fighting up the river" (218). British, American, and French-Canadian identities

temporarily flow into one another.

Even social loms such as the charivari took on a new character ìn the Rebellion

of 1837 because it expanded to act as an instrument for getting officers to resign their

post with the govemment, allowing the patriotes to replace the colonial orde¡ with their

own institutions. Charivaris have long constituted a tradition in Quebec French-speaking

communities that highlight the artifice of social roles. The charivari is a tradition dating

back to the Renaissance in France, and although it transformed over the years in France,

it maintained its original function in Quebec. The charivari is a gathering of men and

women in camivalesque fonn that performs in fiont of people's houses to solicit public

restitution lor what was considered their "crime". For example, the most common reason

to hold a charivari would be if an older man married a woman substantially younger than

himselfor vice versa. ln addition, couples that have a great disparity in income or

widows who choose to remarÐ/ are also common targets of thìs ritual. The rabble-rousers

appear before the house of the newlylveds dressed in coshrmes (often cross-dressing) and

making a great deal of noise with bells, whistles, drums, and hollering. The newllrveds

rrust pay a prìce for their "ìndiscreetness" of match. Normally, this fine is then divided
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between the charivari parly and the rest donated to the poor. If the couple refuse to pay,

the charivari continues every night, increasing in intensity and can last for months- The

actual negotiation and pa),rnent offines takes place in the day under the guise ofpolite

business. Given the political climate, "between I 81 7 and 1 826, Montreal magistrâtes

forbade not only charivaris, gaming at city markets, and firing guns to celebrate

birlhdays, but even skating and sledding within the city''(Dickinson and Young 162).

Although Elisabeth never directly refers to it, one of the scenes ofher d¡eams can

be interpreted as having many ofthe elements ofa charìvari. In one ofher recollections,

which turns into a nightn-rarish vision, faces and voices that are judging her surround

Elisabeth. The nightmare begins with reference to her three aunts: "Silly old maids.

Look, there you are in the midst of a circus, a huge circus, black with humanity on a1l

sides. Adélaide, Luce Gertrude, Angé1ique...Tiny, hemrned in, hooted down"(44).

Surely this scene first and foremost draws the reader's attention back to the coul scene,

especially since there are references to judges, "white wigs and all" (44). Yet,

undeniably, there is another element to this surreal vision that suggests another reading of

this scene. This place where we are taken ìs never ¡eferred to as a couftroom but rather a

"circus" or an "arena" (44). The scene has all ofthe elements ofBakhtin's camival: a

place of laughter and subversion with a rnenacing undertone. The ambiance of this

dream is claustrophobic. There is the tension of Elisabeth and her aunts subrnitting to a

form ofpersecution. Like the charivari, there are bells, drums, laughter, and "the crowd"

(44). The tension grows as the level ofnoise increases: "Their [the aunts'] rosaries,

jingling around thei¡ wrists like so many little bells. They're shouting, struggling in vain

to be heard over an endless roll on the drurn" (44).
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The charivarì on the surface offers release in the form of laughter and festivities,

yet it also has a coercive edge. The sexual allusion in Elisabeth's dream seems

equivalent to disease and infection: "Big thick peals oflusty laughter. Filth showered on

our heads" (44). Sexuality literally becomes something dirty. As Greer notes, "The

immediate purpose of charivari was not to correct immorality or even to guard the

sanctity of marriage against 'real' impurity. Rather, it amounted to a ritualistic response

to the srgns ofdesecration, a public rebuke filled with accusations of lasciviousness,

which aired suspicions shared by clergy and laity alike" (76). The nanative of

Kamouraska is defensive and paranoid throughout because Elisabeth feels that she is

constantly being judged and condemned, even by her husband Jérôme. Indeed, there is

evidence that suggests that at least sonìe ofher fears are well founded. When, for

example, Jérôrne inquires about Aurélie Caron by asking, "what was her name?" (20), it

is clearly meant as a jab at Elisabeth. Her mariage to Jérôme, although it serves to bring

her honour and a secure position in society again, could also put her in a r,ulnerable

position (as a widow remanl¿ng). The pupose ofthe charivari is to make individuals

accountable for their actions and to ensure that they obserue the sanctity ofrnarriage.

Thus, as Greer elaborates, "Not only dìd it [the charivari] ape the procedures ofpriests

and magistrates, it functioned as a complementary form ofsocial control, helping to

chasten deviants ofa very parlicula¡ sort in strictly limited circumstances" (85).

The Church, though, opposed the charivari as a usurpation of its own authority.

Consider, for example, the fact that the charivari presumed to remonstrate marital unions

already condoned by the Church. Whether through a court or a charivari, Elisabeth is

viewed as a criminal who must be castigated. Sirnilarly, seduction, when brought to trial,
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is condemned through both official and unofficial channels of society. Like a penance,

the sentences repeated "ad infinitum" articulate Elisabeth's guilt, as expressed through

her aunts' viewpoint: "The child is darming her soul. And we're damning ours to protect

her" (44). As John Lennox cornments, "In reinventing her past, Elisabeth also relives it

as a kind of fiction and this reinvention takes shape, to a substantial extent, according to

cefiain structures of literature and folklore which Ame Héber1 has used to help transform

Elisabeth's history into art" (91).

Perhaps the most disturbing image of this nightmare is Elisabeth represented as a

naked woman with someone throwing a knife at her. Elisabeth is both inside and outside

of this carne¡a view. First, she refers to the woman in the third person, but then she later

clutches her chest when she wakes as if she were the woman stmck. As Gingrass

obserwes in her discussion of dreams in Kamouraska, "Like a performer in an ancient

'arene du cirque,' she cannot escape the replay ofher own life-memory, and her central,

füghtening role in it" (49). The dream sequence reads as follows: "A woman, breasts

bare, is standing with her back against a board. Her hands are tied behind her. The

crowd stops laughing, holding its breath. The three judges, in their white wigs, bend over

to watch. Gazing in rapt attention, as if the fate of the wo¡ld were suddenly at stake. An

invisible hand is throwing daggers at the woman, held fast to the boa¡d. Aiming at her

hear1"" (44-45). Ofcourse, this scene also recalls Antoine tluowing a knife at her head,

which only nearly missed. If we read this drear¡ as political allegory, she is the colonized

whose nebulous position between English and French destabilizes further in the current

political climate of 1837. The "bare breasted" woman is without question l.ulnerable and

exposed. She is a spectacle subject to The gaze ofothers. As inthe charivarì, shehas no
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say in the terms of agreement. The fact that the judges are on the sidelines watching with

"rapt attention, as if the fate of the world were at stake," suggests they might represent

the Brìtish colonizers who implement imperial law. They feel their authority undermined

by the patriotes who have an informal system of communicatron andjustice through

solidarity represented in rituals such as the charivari. They fear as much as the regular

British colonists the "invisible hand"; that is, the mobilization ofpatriote troops.

Through her allegorical account of the tensions between British, French-

Canadian, and American forces, Hébert thus parodically explores the psychological

territory of colonialism and its power relations. She uses seduction as a main trope

because it places the protagonist, Elisabeth, in a position where she may be on the

margin, yet she is still challenging the "natural" o¡der of the system that attempts to

encode her. As Godard notes, "Dialectical confrontation must be replaced by

ox).tnoronic or multiplistic vision, or be exploded through parody which subverts our

logical stmctures" (16). Elisabeth's sexual rebellion is against the mores of the Church

law and Victorian, irnperial law. And as a potential patriote, she is abandoned by her

fellow rebel, George Nelson, who leaves her to face imprisomnent and social

ostrasization. But she nonetheless denies her rebellion, and disavows her loss of

innocence, even as she reveals the deep splits rn her cultural identity that can only be

pulled together through perfomance. Perfonnance allows her escape Íìom the dominion

of colonialism. Her every move, while on the surface ofthings is a concession to the new

powers that be, also acts as a negation because the reader knows that Elisabeth has not

confonned. Her unrest might be quiet but it exists, nevertheless.
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For Elisabeth understands that she has been seduced by Jérôme Rolland's

respectability. Although she despises him for the most par1, and her own complicity in

their marriage, she fears losing this mask even though it has brought her vidual death. As

she thinks to herself, "Pull the mask of innocence over my face. Against the bones.

Accept it like some kind of vengeance, some kind of punishment. Play the cruel game,

the tedious comedy, day after day. Until the perfect resemblance sticks to my skin"(248).

Her role as the seduced has been set for so long now, she feels the oncoming crisrs of

being a widow. Elisabeth in this entire narrative never once refers to her future. She is

only able to talk about the present or the past. Life and afi merge as "the perfect

resemblance" replaces the "original," and the nature/afifice binary merge. Although by

the end of the novel we corre to think ofElisabeth mainly as a seducer, she is really a

performer who has the versatility to play both the roles ofseducet and seduced.

Her final performance is ironic. Ostensibly, she cries for her husband, Monsieur

Rolland, because he has just died. At least pafi ofher tears must be seen as theatre. She

is intent on how the servants take her performance. They are ofcourse interchangeable

Léotine, Agathe, Florida because they are only meant to represent the societal eye

forever watching Elisabeth's every move. The narrative's last words are given to her

audience: "Just look how Madame loves Monsieu¡! You see, she's crying..." (250).

Thus, Elisabeth's perfonnance is gratified.

The entire narrative is then a re-staging ofa drama that has already taken place.

Aurélìe's imagined voice prompts her, "Your really big scenes are coming up, Madame.

You've got to live them over out in the daylight" ( 100). Elisabeth refers repeatedly to the

inevitability ofher fate: "I have to go racing headlong to my doorn. It can't be helped.
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The scandal has to break" (109). She knows that the limits her society has placed onher

role as a woman need to be broken. She is unwillìng to accept the mores of her society as

natural, and thus challenges the "natu¡al" order by taking on the roles ofboth seducer and

seduced. To do so, she must be an actor. Elisabeth is involved in the production of

power by ascerlaining her role as a performer as her haughty coûìment suggests: "Let

them say and do what they please. I'm still the main witness in this drama of snow and

passion" (182)- But it is this vision ofperfonnance that helps to keep her alive: "To go

on dreaming at the risk of life and limb, as ifyou were acting out your own death" (17).

The "you" of this quotation reflects the complicated narrative structure of this novel; it is

a direct plea to both herself and the reade¡ to believe in a dream. This dream is linked

with death - a central motif ofK¿mouraska. Death he¡e canbe seen to also represent

psychic space, and thus the confiontation with death is also fìnally to know oneself.

Elisabeth as narrator and protagonist realizes that identity is socially constructed

and therefore of the world of artifice. To have any say in how power is structured, then,

she must play a role in shaping the theat¡e ofher life, which always fèels just slightly

beyond her grasp: "It's as if we're rehearsing a play. Groping for words and gestures

already used before, already worked out at leisure, but reluctant now to appear in a

certain light" (57). Although a theatre, it is also a place of serious consequences. Thus,

Elisabeth's sense ofalìenation and doom is represented in the image of the legendary La

Coriveau of French-Canadian folklore, a "woman-monster" risen from the ea¡th and

blocked from entering the homes of the townsfolk. The performance of Elisabeth's life

has given her some agency, but it has also caused her to lose herselfin the image ofthe

minor. Her discourse allows us to realize that every character in the novel represents a
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facet ofher own personality. Thus, when Elisabeth says ofher hrst husband, Antoine, "I

gaze unmoved at this man's reflection. Watch him in the mirror as he comes undone"

(132), we know that in a sense she is also watching herselfas she blurs the image of

herself as subject when reflected as object in the mino¡. Elisabeth is not completely

"undone" by the end ofthe novel, but her performance never ceases. As readers, wemust

"translate" her experience and understand that ultimately this is a story about power

relations - be they personal or allegorical - oflarger societal powers such as French-

Canadian/British-Ameri can struggles.

Fina7ly, KantourasÈa suggests how the British Etipire has also used the strategies

ofa seducer in its dealing with French Canada in the 1830's and 40's. Up to this poìnt in

time, the colonial mechanisms had largely failed, as clearly illustrated by the rebellions.

Following these military operations, the British reconsidered thei¡ stmtegy, knowing that

brute force is an unsuccessful method of colonization. Instead, in their bid for power and

control, they developed a devious undertaking. Their seduction targeted the seduced's

identity. In other words, the British realized that Canadian identity was rooted in the

French-Catholic tradition. The new bourgeoisie elite following the rebellions aligned

themselves with the chu¡ch to ensu¡e French Canadians would affirm their beliefin the

imperial system rather than resist it. Dickinson and Young elabo¡ate this shift in colonial

power relations:

It may at first seem paradoxical that French-Canadian nationalism was

encouraged, on the one hand, by elernents in the chu¡ch that rejected the values of

the French Revolution and, on the other hand, by francophone leaders who

supported Quebec's integration into the larger Canadian state. The explanation
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lies in the changing Quebec elite and its need to manage popular ideology. The

popular classes resisted being told what to think and so adhered to their network

of family, tavern, friendly society, labour union, and neighbourhood. To combat

such independence, lay and clerical intellectuals formulated a unifuing,

conservative national ideology rooted in Catholicism, the French language, the

preindustrial family, and an idealization of rural life. (156-57)

French Canadians were seduced into believing that they could have what they

were fighting for all along: their cultural identity. Therefore, the new bourgeoisie elites'

control lay in a strategic shift fìom a pre-industrialized to industrialized, federal nation

open to intemational trade. All the elements of seduction are present in this non-romantic

liaison. French Canada, the seduced, resists and resists until the unexpected moment

when the harsh British law seems to concede and open up a little to their distinct cultural

identity. it appears as if the seducer is wlnerable. In tum, the seduced becomes

nomentarily trusting, unaware that this is the seducer's true piercing into the exposed

psyche ofthe fiancophones. The strategy ofthe seducer to use what is nost precious to

the seduced's ìdenTity against lhe seduced succeeds. Unlike the failed attempts at

introducing British schooling into rural Quebec, this intemalization of the colonial

structure, which is always economic at its base, does greater psychological damage than

any armored offensives.

The power struggle does not end here, however, because the seduced also

contains elements of the seducer. Elisabeth's own rebellion manifests itself in her life's

performance. She is a seducer who keeps up the façade of loyalty to religious mores and

colonial laws who nonetheless finds her greatest excitement in seducing the reader into
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slmpathy with her ambivalent position. ln this political allegory, Elisabeth is an emblem

of the fractured identity ofthose French Canadians who rebelled in 1837-38, and then

tried to conceal their transgression of imperial law. As Ðickinson and Young obserue,

"After borde¡ incursions such as Nelson's failed, secret military lodges - were

established in the United States and across westem Lower Canada in July 1838" (165).

The renewed rebellions were minor and without great success, but illustrate the feelings

of outrage still nurtured by F¡ench Canadians. More importantly, in this tale of power

relations, the basis for nationalism in Canada is represented in the process ofbeing

established. Still a colonial offspring, at least symbolìcally, in the early twenty-first

century, the Canadian identity is now a post-colonial one. Nationalism is still a shifting

question, and Canadians continue to be seduced by new colonial powers. When we

address the ambivalence ofour position on the world stage, we also transgress the

assumptions underlying colonial operations. In a strange way, Canada's power lies more

in coming to tems w:ith its cultural history then and now, than in economic pattems

which wi'll follow.
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6: No FLved Address.' Don Juan Revised

Don Juan is a literary lìgure who has caught the imagination of many writers, and

as a trickster he continues to reappear in literature, often taking on new forms, even that

ofa female in the novel under consideration. Before tumingto No Fixed Address, Íhen,

as a modem-day parodic version, it would help to trace the developrnent of the Don Juan

legend in several representative examples that include Tirso de Molina's play -Ðl

Burlador de Sevilla,Lord By,ron's long poern "Don Juan", and Søren Kierkegaard's

Diary of the Seducer. Undoubtedly, these are some of the better known accounts of Don

Juan, and precisely because they are famous literary works, they show how it is that No

Fixed Address can be viewed as a parodic play of the conventions of Donjuanism.

Tirso de Molina's play has serious consequences; for a feminist rewriting of the

Don Juan literary figure necessarily sh:ifts the power paradigm. This is not to say that

wonen "gain" power through this reconfiguration; rather it shows as slightly absurd how

it is that power is produced under the rubric of one of the ultimate male models of

sexuality. The absurdity in No Fixed Address is not that the feminist parody is a ridicule

ofprevious, more male-centred interpretations of Don Juan; instead, the quality of the

absurd in van Herk's novel engages the ironic element often present in othe¡ versions and

picks up on this subversive playûrlness in new ways.

Canada has to be one ofthe rnost unlikely geographical settings that Õne can

imagine for someone lìke Don Juan, never mind the fact that this Don Juan is fenale.

Yet Don Juan, it tums out, is the perfect literary agent to enter into the social imagination

of the Canadian landscape because he represents social/political questioning and
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psychological exploration of new terain. Through the discourse of seduction, No Fixed

Address naps a feminist identity politics, which is shaped in this narative through a

critique ofsexual reasoning. This narrative resists the trope that has a woman punished

for her desires; for in this novel, the protagonist proves to be always outside of the lines

on the map: "Arachne navigates the landscape as both illusory and substantial. The maps

contain towns where there are none, yet towns also exist that are not named on the map"

(Dudek 36). Debra Dudek highlights the afiifice of maps, which are never fully reliable

naratives. The Canadian landscape becomes a metaphor for explonng identity politics,

whereby the tricks ofillusion become an indispensable grounding for how reality is

fonned.

Don Juan is the most famous seducer in history, and perhaps this literary figure

has been so enduring because he is frequently reinvented. J.W. Smeed's Don Juan:

Variations on a Theme traces the historical development ofthe figure ofDon Juan across

nations, languages, geÍìres, and centuries. As Sr¡eed elaborates, "The inveterate

womanizer and rebel is a perennial type, so that these literary variations-on-a-theme

reveal changing moral, social and philosophical attitudes and value" (ix). This

observation gestures towards one of the functions ofparody, which is to renew old

literary fomrs by reinterpreting them within the socio-political climate and aesthetic

tastes of a particular writer's lifetirne.

Under the pseudon),m of Ti¡so de Molina, Fray Gabriel Téllez, a rronk, wrote -El

Burlador de Sevilla, which was first published in 1630. This is the earliest complete

surwiving play on the subject of Don Juan Tenolio. Smeed obserues that, by the end of

the seventeenth century, Don Juan and his sewant undergo important developrnents that
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will lead to modifications in later plays. Don Juan becomes decidedly more wicked,

Catalinón is tumed into a comic figure. During this period, the play moves frorn Spain to

Italy where in the 1640's J.A. Cicognini writes a new version entitled 1/ Convitato tli

Pietra. In This version, Don Juan is more arrogant, and most significantly, he is unwilling

to repent. Ciconini's adaptation shows Don Juan lustìng after women of all ranks and

provides the dramatic innovation ofa servant cataloguing a list ofDon Juan's conquests,

thus overcoming the problem of trying to dranatize this series on stage. Smeed observes

that the Don Juan figure also evolves ìn different genres: "From these Italian pieces, one

line ofdeveloprnent goes via seventeenth-century French theatre into popular stage - and

puppet-plays while another line leads to Italian opera" (7).

In France, the structure of the play remains intact, but playwrights begin to

explore the psychological depth of Don Juan's character. For example, in Domion's

play le Festin de pierre, the criminal has Don Juan accepting the statue's invitation (Don

Ulloa tumed to stone at the hands of the seducer's tricks), not only out ofpride, but also

out of curiosity. As Smeed observes, "Fo¡ the first tìme, a Don Juan's inconstancy and

hedonism are systernatically justified (by him, that is) through an appeal to nature; how,

made as he is, could he act other-wise?" (10). Molière's play Don Juan ou le Festin de

pierre,ltrsl perlonned in 1665 and published in 1682, received much public criticism.

Critics argued that the moral impact of the play was lost in the psychological quest for

Don Juan's motivation. Don Juan is perceived in this play as a superhuman beyond the

bounds of good and evil. Within the larger historical context, Smeed maintains that, "in

his Don Juan, Molière was simultaneously depicting and criticizing the 'fiee spirits of

mid seventeenth-century Paris"' (12). ln the adaptations by Rosimond (first perfomed
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1669 and published ìn 1670) and Thomas Comeille (fìrst performed in 1677), Don Juan

nonetheless becomes progressively more wicked. These plays serve to truly remove the

Don Juan figure ÍÌom his originally didactic role in Molìna's play; now Don Juan no

longer repents for his actions. In Germany and Austria in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, the Don Juan plays take on a new level of "bloodthirstiness" (1 9) in the puppet

plays. In these plays, while the fathe¡ ofDon Juan previously was reviled, now he is

actually killed by his son. Furthermore, the comic character of the servant takes on a

rnore central ¡ole and becomes more of a clown. For the next cenhlry, no serious

reinterpretation of the play was to appear until Mozart's opera.

Franz Hom interprets Don Juan in an idealistic way in Gennany in the mid-

nineteenth century. His interpretation ofDon Juan as a transcendental persona is taken

even further by Eduard Duller's poem 'Juan' circa 1835. As Smeed obserwes, "Duller,

yet more romantic in his approach, presents us with a Don Juan whose idealistic quest for

the Divine here on earth is not less misplaced and deluded, but ofsuch intensity that it is

salvation" (a7). The list of writers influenced by Hoffi¡am's interpretation of the Don

Juan legend is long and continues on into thìs century. Often in these interpretations, it is

through the influence of pure Doña Ana, or a similarly devoted woman, who saves Don

Juan from damnation. Mozart's music has often been cited as another najor influence in

this tum to an idealized version of Don Juan. }fis Don Giovanni is one of the more

lovely Don Juan stories because it easily catches the audience up in its musical

excitement and allows the audience to judge Don Juan by his own standards and 1ogic,

which is that of a seducer. As Kristeva puts it, "Mozart's joyfül and stately music ring

out above that edifoing story. ...instead of the sullen claims of the victim, the air resounds



with the purejouissance ofa conqueror, to be sure, but a conqueror who knows he has no

object, who does not want one, who loves neither triumph nor glory in themselves, but

the passing of both - the etemal retum, infinitely so" (193).

ln reaction against this romanticìzed retelling of the legend, numerous writers in

the twentieth century satirìzed this new Don Juan, rejecting the idealization of a liberline

presented as a tragic hero. In Edmond Rostand's play Z a dernière nuit de Don Juan

( 1914) and Henry de Montherlant's play Don Juan (1956), the theatre acts as a forum for

literary criticism so as to dsbunk the idealized myth. According to Smeed, Bemard

Shaw's play, Man and Superman (1901-03), "negates both the original didactic message

and the romantic-heroic reading" (69). In his Nietzschean vision, the Life Force, as Shaw

refers to it, is served through the union ofintellect and fertility to create a superhuman.

As Smeed puts it,'Nietzsche's followers regarded Don Juan as a Strong Man whom the

world needed even as it denounced hirn as a reprobate; someone whose uncompromisìng

desire to be himself inescapably led him to revalue conventional moral standards" (111).

Shaw's work as well as that of Max Frisch's comedy, Don Juan oder die Liebe zur

Geometrie (1952), present a more self-conscious Don Juan who is aware of his own

faults and is seeking new outlets for his energies.

Out ofthese paradoxical representations ofDon Juan as either a criminal or an

idealist, a number ofsalient characteristics emerge as we trace the history of the legend

into the late twentieth century. As is true today, "ln popular parlance, 'Don Juan' has

become a slaron)rn for womanizer" (122). Smeed points out that the notion of a

"sporting" Don Juan takes hold of writers' imaginations which implies "an attitude

towa¡ds seduction which takes as much pleasure in the hazards and difficulties ofpursuit
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as in the conquest itself'(104). This Don Juan is also shaped as a fictive character Íìee

from regret; he experiences no remorse for what he considers a garne. Stendhal compares

Don Juan to a criminal who is able to commit crime without a sense of conscience. l¡ the

late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, it is Nietzsche and Schopenhauer

who provide the most influential philosophical interpretations of Don Juan. In contrast to

Nìetzsche's assefive reading ofDon Juan as a Life Force agent, Schopenhauer views him

as subject to the larger system. The aesthetics of the stage play a role as we1l, in that,

when Don Juan moves from being perceived as a life force to an individual, the stage

productions were scaled back so that, for example, "from the early part of the nineteenth

century onwards, the supematurai elements began to constitute an embarrassment in

themselves with the ¡esult that they were often dispensed with altogether" (Smeed 129).

The history ofDon Juan is not static; we see that Don Juan's characterization is

contingent upon the influence ofhistorical situations unique to different cultu¡es.

Takay.Lrki Yokota-Murakaml's Don Juan East/West fuÍher problematizes the

notion that the legendary hgure ofDon Juan can be treated as if it were the same in

oriental and Westem cultures: "The concept of 'seducer'is ontologically stable; we

sirnply choose to gìve it an arbitrary signifier: seducer, Don Juan, iro-otoko, and so forth.

Such a substitution is, however, open to question, provìded that 'seduction' is also a

culturally specific signification" (27). The premise for this argument follows Edward

Said's argurnent that the West has attempted to colonize the representation of the East for

its own purposes. As Yokota-Murakami summarizes: "Edward Said's Orientalism is

directed against the West's project ofrepresenting the Orient in place ofEastem cultural

vocabulary on the ground that the means for representation of the East are meagre. In the
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above objection against the norninalistic/textualistic theory, which tums out to be a

typical expression ofsuch Orientalist thinking, Eastem culture is devoid ofboth reality

and representation" (12). Yokota-Murakami also makes the argument that both cultures

are guilty ofmaking assumptions. For exarnple, the Japanese have also been selective in

how they choose to interpret Westem lite¡ature: "After encountering modem European

literary discourses, Japanese 'men' ofletters appear to have emphasized only the elements

of spirituality and courtesy in the Westem tradition ofpassion, and to have ignored its

Donjuanesque aspect altogether" (86). Although the main focus ofthis study is on

representations of Don Juan in the Westem Hemisphere, Yokota-Murakani reminds us of

the element of afiihce in every culture's representation of the seducer.

Don Juan is a seducer of literary critics as well. Not only is he known as the gleat

seducer in literary works, ìt seems that he has also become a hgure who metamorphosizes

into any shape that the literary critic wants him to take. Westem writers assume that Don

Juan is an archetypal figure who crosses the boundaries of all culhrres. For him to be

archetlpal would, of course, rnean that there has to be some soú ofuniversal definition as

to what characterizes Don Juan. The most common feature agreed upon by such critics is

Don Juan's "male instinct" to seduce women. This feature becomes unfeasible, though,

when the Japanese rnodel is also taken into account: "The difference between Don Juan

and the Japanese heroes that Oshima calls attention to, namely, the absence or presence

of the homosexual passion, also belies Guillen's definition of the 'archet¡pe' of Don Juan

as 'an inveterate wontan-chaser.' Thus, even the supposedly most elementary dehnition is

prone to collapse" (17). There ìs nothing "natural" about the prototlpe male seducer; he

is a product of our own imaginations and corresponds in many ways to the mores and
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values of Westem culture. Thus, the Western seducer feels justified in hìs actions by

takrng refuge in the common myth of what is typically accepted as Donjuanism in this

culture. The seduccr points to his predecessor, ìn a sense, as if to say that this is the

paradignr, the mould fiom which he comes. Yokata-Murakami t¡aces a diffe¡ent kind of

history ofDon Juan (even though he argues that ultimately comparative literature is an

impossible/violent project that inevitably leads to the colonization or sy'ncretism ofone

culture by another).

Nevertheless, Yokota-Mu¡akami reveals some of the basic assumptions of the

Don Juan mlth through what is or is not a cornparative literary study to reveal how

masculinity is constituted in the West. For example, he poses the question: "To think that

'seduction' is universal/etemal male instinct, having nothing to do with patriarchal

ideologies, is this not already metaphysics?" (25). Aspartofhis critique ofhow Don

Juan is usually read within the rnetaphysical model, he observes that "it is one of the

principles ofancient logic that comparison always requires a third obj ect (tertium

comparationis) that functions as a point ofreference" (25). Yokota-Murakami proposes

that the third point of reference inserted into the triangle of East Don Juan and West Don

Juan is this concept ofmasculinity as the point of comparison.

This masculinity in tum is defined through its opposition to ferrininity. Thus, to

take Yokota-Murakami's argument further, the nasculine claim that it is right and

"natu¡al" for the man to be the seducer suggests a logic that states the masculine must

oppress the feminine as a means to sustain its own identity through opposition. When a

woman is the seducer, then, this "natural" alliance between the terms "seducer" and

"masculinity" becomes problematic. Must she imitate "masculine" strategies to be a
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successful seducer? The discursive model already in place is accepted as "reality," and

thus it is easy to assume that a feminist version of Don Juan must stand as an imitation or

mirrored image of the "original". This ontological perspective, though, ignorcs that the

"original" such as it ís - is a linguìstic construct.

In another example of differing ideological perspectives, Yokota-Murakami

considers the role of ¡omantic love in relation to the West's conceptualization of

seduction. As he puts it, "In modem European discourse, love is often primarily a moral

issue, even when it takes the form of defiance of the code of ethics. The conditions of

morality have been integral to the very nature oflove itself: one has to be virtuous to be a

good lover" (3S). In contrast, Yokota-Murakami points out that Japanese passion is

defined by the measure of intensity of the lovers; it is nol intertwined with morality. The

figure of Don Juan in Westem culture, we can conjecture, has been viewed in so many

different lights because his character is always being newly shaped in response to the

mores of any given time penod and place.

Don Juan over the last three centuries has altemately been pottrayed as a libertine,

hero, transcendentalist, lover, martlr, rapist, and peruer1. Yokota-Murakami's study

reveals some of the underlying assumptions of Westem critics whose own discourse ìs as

ideologically bound as ìs any of the literature that they purport to interpret' Thus, looking

a little rno¡e closely at some of the historical interpretations ofDon Juan, we should recall

that each ofthese versions reflects the history of the aesthetics of seduction in Westem

literature. The three interpretations ofDon Juan chosen for this study, despite the fact

that they are each from different tine periods and distinct national literatures, share the

same basic assumptions that Yokota-Mu¡akami identifies as Westem features of the
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myth; Don Juan in these versions is heterosexual and gauges his prowess in terms ofhis

masculinity as opposed to fernininity.

Scholars cannot deten¡ine with absolute cerlainty if Tirso de Molina's play -Ul

burlador de Sevilla y el cotwidctdo de piedra (1ó30) is one of the fi¡st redactions of the

Don Juan character, yet his play is recognized as one ofthe hrst fuIl developments of

Don Juan as it is known today. Don Juan, in this play, is a handsome, intelligent, and

manipulative person. Tirso's play is usually interpreted as having a didactic purpose: to

wam would-be libertines against the perils of thei¡ amoral choices This play has

provided the basic cha¡acterization and sequence of dramatic events from which a1l other

versions ofDon Juan have been derived. The sources for Tirso's own wo¡ks seem to

have been popular folklore handed down through oral cultural traditions. Tirso's play

will be discussed at greater length presently, but for now it is important to note the main

characteristics that define Don Juan. He is an insatiabie womu'izer, and most of his

decisions are marked by his honour, deceìt, charm, and intelligence. Don Juan, in thrs

play, believes that he can delay repentance for his wìcked deeds, but such procrastination

bnngs about his downfall.

This literary inception of the seducer treats the figure ofDon Juan as impoftant

because, even in this cautionary tale, he is made interesting to the reader since he also

embodies moral arnbiguity and acts as a supplement to the binary of good/eviI. Tirso's

play is religious as one might expect ofany Spanish dramaturgy in the seventeenth

century. As Gw).nne Edwards explains, "The ìntellectual background to the play has to

do with the theological controversy waged at the end of the sixteenth century between the

Molinists a¡d the Banezians over the extent to which Divine Grace enables a man to
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achieve salvation- In the controversy the Molinists held free-will to be of enormous

imporlance, almost to the exclusion of the role of God's grace, while the Banezians clung

to the totally different view that man was virtually predestined" (intro xvii). Thus

throughout the play Don Juan is offered the opportunity to repent, which he refuses,

always claiming that there will be enough time to do so in the future. In the end it is too

late, and when he takes the hand of the Stone Guest, a statue ofDon Ulloa, a man whose

death must be attributed to the tricks ofDon Juan, he is brought to his own death and

probably taken to Hell. Thus, in the end, Don Juan is made accountable for his actions

based on his own lree choices.

Nevertheless, the triumph ofgood is not so clear throughout the play since Don

Juan usually conquers the women he wants without any strong retribution. This

ambiguity proves fascinating for many writers of future generations. Its presence in this

play might be accounted for by situating it historically. Spain in the Golden Age of

drama, dunng the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, was at the height of its power as a

European nation with more control and wealth than any of its neighbours. This wealth

was in large parl due to Spain's exploration and colonization of the Americas. Some of

the arnbiguity of this play may then be read as a metaphor for the double code that

attends any form of colonialism. For colonists might sincerely believe that they are

enlightening other cultures through their proselfization, but at some level there must also

be a national conscience and consciousness that they are exploiters profiting from the

wealth of others. Sirnilarly, Don Juan exploits the vulnerabilities ofthose people around

him, and yet in the end, the greatest irony is that he has deceived himself by believing

that he could forestall redemption and still receive it. Even though he receives his
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nemesis, Don Juan ìs also the person in this drama who foregrounds the hypocrisy ofhis

social context. He is only abìe io be the seducer that he is because he has so many other

people wanting to parlicipate in his game.

K¡isteva accounts for such ambiguity in Don Juan's character as part ofan anti-

humanist stance. As she writes, "Don Juan's paradox is that, at the waning of the Middle

Ages, he is not a humanist. His polytopicalness, his combinative pleasure, his lack of

attaclnnent, his laughter with and at prohibitions, turn him into a being without

intemality, with whom humanistic morality cannot identifii - in spite of tbe evidence of

atheism that he provides to a large extent. Is not his iiberline attitude more of a longing

to change existence into a fotm, a game, a jouissance?" (Tales 197). ln fact, Don Juan's

game appears to be one ofshifting identities. Literally, he takes on numerous disguises

throughout the play to further hìs seductions, but figurativel¡ we como to realize That

there really is nothing behind the mask - for he ¿s the mask. Don Juan lives on the

surlace oflanguage; he is a malleable fom willing always to strike a new pose to entice

whoever wishes to be seduced. Don Juan, then, suggests that identity is fluid;

furthermore, he depicts a way of living without intemality that is privileged as a beautiful

art fomr and as a sign of the fomidable powers of the arlist.

Four seductions take place in Tirso's drama: two noblewomen, Duquesa Isabela

and Doña Ana; and two peasant women, Tisbea and Aminta. One of the central motifs of

the story explores how Don Juan negates his promises, an oral contract with all of the

lvomen, and also most of the men, in the play. James Mandrell concludes in Don Juan

and the Point of flonor thathottour and seduction are intricately linked, and moreover,

that Don Juan offers "the exchange of a trick for honour." (59). He gives the example of
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Don Juan's encounter with Isabela, who makes love to him thinking that it is really her

hancé, the Marquis Octavio, who has come to her in the dark. He offers to fulfil a1l of

her pleasures, but does so while she still believes him to be her fiancé. She asks, "Quién

eres, hombre?" (Who are you?) to which Don Juan replies, "Quién soy? Un hombre sin

nombre" (Who an l? A man without a name.) (my translation) (1.1.14-15). The

ambiguity ofthis scene suggests that Isabela, who later proves rather arnbivalent about

whom she marries so long as she can preserve her reputation, may also know that her

current lover is a stranger, yet her sense ofintrigue causes her to allow him to seduce her

nonetheless. Mandrell colnpares this scene to the m1'th of Cupid and Psyche. Like

Psyche, Isabela cannot resist the temptation to identifu her lover. No seduction is

complete for any seducer until by chance or strategy, he also undeceives the one he

seduced enough to make her aware that she has been seduced.

Don Juan happily breaks all the codes of honour in his society. He not only

seduces worren of all classes, he also betrays both ofhis male friends (Don Alfonso and

the Marquis by making cuckolds of them), and he even kills the father of Doña Ana. He

also betrays the hospitality of Tisbea and later Aminta and Batricio when he becomes

their guests. Tisbea saves hirr from a shipwreck and gives up her virginity to hir¡ after

having preserwed it for so many years. Yet her fear that he will deceive her - contained

in her repeated references to the Trojan holse - are justìfied in the end: " lplega a Dios

que no rnintáis! Parecéis caballo griego que el mar a mis pies desagua" (1- 612-614). (I

pray to God that you do not lie. You seem like the Greek horse that the sea brings to my

feet.) (My translation). The degree ofdeception increases throughout the play so that Don

Juan's actions are seen as almost sacrilegious when he breaks up the wedding plan of
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Aminta and Batricio, two ofthe few characters in the play who are depicted as having the

honour ofvirtue. Don Juan thus comes to represent anarchy ìn the way his betrayal of

trust damages the social fabric.

Edwards observes the irony ofDon Juan's social position as a nobleman in

juxtaposition with the anarchic ignobìlity ofcharacter that he deÍIonstrates in this play.

She makes the distinction between "honour as reputation, social standing and public

image, and honour as viúue" (xxvi). On the other hand, Don Juan is not the only one

capable ofselfish actions- We have seen that Isabela is self-serwing in her focus on her

own pleasures and reputation. Similarly, Ana parlakes in an illicit love affair with Mota,

and she knowingly deceives her father to fui1her her own ambitions. Of the rnen,

Mandrell notes, we see that the King wants to shut his eyes to any misdemeanours that

might implicate hin-r; Octavio willingly changes allegiances several times to satisfy his

self-interests; Mota imagines himself as a Don Juan, although he only seems to use

women; and Catalinón, Don Juan's servant, also considers himself first in all situations.

Some critics have argued that Don Juan acts as a scapegoat who is hnally

punished by society, and so also reunites the society as a force against him.

Altematively, K¡isteva reads the ending of this play as sublimation rather than as Don

Juan's downfall. As she argues, "Thus Don Juan's end, as he hangs on to the stone arms

of the Comrnandant, doomed to ltre and death, is perhaps not simply a conventional

moral condemnation that rnight satisfy devout and God-fearing people. One might see in

such an ending, in fact an ecstatic one, rather the end of man in order for the seducer's

music to outlast him. So that the deep meaning of the myth n-right ríse'. seduction is

sublintation" (Tales I99). Thus, according to Kdsteva, seduction is really lrore a state of
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rrind that goes beyond the finite state of the body. Encoded within the discourse of

seduction, body and mind are emotionally interdependent rather than binaried. The

recondite mind and body of the seducer functions much like the dualistic construction of

reading and writing, which continuously work on each other. Throughout the play, it is

the deception - the burla which fascinates Don Juan as much as the pleasure of the

women whom he seduces. Don Juan does not seek out physical pleasure so much as the

suspense of the game of seduction. Such games are not just futile diversìons, for they

question the very foundations of language and society. Most systems of power would

have it that they Íepresent a "natural" state oforder; Don Juan disrupts these systems by

showing that the established rules can be played with, broken, and thus they are variable.

Intrigue and deception are very much a part of seventeenth-century Spain's

nation-building politics when Tirso writes his play. Having left the Golden Age behind,

when Ferdinand of Aragon (1452-1516i) and Isabella of Castile ( 1451- 1 504) succeeded in

uniting the Castilian and the Aragonese kingdoms, Spain eventually falls victim to its

own riches and xenophobia. At its height of power, Spain is the most powerful nation in

Europe and has many riches pouring in fiorn colonies in South America. However, the

Spanish saw fit to expel huge portions oftheir Moorish population in search of "pureza

de sangre" (purity of blood), believing such homogeneity would fui1her unity. Leading

up to the expulsion, the lnquisition in charge of enforcing religious uniformity was

condoned by a papal bull in 1478. The ramifications of Spain's zeal to impose its views,

though, eventually led to its downfall. The cost of maintaining an expensive military

across several continents, the inflation caused by the glut ofgold bullion fiorn America,

and a growing aristocracy that led to a stagnated business class, are key factors attributed
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to the Spain's declìne as a world leader. Tirso's play reviles the DonJuanwho does not

want to repent, yet it also provides a critique of the cultural/historical milieu. For Don

Juan represents the decadence and deceit that has plagued Spain over the last century in

the 1600,s. Surely at some level, as is always true in the colonialist project, the nation's

conscience knows it is guilty ofduplicity on several levels: the Inquisition which burned

imocent people; the expulsion of the Jews with whom Spaniards had lived alongside for

several centuries; the plundering of the Aûrericas; and the subordination of distinct

regions to the Spanish crown.

Although the social drama of seventeenth-century Spain may seem somewhat

removed from the long poem of early nineteenth-cenhrry Britain, in Tirso and Byron we

find a similar concem for hypocrisy that they acknowledge in their societies. A rebel

himself, Don Juan's reappearance in literature often seems to coincide with social un¡est.

Spain enters into complete political turmoil in the seventeenth century under the

incompetent rule of Philip IIi (r. i598-1621) and Philip IV (r. 1621-25) The intemal

explortation of the kingdom's wealth under the reign ofcharles II (1665-1700) seals the

fate ofthe flagging nation. Similarly, the French Revolution ( 1789- 1832) deeply

influences the Romantic poets who privilege the rights of the individual, even though, by

the end, they see that their ideals are not realized through the bloody revolution. At home

in Britain, the industrial revolution takes its toll on the lower classes, lulnerable to all

kinds of exploitation. The French Revolution caused most nations in Europe to question

en n'Msse the legitimacy of an elite ruling and very limited suffiage. The polìtical

changes in Britain were not keeping pace with social and economic transformations.

Blron's satire thus exposes the folly of a corupt nation, whereas Tirso shows the tenuous
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nalure of his societal structure through the figure of Don Juan who undetmines the most

fundamental principle of a civilized man, his word of honour. Blron goes even further

by presenting Don Juan as a parlicipant in his society's turmoil in which he naively

demonstrates complacency. The satire in BlT on's poem critiques the tro¡al lassitude of

the British nation that proclaims itself as pure and upright during the beginning of the

Victorian era.

Lord By'ron's "Don Juan" (first edition of the sixteen cantos published 1819-24)

should be read for the sentiment it produces rather than the story line. The narrator, in

some ways, is more essential than Don Juan himself. The poem is told as a monologue

from a narrator who seems to be older than Don Juan, and who states at the beginning

that "he is in search ofa hero" (1.1). The hero he creates, however, comes out of the

mock epic tradition. TLe narrator presents Don Juan as a naïve, cheerful, good-looking

youth who ìs subject to follies. In a world fuIl of trickery, he bumbles along with none of

the control or finesse that one would normally associate with Don Juan. In his passivity,

he seerns more acted upon by the wornen than active himself: "With women he was

what/They pleased to make or take hirn for" (501). Don Juan provides a palimpsest for

the women's imagìnatìons: to Doña Julia he is the bud of youth; to Haidee he is her one

true passion; to Gulbayez he represents an androg1,ltous, sentimental potential lover; and

to Fult-Fitz he constitutes someone willing to take on the challenge ofher phantorn

appearance. This parody - not directed at the epic itself - satirizes a comrpt English

society, whose heroes will never be those ofepic proporlions.

In his book lå¿n doned ll/omen, Lawrence Lipking discusses the letter of Doña

Julia to Don Juan as one of the most sincere and truly moving moments wrouglrt in the
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poem. Lipking posits that the trope of the abandoned woman is shown in Doña Julia's

letter, the way she is in fact "everywoman." The letter triumphs in its sentimental force.

Se<1uction, accordìng to Jean Baudrillard, is centred in arlifice and ritual rather than in the

naturalized world. The letters of abandoned women are thus a palt of the ritual of

seduction. Women try to re1ìve the scene of seduction by re-presenting it in the letter,

albeit in new foms with the seduction scene now being interpreted in tems of

melancholy, recriminatìon, or nostalgia. Lipking notes, however, that abandoned women

also pose a threat to society in that they have been put outside the realm of conventional

authority. Their passions may indeed have no bounds. In this sense, they pose as much a

threat of anarchy as does Don Juan.

Byron's Don Juan differs, however, frorn the superficial treatment ofDon Juan

that had been the vogue of the iast century. He wrote his long poem between 1818 and

1 823, and he published it in stages between 1 819 and 1 824. His hgure differs in that he

is meant to represent a series ofvalues rather than the development ofone specific

character. For such reasons this poern should be read satirically, as Smeed suggests:

"lndeed, in the later cantos set in England, Don Juan's ¡ole seetns to be chiefly that ofan

outsider against whom the absurdity, artificiality, comrption and hypocrisy ofEnglish

high society can be measured" (36). For example, Srneed points to Don Juan's attitude

towards what he clairns was once his only true beloved. He states at one point that it is

only natural that he should stay fiue to the memory of Haidee, yet he is quick to claim

that it would be unnah¡al for him not to move on to other relationships: "Here we see

the link between Byron's conception ofDon Juan and his attacks on society: a hero for

whom 'obedience to nature is the only virh.re' is shown first overcoming an unnatu¡al
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upbringing, then enjoying an idyllic interlude in which unspoilt nature and unaffected

love combine to make him happy, only to be pitchforked into a series ofthoroughly

artilrcial nrilieux (Turkish harem, Russian cour1, English haute monde)" (3 8). Smeed

argues, then, that the discourse of seduction in this poem is really a Romantic fonn of

political crìtique: "Byron's hero is clearly depicted as more admirable than society at

large, which is shown as going against nature and as thoroughly hypocritical, both in

sexual matters and in its general rnoral conduct" (43).

By,ron is well aware of the artifice in the discourse of seduction and how it can be

used to manipulate. B;ron-as-narrator in his personal letters, for example, shows a

radical change in tone between his letter written to his lover and another to one ofhrs

confidantes. He writes to the Lady Caroline Lamb, "but I shall have pride, a melancholy

pleasure, in suffering what you yourselfcan scarcely conceive, for you do not know

me"(August, 1812, to Lady Caroline Lamb, Vol. 2, p. 192), and he agonizes to her over

the fact that she cannot conceive the depths ofhis love for her. In the next letter to his

friend Lady Melboume he writes, "It is true from early habit, one must make love

mechanically as one swims, I was once fond of both, but now as I never swirn unless I

tumble into water, I don't rnake love till almost obliged"(Sept. 10, 1812, to Lady

Melboume, Vol. 2, p. 193). This personified BlT on and Byron's Don Juan share a trait

found in many libertines: the use of wotnen for their convenience. One detects a

misogl,nistic impulse in the desire to undercut a woman by making her one of a multitude

while simultaneously exalting her as unique and beloved.

The figure of the Don Juan seducer in Giacomo Casanova's The History o.f My

Z¿Ê is rnost certainly a misogynist. This autobiography has the cornplexities of nanative
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usually inherent to this genre. For Casanova-the-narrator seems to reflect the author's

life in many respects. Casanova has many torrid love affairs and spends much of his time

asserting his precarious position in society, wanting to be recognized as a gentleman,

although failing frequently to attain this status amongst his peers. Like Byron, he is

affected by the F¡ench Revolution, although his are feelings of dìsdain. Against the

background of what must have seemed overwhelming social and political circumstances

beyond his control, Casanova takes solace in his writing, a creative outlet which allows

him to construct a character who thrives on chance and his own manipulative abilities.

Working unhappily as a librarìan in Dux, the Czech Republic, Casanova dies while

completing this History. On his deathbed, he gives his manuscript to his nephew Carlo

Angiolini, who in turn has it pubhshed between 1822-28.

Casanova-the-narator is active in seduction but also comes across as having a

huge ego incapable of accepting rejection. ln the short section of Vo1.1 section 5, his

letters show that he attempts to seduce five women and has success with three of them,

yet he clain-rs that there will be more in the future to coûle, as if to compensate for present

failures. There is an underlying tone of violence when he writes, "I almost hit her," o¡

says that he felt "righteous ìndignation" (5.134) which demands his revenge. In fact,

Casa¡ova-the-narrator uses revenge as a main motivation to continue seducing women.

He coerces one woman into having sex with him in a carriage because, if she were to cry

out for help, then her honour would be placed in doubt by the carriage tnan and anyone

else present. As seen in a previous chapter, this logic also pervades Pope's "Rape ofthe

Lock" when the nanator implies that Belinda is more concemed with the appearance of

honour that her lock ofhair remains untouched, for example, rather than her true honour
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(her virgìnity) be protected. Whether her virginity is lost or not is immaterial to her as

long as her reputation in society remains unblemished.

The nineteenth century, then, starts to construct Don Juan more and more as a

psychological seducer. As suggested earlier in chapter two, Foucault identifìes a shift in

this cenlury to a greater regulation of the self through the self. The individual's constant

self-vigilance, which allows for and simultaneously averts sexuality, leads to greater

intemal control. Thus, perhaps this historical shift in perception accounts for Don Juan

now being socially constructed as one who plays mind games.

This psychological emphasis is certainly true ofthe aesthetic seduction in Søren

Kierkegaard's Either/Or (1843), a philosophical exploration that treats the discourse of

seduction as crucial to the process of identity fonnation. In two volumes, originally

intended to be published as one, he offers two very distinct views of life through

imagined persona - the aesthetic and the ethical. Kierkegaard does not care to influence

the reader to think rnore highly of one philosophical outlook than the other. Rather, he

seems to hope that the reader will become more informed and observant through reading

both hctìonal examinations of existentialism, and perhaps choose for him or herself.

"In combination with the incessant play ofirony and Kierkegaard's predìlection for

paradox and semantic opacity, the text becomes a polished surface for the reader in which

the prin.re meaning to be discemed is the reader's own reflection"

(h t tp : //p I a t o. s t an fo r d. e du).

By the year of -Ðl ther/Or's publication in 1 843, Kierkegaard's Danish homeland

has undergone great social, political, and economic change within a short period of tirne:

"Denmark had recently and very rapidly been transformed f¡om a feudal society into a
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capitalist society'' (http://plato.staffird.edu). Recent int¡oductions to society include

universal elernentary education, large-scale migration from rural areas into cities, and

greatly rncreased social mobility. The social stmcture thus changes frorn a rigidly

hierarchical one to a relatively heterogeneous one. Contending with his social rnilieu,

Kierkegaard perhaps recognizes in the seducer an agent ofsocial change - one who will

show society that its norms are the product ofartifice rather than a natural progression.

In his writings, he discusses a fear ofhis society moving forward without properly

engaging in a dialectic with the past and making unthinking choices.

In a section of Either/Or enlitled "Diary of the Seducer," the narrative becomes

fairly complex in that it is filtered through at least f'øo voices. All of Either/Or is

introduced through the commentaries of the fictionalized Victor Eremita who, for

example, comments on the organization of the papers of the seducer known as "4" or

"Johannes". This narrator claims that he has left the papers in a random order: "I

[Victor] preferred to leave ìt to chance, and every{hing is in the sequence in which I

found it" (10). Thus, the sphere ofour understanding is widened because ofour access to

other perspectives. For instance, Victor, supposedly a friend ofJohannes, is therefore

able to comment on his life as a seducer from a more "objective" viewpoint. So, he

interprets for the ¡eade¡ how Johannes' life can be read: "His lile had been an attempt to

realize the task of living poetically" (300). Furthermole, Victor is able to fumish the

reader with a number ofletters given to hiti by the seduced, which are not included in the

diary itsell Altematively, the narrative is also filtered th¡ough the first-person voice of

Johannes as he writes ofhis exploits.
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"Diary ofthe Seduce¡" is the ultimate aesthetìc seduction. Johan¡es seduces

Cordelia, a young, innocent gìrl whom he picks out as his prey; as he puts it, "No

impatrence, no greediness, every4hing should be enjoyed in leisurely draughts; she is

marked out, she shall be run down" (3 1 3). Thus, there is a cnrel edge to this artistic

masterpiece. Johannes is not interested in physical passion. As he writes, "A man could

make a girl with her passion do anl4hing he wished. However, that would be al1 wrong

from an aesthetic standpoint" (362). He wants to take a young girl's spirit, develop it, and

tum that spirit in on itself through the process of seduction. He wants to tiove her ffom

being the seduced to being the seducer, who in the end, ironically, will be seduced by her

own seduction. The seducer helps her realize within herself that seduction is a game of

appearances. Thus, she moves fror¡ the limited world of the real to explore life as a

system ofsigns; that is to say, she is led to the level ofdual consciousness: an awareness

ofhow signs are mapped out in the metaphysical world and how those signs can be

played with. This is similar to Baudrillard's point when he writes: "Merely to seduce is

interesting only in the first degree; but here it is a matler of wlmt is irtteresting in the

second degree" (117). There are many double plays - for instance, Cordelia abandons

herself at the same moment that Johannes abandons her. Thus, at the moment when she

tries to constitute his feelings as "true," he shows her what she has known all along - that

those feelings are an appearance. Evidently, this must be so because Cordelia is far nto¡e

intelligent and sensitìve than the majority ofpeople who surround her. She is clearly

capable ofrecognizing in retrospect that a numbd ofbrief meetings under the eye ofher

aunt, a few letters, and one night of lovemaking do not constitute love. More

importantly, she must acknowledge that her own feelings, no matter how sincere, are also
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an appearance. When love is aesthetically wrought, it is shown for the illusion that it

really i s.

The opposition of nature/artifice also operates at the level ofstructure in this text.

In a sense, the diary is seen as a "natural" means to convey the seducer's inner thoughts,

whereas letters are presented as a form ofhigh art and artifice on the palt ofboth the

seducer and the seduced. This binary is undemined, though, when one considels that the

diary is also pafi ofthe domain ofartìfice, rather than as a "pure" state, a direct

confession of the seducer's thoughts as if he could transparently dir.Trlge the secrets ofhis

being (and his identity as a seducer).

A relationship is thereby formed between the seducer and the reader that Johannes

arliculates in his discussion ofvirginity: "Virginity is, namely, a form ofbeing, which, in

so far as it is a being for itself, is really an abstraction, and only reveals itself to another"

(425). Johannes enphasizes the secretive nature of this abstract concept when he writes,

"As is well known, there existed no image of Vesta, the goddess who most nearly

represented feminine virginity. This f'onn ofexistence is, namely, jealous for itself

aesthetically. . .. This is the constriction, that the being which is for another ¡s not, and

only becomes visible, as it were, by the interposition of anothet " (425). The reader is

positioned as this Other who brings about the revelation ofthe seducer's confession'

Like Victor Eremita, however, the reader ìs confined by the knowledge that this

secret is revealed in an illicit way because Victor reads the diary without the author's

permission or knowledge and thus feels bound to keep the confidence silent. As he

writes, "There is really nothing else which involves so much seduction and so great a

curse as a secret" (306). The reader is made privy to the seducer's thoughts only through
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the unethical prying of the interlocutor, Victor. The border between writer/reader blurs

as Victor stads to script some of his own bias into the telling of Johames's narrative, thus

shifting Victor from being only a reader. He is seduced by Johannes much in ihe same

way Cordelia has been, for he cannot resist participating in the seduction even ifhe is not

meant to be the seduced nor the addressee ofthis correspondence.

The reader is left with the impression that the diary is actually the h-ue confidante,

down to the admission on the part ofJohannes that he is an actor and that this diary helps

to refine his script. As he confesses at one point in the seduction: "What I must

principally impress upon my mind is that the whole affaìr is only a fictitious move. I

have held seve¡al rehearsals in order to discover which one would bc the best approach"

(367). So, even though Johannes links seduction to perfotmance, the diary itself still

seeÍìs to ofler the "true" seducer, fiee of artifice in his writing. Johames claims he does

not want a confidante, yet that is exactly what the dìary comes to be for him.

Letters, on the other hand, highlight the artìtìce ofseduction in this discourse

Even Victor names these letters as "artistícally perfected, calculated carelessness" (299).

Letters are sly and wily; they deceive through appearing as one thing while constituting

another. Thus, the irony of Johannes' letters to Cordelia in which he constantly refers to

her as "My Cordelia" (383) without having any intention of ever tmly possessing her is

only evident when the letters are confasted with the diary. Only then does the irony of

hìs words becorne part of the reader's knowledge and complicity with the seducer. One

ofhis strategies as a seducer is to make himself absent from the beloved; thus, Cordelia

has constant small reminders ofhis presence, yet has to contend with his simultaneous

elusiveness. Through this strategy, Johannes intends to cultivate in Cordelia passion and
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an active desire on her part Io chase him. He explains, "With such emotion she will soon

feel that the engagement is too narrow, too confining. She herself will become the

tempter who seduces me to go beyond the usual limitations. She will do this consciously,

for me that is the principal consideration" (420). He uses letters as a means to present the

vision of an ideal, which can be more intriguing than the real: "A letter is a mysterious

communication; you are master of the situation, and I believe a young girl would really

rather be alone with her ideal, that is, at a given motnent, and particularly at the moment

when it exerts the strongest influence upon he¡ mind" (410). When Johannes has finally

rnade his conquest, and o¡chestrated it so that it was Cordelia who broke off the

engagement, she takes recourse in letter writing. Her pleas for him to return her

affections and for them to retum to a state oftrue lovers is a testament to her beliefin and

conversion to the strength ofpersuasion embedded in the fonn ofepistle.

Johames is a classic seducer, which is why this tale deserves consideration in the

tracing of the Don Juan legend. As we have seen with other nineteenth-cenhtry seducers

in previous chapters, he is a rnan of greater wealth and social status than the young girls

that he seduces: "I constantly seek my prey among young girls, not among young

women. A woman is less natural, more coquettish" (320). Even though the diary focuses

on his seduction ofCo¡delia, the narrative also insistently includes references to other

young gills whom he is simultaneously seducing, as if to remind the reader of seduction's

numbe¡ one rule - never fall in love with the seduced more than temporarily. He even

goes so far as to justify his actions through a discussion of numerical odds: "For every

pair I make happy, I select one victim for myself; I make two happy, at the most only one

unhappy" (369).
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Johannes is also a seducer who operates in a social context. Although he denies

the need for a conhdante, he certainly recognizes the necessity of accomplices, albeìt

unwilling or unconscious ones. In other words, he manipulates Cordelia's aunt and even

her suitor to act as his accessories. He recognizes fiom the beginning ofhis pulsuit that

overcoming her isolation in relation to society will prove his greatest challenge: "I

[Johannes] have never known a family so isolated. There are only herself and her aunt.

No brothers, no cousins, not a thread to get hold of, no relatives however distant that one

might lock arms with" (334). Cordelia's aunt and Edward, her suitor, are both seduced

by Johannes. They feel great affection for him, unaware that he is using them as pawns

in his game of seduction. Having feelings for Johannes while beìng the known object of

Edward's affections puts Cordelia in a moral dilemma. Further, to give drama to a

situation with people who would never create it on their own, Johames also ensures that

Edward becomes fìrst his confidante and then later his enraged rival.

Sometimes the role of the seduced and the confidante blur into one another. It is

certainly a trick of many seducers to confide in the seduced to attain a new level oftrust,

which will later be tumed against the seduced. One example in a British restoration play,

for example, shows how the seducer manipulates the s1'rnpathies of the seduced victims.

ln Wycherley's The Country lYife, when ithe seducer, Homer, presents himself to society

as emasculated, he not only allows himself access to ladies ofreputation, he also gives

them the chance to have an affair without putting their reputations at risk because he does

not appear to society as a potential seducer. Thus, he tums the seduced women also into

his confida¡tes. No matter what the culture or time period, the seducer shares certain

attdbutes. In "Diary of the Seducer", this fluidity of roles is seen in the case of Edward
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who is rival/seducer/seduced/confidante - yet he is all ofthese things under the cultivated

efforts of Johannes.

In sum, Johannes displays all of the salient features ofa seducer' His seductions

are numerous, he manipulates the seduced to bring her to a "higher level" (333) of

awaïeness and eroticism, he uses his social context to play a role in the seduction' And

once he has made his conquest he abandons the seduced. As Johannes cruelly puts it, " I

do not wish to be reminded ofmy relation to her; she has lost the fragrance, and the time

is past when a girl suffering the pain of a faithless love can be changed into a sunflower"

(439). The aesthete's prime objective is to transform the boring into the interesting:

"His real aim is the manipulation ofpeople and srtuations in ways which generate

interesting reflections in his own voyeuristic mind. The aesthetic perspective transforms

quotidian dullness into a richly poetic world by whatever means it can.. 'That is, the

aesthete uses afifice, arbitrariness, irony, and wilful imagination to recreate the world in

his own image" (ltttp ://plato.stanford.edu).

Johannes and Cordelia's relationship suggests to Baudrillard an ironic engagement

of the sign with the refet ent in which lreaning is played with and displaced. In

Baudrillard's Challenge, Victoria Grace defines his reading ofKierkegaard as follows:

"The seduction Baudrillard alludes to is about the reversion of those qualities of 'self that

frx the 'identity' of the 'subject' within a kind of addictive fonnulation which precludes

being seduced; in other words, which precludes becoming 'nothing', dlng to oneself and

being reconstituted as an illusion" (162). Thus, according to thìs reading, Johannes gives

to Cordelia an ability of "rebirth" in the form of appearance' As an appearance' she has
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more power through constituting herselfin terms ofillusion rather than of the "real"; she

can conceive ofpower relatìonships in new ways.

Thus, she is no longer confined, for example, by the traditional binary of

male/female as she learns how to play with this equation. If thought of in social terms,

however, this is a dangerous proposition because it means that Cordelia should be

thankful to Johannes for seducing her and allowing her tÕ see the true light. lt might be

better simply to follow Grace's point that Baudrillard is interested in how power relations

work at the level of signs, rather than to conclude that his theory is implicitly anti-

feminist, reading sexuality as hgurative and as part of the s),rnbolic realm rather than in

terms of a biological drive- Of course, Baudrillard does view masculinity/femìninity as

social constructs: "the feminine is not a sex (opposed to the other), but what counters the

sex that alone has fulI rìghts and fuIl exercise ofthese rights, the sex that holds a

monopoly on sex: the masculine, itself haunted by the fear of something other, oJ which

sex is but the disenchanted form: seduction" (21). According to Baudrillard, seduction

problematizes the process ofsignificatìon in language by showing that the referent is of

little consequence in ¡elation to the sign.

In "Diary of the Seducer", this more tenuous relationship ofthe signs can be seen

in Johannes's ability to seduce as well Cordelia's suitor, Edwa¡d. Although male, he is as

much a "feminine" fo¡ce to be dealt with as is Cordelia because ofhis character. For

such ambiguity in a person's character signifies that s,4.re is open to possibilitìes;

therefore, this quality of undecidability should not be ¡ead as an inhe¡ent weakness. Part

ofJohannes's conquest is thus to seduce Edward, whom he entices to experience a range

of emotions. Edward's emotions are no longer just for his intended, Cordelia. For his
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feelings are divided and confused. His alternately passionate feelings of admiration and

enmity he feels for Johannes surpass the emotional heights of "love" which he feels for

Cordelia. Ironically, he is more errotionally engaged with his rival suitor than with the

object ofhis love. Edward does not need to be physically attracted to or romantically

involved with Johannes to feel completely influenced by his powers of seduction. This

accords with Baudlillard's ìdea that the biological referent of the male or female is not

what defines femininity or masculinity, or the exchange of signihcation in which it

moves. As he puts it, "Can one imagine a theory that would treat signs in terms of their

seductive attraction, rather than their contrasts and oppositions. Which would break with

the specular nature of the sign and the encumbrance ofthe referent?" (103). To Johannes,

Edward may still be the referent, yet he is clearly an unimpoÍant element in the seduction

ofsigns. His role as either the lover of Cordelia or the seduced victim ofJohannes ìs

ir¡elevant in a sense. Of greater imporlance is his constantly changing relationship with

both of them. The relationships of power between the players are ûlore seductive than

any one person.

There are also relationships within a history ofideas, relationships which one

might say are both illusory and substantial. We have spanned several centuries and

diverse philosophies in this discussion of Don Juan. In the seventeenth cenlury, Don

Juan, as written by Tirso, is still repentant ofhis actions. The seducer is beìng asked to

overthrow his penchant for rebelling against society, which in the end, is perceived as

being for his own good. When he refuses, the consequences are evil and Tirso's

audiences went away wrth no doubt as to the moral of this social play.
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Nineteenth century Romanticism speaks to the need to separate from older forms

ofpoetry and politìcs. The Romantics, only named as such halfa century later, reject the

strict meter, verse, and subject rnatter of their predecessors ìn favour of "a spontaneous

overflow of emotion." In other words, rather than imposing a structure, the organization

of their work is "inherent" to the nature of the content. By'ron's Don Juan pits the

spontaneous individual against the repressive nature of society. In Byron's hero, we find

that the individual rnust look inwards to his own spirit to overcome the obstacles that

society places in the way of the seducer, but ironically, the seducer will not always want

nor be capable of overcoming these temptations in search of a greater "truth". In the

nineteenth century as well, Kierkegaard's Don Juan offers another version ofthe seducer,

although similar to B1,ron's emphasis on individualisrn. Considered the father of

existentialism, Kierkegaard uses irony in his writing as a means to get people to move

beyond pat answers and think for themselves. He takes this view in relation to faith as

well as philosophy, arguing that neither religion nor thought can be assimilated without a

constant renewal ofone's own beliefs.

By contrast, as we rnove into the twentieth century, van Herk sees Don Juan as

operating very lruch within a social context. Only now, he shows us that artifice is self-

construction, which means that the biological code of man/woman does not have to be

uphel<1. ln fact, this woman seducer is an unrepentant seducer who is not punished for

her actions. The assumption that male attributes are "naturally'' associated with the

powerful position of seducer undergoes severely plaful questioning in this novel.

Furthennore, the parody extends to the narrative fonr-r itself, which rroves beyond a

structure that would encode the woman seducer as still objectìfied.
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van Herk is most like Byron in writing mock epic which requires a third-person

îarratoÍ, and yet most unlike him in rejecting nature as the norm which only a romantic

could value in that ideologícal manner. While Blron uses second-person narrative to

engage the reader and act as guide, van Herk's narrator addresses the reader directly

because he is in need of a conhdante. Tongue in cheek, Byron occasionally utilizes

second-person narration, as ìf to pinch the reader, telling her authoritatively how to

interpret his text. For example, at the end of the hrst canto, the narrator exclaims, "The

four hrst rhl,rnes are Southey's every line/For God's sake, reader, take then-r not for

nine" (1.222). By contrast, the narrator in No Fixed Address refers to the reader ìn a

more ambiguous way as "you." The narrator confides in the reader the telling of his,lher

story of Arachne. This shift fror¡r nineteenth to twentieth century namative, which has the

reader as confidante rather than seduced, points to a changing power dytamic.

In the twentieth century, Don Juan is glorified for being part of the realm of

artifice. According to Dudek, Arachne prefers "to consttuct herself as the sensuous

subject, rather than the displaced object, Arachne refuses to fetishize her body'' (31).

This discourse ofseduction is neither purely psychological nor grounded solely in the

body and sexuality. With gender politics being foregrounded, we see in No Fixed

Address a body constructed out ofnarrative a body we never actually get to as it is only

presented through retrospective naffatives - yet a sensual body, nevertheless, which

continues to seduce the reader. To quote Dudek again, who elaborates on how she

dehnes "fetish", she states, "Fetish is always illusion, since the aesthetic surface replaces

one's desire for tactile substance" (32). Thus, Arachne's body is an "aesthetic surface" in
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the sense that it proves illusory for others, although for her it is grounded in a real

sensuality that she has the pleasure of trying to satiate.

Reading Arachne's body is an act of intertextuality. It is a playful game of

decoding in which her body must be read as part of a metonlanic chain of signifiers. It is

not rnerely a reversal ofgender roles because the fact that Arachne clearly invokes the

Don Juan hgure is an invitation to repetition with critical thinking. By deliberately

evoking this literary and historical past, the purposefully cryptic Arachne ensures that the

reader engages in the unfolding of expectations and the arlihce attached to such

expectations. Arachne must develop herselfas a subject in an environment that still

prefers to perceive her only as an object. She uses this desire ofothers to see her as an

object to her own advantage by always displacing the desire; the narrative resists closure

in this way.

Arachne is an unlikely contemporary version of the Don Juan figure. The novel

stafis with a critique of the history of underwear ìn the westem world, and how it has

constrained women. This section ends by saying that no one has ever studied the

influence ofunderwear ìn relation to "petty rogues" (10). A rogue, like a burlador

(trickster), comes out of the Spanish picaresque tradition of a young man who joumeys

and encounte¡s many unexpected problems along the way. Thus, fiom its outset, No

Fixed Address offers a parodic retelling of the Don Juan myth. Arachne is on ajoumey

that resists closure; she shows how a woman can also have "conquests without

possession" (Tales 195), although this phrase taken from K¡isteva takes on a different

rneaning when it is applied to women. For, in this tale of seduction, pleasure ìs never

enumerated by the number ofconquests, nor are there any victins from the act of
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seduction. Seduction and pleasure cornplement one another, and, although Arachne is

also a trickster, her seductions de! the power imbalance of the old binary, in which the

seducer is always privileged ove¡ the seduced. According to Marlene Goldman, this

novel is best understood as an "attempt to address and transfotm the traditional narrative

structures of westem Canadian regional fiction" (21).

As a feminist text, this novel refuses to punish the female protagonist for her

desires, which we have seen is usually the case for women, whether they be named

seducer or seduced. In an inter-view, van Herk calls her book an "anti-repentant novel"

(6). She queries, "Why can't a woman behave as badly as a man and get away with it?. . .

Arachne is amoral, but so what? She's an eafhy, sensual, excìting woman. If she were a

man, we'd be saying, 'Oh God, isn't he virile and interesting"' (6). Most of the

characters in this novel at soÍìe point express synpathy for Arachne's one true love,

Thomas, because he is in a relationship with a woman seducer. (Never mind that he

constantly reiterates that this is his choice.) As Isabel Carrera observes, "If Thomas

appears 'too good to be true' as has been said, it is as well to remember that no realistic

characters ale intended in the novel, that we are moving in a gerue of exaggeration (the

picaresque) and of fantasy. Thomas is the female fantasy of a lover who 'knows what

she wants before she wants it', and whose gentleness and understanding have long been a

female sexual fantasy trying to asserl itself against the male belief in the magic attribute

ofpotency" (436). Ifroles were reversed, and Thomas were the seducer, it is doubtful

that so rnuch genuine concem and sl,rnpathy would be expressed. However, the sense of

communal effrontery towards Arach¡e lies even more so in the mediated narrative, which

peeled away like onion layers, holds no centre. The role of the reader as confidante is
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crucial to this narrative because the reader is helping to decide ifthere is an answer to the

following question: Can a female seducer in the twentieth century exist?

Thena, Arachne's best friend and confidante, seems to espoùse a viewpoint

similar to that of the nar¡ator. The narration of this novel is not as straightforward as it

n-rìght at first appear. Outside of the pagination, the first words of this text appear to be

the voice of an omniscient third-person narrator. Already, the nanator shows an intimate

acquaintance with Arachne's thought process, although observing her extemally: "Bikini

wearers lavour phosphorescent colors. They will buy panties pattemed with spiders or

eggplants or pigs or skulls. She's leamed to pick them out, these women. They dress

conservatively enough on top but underneath there's more to be found than flowers or

polka dots" (1). The narrator takes a slightly more neutral attitude towards Arachne

herself, as ifthe fascination with this female seducer surpasses questions of morality.

The narrator is like Thena, though, in believing that underwear is a good exarnple of

women's oppression. The narrator, again at the beginning of the novel in what sounds

like an objective historical viewpoint, comments on the synbolism of how women's

lingerie has constrained thern throughout history: "For centuries women have suffered the

discomfort of corsets, padding, petticoats, girdles, bustles, garlers and bust pads. . ..4¡d

who will be responsible for what those todures have created? The existence of smelling

salts, hysteria, frigidity and shrewdness can al1 be attributed to uncomfortable underwear"

(9- 10). A conversation between Thena and Arachne reveals that Thena clearly echoes the

narrator's views: "'You love it,'says Thena. 'Selling men the instruments of repression

for women"' (199). The nanative likewìse emphasizes the role of the confidante in a

position similar to that of the reader: "For what is a traveller wìthout a confidante? It is
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impossible to fictionahze a life without someone to oversee the joumey" (154). Bythe

end of the novel, we realize that the nanator herself desires Thena's role ofconfidante.

The narrator's quest is to recover Arach¡e's story, and this ofcourse is the privilege of

the confidante: to be pri\,y to the secrets; to gauge the various seductive strategies'

measures of success, and to temporarily relive the moments of passion vicariously.

And yet, the narrative is more complicated than that. The narrator's only

reference to his/her personal past and motivation for telling this story comes in the last

four pages ofthe novel: "'No', you say and begin at the beginning, your interest in

women's underwear and how that led you onto the track of this underwear seller and her

life" (3 13). The narrator must keep pursuing and keep failing to tell the story, never quìte

getting it right, because he is the write¡ ofArachne, through the "missing notebooks," yet

fìrst and foremost he must be the reader of her. In a Lacanian rtoment of misrecognition,

the nar¡ator tries to see him,/herself in the distant reflection ofA¡achne that sÀe

constantly tries to bring into focus. Primarily, though, the narrative stays focussed on

Arachne as subject rather than obj ect, even if she does prove elusive. As Carrera puts it,

"She [Arachne] is persistently the grammatical subject ofthe sentences, and rt ts her

consciousness that is conveyed, directly and often painstakingly, through the third-person

narrator; it is through her eyes, her mind, and her body that we perceive her sexual

encounters, her attitudes and desires. Although we occasionally are tuned to the tiinds of

other characters, notably that ofher stable love, Thornas, Arachne remains the main

focalizer ofher story" (436).

The combination ofsecond- and third-person nar¡ation utilizes aesthetic

distancing, not only to create or withdraw sympathy for Araclme, but also to highlight to
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the reader that she is always going to be somewhat beyond everyone's grasp. Set aside in

italics, the narrator fills in gaps ofthe story, but the use of "you" in this narrative ensures

the reader will engage in the construction of this story. The narrative shifts between

second and third person. In the third person, there is a character whom, we eventually

leam, is some sort of researcher or joumalist who is obsessed with the life of Arachne.

The second-person narrative seems to be the reader being directly addressed. The "you"

is also taken up by the heady passions of maps and motion, and thus the reader as

confidante is also seduced by the narrative. But what makes thìs text a repetition with

critical distance is not a particular satire ofprevious Don Juan manifestations but rather a

reworking of the type into new configurations that in some ways reflect current

problernatic feminist issues.

The reader as conhdante has to be a careful listener and a willing, if limited,

participant in the exploits of the seducer. Precisely because the confidante is not the

seduced, the confidante gains the confidence of the seducer in a way that no love object

ever will. The conhdante gets to go backstage, so to speak. Suddenly, the seducer's

perforurance is gloried in all of its artifice, and the confidante/reader understands and

appreciates the elements of the staging. There is certainly more of a partnershìp between

seducer and confidante than what is to be had between seducer/seduced.

The name of Arachne's conhdante - Thena clearly alludes to Athena, Homer's

goddess of wrsdom and battles, but with a twentieth-century feminist twist. "Already

written into my,thological beginnings, Arachne unwinds herself from the ideological

legend of her metamorphoses by befüending Thena rathe¡ than competing against her"

(Dudek 34)- Friendship rather than jealousy presides in No Fixed Address, transtìguring
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the tragic outcome found in Ovid's Metamorpllos¿s when Athena beats Arachne the

weaver because she proves more skilled ín her craft. The unfailing loyalty between

Arachne and Thena reveals a changed paradigm. Really, this is a new version of the Don

Juan code ofhonour, only it is better. Their fidelity to one another is not based on

whether a few lies are told or not; rather, they find in each other unconditional acceptance

that does not reveÍ to societal codes for pernission. Battle is being done in a different

way that does not rely on male standards ofreference.

Every seducer requires a good confidante. Thena is Arachne's confidante and a

good Íäend: "For what is a traveler without a confidante? Every adventuress requires a

teller of her tale, an atmchair companion to complete the eventualities" (146). Theirs is a

mutual dependence and clearly beneficial. Although belligerent towards men, Thena is

also intrigued by Arachne's advenhres. In this sense, Arachne is unlike the other women

in her life. For Thena has been embittered by her divorce and tries unsuccessfully to hrm

her daughters into man-haters. Lanie, Arachne's mother, on the other hand, is only

interested in men insofar as they might prove useful to advancing her own ambitions.

Conversely, Arachne is neither man-hating nor demanding of them; she takes her

pleasure and leaves them. Even when she uses her seductive powers to sell underwear,

for example, her interest is clearly rnore in the game ofseduction than in any profit from

selling underwear. She only follows the traditional pattem of seducers by taking on a

confìdante, and Thena is the ideal confidante for Arachne.

Despite her griping about Arachne's unfaithfulness to Thomas, Thena is discreet.

She has no interest in betraying her friend. Not that it is clear to whom she would betray

such confidences, as Thomas clearly already knows; the point is that Thena is the only
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person in Arachne's life that she /rusls besides Thomas: "Indeed, they tell each other

everything, they are bnrtally honest. Thena is pri\y to all Arachne's current indiscretions,

the road jockeys, travels, thefts and dishonesty. It does not make her like Arach¡e less,

although she is blatantly sceptical, disapproving" (a\. In addition to offering an

occasion fo¡ talk (gin and tonics under a hot aftemoon sun), Thena is astute. While

Arachne rejects Thena's predictions regarding Josef, the old man, Thena shows how well

she knows her friend when she cautions Arachne against sleeping with Josefand then

later "kidnapping" him. Arachne hotly denies that she would commit eithe¡ of these acts,

but Thena's reading of the situation proves correct: "Arachne tells her everything, lays out

the intricate spirals she lives, so that Thena probably knows more about Arach¡e than she

does herself' (53).

Thena also occasionally plays the role ofher accomplice. For instance, she snorts

in derision at A¡achne's tactics, yet she acts as her "fiancé" over the telephone in

Arachne's efforls to lose one ofher conquests: "Thena snoÍs. Arachne's tone is clearly

intended for someone else. 'What fantasy am I helping you fArachne] act out now?"'

(110). On another occasion, she plays "the executioner" to Arachne's "straightman" act

(202). Thus, her disapproval for Arachne's seduction of "road jockeys" (34) is tempered

by her limited parlicipation in seeing these scenes of seduction played out.

The narrative, which seeks out the reader as a confidante, is fui1her complicated

by the disruptions ofplay within the text. The narrator's quest throughout this nanative

changes in the course of the telling, finally mediating the story for the reader in such a

way that the reader must suspect the narrator's reliability. Initially, the narrator sets out

to uncover the fascinating tale of a seducer, Arachne, and uncover her "essence," define
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her personality. However, the impossibility ofthis project becomes increasingly apparent

as the attempts of the narratÕr become more strenuous. The altemative is to understand

that the closest one can get to Arachne's story is to act in a manner true to the discou¡se of

seduction, that is to say, through play.

The text eventually incites the narrator and the reader to move beyond a

metaphysics ofpresence, or the desire for a speaker. As Derrida puts it, "Besides the

tension between play and history, there is also the tension between play and presence.

Play is the disruption of presence. The presence of an element is always a signiflting and

substitutive reference inscribed in a system of differences and movement of a chain. Play

is always play ofabsence and presence, but if it is to be thought radically, play must be

conceived ofbefo¡e the alternative ofpresence and absence" (Writing 292). Thus it is

that we start to see play at the level of structure of the novel; the novel is divided into

four pafts and there is play through the repetition ofidentical section titles: "Notebook

on a Missing Person". Expectations are played with because, of course, the reader

expects that section titles will suggest a progression in the narrative. The notion of

presence is disrupted in the sense that the centre of this narrative, the protagonist,

Araclu.re, is missing, and nowhere to be seen by the end ofthe novel. The centre is

displaced, and the narrator is sent reeling in search of another centre.

The narator leams that there is nothing hiding under the exterior of this novel; it

is all surface play. There is no "essential" meaning to be derived from Arachne's joumey.

She circles as she travels, and her map does not lead an1'rvhere in particular. Initially, the

narrator/reader feels an urgent need to seek out Arachne: "It's the present you're after,

maybe even the future. With a past like that, what chance does she have? For here you
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are, taking stock of her life, and if etemity is comprised of all moments gathered into one,

where can you put Arachne now, at what point in that momentum will she stop?" (183).

The nanator here and elsewhere in the text will suggest that there could be some kind of

essence to Arachle, that the "centre will not ho1d" without her, much as Derrida defines

the paradox of metaphysics as the way in which "the center is at the center ofthe totality,

and yet, since the center does not belong to the totalìty is not part of the totality, the

Tolality llas its center elsewhere" (IVriting 27 9). Most ofthe narative suggests the

narrator feels nostalgia for the presence ofthe "true" Arach¡e that is "her real selfl' (193).

However, the nanator abandons the notion of a centre by the end of the novel because

s/he realizes the possibilìty of closure is insurmountable. The narrator follows Arachne

to where there is "no end" (3 1 9) to the road, to where no one comes back. Undetwear

becomes the trailmarker, or signs of the joumey: "The panties are gray with dust but their

sca¡let invitation has not faded. Ladies' Comfort" (3 19). The nanator opens up the

possibility of a further play of interpretation in the last words of the novel: "Thereisno

end to the panties; there will be no end to this road" (3 19). The text thus broadens its

possìbilities and boundaries as it melds with other previous vetsions ofthe Don Juan

myth through parody.

Arachne camot be the centre because she is only one of many Don Juans. This

does not mean that A¡achne becornes an anonyrnous sign in the larger metonyrnic chain

ofDon Juans. Rather, as a seducer, her role becomes all the more pla)úrl when

understood in the specific context of this narrative and the larger ironìes oflocal

interpretation set off agaìnst the trope. As Derrida writes, "Henceforth, it was necessary

to be thinking that there was no centre, that the centre could not be thought in the form of
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a presence-being, that the centre had no natural site, that it was not a fixed locus but a

function, a sort of nonlocus in which an infinite number of sign-substitutions came into

play" (280). Even the title of this novel, No.Flx erÌ ÁcltÌress, implies that it is a text which

will give itself up To "The seminal adventure of the trace" (øtriting 292). Goldman

indicates even further play that can be traced out in the title of this text: "The tenn

'address' refers, on the one hand, to both physical location and the linguistic notion of

address; the latte¡ entaìls an understanding or, as in this case, a lack of understanding,

conceming the ideological 'location' of speakers in a given discursive situation. ln this

way, the title play{ully sigrals the disturbance created in the linguistic terrain when

women choose to become invisible within the tenns designated by traditional

representations of Woman" (27).

The narrator does on rare occasions still intrude into the narrative as if to advocate

on Arach¡e's behalf with fuilher interpretations of her personality and motivations. For

instance, the narrator intercedes on the subject of marriage. Lanie is visiting Arachne,

and she continually pressures her daughter to n-ranJ Thomas so as to "sew him up" (60).

The narator's and Arachne's voices collide: "'Marriage, Motlt¿r, is not the haven of

refuge for me that it was for you.' No - what she really said was, "I don't want no ring in

exchange for screwing" (60). The narrator takes on a high-handed man¡er as if sÀe were

so excited by the discussion as to need to chime in with a more afiiculate, feminist

reading of what Arachne thinks. This intercession can also have the effect of intimating

that the reader is not deft enough to appreciate Arachne's meaning, despite her crude

expression ofwords- The narrator's reading ofArachne thus proves unleliable at times.

For example, the nanator observes, "Arachne knows she is working-class. She has never
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thought of her narrow life as disabled" (76). While there rnay be some truth to this

statement, Arachne's every firove, even as a young child, is affected byher lower-class

circumstances and contributes to her defensive attitude.

In many respects, however, Arachne does nÕt fit the characteristic image of the

Don Juan seducer. She comes fiorn a working class, immigrant background, has one tme

sentimental love, and never uses the gaze as a technique in her seductions. She is

extrernely impolite, awkward, and, in general, hostile. She also does not ruin anyone's

reputation; rather, as a woman seducer, she gives rnen a sense of new life. Such is the

case for her eighty-year-old seduced, Joseph, who is rnade to feel younger; upper-class

Thomas, who can only feel natural around her; and the black pianist who plays his best

music when they have an affair. Arachre's boundless passion thus transcends age, class,

and race. Although in the larger picture, she defies being castigated for being a seducer,

Arachre is still punished at times in minor ways. Arachne does stìll get punished

according to male rules, for instance, she still gets the ticket f¡om the cop, Basilisk uses

her, and she is eventually charged for kidnapping Josef. Arachne is often sullen and

defensive with good reason. She struggles to define herselfas a seducer in a cultural

context that still would have it otherwise. Her feat is no small one, for her work is not

only to seduce, but also to avoid being colonized as one of the seduced.

Thus, Arachne has to define desire in a way that mÕves outside the parameters of

traditional seduction. As Goldman puts it, van Herk is attempting "to explode genre and

plot, and her portrayal of women who flee to or create unmapped territory in an attempt

to escape the gnd which fixed the image of Woman" (23). "There is no map for

longing," says the narrator (171). This is a joumey that will not be confined within the
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conventions nomally associated with the Don Juan legend. While Arach¡e challenges

the social fabric, as does Tirso's Don Juan, this novel seems to offer a greater focus on

women's psychological exploration of desire. No Fixed Address, in some ways, reflects

current problematic feminist issues of how to address a seemingly misogl,nistic Don Juan

{tgore. No Fîxed Address redirects the focus away from the relationship of honour and

seduction to concentrate instead on how the position ofthe seducer changes when it is a

woman who acts more like a cunning trickster than a beautiful seductress.

In fact, van Herk gives the reader a Don Juan who can have a sentir¡ental

relationship, and also one who has a working class immigrant background. This is truly

an amorous joumey, as the book's title declares in the subtitle. Yet appearances can be

deceiving, because that is only a part of the story. Arachne Manteia has roots. In many

ways, her story is her own personal reconciliation with her past. The narration slowly

reveals salient features of her upbringing in the rough east end of Vancouver. Arachne

finds it hard to think ofher parents as anything more than strangers with whom she has

lived: "she does not think ofthem as hers. They are Toto and Lanie, two people she lived

with as a child, people who occasionally insisted on oatmeal and bed at nine, but never

often enough to make a difference" (41). Arachne is neglected as a child (frorn early

bi¡th when Lanie leaves her alone in her crib while she goes to work), and she is

consciously ashamed of thei¡ low-class status and relative povedy. Her rnother

immigrated as a war bride, and her father has only ever done physical labour; neither of

them is educated. On a regular basis, Arachne acts defensively by either withdrawing or

behaving in a brash way when she feels that any allusion has been made to her own lack

ofclass. She almost leaves Thomas, the one true love ofher life, when his brother-in-
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law, Terry, insinuates that she used her position as a bus driver to seduce men, including

Thomas. Unaware that Thomas's family's censure turns on Terry for his crass innuendos,

rather than being directed towards her awkward table man¡lers, Arachne becomes all

"paws" (13i).

In this parody ofDon Juan, it is absolutely essential that class play a central role.

Historically, for the most part, the upper-class status ofDon Juan is understood rather

than stated (as good taste, would haveif). fut No Fixed Address, the narrative conf¡onts

issues of class, and makes them central. Arachne is a talented individual. She is

someone who could have grown up to become an artìst (her fascination with painters and

artists suggests her unique vision might have taken her along this route). Instead, she

tums into a criminal and a seducer. Her talents are thus put to different use. Instead, she

is the artìst tumed criminal: "Arachne's natural inclination to dissenble helps a great deal.

She is not so much an actress as a double agent, an escaped criminal who has survived by

relying on what slender veneers are available" (141). Tlpically in literature, the seducer

is an older, wealthier man ofhigh social standing, and the seduced is a younger woman

who is socially in a posìtion of less power and wealth. The reversal of this structure in

No Fíxed Addres.r proves that seduction does not have to be about refinement - Arachne

manages to be "coarse" (113) and "sullen" (109), she "spits" and has "bad habits" (18),

and yet she is also able to seduce any man she chooses. Elements such as high-class or

good looks, which are usually understood as essential for a seducer, ale seen in this

narrative as unnecessary details. Arachne's success is not only independent ol but even

in spite of, these factors.
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This is not to say that Arachne does not pay homage to the world of wealth and

glitter. She is profoundly ernbittered by her earliest expenence with underwear. She

knows before going in to purchase her first bra as a young woman that her lack of

knowledge puts her at a serious disadvantage. Arachne is a seducer with r,ulnerabilities

and the usual accoutrernent one associates with a seductress is clearly outsíde ofher

territory. Arachne vividly recalls the scene ofher encounter with a lingerie salesperson:

"are you wearing a bra now? This said in a disdainful tone that confirmed Arachne's

worst fear about herself. She knew she was hopelessly scrubb¡ hopelessly coarse, and

she did not want this contemptuous clerk to see her round breasts constrained by the too-

small, puckered child's bra" (122). Finding herself short ofcash, Arachne resoÍs to

criminal measures, but in a rather absurd way yells, "Stick'em q" (124), and makcs her

escape out the door. Her tentative efforl to fit into society, and particularly to confotm to

expectations for women, is curtailed because of fiscal restraints.

Thus, her pride causes Arachre at thìs early stage ofher life to reject feminìne

appar el. Of course, her decision to become an underwear salesperson while never

wearing the stuff hersell forms an ironic reply to that formative experience: Alachne can

do their job (the snobbish sales girls who treated her disparagingly), but she does not rely

on the props of the trade for her own self-image. At the same time, Arachne still feels

stigmatized by her background. After a fateful dinner when she almost leaves Thomas,

she confides that she has always hoped secretly that she had been adopted: "I believed it

right up until tonight. . . [but] I belong where I am. It's no accident. There's no mistake.

I'm nobody except an East End kid" (135). Clearly, then, Arachne represents anew class

ofseducer. For her confìdence is not founded on the assurance ofclass position and
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wealth or gender privilege; instead, it is her own desire to survive, and her belligerence in

the face ôftenacity, which give her an air ofuncharted desi¡e.

And yet one metaphor for parody in the novel is also a rnetaphor of maps as a

depiction of desire. Just as maps are tedrawn to explore old teritory or as the result of

political wars, so too is parody a rewriting of old texts to re-examine their aesthetic

mores. Arachne drives into an unexplored psychic landscape when she becomes a female

Don Juan. Or perhaps it would be more accurate to say that she is always in the process

of becorring a seducer. Now she rs, and now she isn't, what we expect. This text

provides a rereading ofprevious Don Juans, and it also acts as an elliptical map. That is

to say, this is a map with twists and tums and instructions that might flow over the map's

edges. In many ways, this seems like a straightforward narrative with a simply quirþ

protagonist. Yet Arachne must be understood on several levels. At times, the text seems

to confinn a metaphysics ofpresence in which the narator's task is to uncover the "true"

story of Arachne. As the narator comments at one point, "but she is still Arachne,

undemeath it all she is still herself' (l93). Yet at the same tine, we know that it is her

"natural inclination to dissemble" (141). This text manages to seduce previous Don Juan

nanatives by taking the familiar tale oflove and seduction and turning it into a game.

Thus, we quickly realize that Arachne's travelling to get somewhqe is only an

illusion. As Kristeva writes, "Indeed, freedom is not a value in this universe; it is nothìng

more tlran a game, an ease rather than a clarm" (Tales 198). Even though Arachne

eventually travels off the edge of this narrative, there can be no escape. Likewise,

nar¡atives are of the past, not independent of the texts that pr ecede them. The "freedom"
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that comes from travel is only illusory. Arachne's only fieedom seems to come from her

relationships with her true love, Thomas, and her conhdante, Thena.

So, what kind ofa seducer is Arachne exactly? She uses men to satiate her

desires, yet feels that her encounters are of a recìprocal nature. Arach¡e, up until she

meets Thomas, does her best to avoid personal contact with other people. And only

Thomas and Thena are ever fully allowed into her life as much as she is able to pemit

them. As a bus driver in her first career path, she never responds to the passengers'

friendly gestures out of fear of involvement: "If she does, their leaking, thinned-out lives

wíl1 overwhelm her, she will be sucked down. A¡d so she refuses to raise her eyes,

refuses to look beyond their hands or beyond the street" (64). Arachne seeks out the

pleasure of men's bodies, but she avoids emotional contact. As a result, many of the men

that she seduces are simply another "notch on the belt". However, this description is not

quite accurate as Arachne's objective is never to brag about her conquests or accurnulate

trophies. Instead, she is motivated as a seducer out of curiosity and a desire fo¡

immediate pleasure.

Arachne is not ostensibly a psychological seducer. She only reads the men she is

with through their bodies; their bodies are the true text ofher leaming. She confides in

Thena that she always has an orgasm and explains her method, "You just come - fast.

Make sure you beat thern, and don't count on having time for mor-e than one" (34). The

narrative reiterates this sentiment at a later point in the text: "There isn't n.ruch point in

playing around, waiting for an appropriate moment, because it never comes: it's never the

right time. A¡achne has leamed to get her pleasure fast, catch what she can, has trained

her body to pleasure itself ' (70). There is parodrc play with the expectations of what is a
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seducer. According to the trope, only a seductress and never a seduced, willingly enjoys

the pleasures of the body from the outset. Traditionally, most seducers in literature have

been men. It is important to understand how a female seducer fits into this paradigrn.

Through parodic play, van Herk successfully opens up a new playing held for female

desire. If A¡achne knows the world of seduction through touch, it seems to ¡ecall her

lesson regarding knowledge and power: "It was then she decided that the only reliable

things in the world are tangible" (166). In this way she finds her own way ofreinscribing

the flesh. However, this is not an essentializing of the fernale body. As Dudek puts it,

"Arachne ernbodies sensuality in the contours ofher flesh transgressing the capitalistic,

patnarchal world that writes the fernale body as a fictional absence" (37). Hers is a

political body, one that understands that illusion resides in the flesh, thus confirming that

artifice and reality are contingent upon one another. If anything, reality must do the

bidding of artifìce because there is no substantial body in the end; Arachne's reality is

that of mflh, much in the same way that Don Juan is referred to as legend. The only

thing that is "tangible" for Arach¡re is her body, yet her body is always in motion, on a

joumey, unable to be pinned down.

Arachne's focus on the physical pleasure ofher conquests has impodant ironic

undertones. Suddenly, the wor¡en's needs and dssires are foregrounded. And so it is

revealed time and again in this narrative that the men are onlyjust adequate lovers, if

that. The woman's perspective and all of her potential to have multiple orgasms is

limrted within a restricted economy of male lovers. In addition, Arachne as a female

seducer belies any stereotlpe of women who are depicted as fiail and with an aversion to

physical joy: "There is nothing slender and light about Arachne; when she walks she
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thurnps, the floor-boards shutte¡. She knows she contradicts every ideal. Women are

cherished for being soft and pliant, for their grace" (1 1 3). There is irony in the fact that

this is a woman who wants sex, not talk, and that her idea ofseduction does not involve

foreplay but rather the quickest route to orgasm.

At least, this "wham-bam-thank-you-monsieur" attitude that Arach¡e has holds

true for the road jockeys that she seduces al1 over the prairies. With the men in her life

who offer significant experiences to her, she finds a little more tine to explore the

psychological terrain. Just as the paradigm has shifted so that the female's confidante

becomes her friend ¡athe¡ than herjealous enemy, so too now the seduction is not at the

expense of the seduced. Arachne seduces by allowing each man to step outside the realm

ofsocial pressures each rnust confront. She draws out each seduced beyond his initial

level of comfort to explore pads of himself that he did not know that he had or was

capable of experiencing. She is able to identi$' in each ofher key lovers what is their

innemost fear or desire. Like any seducer, Arachne insists that the seduced also take up

the challenge implied in the illicit exchange; seduction must involve pushing the

boundaries - both social and personal. She uses tncks and deception with thsm as much

as she does with anyone. Her possession of any one of them, though, is not her ultimate

conquest because, as she says ofThomas, "He's not mine to lose" (175).

Arachne's version of seduction defìes male-defined female desìres by presenting

thei¡ inversion. She falls outside of the categories traditionally rese¡¡ed for women:

whore, virgin, wife, or mother. Arachle is a seducer who determines her own destiny as

much as such a thing is possible. ln a sense, Arachne also refutes the notion that

femininity "naturally" must be linked with the "purity" of spiriruality and learned cultural
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behaviou¡s prescribed for women, Certainly, Arachne objectifies many of the men that

she sleeps with, but perhaps this is rnore noticeable because as readers we are traìned to

expect that the reverse will be true, that is to say, that the woman will be objectified.

However, Arachne is diffe¡ent fiom other Don Juans in that, when she does enter

into an emotional relationship with one of her seduced, it is not to dissemble. On the

contrary, Arachne's personality becomes more ful1y explored in the moments when she

reveals herself emotionally engaged with one ofher lovers. She becomes fascinated with

Basilisk, the large, black piano player who uses her "for practising" (71). She is seduced

by his "peach-colored palms, one hand as big as both ofhers, the map of lines ìnnocent

and unrelenting" (66). Arachne as a seducer wants to read that map, but she is

unprepared when their passion is translated into a public perfomance on the stage where

he plays before a packed house. She recognizes that he has betrayed their private

interludes, which is why he must say, "Forgive me" (73) following the final performance

that she attends. It is really his look which makes Arachne stand outside herself,

"knowing he is performing those intricate motions for her, that the stretching of his

fingers and the half smile on his face are for her, a way of watching her, an invasion"

(73). Furthenno¡e, A¡achne reads his performance in tems of class difference: "he is

skinning her with the razor blades ofhis damnable breeding, his culture, his leamedness"

(73). These invisible "razor blades" are what leave her "shredded" (74) after their affair,

and Arachne decides she must maintain some emotional distance fiom men to preserve

her own identity as a seducer.

However, she is agaìn drawn into a relationship that is not tlpical of a Don Juan

seducer. Thomas is the true lover of her life. He recognizes her as she is: "Arachne's
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greatest consistency has always been her faithlessness. Thomas knows but does not

reproach her....ln life she betrays him a hundred times, but in secret never" (211). She

k¡ows him by his smell and touch. Theirs is physical, tangible language that often

speaks through the metaphor ofrnaps: "Arachne touches the maps, runs her fingers along

its frayed edge. Thornas brings out another and another. . ..He never irnagined a woman

would be interested, would touch these maps wìth reverence and desire, caressing the

paper betweeû thumb and forefinger" (1 1 8). What lcisteva calls the serniotic enters into

their language as they communicate through their lovemaking and through touch. The

only hidden map in this novel is Arachne's search for her true love, who waits patiently

for her: "He is going to stay her Apoc¡lphal lover, provide her with an ultimate map"

( 173).

Indeed, the whole project of writing and language as opposed to this world of

touch is seen as suspect, thus undercutting the realm of the Synbolic. Both of Arach¡e's

encounters wìth the literary world show it as fraudulent. Twice she meets acclaimed

poets who tum out to be impostors in the sense that she identifìes in them a lack of

passion and even the ability to perform passionately because they are confined by their

own s:incerity and egoism. Her boredom with those lìterary t)?es that are adulated by

others provides a satiric commentary on the trustworlhiness of writers and their works.

Her boledor¡ with a poet who presumes that he is a perfect Don Juan himself is evident

when "she [Arachne] wonders ifhe can stop talking about himselflong enough to

seduce anfhing" (206). A deconstructivist scepticisrn appears not only in regard to the

narrative, but towa¡ds critical interpretation itself. Reading and wnting tend to end badly

in this novel. Lanie reads palms for a living, yet we know that she is an impostor,
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exploitìng the desires ofothers to have their future's interpreted. Lanie's downfall as a

palm-reader is that she must always try to read "deeper" into sihrations, which leads her

on many occasions to misinterpretation. Arachne survives because she understands that

her story is on the surface: "She [Arachne] belìeves in the transformative power of

surface, especially when surface is skin or road. It is hidden desire she resists" (Dudek

31-32). On the other hand, the lines of maps also prove only illusory means of tracing

out lives. A¡achne writes her own script founded in the motions of her ever-elusive body

as she enacts her own disappearance.

Thus, Arachne opens up the playing field fufher for seducers. She is a seduce¡

capable of "deeper" emotions as well as her enjoytrent ofthe game. The majority of her

seductions involve a perfomative element. Arachne is the best of "travelling salesmen"

of the year at Ladies' Comfort because she knows she rnust create a scene of seduction,

however temporary, to bring in the sales. However, she is not really interested in profit

so much as the game. She knows that her customers "won't place orders if she doesn't

look right" (145). Arachne's method of seduction also varies from the mainstream

strategies. She says to her confidante, Thena, about the men whom she seduces that, to

her 'you could put a paper bag over their heads' (33), she is so indifferent to them as

individuals. Thus, as Carrera observes, in this "ungendered fantasy" Arachne exhibits

"unrepentant promiscuity, another literary barrier parodically broken by this picaresque

female character" (436).

Her perfomance also differs from most seducers in that she does not use the gaze

as part of her technique. For instance, Arachne is stopped at one point in the narration by

a policeman for speeding, and she decides to seduce him to avoid palng the fine. She
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would like to make eye contact to read his expression, but not to seduce him with her

gaze. She makes a habit, or so the narrative tells us, of drawing hcr object's attention

towards her body, and away from her eyes, which always emanate hostility. Thus, she

starls to scuffher foot on the ground in an attempt to draw his attention to her legs, and

even uses her car, a Mercedes Benz, to pique his sexual curiosity by rubbing it slowly

while talking to the ofhcer: "Arachne looks down and scuffs her toe in its neatly

strapped white sandal. It is a way of making him look at her feet, at her legs and body

instead ofher face, which is always wearing the wrong expression, rebellion or rage"

(107). In this scene, she shows her familiarity with a1l ofthe techniques of seduction and

her acute perception in gauging which will be most effective. Nevefiheless, the eyes,

often referred to as the mirrors of the soul, are sepaÍate for Arachne and never used as

part ofher arsenal of seduction.

Significantly, it is Thomas who tells Arachne how to bridge the gap oflanguages

by showing her it is within her realm as a seducer to take on new roles. In a chapter

entitled "Eat or be Eaten", when Arachne meets Thomas's family for the first time,

Arachne's self-consciousness is apparent: "She is in a game where everyone knows the

rules except her" (128). Arachne knows that acting must be involved, but she tums to a

form ofoblivion as her strategy: "She enacts her own performance: a very large eraser,

pink and rubbery, that scrubs ac¡oss her visual rnernory, sweeping the edge back and

forth, erase, erase, obliterate" (132). She allows Thomas to "tum her into a respectable

woüran, or at least the appearance ofone" (137), because she is intrigued that she can

create an appearance that will be read by some one as true. Thus, Arachne emphasizes

the afiifice of language; it is only a changing semblance of truth.



Even Arachne's name comes out of a desi¡e to dissemble. Like rnany Don Juans,

Arach¡e's name poses the question, "Who am I?" - to which there is no one fixed

answer. Lanie surreptitiously names her daughter Arachne because she hopes to profit

from her acquaintance with Gabriel Greenberg who comes to her house to have his

tealeaves read. She realizes that he is wealthy and hopes that by flattering hin-r through

naming her daughter Arachne, after he has expressed an interest in spiders, that he will

see himself corurected to her, Lanie. However, his feelings for Arachne will always

remain autonomous of Lanie. It is Gabrìel who foreshadows A¡achne's future as a

trickster when he comments on the spider: "A good thing it caught something. Spiders

are rogues. They eat each other when there is nothing else to catch" (83). He points to

her spirited nature that will direct her fight thoughout life. However, Arachne's tough

upbringing and her urlnerability are also alluded to in this passage: "Lanie saw that the

spider only had been injured; it had only seven 1egs. But that did not hinder her design or

ambition. The silken web grew while Lanie watched" (82). In the end, Gabriel will

become Arachne's guardian angel, as his own name might suggest, but only to beneht he¡

with his love as well as the inheritance ofhis car, which is a reminder that he recognizes

in her a need to travel.

Significantly, Lanie gets it slightly wrong when she decides to name her daughter

after a spider. When Gabriel observes this spider in their home, he calls it, "Arachnid,"

(83), but in the end the baby is named "Arachne". Arachne means "spider" in Greek, and

etymologically refers to the Latin word "aranea", which means "web" or "spider", but

more importantly, it is also part of Ovidian myth in Metamorplzos¿s. van Herk's allusion

to the Ovidian context establishes both a context for parody, and yet a change in the
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cultural context. Ovid is really like Blron in satirizing Augustan hypocrisy, and

undermining social norms of the era. Ovid's Arachne is a moralist who exposes the

double standard ofdivine (and upper class) morality, and who gets her revenge on lordly

seducers, until she is crushed by a hlpocritical deity such as Athene. van Herk engages

in similar comic subversion, but without making moral judgements.

ln the Ovidian context, Arachne is a woman from Lydia who is famous for her

beautiful weaving. This mythical Arachne is similar to van Herk's in her station in life:

"The girl/Had no distinction in her place of birth/Or pedigree" (VI.9-11). She is

challenged by Pallas (Minerva./Athena) to a contest, and when she produces the better

picture, the eruaged Athena, strikes her several times in the fo¡ehead. In response,

Arachne tries to hang herself, and finally in pity Athena tums her into a spider so that she

will live but continue to hang in a different way:

Her head shrinks tiny; her whole body's small;

Instead oflegs slim hngers line her sides.

The rest is belly; yet ftom that she sends

A fine-spun thread and, as a spider, still

Weaving her web, pursues her former skill.

vL147-151

Athena provokes a fight with Arachne with the expectation that her opponent will

succumb to her wil1. The goddess insists that Arachne should pay homage to her skills as

a weaver, even though she has never had Athena as her teache¡. Arachns's independence

is taken as blasphemous, but Arachne refuses to capitulate: "With blazing eyes/Arachne

stared at her and left her worVShe almost struck her; anger strong and clear/Glowed as
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she gave the goddess (in disguise)/ Her answer: 'You're too o1d, your brains have gone"

(V1.36-40). Arachne of Lydia takes on the warrior goddess because she knows that there

has been an injustice against her.

Arachne in No -F¿¡ ed Address likewise counters injustices against her. She shows

bravado as a teenager when the reputation ofher gang, secretly named The Black

Widows, is being contested. Arachne wìns the faith of her followers by taking on her

opponent: "They only had time to see her streak forward, knock the leader to his knees"

(192). Twice in her life she is robbed unfairly of her money by men who use their brute

strength against her: a bully in her childhood and a man who wants to sell her a non-

functioning mine. In retaliation, both times, she fills a sock with rocks, which

unmistakably symbolizes an ìmitation ofthe Phallus, and clobbers them over their heads

to regain her property. As Dudek also notes: "She [Arachne] trades her car for twenty-

five thousand dollars. And then keeps both. Arachne knows how to play the commodity

game. She uses working-class knowledge as a power play to refuse the rules - and wins"

(35). Both of these women named Arachne are rogues willing to defend themselves at all

costs. They are wily survivors, much like the spider that they are nalned for that weaves

its web and waits patiently for its prey.

Analogously, Arachne ofLydia tells a story of the "crimes ofHeaven" (VI.133),

as much as of the crimes of men. Her weavings are a tactìle depiction of narratives: "And

on the loom an ancient tale was traced" (VI.71). The gods and goddesses ofher nar¡ative

are delinquents who have rebelled against the inherent system of divine law. These are

the stories of seduction in which injustices are felt, and all ofthem involve dìsguise and

betrayal: "She wove, and pictured Leda as she laylunder the white swan's wings, and
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added too/How Jove once in â satlr's guise had got/Antiope with twins, and as

Amphitryon, Bedded Alcr¡ena; in a golden shower/Fooled Danae, Aegina in a flame,

Andas a shepherd snared Mnemosl.ne" (VI.1 12- 1 18). Her vivid, non-linear account

contrasts geatìy with Athene's s]rynmetrically ordered narrative. This is a defiant

rereading of the rnoral code presented in Athena's own tapestry. Arach¡e in the novel

also feels that she must rebel openly: "There was nothing she could do about her

difference, nothing to do but exploit it, call attention to the fact that she was crossing

every boundary" (143). If Ovid's Arachne of Lydia is a judge, or satirist, van Herk's

Arachne is a seducer who one-ups her "betters." Both women are marginalized by their

societies, and waiting for the opporlunity to tell their stories fÍom their own viewpoints.

Ovid's Arachne calls Athena's whole moral code (and religious power) into question. By

contrast, van Herk's A¡achne is an arnoralist, not averse to occasional lying and cheating,

and very capable of taking care of he¡seli She sees the system for what it is a system

that as it stands will never benefit her - and so she moves beyond its endeavours to curb

hel thoughts and actions as a seducer.

In addition to rrodemizing Ovidean satire, No Fixed Address retells the Don Juan

myth frorr a fen-rinist perspective. Arachne is a seducer who breaks with the traditional

codes associated with classic tales of seduction. She is a seducer even though this

narrative sets her apaÍ tll'ough a parodic retelling ofthe libefine's narative. In this

way, she undermines the notion that masculinity is a defining point in the seducer's

identity. In the last chapter, she confronts some of the darker aspects ofher own identity

such as her doppelgänger, a ghost of a soldier, and a man who atterrpts to rape her.
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As we come to the end of No Fixed Addt'ess, the novel moves into the realm of

rnagic realism. Much like a picara, the text uses exaggeration as well as a travelling

motif. Arachne drives away fiom civilization and right off the map. As Isabel Carre¡a

observes, "The genre of the picaresque, for its part, havìng traditionally explored, in the

first person, the life-story of its protagonist, leads easily into fernale subjectivity, and its

openness and amorality pen¡its an unorthodox view of femaleness without the constant

reminder of intrusion. In this particular version, there ìs apossible female chain of

subjectivity, moving from author to text/protagonislstorynnaker and to the reader" (438).

As the story becomes less likely in terms of realism, the reader is invited to parlicipate

more fully in an identity politics based on female erotics - an erotica which focuses on

women's pleasure, not the objectification of the female body.

As Arachne makes her escape from the police after having "kidnapped" Josef, she

drives as far west as possible until she is on the lip ofthe coast and her body is about to

collapse. Her resistance to staying even a few hours in Vancouver signihes Araclme's

desire to repress her past. We are told earlier in the nanativc that she "refuses to drive

west, circles norlh and east and south from Calgary but never west, hardly even looks in

the direction she came" (47). She leels panic when the physical demands ofherbody-

and the extension ofher body, the Mercedes - require nourishment, in Vancouver, the

last place she wants to be, where there is "nowhere to hide, no refuge" (280). Yet this

time in Vancouver strangely represents a coming to terms with herself in some measure.

When Arachne enters a sushi bar in search olbasic nourishr¡rent, she instead finds

spiritual healing thlough an unlikely orgasmic experience. in the soothing environment

ofthe sushi bar, the chef ascefiains her consent twice before giving her fugu. Fuguisa
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type ofsushi fish, popular amongst Japanese. It is possibly lethal, as Arachne herself

acknowledges later when she states, "It can kill you" (285). The heart rate is slowed and

people often feel euphoric after eating it. Some consider fugu an aphrodisiac becausc of

the adrenaline rush associated with this food whìch may lead to death. The comalike

state experienced by some fugu eaters has forced the Japanese govemment to pass a law

stating that anyone dying of this cause must not be buried until three days have passed,

following several unfortunate incidents ofpeople being buried alive, their coma-state

mistakenly being interpreted as death. There are erotic overtones in Arachne's

acceptance ofthe fugu which the cheffeeds to her, and she "takes the flesh between her

teeth" (283). Certaìnly, the overt comection between death and the phallus is here.

Arachne is also taking cor¡munion with her namesake; she is seduced by the

nefarious spider. The chef has shaped the fugu "into a spider sitting in the middle of its

web" (283). She is seduced by her own image artificially carwed into the shape of

"diamond slivers of fish" (283). Ironically, neither Arach¡e nor the fugu can aclually lay

ciailr to being a "true" spider, yet they borrow and trade on the spider's traits. No doubt

is left in the reade¡'s mind that this is a moment of revelation for Arachne when she twice

calls the fugu her "manna" (283). The feminist plot thickens, though, because this

revelation does not fit into a typical masterplot; A¡achne has not come back to find her

"origins" nor is she planning to stay. Thus, her revelation is not the coming to terms with

her past. Vancouver is not her final destination.

In fact, what is so interesting about this segue in the narrative is its

inconclusiveness. Arach¡e "feels her breathing catch" (284) as all is "magnified into

possibilitl' (283) under the effects of the fugu, but nothing beyond her orgasmic
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satisfaction is revealed. And then, even the body of Arach¡e disappears. Thatis to say,

there is a large gap ìn the nanative, one that even Arachne is unable to supply. She goes

from being in a lethargic state under the spell of fugu in a Vancouver sushi bar to a ferry

where she is newly outfitted yet does not remember how, why, or when she got there.

Perhaps Arachne rcally does die or maybe she just disappears. She is like other tugu

eaters - risk-takers who chance going into limbo between life and death, or even

confrontation with death itself. Closure is pointedly sidestepped and the seducer

succumbs only temporarily to this direct narcissistic confrontation with herself.

Arachne extends the boundaries ofher selfby seeking out new boundaries. As

Goldman writes, van Herk's project "is not so much to change the map as it is to change

the process of mapprng altogether" (3 6). Female identity becomes penneable and

beyond the reach of the voyeur-narrator and even the reader-confidante. She heads north,

eluding any scripted roles. For the "process of mapping" involves taking the westem

narrative, which has focalized on male desires, and seducing it to the parody of this

narrative. Yet, who is to say what is the original story? This is not just a revampìng of

old narratives, a transposing of the female over the male body. lnstead, this narrative

poses aquestion: how can we legitimize the process of territorialization at all? As

Derrida obsewes, the "original" must always feel indebted to the "imitation" for its

continuation. There is nothing predetermined in this nanative and the way it has been

traced out, and the reader-confidante takes too much for gtanted ifs/he believes they now

"know" Arachne by the end.

Derrida scolds the impatient reader: "the bad reader: this is the way I narne or

accuse the fearful reader, the reade¡ in a hurry to be detenr-rined, decided upon deciding
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(in order to annul, in other words to bring back to onesell one has to wish to know in

advance what to expect, one wished to expect what has happened, one wished to expect

(oneself)). Now, it is bad, and I know no other definition ofthe bad, it is bad to

predestine one's reading, it is always bad to foretell. It is bad, reader, no longer to like

retracing one's steps" (Postcard 4). In this chastisement, spoken directly to the reader,

Derrida insists that the seduction ofreading lies elsewhere than in a seeking out of the

image of onesell To read to know oneself th¡ough fulfillment of predetermined

expectations is not to embrace new possibilities. Instead, it is to work within a closed

circuit - repetition without critical distance - to recuperate old narratives as a way to

hang on to known power relationships and in the hope ofrecuperating a "whole" identity.

Such hope is nostalgia for total, individualized control of the text. It is ìmporlant "to like

retracing one's steps" but only with cntical distance. The reader, seduced by this text,

understands that No Fixed Address has seduced previous texts to its own desires. The

metaphor of deterritorialization affirms the need for wrìter/reader to think of self-

conscious detours that elude pre-detennined endings: "With its emphasis on the north as

anonJ.¡rnous territory, No Fixed Address develops a link between the unmapped no¡them

landscape and the cognitive space where women can plot radical altematives to

traditional representations of fenale identity'' (Golduran 30). Part ofthis radical

altemative is that the reader also moves from being sideline object to sensual subject. As

confidante, the reader engages with Don Juan on somewhat equal footing because she is

"behind the scenes"; she knows the trappings of the seducer being used on the seduced.

Ultimately, the reader takes Arachne's place in perfonning a nanative that will seduce

new readers.
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7: Language of the Body in,4na Historic:

The Reader/Archivist's Performance of History

What happens to power relations between seducer/seduced when both halves of

the binary are of the same sex? Daphne Marla|t's Ana ÍIistoric takes on a new

dimension - how the story has evolved beyond woman seducing man as in No Fixed

Address to woman seducing woman, and yet raising doubt about who is the seducer and

who is the seduced. Fufhermore, this shift towards unstable categories and

deconstruction ofcategories also takes one away from hierarchical relations ofpower in

the reading act, since the seducer (Zoe) hrms into a reader/editor, and the seduced

(Annie) lums into the author/archivist of a story ofseduction, in which seducers change

roles, as do readers and authors. The implied reader is most likely a woman, and one

who wishes to help script fuilher scenes of seduction which extend beyond the authorial

boundaries of the text. Writing, in the hands of the new reader-author, is thus

instrumental to a politics of decolonization.

Ana Historic offers a postcolonial reading ofpower ¡elations in the discou¡se of

seduction, but it does so on three fronts, all of which destabilize old binaries: factlfiction;

male/female; author/reader. ln resisting the colonization of memory by "fact," the text

also resists the colonizatìon of the (female) body by male power, as well as the colonizing

of the imagination by an all-controlling author. By destabilizing the old categories of

history/fiction, seducer/seduced, and author/reader, this novel makes it impossible to

privilege any single tenn, while making it possible to establish mutual relations of power

between each ofthese categories. And so the ambiguity of the settler/invader's position
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is replayed on a larger level of the ambiguity of each ofthese other positions, as the old

boundaries between them are collapsed, and each tums into the Other.

Marlatt's text refuses to rei$r conventional narratives ofseduction that construct

women's experiences and accounts of their sexual relations and differences through male-

dominated perspectives. The very framework ofthis fragrnented text rejects and

undemines the authority of master nanatives, which make claim to factual knowledge.

The implications of this nanative are greater than just immediate power relations (sexual

colonization); they also include the colonization of memory. The establishment of

discourses ofpower and the erasure ofhistorical subjects occur in the process of writing

history. Through privìleging the imagination's role in reconstn¡ctinghistory, Ana

Historic impedes the colonization of mernory, and calls for another sort of re-membering,

a nanative of women "gìv[ing] birlh to each other" ( I 3 1) in the reading act. Now the

point of seduction is not to reverse roles with the male but to write "the real history of

'women" which "runs tll'ough our bodies" (i 3l). Thìs text is part ofa greater postcolonial

project because it attempts to ¡ewrite the historical positioning ofthe speaking subject in

relation to the ¡eaders of history. The reader, in tum, becomes involved in the production

of rneaning as the text solicits the collaboration of "sarne-sex" writer/reader.

Ana Historic provides an alternative model for seduction narratives, revisiting

history through a fernale voice that resists the conventions of dominant discourse. It is

not only the writings thernselves, but more importantly the systems by which writings are

produced, that must be examined. Glen Lowry observes that Ma¡latt looks "directly at

the nature of the writing upon which it is built" ìn an effort "to undermìne the tnttlt

-which has been created in and perpetrated by the dominant discourses" (86). To draw
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attention to the fiction ofany inherent logic or "naturalness" in narrative sequence,

Marlatt's own narrative multiplies and interconnects several stories in process. Generally

told from the first-person viewpoint of Annie Torent, this narative is also the awakenìng

love story of Mrs. Richards, a historical figure who appears briefly in the Vancouver

archive of the 1880's, and whom Annie baptizes Ana. Annie names Mrs. Richa¡ds

"Ara," which in tum suggests that she wishes to identify with or feel an affinity for this

litt1e known historical personage as she (Annie) reinvents or newly constructs 'herstory'

for Ala. "Ana" is also a prefix ofreversal, a calculated choice to reverse the power of

traditional history. She creates a parallel in their life experiences as they both meet

challenges and confront fears ofchange, ofsocial redefinition. As is the case with any

historian, Annie relies to some extent in writing Ana's biography on in-ragination and

educated guesses. She undercuts the assumptions of dominant discourse by pnvileging

shared women's experiences over (apparent) facts. This is also the story of Aruiie's

mother, Ina, now dead, where Annie seeks to give her a voice and validate her mother's

experiences. By giving these othe¡ women voices, Annie also creates one for hersell

Annie reimagines Ana Richards for us in the present, giving life to this historical

figure in her imagination. By contrast, the archives provide an extretnely limited

description of Mrs. Richards: "Mrs. Schwappe sold it [a piano] to Mrs. Richards, school

teacher, who lived in a litt1e th¡ee-room cottage back of the Hastings Mill

Schoolhouse.. -" (29). Perhaps she is intrigued with this palticular archive because, in

Mrs. Richards' desire to play the piano, Annie recognizes someone who might

understand the setiiotic subtext oflanguage, how writing nost often ¡uns through the

body. Annie, for the most part, focuses on what she imagines Ana's private life to be, yet
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the text also gives clues to a larger historical context. Ana Richards is a member of a

settler/invader culture, a role which is not easily identìfiable: "Fo¡ in this imperial

murder story she is both kilÌer and victim; writer, reader, pupil and teacher; accessory to

murder, yet often a (complicit) victim hersell Consequently settler-colony contestation

of imperial textual interpellation proceeds from a deeply compromised and ambiguous

position" (Tiffin 215). Tiffin's description identihes some of the ambiguities that

sunound Ana Richards. She is privileged in that she has mobility: the financial means to

escape England and an over-bearing father. And yet she still becomes an instrument of

ernpire building; as the local teacher, she is a disseminator of British history, values, and

aesthetic tastes. Yet, as Heather Zwicker notes, Ana panics when she encounters two

Siwash rnen in the woods because ofher preconceived notions and prejudices: "This

scene, the colonial woman face-to-face with the figures that refute the legitimacy of

British colonialism, suggests fear of contamination by the prenational or precolonial.

Gendered and raced, the tension enacts, in other words, the complicated desire for and

fear ofmiscegenation that underlies the colonial nation" (168).

Altematively, Ana has limitations placed on her because of her defined role as a

woman in society. Her authority as a teache¡ is contingent upon her identifoing with the

white minority because she is accountable to the school's trustees of white, British

descent. Yet, at the same time, her position is ironically guaranteed by the number of

students that attend class, since ltandatory minimum registration can only be obtained by

having a mix of cultures represented in the shrdent body. She champions the rights of

one of her Native students, rìsking her own career. In this reimagining of Mrs- Richard's
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life as a schoolteacher, what is important is that Annie manages to articulate some of the

ambiguous power relations cultivated in the settler/invader environment.

The conflict of interest and ethical questions raised by the settler/invader position

are also true for the history ofcolonialism in general, leading up to the present day.

Firstly, Ana Richards is involved in the historical process ofcolonization because ofher

position as a white settler; she is not an irurocent bystander. But Annie has also entered

into a compromised position in her own attempt to recreate a history of Ana Richards.

For A¡nie, in her attempts to claim and to rewrite Ana's history, rejects the archival

documents as definitive truth, yet in her own way, imposes another sort of memory on the

past. When we talk of the colonization of memory, one of the dangers is that history

becomes so ahistorical that no one is left responsible for the devastating effects of

colonialism. While post-colonialism is heterogeneous in the vast number oftheo¡etical

perspectives offered under that name, its most basic definition refers to European

countries colonizing other nations and the attending effects of such practices. As

Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffìn contend, "In particular the tendency to employ the tenns

'post-colonial' to refer to any kind of marginality at all runs the risk ofdenlng its basis in

the hìstorical process of coloniali sm" (Entpire 2). Thus, the arnbiguity leads to a double

bind: "historical facts" such as dates and events serve their purpose in relaying

infonnation about the past, but they are insufficient. The intetpretations that surround

such information, compounded with other factors often ignored by historians, such as

feminists' ìnterest in the role of women, must also be part of this "substance" that we call

the real, which ironically can only be bome out in large part through the use ofour

ilraginations. Thus, the way in which the imagination has been colonized - that is, how
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it has been suppressed or marginalized is of crucial importance to understanding what

vested interests have helped shape the construction of the memory of our communal past,

taking into account that there are compcting interpretations r,ying against one another.

Abdul Janmohamed pinpoints the function of political allegory, which maintains

hegemony and thus allows "the writer to transform social and historical dissimilarities

inio universal, metaphysical differences" (22). He furthe¡ elaborates on the outcome of

an ahistorìcal narrative position: "The ideological function of this mechanism, in addition

to prolonging colonialism, is to dehistoricize and dssocialize the conquered world, to

present it as a metaphysical 'fact of life,' before which those who have fashioned the

colonial wo¡ld are themselves reduced to the role ofpassìve spectators in a mystery not

oftheir rnaking" (22). I would argue that Janmohamed's position should be taken even

further to consider how an "actual" historical process can be the foundation for

colonialism if it fails to recognìze an element of fictionality in its own narrativrty. By

acknowledging its cornplicity in the construction of empire, history can in fact become

quite another sort of history.

By acknowledging Ana's complicity in the settler/invader culture, Marlatt's novel

begins this process of transforming the old colonial archive. Significantly, these archives

refer to the year 1873, just six years after the British North America Act, and two years

after the colony's inclusion in that Confederation. Indeed, British Colurnbia had been for

more than a century an administrative unit of the Hudson's Bay Company, a separate

colony which set particular conditions on joining Canada, before Sir John A. MacDonald

could realize his imperial dream of a nation frorn sea to sea. Canada itself would prove to

be an imperializing nation within a larger Empire which first granted it legal status of a
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dominion (i867), though it would not be free to set its own foreign policy, for example,

until the Statute of Westminister (1931); and even then it would not be free f¡om British

subject statlß Ðîtil the Citizenship Act of 1947. Thus, the date of Mrs. Richards' arrival

- 1 873 - places her at the foundation of the provìnce, when British Columbia gave up its

status as a colony to join the Dominion of Canada (itself an imperial formation) in 1871 .

The nation-state unfolds within several fiameworks: Britain's colonization ofCanada;

Canada's colonization of British Columbia; Britain, Canada, and British Colurnbia's joint

colonization of the First Nations' land and people.

Despite the First Nations' presence, the settlers believe they have claim to this

"virgin" land. In one of the archival excerpts, set off fiom the rest of the text by italics,

the text alludes to this colonial belief: " Why! The country hadn't been touched!" (63).

Annìe's questioning ofcolonial relations is a new form of writing that interrogates the

archival records written by whites, and acts as a challenge to colonial discourse. As

Tiffin observes of this text, "[T]he instmmental iinear trajectory of the male/imperial/

textual adventures is deliberately fragmented. The author/ity ofhis/tory is re-placed by

the cyclical interplay of fictional shapes and cycles" (226). Any exclamation that Canada

is virgin land is then repeatedly and ironically undercut by references to the many times

the land has already been clear-cut.

In a sinilar way, historical memory has a tendency to be written and erased

repeatedly without any acknowledgrnent of this editing process, which changes to neet

the irnaginations of current historìans reinterpreting a past to justifli present systems of

power. C. An¡rette Grisé says as much with respect to the relationship between women,

history, and nation in Ana Historlc: "The text makes connections between the
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phallocentric excising of wornen's history and the colonization of British Columbia. The

uneasy relationshìp between Father History and mother hystery tn Ana Historic points to

an ambivalent power dynamic which parallels that ofthe colonizer/colonized" (93). The

colonization of writing implodes, though, as woûren become better readers. For as

women leam to read in critical ways, they come to the realization that there are gaps in

the nanatives before them that need to be addressed. Thus, Annie "reads" herselfas the

addressee of the Mrs. Richard's fragrnented nanative and knows that she must in hrm

address the silences ofher p¡edecessor's past by becoming a writer/archivist.

In another example, one of the male settlers makes Ana Richards uncomfofiable

through his sexual colonization of the landscape when he ¡efers to the mountains as

"Sheba's Paps" (31). Even the landscape does not escape the male gaze, or its desìre to

colonize: "When the cultural identity in question is that of a people transporled to a new

and strange place, the physical envi¡onment assumes unexpected importance and the

language undergoes great strain" (Lawson 169). Having lived all ofher life in England

up to the point ofher immigration, Ana is very av,¡are of the respect due to her as a lady,

and she knows a line has been crossed in this geographical aside: "Should I have shown

displeasure at a remark a gentleman would not utter in the company of a lady?" (32).

Although perhaps considered superficial by nlany, the rules of etiquette, especially in

Victorian England, do play a crucial role in defining not only the propriety ofpeople's

demeanor but their very identities. In the "new world," such rules can at times be

overlooked, which in tum is one of the first real displacements of British colonialism.

The strict rule that governs relations between men and women - or more precisely,

gentlemen and ladies -'hndergoes stress" and thus reveals the impossibility of the
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colonial pÍocess to mark the empire fully on foreign territories. Homi Bhabha sees this

ambivalence as a site ofresistance for the post-colonialist seeking ways to reinscribe

subjectivity already so heavily encoded through the colonization of memory and

imagination. As Stephen Slemon observes, "But one of the ways in which Bhabha

articulates this fracture is to show how the subject-fomrìng strategies ofColonialist Self

onto Colonized Other produce an 'impossible object', an impossrble subjeclposition for

both the colonizer and the colonized, because a purely 'colonial identity' is always

already radically overwrìtten by the differential play of colonialist ambivalence" (24).

The ambiguity of the settler/invader-subject's position is further complicated in the

case ofA¡nie's mother's colonial past, which calls for "two languages, two allegiances"

(23). Annie, as the daughter of an irnmigrant, feels alienated through her diffèrence.

Even though her mother Ina is of British descent, and Annie is thus prily to a heritage

founded on the authority of colonialisrn and the "Queen's English," she is nevefiheless

ridiculed as a child, and called "Miss Goody-Two-Shoes" (23). Ironically, her

"authentic" British vocabulary, learned through her mother, becomes a source of

humiliation rather than a legitimization of her position in Canadian culture. Her mother

attempts to give Arurie a more cultured and high-class language; Annie recalls her

mother's advice: "sweater's such a common word, darling, can't you say woolly, say

cardigan?" (23). Amie becomes sensitized to how she must negotiate between two

cultures growing up, despite the fact that she has never been to England. Her mother's

native British dialect is intemalized as Annie's private language, which rnalks her as

different and "foreign" (23). Her personal historyis an inversion of Ana Richards'

experience of language. Colonial memory and its privileges, rooted in British tradition,
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lose hold as they fade in the imaginations of A¡rnie's childhood, taking place in the

1950's during the Cold War. Thus, while British heritage is still "honoured" with

pictures of the Queen on Canadian postage and currency, the privilege of the colonial

past undergoes metamorphosis as it fails to translate into the current realities of Canadian

society.

Her mother Lra's past is thus deeply embedded in the question of colonial privilege.

However, ina ìs only an emissary ofthe British culture, which has largely shaped her

identity. Her claims to a British identity are tenuous; she was not actually raised in

England, although she attended boarding school there as a child. Instead, her family

raised her in another colony: India- Thus the notion ofan "original" becones suspect and

convoluted as British India - a colonial model - provides the educative model for what is

British and proper to young Canadian children bom to English./Canadian parents.

Annie refuses the seduction of the tropics and a romanticizing of the exotic when

she seeks to understand the power d¡.namics of her mother's childhood. Ina's world is

first split between an English boarding school and her home in India, and then further

divided by her immigration to Canada. We see the microcosm of power relations within

the family unit in India; there is no one locus of power. Annie imagines Ina's childhood

from her mother's viewpoint as a child and its ever-cl.ranging allegiances: "colonial

children holding power over adults who were our servants but seemed more like us, wily

as us at circumventing rules, at keeping us mum with horror stories and illicit treats,

while the govemors, Tuan and Mem, remained benevolent and remote, a small model of

the govemnent of the state, this house in which we took our place, when we could, on

the side of the servants, on the side of seüet trespassing, though we knew it was no side,
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that they too would punish us on command" (136). Although never directly stated, the

reader knows that the servants are Indian and the family is white. As a white child being

raìsed in colonial lndia, lna's life is doubly encoded. On the one hand, her position of

privilege, even as a child, gives her some authority over the seÍvants who in a systematic

fashion are culturally and economically oppressed, left in a subservient position. On the

other hand, the children partake in the unofficial discourse of the seruants that

circumvents the controls placed upon them. There is a seductive power to this ambiguity

ofborders. It is no wonder that Ina grows up with an accentuated self-consciousness of

he¡ husband's and society's opinion ofher because she learns to see herselfas a split

subject, identifoing with SelflOther, or in this case, Master/Servant. From an early age,

Ina knows that the rules of life involve persuasion more than obedience to any ofïìcial

dìscourse, although in the end she is unable to manage successfully in her Canadian

domain.

The description of the seruants is none too flattering, because Amie suggests they

are "wily" in their household dealings, rather underhanded with the r¡orals of child¡en,

and not particularly loyal to anyone. However, this description needs to bc understood in

a larger context to appreciate the systematic fiacturing ofloyalties. That is to say, at flrst

it may appear that A¡nie's description of the Indian servants is condescending, but Ina's

position in this family is as unstable as thei¡s in a way. It has already been suggested

elsewhere (chapter five) that the fan-rily unit acts as an ìnstitution to promote the

reproduction and continuance of colonialism. For lna, her fan-rily truly rernains "a small

model of the government of the state," since her parents are remote figures in her life.

Rather than personal closeness with their daughter, they adopt the conventional colonial
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model in their decision to send her to an English boarding school: "left at boarding school

in a country they called 'home' which was nothing like the India you [Ina] remembered"

(98). And again, she feels abandoned and cut off fiom her family when she and Harald

irnmigrate to Canada where none ofthe logic ofher previous life applies. For lna,

Canada is the wrong colony, the wrong cultural reproduction. Perhaps because she lives

in several cultures, she is able to see more clearly than most the artifice ofthe

mechanisms ofcolonialism which help to regulate the culturai practices ofeach nation-

state to conform to the irnperial model. The family unit serves as a mechanism of

colonial reproduction that entrenches complex power relations in society, but this unit

does not necessarily advocate on behalfofany of the parties involved on a personal level

in a favourable way. Annie's narrative exposes the family as a political unit that has little

to do with sentiment.

The colonial apparatus, though, fails in its covert actions. This is parl of Marlatt's

larger writing project to consider the colonizing role of memory and writing in subject

formation. These memories of Ina's, as told and remembered by her daughter, Annie, are

purposefully fiagmented and spread throughout the text. The fractured nature of the text

underlines the notion that there is an imposed order of logic that pervades a colonialist

perspective. The reproduction ofan authoritative colonial text is thus halted almost

before it is begun in this text. "Truth," as it has been traditionally conveyed by writers

such as Annie's husband, Richard, who is an historian and expects her to be his research

assistant in search of "facts," has no place in this narrative. Annie imagines Richard's

reaction to her altemative reading of history, his dismìssive tone and baffled expression

when he complains ofher "scribbles" which, inhis opinion, are'nothing" (81). She
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realizes that "this nothing is a place he doesn't recogttize, cut loose fiom history and its

relentless progress towards some end. this is undefined territory, unaccountable" (81).

The narrator pokes fun at the inflated self-impodance that resonates in Richard's sort of

history-making: "history the story, Cafier's and all the others', of dominance. Mastery.

the bold line ofit" (25). Richard is so "bold" and so sure ofhis position ofpower in the

patriarchy, and so ready to be deflated by a counter-history of decolonization.

Derrida's discussion ofhrerarchical binaried relations helps make sense out of the

ambivalent power struggles inherent to such colonial structures of domination. For he

recognizes that the proj ect ofcolonization, while embedded in very real acts ofbrutality

and dominance, is at the same time just one narrative amongst many. Colonialism is

always/already enacted, and the identity and power relations ofthose involved in such

narratives are in a constant state of flux. Marlatt plays self-consciously with Derrida's

theory of the relationship of speech to wnting and his challenge to the concept of the

book. She recognizes that the history of women, often colonized into master narratives

not of their own making nor representative of their experiences, needs to be rewritten in a

way that reflects woÍìen as subj ects oftheir own narratives. Thus, Marlatt utilizes the

"state of flux". In this sense, the colonìzed-reader becomes her own colonizer-writer. To

some extent, there is a repetition ofviolence in thìs imitation of the colonizing methods,

which involves the reinscription of narative. What saves Marlatt's project from being

simply reversal and repetition, instead ofrepetition with critical difference, is that she

seduces the reader to participate in her writing project. ln giving up control ofthe

nanative to the unknown potential that the reader brings, the colonizing writer thus

accepts the blurring of roles and shares her power. The discourse of seduction then opens
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up in new ways in An(t His toric becaiJse colonization, so deeply rooted in the human

psyche, undergoes re-reading as well as re-writing with critical difference as well as the

play of dffirance.

In OJ Grammatology, Detrtda posits that speech has been privileged over writing

because of its apparent "natural immediacy" and presence ofbeing: "[R]eading and

writing, the production or interpretation ofsigns, allow themselves to be confined to

secondariness. They are preceded by a truth, or a meaning already constituted by and

within the element of the logos" (O/14). However, Derrida ¡efutes this claim by arguing

that speech (phonè) involves an articulation of a signifìer and signified confened on a

referent as is the case for the written word; both systems rely on the sign in relation to a

referent to create meaning. Of imporlance to Marlatt's writing project is Derrida's

hypothesis of textuality. The book, he argues, tries to present itself as a self-contained

unit that deconstructionists recognize as parl of logocentrisrr. As Deirida explains,

"[T]he idea of the book is the ìdea ofa totality, fìnite or infìnite, of the signifier; this

totality of the signifier cannot be a totality, unless a totality constituted by the signs

preexists it, supervises its inscription and its signs, and is independent of it in ìts ideality.

The idea ofthe book, which always refers to a natural totality, is profoundly alien to the

sense of wrìting- (O/ 18). This theoretical approach is played out in the fragrnented

ìn-ragining of Marlatt's narrative; Ana Historlc refusss to adhere to the totality normally

assigned to any book. Through its porous nature, this text partially absorbs while

continuing to observe the autonomy of fiagnented historical archives. Ana Historic is an

attempt to acknowledge the failure ofany systen oftotality, which in turn invites play at

the margins of its discourse.
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However, although Annie's wrìting juxtaposes several discourses and creates a

dialogue between the dominant discou¡se and the text, she is still irnplicated in

colonialism. To recall one ofFoucault's major points in The Archaeology ofKnowledge,

A¡nie is always inside the archive even as she tries to excavate it (, rchaeology 130).

Thus, her self-consciousness is a strategic ploy to at least disrupt, if not destroy, the

reproduction of colonialism. On the postcolonialist writer's uneasy stance, Helen Tiffin

coÍrments as follows: "But hampered - or perhaps energized - by their ambivalent

positions within their own systems ofcolonialist oppression, they have found difficulty in

constructing a stable - or even unstable * identity from which to re-consider the murder

plot and their roles as perpetrator-victims" (216). In a sidestep motion, Annie

acknowledges that the story she is in the process of writing is also a reflection ofher own

identity. FIer reproduction ofthe past does not lie in an objective authorìtative position

that claims to look in from the outside. On the contrary, she sees her life interwoven with

Ana and Ina (much as the assonance of their names would suggest). Ande writes,

"Ana,/Ina,/whose story is this?/(the difference of a single letter)" (67).

The body is a repository of another kind of memory, one that is both inside and

outside of the "official" discourse of history. Much in the same way that New

Historicìsts try to use ignored artifacts to gather informatìon that has gone unseen, been

disr¡issed, or overlooked, the body offers anothsr text to revisit and to reconstruct

history,4rerstory. Annie becones the archivist of this body memory. The ambivalence

that pemeates archival records, as shown by Annìe's interrogative approach which

questions their legitimacy, is also a factor in the rnind,ôody split. There is a ceÍain

degree of autonomy in the body's memory which ensures that it is not totally relegated
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under the hierarchy of the traditional mind/colonìzer, body/colony split. That is to say,

when the female body in this nar¡ative speaks, it offers an altemative version to other

discourses of the past.

lnstead ofbeing written upon in a passive manner, the body becomes the subject

of the narrative, giving the impression that words are only possible if the body parlakes in

the poetic undertaking. Susan Griffin's words provide the epigraph to this text: "The

assemblage offacts in a tangle ofhair" (7). History as a corpus of literature and rhetoric

becomes a literal body in this text. The fer¡ale body and its truths - sexual desire,

birthing and menstrual cycles, to name but a few examples - are given precedence in this

narrative over "facts". The word "assemblage" suggests that facts are a constÍuct open to

interpretation and manipulation, rather than accepted natural truths. The past becomes a

tangle or mess ofknots that ¡efuses easy configuration when the body hgures into the

narrative. Annie resists her positìon as a colonizer when she insists that her life is tangled

with the fragments of the histories she tries to imagine. And she gives us constant

reninde¡s ofher own body: lying in bed beside Richard, bending over books in the

archives, or longing for Zoe's hands upon her. The angst or pleasure ofher own body

signals to the reader what Annie is emotionally grappling with as she reads and writes

"herstory." Like Annie, the reader takes on the role of archivist, seeing the memories

placed before him/her as a senes of artifacts which can be rearranged, not restricting

them to the codes ofone parlicular narrative frame.

The narrative framework is reconfigured so that the border of inside/outside text

ceases to sìgnifr as it has in the past; the reader's body is inserted into the process of

writing, which destabilizes the writer's colonization of the text because what constitutes
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the text is no longer clear: text and body merge. But this is a perfomative body, one that

cannot be colonized according to gender. In other words, Judith Butler rightly observes

that "to call the frame into question is perhaps to lose something ofone's sense ofplace

in gender" ( Preface xi). Butler is referring to the polemics of categories such as

"woman" and "lesbian" when these tenrrs are defined through how one operates within

the dominant heterosexual framework, even when it is difficult not to rely on these

categories to define subjectivity. Her point relates to our discussion of a performative

reading body. Just because this is a lesbian narrative does not necessarily mean that it is

feminist, nor that the only targeted audience fits into either of these modes. The way that

the body of the reader is insefied into the writing/reading of the text is through a

perfomance of Self that questions the framework.

The normative value has it that the frame is a text, a book - contained, whole,

meaningful unto itself - but what qualifies I na Historic as "emancipatory", so to speak,

for the reader, is that the expectations around reading practices have changed. This text

does not prìvilege the mind over the body, for to really read the poetry of this text, the

reading body must yield to its sensuousness. And the reading body is allowed, to some

extent, to escape the materiality of the body, at least ternporarily. For example, a man

can take on the lens of a female, lesbian body in an extraordinary moment ofgiving up

the phallic pen of writing to become a reader and a listener of the female body, here

constructed as a political corpus, one that performs history with a new eye to power

relations. The man, understanding that he is pushing the constraints ofhis "naturalized"

framework of male subjectivity, is now waiting for the body of the text to inscrìbe a

different tlpe of subjectivity on him, which will iiluminate on the male body's surface a
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trace he had not previously conceplualized. But whether male or female, lesbian or

heterosexual, the reading body must also be wìlling to be a writing body, a body that will

perform in relation to the text's strategic gaps and invitations.

Because of this shift that calls into question what is "gender realitl' and the

reading body's privileging alongside the writer's text, both the addresser and addressee of

this narrative ¡emain provisional and somewhat unclear personas, which opens up the

possibilities as to whom fills these roles. This narrative breaks onto a separate page and

into poetry: "worlds aparl she says/the world is/a-historic/she who is you/or me/'i'laddress

thisto" (129). The following page (130) in the text is also blank; perhaps this has been

left so purposefully so that the reader may finish the sentenca. The world is ahistoric in

the sense that wor¡en continue to live in predominantly patriarchal societies that have no

real interest in women's particular histories. This text offers an altemative: "that's what

historyoffers,that'sitsallure,itspretence.'historysaysofher...'butwhenyou'reso

framed, caught in the act, the (f) stop of act, fact - what recourse? step inside the picture

and open it up" (56). Through her imagination, Annie does step inside the picture to

dialogue with what has been recorded as historical fact. She refrarnes the characters to

make the reader more empathetic to them, and even allows the reader to take on the ¡oles

of the characters at the end ofnarrative (which will be discussed in greater detail

presently).

The reader needs to be seduced into a reading of history that levises the traditional

historical nanative. This n-retahistorical narrative is radical because it invokes the

performative body ofthe participating reader and the archival body as a trace. How can

the (male) colonizer effect the process ofcolonization of memory if the body it tries to
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colonize is no longer delimited under the sign of female? If the whole category of

"female" is considered provisional rather than essential, then the colonialist project is

overridden with ambiguity, which in tum displaces hegemonic power structures. As

Butler puts it, "The notion that there rnight be a 'truth' ofsex, as Foucault ironically

terms it, is produced precisely through the regulatory practices that generate coherent

identities through the matrix of coherent gender norms" (23). This text undermines "the

'truth' of sex" to resist the essentializing of the female body.

When Zoe speaks of the female body, she understands it to be more than

biologically determined within the marks ofgender or discursively constrained by the

Íìamework of patnarchy. Like the discourse of seduction, the female body presses the

Ìimits of language, reaching beyond to a set of semiotic relations that ¡efuses the

colonization of the wntten word. Zoe states, "the real history of women...is unwritten

because it runs through our bodies: we give birth to each other" (l3l). What Zoe says

often seems to coincide with Marlatt's own views. If women's historv is thus far

unwritten, it seems an insumountable task to do so now. Yet this is precisely the project

underway in this text. However, it can only succeed with the collabo¡ation of the reader

who urust be willing to read history through the language of the body.

The discourse of seduction is at its most fascinating when it is at once material,

linguistic, and psychological. Through the language ofthebody ofthe reader, which

conjoins with the text to produce meaning, seduction is played out in exciting new ways

to offe¡ a ¡evisionist history. The text seduces the reader through what Linda Hutcheon

refers to as "historical conditioning". She argues that historiographic metaficition

"thematizes its own interaction both with the historical past and with historìca1ly
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conditioned expectations of its readers. Il as these texts suggest, language in a sense

constitutes reality, rather than merely reflecting ìt, readers become the actual and

actualizing links between history ancl fiction, as well as between the past and the prcsent"

(Canadian 65). Thus a crucial aspect of this writing project that challenges colonial and

patriarchal power and ways ofseeing is that this text provides the reader with a

vocabulary that focuses on the body. The reader must be wooed away fiom his,4rer

"historically conditioned expectations" that dismiss the body and its functions as

irrelevant or of little importance in terms of the archival record. This feminist

énonciation is another type of colonization of memory, but one that attempts to recognize

the labours and achievements of women as palimpsests, or texts, which have been

colonized and written over by an alien hand.

In particular, it is the female body as a site of mystery and shame that ìs revealed

otherwise as beautiful and autonomous of the male gaze. T\e rearler is asked to delight

in and feel the sensual allure of Annie's descnption ofher period: "My secret pleasure,

feeling the flow, a sudden rush ofblood slide out between my lips and onto the pad, that

quick loss ofhearing in class, refocus on my self, fiom way out there with the coureurs

de bois or x : what? to this inward trickle, this slow passage, intimate, and only from and

for myself' (90). Perhaps the female ¡eader identifies with, while the nale reade¡ is

educated by, this detailed passage. The language itself is seductive. A woman's period is

likened to an orgasm: secretive, pleasurable, bodily, and communicative with the spirit.

Although Annie describes this experience as occurring within a closed circuit - "on1y

fÌom and for myself'- there is also a perfonnative element to this language as it tries to

seduce the reader. The language seduces the reader into a new aesthetic appreciation for
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the lemale body as seen through a woman's gaze- The language itself claims to be

generated from the female body: "but the wo¡ds that flow out fiom within, running too

quick to catch sometimes, at other tirnes just an agonizingly slow trickle. the words of an

interior history doesn't include" (90). This might be the "unconditioned language" (75) of

women that has historically been silenced.

To fuither distinguìsh this new aesthetics, Marlatt contrasts ways of seeing. She

reveals how the female gaze differs fiom the male in its objective. Durìng the birlhing

scene, which is based on the historical record of births in pioneer Vancouver, Amie

imagines Ana's reaction to Jeannie's pregnant belly: "She [Ana] wanted to averther gaze,

yet she wanted to see, see what it would be like. . .not ffom the outside. . ..but from the

inside, what it would be like to let go , be this assefiive flesh distended - beyond reason -

pushing out to decla¡e itselfin the world" (117). Ana's gaze searches for identification

with this opening unity rather than it opening a split between self and other. She looks to

the body or "flesh" itself, instead ofan extemal language, to tel1 its story.

There is also a parody of a more metaphysical sorl in this moment of birth. While

trying to recreate Ana Richards' personal past, Annie imagines her as witness to "a

massive syllable of slippery flesh slidfing] out the open mouth" (126). This may be seen

as a parody or subversion of the Platonic/Christian metaphysics of the word made flesh.

Here, instead, the "mouth speaking flesh" is the woman's body, which reverses the old

credo, and tums it into the flesh made word, the woman's body as the ground of being,

both material and linguistic. But this kind of inversion also seduces the Gospel of John to

new ends, makes it "speak" with another kind of "mouth." The resihrating of the r,ulva as

mouth, and the flesh as a "massive syllable," effectively undoes the logocentric
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identification of the priority of the ldea/Logos/Wo¡d as the origin offlesh, and restores us

to the mother tongue. Appropriately, this new birth of language also coincides with the

lesbian relationship Annie ìmagines bloorning between Ana and her fel1ow

frontierswoman, Bírdie, as well as the seduction developing between herself and Zoe.

This birthing scene also clearly resonates with Kristeva's discussion of the

semiotic and the matemal body. Marlatt reclaims the privilege of the semiotic as a

positive force in identity formation, even though traditionally the semiotic has been

treated as belonging to the realm of pariah. Kristeva observes that biblical abominations

serve the purpose of "a boundary, a border between the sexes, a separation of feminine

and tiasculine as foundation for the organization that is 'clean and proper"' (Poweru 100).

In acco¡dance with the taxonolry ofsacred Law in Leviticus, Kristeva notes, the female

body becomes another repository ofdifference and defilement that the child must escape

fiom so as to establish its own identity. She takes the argument fuither by showing how

the premise of this logic is to alìgn the mother-body against speech-logic: "Would the

dispositions p/ac e-body and the more elaborate one speech-logic of differences be ut

attempt to keep a being who speaks to his God separated froti the fecund mother?"

(Powers 100). Thus, Ana's interest in becoming one with the child in the birth canal is

not necessarily based on a biological matemal urge. Instead, it is slalbolic of how she

wants to unde¡stand the language of the semiotic that moves "beyond reason", and thus

explore the borderlines of identity.

Only when Ana is liberated from the male gaze is she fiee to be a visionary: "we

cannot see her and so she is free to look out at the world with her own eyes, free to create

her vision of it. this is not history" (30). No longer frozen in tjme under the stifìing gaze
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ofhistorians who ignore her place in history, Ana's recovered sight is also what gives her

a narrative: "why write at all? Why not leave the place as wordless as she finds it?

Because there is 'into' what? Frightening preposition into the unspoken urge ofa body

insisting itself in the words" (46). Under the unremitting scrutiny of the m ale gaze,

women's bodies have been objectified and their personal sense ofbeing altered. For, as

Berger observed many years ago, not only do women constantly perform under the male

gaze, they also corne to see themselves through that same lens which they use to regulate

their every behaviour and measure their beauty according to this standard. To become a

woman has traditionally meant to become an object of the m ale gaze'. "diminished to the

tlranny ofeyes: 'was he looking at me?' 'did you see how he looked at you?"' (52).

Lowry argues that one technique ofpower has been to compare the female body

to that of the male to insert women into a phallogocentric discourse. As he puts it, "The

technique ofdescribing individuals according to the norm - describing women only as

they compare to men is a one-way stare; it judges without ever being subject to

judgernent. In this way, the gazing subjects becorne the objective against which the

objectified subjects are measured" (86). Annie's father, "invisible behind the camera

irnagining moments of this female world" (51), comes slowly to represent the subtle

t¡.ranny of the male gaze. Out of a desire to please this man who calls her "Princess"

(50), Annie wants to supplant her mother in her father's eyes: "yes i tried to efface you

[Ina], trace myself over you, wanting to be the one looked at, approved by male eyes"

(50). On the surface it seems as if the father were reasonable and mild with his wife, the

over-demanding and distraught Ina. However, \rye come to realize by the end of the text
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that his exacting ofaccounts - "he had to know whe¡e every penny went" (95) - leaves

her shorlchanged and pushed outside of the family frame.

The reader must then be seduced into finding a way into the frame of this story,

where meaning is always/already deferred. Yet, Marlatt is reticent to give the reader what

s,4le wants. Paradoxically, one of the most clear indications of how we can infer meaning

is also a challenge to the premise of metaphysical being and experience, and thus to any

fixed sense ofmeaning. There are several instances in Ana Historic when wo¡ds are

clearly wrìtten yet also crossed out. This strategy recalls Derrida's theories of erasure and

dilferance. As he writes, "One cannot get around that response, except by challenging

the very form of the question and beginning to think that the sigrr is that ill-named thiag,

the only one, that escapes the instituting question ofphilosophy: 'what is. . .2- (Of 19).

Although the words have been cancelled by crossing them out, the paradox is that these

"original" words still exist and can never be fu1ly erased. Derrida argues that the fallacy

oflogic in the rnetaphysical beliefin presence is that every presence, in part by defining

itself through opposition, also contains a trace ofabsence. Furthermore, the trace cannot

be followed back to any origin, and more importantly, as Derida himself sTales, "The

trace itself does not exist. (To exist is to be, to be an entity, a being-present. . ..ln a way,

this displacernent leaves the place of the decision hidden, but ìt also indicates it

unmistakably" (Of161). Derrida hypothesizes that metaphysics relies on the beliefthat

there is something (some kind of Transcendental Signified) extemal to the system that

guarantees it. He tries to displace this system of totalization (at least, temporarily)

through traces in language that disrupt the logic ofbinaried thinking.
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Derida's theories of erasure and différance are themselves seduced in Marlatt's

narrative as a way to subvert the implicit biases inl.rerent to hislory. Ana Historic raises

the question of the writing and revision process as a way to open debate on this point. In

the instances when words have been crossed out, yet left in place in the text, women are

struggling to make sense of their lives in relation to the daunting process of writing. ln

the first example, Annie is attsmpting to write down her thoughts on Ana Richards as she

tries to imagine her pioneer life. ln this scene, for the first time, Annie acknowledges

herself in the figure ofAna Richards that she has constructed: "it is herselfthe¡e though

she writes'the'eye and not'my"' (46). Annie composes the scene as she imagines it

through Ana's eyes: "trees going down into - its b¡aekisþwaters evade the eye - 'Tis a

nameless colour as if stained by the Trees themselves, darker tha¡ tea..." (46). The word

under erasure is ffi, and the word itself suggests stagnancy. She stops mid-sentence

to question her position as writer of Ana Richards' history: "what is she editing out and

for whom? besides herselfl" (46). Annie revises her own writing and at the same time

revises historical writings. To come back to Derrida's concept of dffirance, llleaning is

always slightly different as it is continually open to new connotation and definition (one

word substitutes fo¡ another to provide a meaning for the fi¡st term), and it is constantly

deferred through this inpossible quest for fìnite precision. Thus, in this example, the

word "b¡ackish" can be supplemented; it can be added to but paradoxically it is always

somewhat "originally" deficient or lacking. Thus, an originary "lack" comes to shadow

the historical record, a "lack" which can only be "supplemented" to some extent by a

pafiicipating reader.
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Annie longs for the presence ofhistory even as she is in the process of erasing and

rewrìting it. The naffative acknowledges that it is a part of the historical system that it

seeks to defli; hence, the centre and the margin are in a dialogical relation. Ironically,

Annie struggles in her attempt to write about Ana's str-uggle to write. Annie becomes the

seducer ofAna whom she longs for precisely because ofher absence. ln her nostalgia for

this woman that she desires as a solipsistic object, Annie Ìongs to filI absence with

presence: "she is writing her desire to be in the present tense, retrieved from silence" (47).

Annie further insists on the confirmation of Ana's existence by imagining the voices of

Ana's pupìls rìnging out with the words, "Present, Mrs. Richards" (47). Annie, in a sense,

has to contend with the same devils that any historian faces because she now has a vested

interest in Mrs. Richards' history, which has come to signifu to her something of her own

life's story. And so, even Annie's story, which tries to recover some of the past of the

mysterious Mrs. Richa¡ds by using her imagination more than "fact," also performs an

erasure of the past that has not been recorded because Annie's irnaginings are selective.

In what rnay seern an inconsequential moment in the text, another word that

remains intact yet also crossed out in the text, acts as a cornmentary on colonial relations.

Annie pictures Ana observing a Siwash woman sent to clean the schoolhouse for a party.

The voices ofthe subaltem Siwash women are less prevalent in this narratìve than that of

pioneering women such as Ana Richards. Ana atternpts to describe her perceived

difference fiom this native woman: "Our Magic is different from theirs, I see - And yet it

cannot capture them - the quiet with which each seems wrapt, a Grace that - the Grace of

direct perception, surely untroubled by letters, by mirrors, by some foolish notion of

thernselves such as we suffer from" (69). By crossing out the subordinating conjunction,
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Marlatt draws the reader's attention to what might have been; the possibility that this

sentence qualiflng the "grace" of the Siwash woman, whor¡r Annie has baptized Ruth,

might have ended differcntly.

Marlatt uses the word under erasure as a meton)4n for the uneasy position of the

subaltem who has been an elliptical presence in Westem historical imaginations.

"Erasure" refuses metaphorical identity, and points to metonlanic and contiguous re-

naming. Ana's cornmentary serves to highlight her position of colonial power and

emphasizes that there is not necessarily equality between all women. On the one hand,

Ana shows a certain sylpathy for this woman who has been relegated to a subordinate

and almost invisible position as a servant. On the other hand, Ana talks about the Siwash

culture as an exotic Other. The word under erasure is like the colonial past, which

operates on an almost invìsible plane and exists within a larger, imperial system, but still

frnds points ofresistance. As Derrida elaborates, the word under erasure, which is a

product of dffirance, ralher than offering resistance, defers and displaces, resulting in

ambiguity: "Différance does not res¡rl appropriation, it does not impose an exterior limit

upon it. Différan ce began by broaching alienaTion and it ends by leaving reappropriation

breached" (Of 143). Similarly, Marlatt attempts to rewrite history by plalng wirh some

of its silences, intemrptions, and disjunctures, which is really the only circuitous way one

can hope to invoke dilférance. For example, Ana observes Ruth "pass her fingers slowly

over the slate, as ifthe letters ma¡ked thereon might leap into her very skin" (69). This

image embodies the lite¡al kanslation of the trace: the Siwash woman leaves her trace on

The écriture of Westem culture. This passage seems to refer to how we have corne to an

impasse in language. Just as we a¡e intemtpted mid-sentence when A¡a tries to describe
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the quality of "grace," any finality of meaning in this passage is defened. Marlatt thus

does not assume to speak for the subaltern in any complete way; rather she acknowledges

and problematizes her characters' roles in a history full of silences.

Différance shows that colonialism will always be marked by the colonized; the

white settler/invader culture can¡ot be comprehended independently Iìom the subaltem.

The text tells us on the preceding page that this is a story that ,'doesn't deal with heroes"

(67). Words under erasure in this narrative signal to the reader that Annie can only

contrive to speak for others in a tenuous way that selÊconsciously recognizes the

inadequacy of any colonial representation. As Judith Butler observes, representation is a

double-edged sword: "On the one hand, representation seryes as the operatrve term within

a political process that seeks to extend visibility and legitimacy to women as political

subjects; on the other hand, representation is the normative function of a language which

is said either to reveal or to distoÍ what is assumed to be true about the category of

women" (Gender 3-4). Women's representation undergoes revision, when within the

category of seduction a model of power, a same-sex story unfolds. It works to replace

the old model of (male) colonizer who colonizes the (female) body, which in tums offers

a new model for colonialism, feminism, and nationalism. This model provides a new

politics of reading and writing wherein the binary ofwrìter/reader undergoes constant

reversal, thus challenging the hierarchy.

This same-sex model, ofcourse, means that seduction is played out in a new way,

reflecting changing representations and power relations. As a discourse of seduction,

Ana Historic might not seem very promising to some. It is certainly not titillating in the

traditional sense ofseduction despite the fact that the body is a recurring seductive motif.
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Marlatt refuses to use any of the comrnon ploys that typically cue the reader to know that

a seduction is underway. For example, neither Zoe nor An¡ie's language nor their

gestures are ever flirtatious. Furthermore, barely any physical characteristics are

attributed to either the seducer or the seduced. Zoe has brown eyes and a tendency to

hunch over while drinking hot beverages, and we know only of Arurie that she is svelte.

Neither ofthem comes from wealth, nor is there any open flaunting of sexuality in the

common way, nor intrigue in dialogue or gestüe. Zoe seems like a rather passive

seducer who does not know the tricks of the trade. The closest we come to a traditional

seduction scene would be Annie's recollection ofher feelings for Donna, a girl in high

school who infatuated her. As she tries to work through her current feelings for Zoe, she

remembers back to what were distinctively same-sex desires: ,,.don't look at them,,

Donna advised, Just let them look,' as The Hunks paraded by, eyeing the choice. I

looked at her instead, the soft rise of her breasts under her suit, so much fuller than mine.

i wondered if at home in bed she ¡an her fìnger down between them, trying to deepen the

cleavage" (82).

Even so, this narrative enacts an interesting feminist twist on the discourse of

seduction. Traditionally, in seduction, women are placed in a double bind. A woman is

told that ifa man is seduced, it is always her fault because she has proved to be so

tempting. And if she herself is seduced, that too is her fault; she is weak and not terribly

virtuous. Thus, the woman has all of the responsibility but none of the choice. In this

narative, the girlfriend, Zoe, is the seducer but she is making it Arnie's choice whether

or not the seduction will continue. Annie's ability to choose provides a parodic play on

classic narratives of seduction. For instance, in "Diary of the Seducer,,, the seducer,
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Johannes, argues that his manipulation of the seduced benefits her because she becomes

psychologically developed through the process, and thus he helps her to "know herself'

through the seduction. Unlike Johannes, Zoe for the most pad is more of a spectator on

the sideline with encouraging words and interesting questions posed to her object of

affection. Thìs is not to say that she is distant from the seduction. "My first, my ongoing

reader" (132) is how An¡ie describes Zoe. Annie/writer and Zoelreader change positions

several times. An¡ie, the archivist and documentary-sty1e writer eventually confronts

herself and must become the ¡eader of her own story; Zoehas "read" Annie correctly, and

helps to author a new script in Annie's life. Zoe becomes more than an editor and "visual

atist of some kind" (59), which forces Annie to conÍìont the whole issue ofprojection -

she must recognize within hersclfthat she hâs been projecting her subjectivity into the

objectivity of history. Thus, this is a narrative that moves beyond destabilizing older

models of seduction to role reversals and re-reversals.

The seducer in I na I'listoric dôes not actively seduce, which in tum affinns the

nanative's stance that "active" behaviour may be defined in very different ways. For

example, Rìchard, Annie's husband, cannot understand the signìhcance ofher writing

project, which is not based on "facts". In addition, Annie is a"virgin" lesbian, and she is

only initiated to same-sex love through her decision to enter into a relationship withZoe.

However, there is neve¡ the question oflost innocence or unrecoverable honour as is

traditionally the case in narratives of seduction. Part of the new aesthetics of seduction

has it that innocence is no longer an essential value. Recall Elizabeth Hardwick's

comment that "You cannot seduce anyone when ìmocence is not a value" (208). Within

the naratìve of this text, there is a shift away from any dialogìcal relationship between
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seduction and irìnocence. Traditionally, the seduced in some way has to experience a loss

of in¡rocence - be it moral, spiritual, social, physical, or financial. Although Annie is a

"virgin" to same-sex love, there is no sense that she is a naïve innocent entenng into this

relationship wilh Zoe.

The seducer ìn this text is Zoe, Annie's only reader and editor ofher manuscript.

Zoe gives a model for how to read this text by Daphne Marlatt - to "read with a different

eye" (107). She is a reader who listens and also actively parlicipates in the writing

process as shown in a conversation Annie recalls and incorporates into her writing: "Ana

Richards, my disappointment in her fate, her choice, Zoe said, or maybe she didn't have

any, i said. 'so what ìs it you want from her?' the question surrounds us sudden and

floating chairs suspended outside this ordinary cafe..." (91). They feel "suspended"

because the conversation has shifted with Zoe's question f¡om Ana's life history to

Annie's act of trying to write soûreone else's life story. "so what is it you want from her?"

The question draws attention to Annie's vested interests as a historiographer, which have

and always will be present/absent and are impossible to escape. Ostensibly, this question

refers to Amie's disappointment with the choices made by the historical figure, Ana

Richards. But the question shifts the conversation to remind Annie that she also needs to

express what she wants fiom Zoe as well as from Ana. The three persons

(Annie/Ana,/Ina) conflate into one as the divisìon between individuals becomes blurred.

Seduction ìn this narrative thus becornes a metaphor for knowing onesell Annie

needs to recognize herselfin Ana and Ina before she is self-aware enough to choose to

have a relationship with Zoe. ln an interview, Marlatt comments, "Perhaps what i'm

trying to articulate here is a theory of emerging interrelatedness in lesbian writing, but i
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know that it also embraces women who are not lesbian, as the result, it may be, of what

Luce Irigaray calls our 'plural' sexuality. I know that it also embraces our con¡ectedness

to what surrounds us, the matter, the matrix ofour shared lives, our ecosphere, the

multidirnensional 'ground' we stand on and with" (Readings 147). The lesbian model,

which conflates the seducer/seduced binary, "embraces our connectedness" by revealing

that men are not privileged as the "natural" holders ofpower in seduction, any rnore than

authors are the "natural" holders ofpower in the reading act.

Thus, the seduction narrative of An¡ie and Zoe might be more easìly interpreted if

read through the love story Annie creates between Ana and Birdie, the only other

independent frontierswoman mentioned in the archives. Annie alludes to the possible

lesbian relationship that may have bloomed between Ana and Birdie despite the restricted

social conditions ofthe 1880's. Arurie's own desires for Zoe are thus temporarily

displaced through her writing. This displacement creates a fascinating change in the

binary of seducer/seduced because in a sense the love object becones this other

discourse. Allusions to sexual tension between the imagined Ana and Birdie surface

occasionally in the text in the grammatical position of the reader: "you tum

intrigued....you have caught yourself tuming in Birdie's eyes. tuming because of a spark,

a gleam, your eyes are green (you had forgotten that) and you know them lit with the look

of something you ahnost meet in Birdie's brown. you had not inagined - this" (109),

The reference remains unclear - lesbian love or revisionist history? Ana sees

herselfthrough someone else's eyes, which may seem like the sarne effect as beìng under

the male gaze, but in this case she has the opportunity to express desire- Recalling that
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the main physical detail that we have ofZoe's appearance is that she has brown eyes, it

seems clear that we are meant to identifiz her with Birdie.

We sense that the surprise of emotions felt by Ana are also those experienced by

Annie in her current awakening to feelings for Zoe. Zoe reads Annie's writing-in-

progress about Ana Richards, and she acts as a listener to Annie's newly emerging voice.

Zoe is not only the seducer in this text, but also the listener/reader who is seduced inlo the

story, in another role reversal. In a straightforward response to Annie's question of why

Zoe wants to hear/read her work, Zoe simply says, "you tell good stories" (59). Annie,

accustomed to slights and in¡ruendo from others such as Richard, feels baffled and

wonders if Zoe "means i tell good lies" (59). Because Zoe is a sensitive reader, she

senses in Annie that she is holding back tellìng the story she wants to write, and thus

challenges her: "'you haven't even begun to think about what it would be if it could be

what you want"' (90) the "it" being both Annie's writing and her life choices. Only

when Annie has aficulated her own desires does Zoe invite her into the context of the

relationship. This is also the moment when Ana Richards' story can come peacefully to

an end. Annie realizes the love story that she has created between Ana and Birdie is

actually her own, and that she has the opportunity to live it without mediation through an

Other.

How is it that a text can also seduce a reader's desires? Encoded within Zoe's

character and her lelationshìp to Annie is a strategy for the ¡eader to actually participate

in the text as a desiring speaking subject. Annie realizes the love story that she has

created between Ana and Birdie is actually her own, and that she has the oppoÍunity now
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to live it. Seduction is far-reaching, however, and so it is also the constructed reader as

well as Annie who is seduced in the closing pages. In these terms, reader and author

become "sarne-sex" too, as joint creatorc, rather than in the old hicrarchical relationship

of author/reader. Again in the final pages of the novel, Zoe asks the question, "what ìs it

you want? " ( 152), and thus gives prominence to A¡nie as a desiring subj ect. The "you"

oftheir lovemaking shifts reference frorn between these two personae to also include the

reader: "we give place, giving words, giving birth, to each other * she and rne. you. hot

skin writing skin" (153). The "you" is the reader invited to padicipate in the writing of

the literal and figurative desiring body ofthe female. The namator appeals to "you," the

constructed reader, in the closing scenes of the book, to "the reach ofyour desire, reading

us into the page ahead" (1 53). As a text with designs on the reader, this is a crucial

nanative for demonstrating how a narrator seeks to engage the reader's desire for the text,

for a continuation ofthe story/dialogue.

The "you" in the fìnal pages, ofcourse, is also Annie expressing her desire for

Zoe. While Tiffin ¡estricts herself in her discussion to the concept of the body in the

library seeking knowledge, Amie comes to Zoe's kitchen, exchanging ernpirical for

domestic knowledge. Thus, Annie has been looking in the wrong place for the kind of

knowledge that she is aÍÌer (using the colonizer's method), while it turns out that

knowledge also resides in the history of women's bodies and their imaginations. In this

sense, the narrative expresses hope for the evolution of the discourse ofseduction;

seduction can ¡einterpret old paradigms, thus critiquing sexual reasoning that assumes to

operate within a heterosexual and auctorial framework only. The point of view as Annie

climbs the stairs in anticipation of the physical consummation ofher new relationship is
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happiness and elation. The end. That is to say, the end of this narrative ends in the

beginning-middle of the scene of seduction, which is atypical. The text comes to its

climax and ¡efuses to end. The power of women to have multiple orgasms acts as a

metaphor fo¡ the aesthetic of seduction in these hnal pages; desire cannot be contained

within the binary of seducer/seduced. Instead, the reader is ìnvited not coerced - to

resonate with the passion of the noment, which further multiplies the pleasure. Within

this new paradigm, it is expected that the presumed reader is trustworthy of this

confidence and that she has chosen to be part ofthis experience.

Furthemore, the fact that this narrative ends in the middle of the one identifiable

scene ofseduction in the whole text affirms that this new paradigm ofseduction is not

punitive. Tradìtionally, even the most notewodhy scenes of seduction in novels tend to

be far outweighed in detailed descriptions, psychological analysis, cha¡acter

development, and sheer length ofscript perlaining to The consequences ofany such scene

ofseduction rnore so than the scene itself- Seduction is the product ofsocial relatìons.

Thus, its outcomes must always be measured within the larger social context. This is not

to argue that by contrast Zoe and A¡nie's scene ofseduction takes place in isolation;

rather, the consequences oftheir actions are 1eft implicit. Importantly, there is a shift

towards joy that will not be met with punitive measures.

Annie has retraced her mother's footsteps as well to better understand the

matemal bond between them, to explore her own identity, and to lament the forrnidable

pressures on her mother that led to her being given electric-shock treatment, which is of

course a forcible way of removing memory. As Grisé writes, "Annie speaks into Ina's

silence, lna's life-text is retold though the feniale gaze ofher daughter" (93). In her
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mother, Annie discovers a woman who has been punished for desiring life: "that's your

voice, lna, lucid and cntical, seeing through the conventions that surrounded you, and

though you saw through them, you still didn't know what to do with the fear that found

you alone on the far side ofwhere you were'supposed' to be. wrong, therefore. Guilty of

'going to far"'(135).

I¡ her own life, Annie is able now to move forward and embrace seduction, and

there is no indication in the narrative that the strength ofher desire will be curlaìled. A

new kind of parlance encodes same-sex seduction in which the body speaks: "we ente¡ a

room that is alive with the smell of her [Zoe]. bleeding and soft. her on my tongue. she

trembles violently on my lips" (152). Note that it is An¡ie, the seduced, who is actively

engaged in shaping her new lover's pleasure. The aesthetic of lesbian lovemaking is

shaped positively. As Chan puts it, "Here lesbìan love is celebrated, not from the

voyeuristic or omniscient perspective ofpatriarchy as the penetration ofan 'other,' but as

a rnerging interface ofboundaries between two selves which are distinct and yet alike"

(72). It is described from Annie's point of view-the seduced and the fact that she has

a voice confims her power.

Conflonted with inversions ofclassical seductions, this same-sex narrative elides

the binary oppositìons of seducer/seduced. The hierarchy cannot sustain itself when

faced with n-rultiple forms of ironic play. Parody thus invites the reader to recognize the

classical trope, and also to engage in rewriting that trope. The reader not only decodes

the narrative and its parody, but also his,/her desire for the parodic play. Ana Historic

thus offers more than an altemative version of nar¡ative models; :it goes on to enact a

n-rodem parody- In A Tlrcory oJ Parody, Linda Hutcheon argues that parody is more than
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what most standard dictionaries would describe as ridiculing imitation. Parody, instead,

functions as a self-reflexive art form that "is a fonri of imitation, but imitation

characlenzedby ironic inversion, not always at the expense of the parodied text" (6).

Hutcheon also recognizes, with Bakhtin, that parody plays an important function in terms

of the development of literatu¡e and envisioning the world: "Modem arlists seem to have

recognized that change entails continuity, and have offered us a model for the process of

transfer and reorganization ofthe past" (4). Marlatt gives us such a form ofparody, and

not irritation, when she transposes a lesbian love story onto the classical seduction

nar¡ative. Some configurations of the game remain the same in name such as foreplay,

yet foreplay also undergoes inversion. The old question in lesbian relationships that is

often only answered with laughter - who is the man in this game of foreplay? - collapses

the binary of seducer/seduced. The hierarchy cannot sustain itself when confronted with

multiple fonns of ironic p1ay. Parody itself becomes a seductive form because it opens

up the possibility of new games, which subvert older relations of power. Parody does not

reject the past, but rather incorporates and inverts it. Parody thus invites the reader to

recognize the classical trope, and also to play with the fun of rewriting that trope. The

¡eader not only decodes the narrative, and its parody, but also his/her desire fo¡ the

parodic play.

Zwicker further shows how this text uses parody for political ends: "MarlaTl's Ana

Historic (1988) parodically reproduces the comic plot ofrrarriage and childbirth by

rendering both lesbian. . ..Whereas the discourse of the ideal nation would have the nation

reproduce itselfby assimilating and obliterating cultural or sexual diffe¡ence,

accomrnodating the movement of people through space and time by a constant pull
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toward naturalization formalized by institutions like marriage or second-generation

citizenship, Marlatt's female characters, who marry (sort of) and reproduce (but not

conventionally), resist the compulsory heterosexism of the comic nation from within"

( 166). Thus, lesbian seduction has ramifications for colonialism because it undermines

traditional nodes of power in imagined communities, such as the nation-state. CeÍain

functions can no longer be attributed to women as their "natural" functions if they skew

the heterosexual paradigm with their Other-reaching desires. In a simila¡ fashion, the

"natural" borders of the nation-state are shown to be artifìcial and thus the legitimization

of certain powers-to-be come under question as inheritance of csrtain forms of

govemrrlent need not be taken for granted. The blurring borders between male/female

and the attending power dy,narnic also affect the penneable nation-state bolders, which

are not so stable as it might at first appear. With geography not on the side of

imperialism in tenns of "natural" extensions ofbolders, the appearance of inherited and

rightful possession of colonies ìs every4hing. Once the appearance starts to flicker and

the arlifice of its posrtioning shows through, the consequences are that the nation-state

may well not survive the flux. The model of same-sex relations in the discourse of

seduction has far-reaching implications for larger paradigms ofpower and their politics

of control.

Perhaps what is most threatening to the colonial model in this lesbian narrative is

the factor of repetition. As Zwicker points out, women are still "marrying" and

"reproducing," but not according to the dictates ofthe Empire. They are able to imitate,

transform, and use the "original" model to their own ends. Does this sound subversive?

Ar irnplicit aspect of the relationship between the colonial model and the lesbian story of
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scduction is a geat fear of the Self hrming into the Other. The homogenized front of all

British subjects - no matter whether they are located in Britain ìtself, in India, or in

Canada - collapses because such subjectivity is defined within a narrower scope, which

cannot maintain the plurality of characteristics encompassed in lesbian identity.

Ana Historic thus challenges colonial authority, and the narrative it claims as

"truth." The parody extends beyond Zwicker's astute argument to directly critique the

ineffectiveness ofthe Crown on Canadian soil. In the final scenes ofthe text, Annie sits

in the kitchen with Zoe and her roommates making up flyers. She applies stamps to each

of the envelopes with "hundreds oftiny images of the Queen passing under my thumb"

(151). Again, we have a play with the word "reproduction." For the image of the Queen

has clearly been rdproduced hundreds of times for purposes of the stamp. There is

another kind ofparody ofbirlh iinplicit in this image; the Queen's face and body are

replicated to get the message out, that is to say, to allow the flow of correspondence

through the rnail system, yet this is also a reproduction with no achral birth. The body of

the Queen acts as a guarantor that we will receive the words contained in the envelope.

However, this figure of authority, which represents the n-rajesty and the power of Empire

more than any other s1'rnbol, is now - as Amie puts it - "under rny thumb". To come

back to postcolonial theory, many would point out that culture is dissen-rinated through

language, but that the Queen no longer has control over the language which is ostensibly

under her rule. It seems fair to postulate that the flyers going out pertain to oneof Zoe's

roor¡late's line of work, one of whom we know works in a crisis centre for women. The

Queen's face, then, sewes the needs of a lesbian collective of women intent on social

justice.
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Another element ofplay likewise enters into this discourse ofseduction. Theìdea

that anyone can truly know him,4rerself operates at the level of a joke in this text. ln

other words, the lesbian model of seduction is not put forward as a "solution" to the

perceived power imbalance in narratives ofseduction; this would be a reductive reading

of a complex texl. Ana Historic opens on the hrst page with a question: "Who's There?

she was whispering. knock knock" (9). This formulaic preamble to any "knock knock"

joke repeatedly comes up in the text. Ironically, this is a fon¡ of seduction. "Knock

knock" jokes traditionally leave the reader in temporary suspense as the ritual ofasking

and answering the question is endured. The humour of this type ofjoke operates on the

basis of a trick; it is a parlay of words and usually the joke lies in semantic manipulation.

The person who is seduced to participate in the joke knows that the joke will, to some

extent, be at his,4rer expense. Notwithstanding the cominess, most people cannot resist a

"knock knock"joke. In this narrative, as we corne to the close of the novel, the question

"Who's There?" gets answered for Annie: "i want to knock: can you hear? i want to

answer here who's there? not Ana or Ina, those transparent covers. Ana Richards

Richard's Anna. fooling myself on the other side of history as if it were a line dividing

the real from the unreal" (152). Thus, to a cedain degree, this is atext about the quest for

self-knowledge, but only provisionally. On the other hand, the parodic play of this

naruative defers any stable, fixed meaning through its subversive practices.

The stability of identity is ultimately called into question in Ana ÌIistoric tlrougþ

its parodic representations of seduction. Zwicker argues that the Frankenstein, who

represents unknown fears, "is a free-floating signifier for the terror that keeps women

inside the bounds ofpropriety - in other words, homophobia, a terror which can never be
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fixed in one location because it ìs socially omnipresent" (171). She argues that

Frankenstein, an artihcial construct, undercuts any attempt to "naturalize" the lesbian

subject which would be an imitation of the trope of coming out of the closet: "A literally

constructed hulnan a queer subject? - the monster [Frankenstein] points out the

limitations of concepts like 'libe¡ation from the past' and a 'tme sell for the homosexual

as well as for the heterosexual subject. It is against precisely such limitations that Ma¡latt

imagines lesbian subjectivity. Never a singular subject, and never entirely fiee flom race

or nation, the lesbian subject is, like Frankenstein, an unnatural cornposite of human

beings which always exceeds the conhnes of its narrative" (Zwicker 172).

The binary of SelflOthe¡ is finally undercut because the Other, in this case the

lesbian subj ect, refuses to remain homogenized. Judìth Butler has pointed out that

"gender practices within gay and lesbian culhrres often thematize 'the natural' in parodic

contexts that bring into reliefthe performative constlxction ofan original and true sex"

(lntro xxix). The discourse of seduction plays a role in foregrounding issues of sexual

construction in society because scenes ofseduction take the imposed normative values of

any given contemporary socìety and reveal the codes on which that system operates.

Ana ÍIistoric reveals how seduction is very much tied up with issues ofrace, gender, and

nation. And yet it is only through using these different lenses that colonial memory can

be critiqued, and a more polymorphous diverse understanding ofsexual reasoning can

come into play.
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8: Conclusion

The discourse of seduction is ostensibly a politics of control, and yet

paradoxically, this control is always provisional because meaning always exceeds

language. Elusive, sought after, the writer/reader attcmpts to control meaning, tame its

f'onn, delimit its performance within the boundaries of marks on the page. However,

meaning moves in a larger cultural context, where the borders between discourse and the

material "real" world which dìscourse attempts to ¡ead/write blur together. ln a social

context, the discou¡se ofseduction is often that force which helps to circurnvent many of

the conventions irnposed by a traditional social order. Rather than being limited to the

act ofsexual conquest, seductìon as a discourse is what allows people to renegotiate their

identities. By exploring the discourse ofseduction, it has been possible to identifu shifts

in relation ofpower, not only between individuals, but also in larger social and political

contexts.

For example, ln a Hisloric offers a postcolonial reading of power relations in

seduction narative by linking the male, traditional history and the figure ofthe author as

joint-colonizers who invade and colonize both the territory of the fernale body, of

imaginative fiction, and ofthe participating reader. In resisting the (male) colonization of

the (female) body, this narrative also resists the (historical) colonization of meaning in

the writing of history, and the colonizing of the imagination by an all-controlling author.

In destabilizing the old categorìes of seducer/seduced, author/reader, history/fiction, lna

Historic tums inside out the discourse of seduction, making it irrpossible to privilege any

of these terms over any other, and rnaking it possible to establish mutual relations of

power between each ofthem (seducer/seduced, author/reader, history/hction).
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The post-colonial proj ect in this novel also acts as a template for reading

contemporary Canadian politics. There has been an increasing interest in academic

circles, as well as by the general public, to better understand the cornplicated relations of

post-colonial societies. It seems likely that much of this attention has bcen stimulated by

Canada's own changing stah:s fron a colony to an independent nation. Only in 1982 did

the British Crown sign over sovereignty in the Constitution Act, thus establishing the

Charter ofRights and Freedoms. Since that mon-rentous date, the laws of the land have

continued to test out this new measure ofautonomous authority in the Canadian legal

system.

However, it is not only in legal terms that these political docurnents have had an

impact on foming Canadian identities. There is a seductive qualìty to nation building,

and Canada as a young nation :is still in the process of defining and shaping itself against

its colonial past. Furthemore, the mythology of a nation, in this case, the oft-cited

"Canadian mosaic," shows that as in any society Canada is in neecl of nanative, of a

story to evoke an image or momentary glimpse of its imagined collectivity. Canadian

writers are crucial to this process. This is not really a question of patriotism, for surely

many writers critique Canadian culture in what may be considered a less than flattering

way. Nevertheless, it is through the process of writing that the intangible elements of a

nation, which is always/already being built/deconstmcted, is realized in the resonant

phrase ofBenedict Anderson, as an "itragined community."

Gauging how perceptions ofhistorical nanatives will change over time is a hard

bet to place. In Quebec, soveteignty is still very much a hotly debated topic, as the recent

secessionist refe¡endum testifies. This debate is one that dates back to Quebec's eally
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history under the colonial influence of the B¡itish and French, and, as discussed in the

chapler on Kamouraska, the Rebellions of 1837-38. Kamouraska is a narrative that

shows how one nanative can seduce another because the "origins" of this novel are based

on a true love murder triangle, but this tale ofseduction operates on a larger level as an

anaiogy for competing nation-state power. The murderous love triangle, we come to

rcahze, is also a story ofthe British keeping control at any cost in a French-Canadian

uprising founded on resistance to cultural suppression. The narrative fiamework works to

seduce the reader into the passions ofrevolutionary emotions, a story of"historical facts"

otherwise forgotten save fo¡ the charisrnatic seductions of an apparent "victìm," Elisabeth

d'Aulnières.

Hébert's narrative f¡amework has relevance for today as we see that English

Canada would seduce Separatist Québecois into a legitirnate union with the rest of the

country, but sometimes for the wrong reasons. P¡oblematic as the concept might be,

Quebec's secession ffom the rest of Canada is a possible reality. In many countries

around the world, neither geography nor ethnic diversity has stopped the process of

nation building. Thus, through a critique of control being played out in a drama

calculated on the colonial model, Héber1 shows that this is a narrative with a history

which cannot be ignored if it is to be understood. Parody in this text serves to

demonstrate that ideologies, not texts, are often what is under critical review, and it is

through the critical distancing provided through "fiction" that "reality'' is reshaped and

renegotrated.

Conversely, the Canadian landscape provides a parodic reinterpretation of

worren's shifting roles ìn No Fixed Address. The Wild West and picaresque narratives,
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traditional male territory, come equally to do the bidding of Arachne, a female seducer.

More than just a reversal of power or imitation of colonization, this nanative afhrms that

social construction is reality. As a woman - that is, a woman of her own making

always socially mobile and elusive, Arachne explores her life on her own terms. The

artifice of the Don Juan trope is highlighted when Arach¡e shows that many of the "male

attributes" associated with the male seducer are only selectively used as part ofher

seductive arsenal oftrade secrets. She is starting to map out new territory for women that

allows for an exploration of play in both language and in social roles.

Don Juan, the unrepentant seducer, clearly has important implications for

contemporary feminist theory. The unrepentant Arachne ìs never punìshed in the

narrative fo¡ her actions. This may not be so true for Canadian women who still must

contend in everyday reality with the consequences of living in a patriarchy. However, in

the last thirty years or so, great advances have been nade in the ferninist movement.

Contraceptive methods, higher education, and greater access to the workforce are some of

the factors greatly affecting women's decisions. Although at times frustrating, these

changes have also given wornen, taken together as a political entity (ifthai is possible

with such diverse agendas), a new sense of strength. They are seduced into

understanding that they are subjects rather than imagined objects on the sidelines. As

such, they are able to carve out new ten-itories, not as colonizers, but as seducers in new

narratives no longer built on hierarchical relations. Rather than censor or escape fiom

older narrative forms ones which define the Canadian landscape in "male" tenns

women use the element ofillusion inherent in seduction to escape being pinned down by
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maps with fixed borders. ln this particular politics of control, women are seeking more

freedom to script their own lives and to realize their own desires.

In each case, the seducer in these Canadian novels proves to be an agent ofsocial

change - proposing a revolution in national politics, in gender ro1es, and in postcolonial

identities - making the seducer continuous in many ways with a long European history of

the genre as the bellwether of social and political transformation. Here is the ultimate

seductiveness ofthis discourse ofseduction, that we are enticed to become Other to our

Selves.
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